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Àustralia

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

I. Since its first Trade Policy Review in
1989, Australia has pressed ahead with itsfar-
reaching, ambitious programme of economic
reform. Tariffs have come down and are being
reducedfurther under a predetermined agenda
up to the year 2000; subsidies are being cut;
andderegulation andprivatization are injecting
competition into inanyformerly shielded areas
of goods and services. Mile Australia is
consolidating many ofits trade reforms through
binding commitments and acceptance of new
Uruguay Round disciplines, the spur for trade
and domestic reform has been, throughout,
essentially autonomous and independent ofthe
multilateral negotiation process. With a legacy

of distortive import replacement policies in
manufacturing, Australia sees trade and internal
liberalization as complementary tools to improve

the sectoral balance of the economy, increase
multi-factor productivity and, thus, promote
international competitiveness.

Environmnent

2. Since 1989, theAustralian economy has
come through a recession, ushered in largepart
by monetary measures taken to correct earlier
overheating. In 1990-91, private investment
contracted, real GDP shrank and unemploynment
rose. A sluggish recovery proved insufficient
to prevent unemployment from rising further,
to Il per cent in '992. Inflation is currently
around 1 per cent. Net exports and business
investment are now, however, expected to pick
up, and growth in 1993-94 may exceed the
2. 7per cent recorded for 1992-93.

3. The speed of recovery has been

influenced by the prudent financial policies
adopted in the recession; fiscal policy has,
rather than seeking to stimulate the economy,
aimed to support longer-term budgetary balance,
in order to help narrow Australia's national
savings-investment gap. Further, the economy
has continuedto sufferfrom the lingering effects
of a speculative investment boom in the late
1980s, which led to a large capacity overhang
in real estate and equipment, as well as from

the adverse impact on export demand of a

faltering world economy and a secular decline
in the terms of trade.

4. With a structural savings-investment
gap, Australia records a persistent current
account deficit. As a result, the external debt -
much of it on private account - has risen to
some 55 per cent of GDP. To case the external
constraint, the authorities Iook toimproving
productivity growth, which has long been
trailing other OECD countries. ln consequence,
successive Governments have promoted
regulatory changes in basic infrastructural
services, remove administrative shackles and
remedy distortion in the incentive system.

5. Trade liberalization has been central to
Australia's reform process. In 1991, even
though the economy was still in difficulty and
to current account weak, a new liberalization
package was launched which is projected to
reduce the average effective rate of assistance
front Il per cent now to 5 per cent by 2000.

(2) Institutional Framework

6. Thescope of Australia's structural
reform programme extends to areas within state
and territorial competence, including standards,
procurement policies and marketing board
practices, where uncoordinated policies in the
pasthave resulted in obstacles to internal trade.
In this connection, a recently concluded
Commonwealth/State Agreement on Mutual
Recognition, akin to the European Communities'
Internal Market programmne, seeks to ensure that
goods legally put into circulation in any part
of Australia can be soldfreely throughout the
country, irrespective of their origin. Uniform
national standards are being developed in areas
where essential health andsafety considerations
come into play, except when a national market
is not considered appropriate, for example,
under genuine quarantine requirements.

7. Many agricultural marketing boards
have recently been restructured, with their

C/RM/S/43
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responsibilities reduced in scope and coverage,
in order to promote commercial efficiency.

Restrictive supply and purchase arrangements
and state quota régimes have been trimmed.
Exclusive purchase arrangements continue,
however, in areas such as wheat, eggs and
sugar in Queensland, oilseeds in New South
Wales, and warepotatoes in Western Australia.

8. Internal harmonization has not always
been equally beneficial to domestic and foreign
suppliers. While the 1991 Agreemernt on

Government Procurement prohibits its
signatories, the Commonwealth, theAustralian
States and Territories and New Zealand, from
discriminating among each other, it specifies
preferential margins to be applied by certain
States and Territories on the Australian and New
Zealand content of the goods procured and
related services.

9. The Commonwealth Constitution
generally bans the granting ofproduction and
export subsidies by the States and Territories,
This ban may, in principle, be bypassed via
alternative forms of assistance at state level,
such as investment grants or concessions on
payroll taxes; no common rules, notification
or transparency provisions exist in this area.
However, disciplining factors include the
operation ofCommonwealth/Statetax collection
and disbursement mechanisms, public aversion
to expensive subsidy schemes, and shortage of

finds.

f3) Trade Policy Features and Trends

(iO Evolution since the initial review

10. Australia's trade-relatedpolicies have
continuedthe market-oriented course ofthepast
ten or, in most sectors, fifteen years, by

pursuing tariff and subsidy cuts, abolition of

tarif quotas, privatization and deregulation.
Australia has thus broken with a long tradition
of broad-based protective policies for
manufacturing and service industries.

11. The tariff reduction programme for
1988-1992 broughtdown most tarifs to ceilings

of10 or 15 per cent, with exceptions mainly for
passenger motor vehicles (PMV) and textiles,
clothing and footwear products (TCF). lhe
overall unweighted tariff cerage fellby about
one-third to around 12 per cent by March 1992;
currently, close to 50 per cent of all imports
enter the Australian market free of duty and an
additional 20 per cent qualfifies forfree entry
under an extensive system of tariff concessions
for specified industries or purposes.

.12. A new tariff reduction programme,
initiated in March 1991, provides for further
cuts, subject to the samte sectoral exceptions,
to 5 per cent or zero by 1996. Tariffs on
clothing and certain finished textiles are
scheduled to cone down froms their current level
of 47per cent to 25 Per cent by 2000. Tariffs
on all other textile andfoowear products and
on passenger motor vehicles, at present in the
order of 30 per cent and above, are to reach
15 per cent in the same period. The unweighted
tariffaverage is projected total to under 5 per
cent by 2000.

13. The detailed multi-annual schedules on
which the reform.s are based have added to their
credibility and allowedfor preemptive business
adjustments. However, partly in reaction to
theperceived unsatisfactory outcome ofprevious
GATT Rounds, Australia has long abstained
from locking in achieved levels of tariff
liberalization by extending the scope of its GATT
bindings; in 1993, no more than 20 per cent
of its tariff lines were bound. with the
implementation of the Uruguay Round results,
however, bindings will increase to some 94
per cent, a level comparable with other
developed countries.

14. Preferential margins under the
Australian System of Tarif Preferences for
Developing Countries (ASTP) are falling for
specified products and beneficiaries as m.f,n.
duties are cut. Mostly affected are TCF items,
chemicals, sugar, and fruit and vegetable
preparations, as well as all imports from
Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, the Republic of
Korea and Singapore. The relevantASTP rates

C/RM/S/43
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remain stable while the general tariff comes
down to their level.

1. Tariff reductions are complemented by
the phasing-down of most Common wealth
production subsidie's (bounties) and by continued
regulatory reforms. These include strengthening
of competition policy with a view to closing
sector- or product-reIated loopholes which,for
example, currently provide coverfor restrictive
practices' by marketinig hoards.

16. Export duties on coal have been
abolished. An export tax on uranium
concentrate and controls on exports of various
otherproducts remainfor strategic, cultural or
environmental reasons. In certain areas,
including woodchips and unprocessed wood,
these controls seem to substitutefor roduction-
related restrictions, such as taxes or quotas,
affecting domestic use and exports alike.

17. Directly export-related support elements
have recently been removed from the :factor f"
scheme in the pharmaceuticals itndustry. The
scheme, intended to offset the adverse impact
oftightprice controls on industrial innovation,
investment, and research and development,
continues, however, to be one of the most
generously endowed support programmes for
individual manufacturing sectors.

(ii) Type and incidence of trade policy
instruments

18. Import protection in Australia relies on
tariffs rather than quantitative restrictions or
other non-tariffmeasures. Today, only cheese
imports are subject to a tariffquota.

19. Despite the ongoing reduction
programme, Australia's tariff still displays
considerable escalation. In March 1993. the
unweighted tariffaverage was 1. 7per centfor
manufactures at the first stage of processing,
but 12.3 per centforfully processedproducts.
Effective tariff assistance for downstream
products thus tends to be higher than nominal
rates suggest. Escalation is amplified by tariff
concessions on raw materials, intermediate

inputs or capital goods. The continuing tariff
reductions will reduce such effects in the near
future, with, the possible exceptions of the TGT
and PMV industries.

20. Australia's quarantine regulations
restrict imports of a wide range of farm
products, including fresh fruit and vegetables
and seeds ofmajorfield crops. Any deliveries,
,for examplefor scientific purposes, are subject
to ministerial approval. In addition, local
content schemes on fruit juice and tobacco
products continue to shield domestic producers
of inputs front import competition.

21. Export and import-replacemnent
incentives, in varying forms, play important
rôles, in certain manufacturing industries. PMV
and TCF companies may benefit from duty
reductions contingent on the value-added
exported. In information technology, the
Partnerships for Development Program draws
a non-mandatory link, according to the
authorities, between a company's compliance
with export and R&D targets- andprocurement
byAustralia 's three licensed telecommunication
carriers. The three carriers have also
subscribed to buy-Australia and other business
targets under industry development plans agreed
as part of the licensing process. Suppliers of
customer premises equipment, including
standard and cellular mobile telephones, must
maintain certain export, local contentandR&D
levels to have their products approved for
connection to the network.

22. Explicit export subsidies, funded through
producer levies, are granted on manufactured
dairy products. The current rate is estimated
at less than 15 per cent.

(iii) Temporary measures

23. Australia, once frequent user of GATT
Article XIX, has not taken and such action since
mid-1989. By contrast, the number of anti-
dumping measures, which had decreased for
several years, picked up significantly in
1991-92, when Australia accountedfor close to
one-third of all initiations under the GATT
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Anti-Dumping Code. More recent figures,
however, point to a decline in such actions.

24. Australia 's anti-dumping and
countervailing legislation has undergone nine
changes since 1988, resulting mainly from the
creation of the Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA)
in 1988 and a general review in 1991. While
the changes have added significantly to the
complexity of procedures, with potentially
adverse effects inparticular on small companies
and newcomers, they provided important
procedural safeguards and transpasrency
requirements.

2.5. For example, all aspects of a case are
investigated by two mutually independent bodies,
Customs and the ADA. Tight procedural time
limits apply. The period between Customs'
receipt of an application and its preliminary
finding on dumping and injury is limited Io 125
days; and the Anti-Dumping Authority is
required to carry out the final investigation
within an additional 120 days. AIl actions are
subject to a five-year sunset clause. in June
1993, Australa 's longest-standing measures
datedfrom October 1990.

26. Contrary to some other preferential
schemes, the ASTP is free of safeguard
provisions, quotas or ceilings. This is despite
its current wide coverage which extends across
thefull product range. At present, more than
three-fifths of Australia's imports of cotton,
tobacco, man-made filaments, photographic
goods and man-made staple fibres enter under
preferential rates.

27. Australia's current participation in
voluntary restraint arrangements is limited to
two cases involving the United States and the
European Communities. The restraints have
been accepted by the authorities with a view to
ensuring certain access benefits for Australian
meat supplies. The GATT Secretariat is not
aware of any restraints instigated by the
Australian Government with a view to containing
import pressure.

(iv,) Sectoral Policy patterns

28. Australia's liberalization programme
aims to establish a more neutral incentive
structure, with lower disparities in support
among sectors. The expected shifts of capital,
labour and expertise towards sectors ofgreater
comparative advantage is, together with
efficiency-enhanccing reforms in the public sector
adn privatization, designed topush the economy
to a higher, more sustainable growth path.

29. Estimates of the effective rate of
assistance (ERA) suggest that support to
manufacturing has fallen since the late 1980s
from some 15 to 11 per cent at present, close
to the levelprevailing in agriculture. ERAs are
projected to cone down to some 5 per cent by
2000.

30. The reform agenda reflected growing
discontent at the lack ofindustrial resilience in
highly protected segments of manufacturing.
these sectors have proved a drag on more
competitive producers, particularly in
agriculture and mining, many of which also
sufferfromprotectionistpolicies abroad, highly
subsidized export competition and a secular
decline in the terms of trade.

31. Social and regional objectives have not
been apretextforsignifcant sectoral exceptions
to the Government's reform programme.
Adjustment is complemented and facilitated
through such measures as improvedinformation
and counselling services for small enterprises.
Companies in previously protected areas such
as steel, civil aircraft and shipbuilding have
apparently learned to survive without intensive
public support and develop market niches in
international competition.

32. The reform programme will not,
however, fully eliminate intra-secioral disparities
in support. Australia 's long legacy ofgenerous
protectionfor "strongholds" in manufacturing,
in particular the TCF and PMV industries, will
linger for some time. For example, in 2000,
the effective rates ofassistancefor clothing and
motor vehicleproducers areprojected to exceed
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the manufacturing average by factors of more
than six and close to four, respectively.

33. Recent supports for "strategic"
industries, mainly information technologies and
pharmaceuticals, are not captured by the ERA
estimates. Such initiatives take theform mainly
0f Government/industry agreements on
firm-specific targets such as local content, R&D
and exports While the agreements provide a
basisfor discussions on business developments
and strategies, their economic impact is difficult
to assess.

(4) Trade Policies and Foreign Trading
Partners

34. Australia 's involvement in regional trade
initiatives remains limited, principally for
geographical and political reasons, including
the authorities' confidence in multilaterally
agreed trade rules ond disciplines. Over
70 per cent ofits imports arefrompurely mf. n.
sources, and imports under free trade
agreements represent no more than 5 per cent
of the total.

35. Australia remains one of the strongest
supporters ofthe multilateral trading system as
embodiedin the GATTItsparticiapation insuch
regional bodies as APEC is seen as strictly
complementary too the global liberalization of
farm, mineral and industrial trade and the
reinforcement of multilateral rules.

36. At the same time, Australian policies
since the mid-1980s have shown that unilateral
trade liberalization is possible and that
Governments need not wait for multilateral
action to rid their economies of barriers.
Policies have remained on course even though
recession and macroeconomic constraints have
sofarprevented liberalizationfrom translating
visibly into employment and economic
expansion. Recent improvements in Australia 's
export prformance in some of the most dynamic
markets in the Pacific region may, however,
hold out promise for the future.

37. Australia's external economic links have
intensified since the mid-.1980s. Traditional
trade and industry patterns based on open,
export-oriented primary sectors and shielded,
inward-looking manufacturing industries appear
to be on the wane. Manufactures have expanded
their state in the export basket, though from
low levels, and intra-industry trade, except with
Japan, is gaining in importance. Australian
exports to Japan are still made up predominantly
of energy products, meat and ores, while
imports focus on matnufctures, in particular
cars and components.

38. Australias liberalizationagendaappears
to be reinforced by institutional arrangements,
including regular, independent review of all
major government programmes. Public
awareness of the economic costs ofprotection
has created a political climate conducive to
change; this has also benefitted from, and
contributed to, intensifiedco operation between
Commonwealth and State governments, and
better labour/business relations.

39. Policy makers continue to face the
challenge ofsignificant current account deficits
and increasing foreign debt. The macro-
economic disciplines necessary to limit these
constraints couldfueldemands or trade-related
therapies, such as more aggressive use of anti-
dumping remedies in "surnset" industries or
additional initiatives to boost designated
"sr-ategic" sectors. Any such approach would,
however, not only contradict the rationale
behind the trade liberalization agenda, but
neglect Australia's own negative experience with
protection in traditional segments of
manufacturing. The renewed tarif reduction
programme, combined with deregulation, appear
to prove the authorities' resolve not to tinker
with symptoms but to address the root of the
problem by enhancing productivity and
competitiveness. Credible multilateral
liberalization in the wake ofthe Uruguay Round
will enhance the effectiveness of reforms and
help forestall possible slippages or reversals.
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I. THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

(1) Recent Economic Performance and Policy Objectives

1 . Australia has come through a recession since its initial Trade Policy Review in 1989. The
Government's policy stance during this period has aimed, first, to cushion the decline in economic
activity, and later to promote sustainable growth. A particular concern in this context has been
Australia's structural savings-investment imbalance and the resulting persistent current account deficits
(Table 1. 1). These deficits have brought Australia's external debt to some 55 per cent of it.s gross
domestic product (GDP), much of it privately owed. Short-terin policy adjustments are thus framed
in the longer-term perspective of easing the external constraint, particularly by bolstering national savings
and enhancing productivity performance. Trade liberalization is integral to this longer-term strategy.

2. The authorities view as piimary the redressment of low rates of productivity growth. O'ver
the 1980s, productivity increases, particularly of labour, in the non-farm sector significantly lagged
those in other OECD countries, undermining the international competitiveness of Australian industry
(Chart 1. 1). In response, successive Governrnents have acted, inter alias, to make public enterprises
more responsive to commercial conditions; simplify the regulatory framework; inject greater
decentralization in the wage-setting process; and improve the delivery of infrastructural services.
The greatest strides, however, have come in the area of trade, where for more than a decade
Governments have acted decisively to reverse past policies of protecting and supporting the manufacturing
sector. In this respect, it is telling that in 1991, although the economy was weak and the external current
account in sizeable deficit, a new trade liberalization programme was initiated, aimed at reducing the
average effective rate of assistance to 5 per cent by the end of the decade. Certain sectors, including
textiles and motor vehicles, will continue to receive above average assistance, potentially leading to
resource inefficiencies.

Chart1.1
Productivity growth in the business sector, 1960-91

Annual percentage change

TotaI factor productivity a Labour productivity b Capital productivity

2 .............~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ... ....

1960.73 1913.79 197Î9-91 d 1960-73 1973-79 1979-91d 1960.73 1973.79 99d

a Weighted average of the growth in labour and capital productivity
b Output per person employe I.
c Negative growth rate reflect substitution of capital for labour and, accordingly, increasing capital intensity of production.
d 1919.92 for United States and Germany , 1979.90 for Japan, Austria, Iklgium, Gre'ece, Spain, Sweden, Swltxerlanti; 1979-89 for Portugal.

Source: OECD Economie Outlook, June 1993.
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Table 1.1
Performance of the Australian economy, 1986-93

S,_e_. ._ .. ..-. -. ..-.

1986-87 1987.88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93j

Annual percentage change
Real GDP 2.4 4.9 4.9 3.1 -0.6 0.6 2.7

(G7 countries) (2.5) (4.3) (3.9) (2.6) (0.9) (1.1) ( )

Private consumption 0.9 4.2 3.8 3.9 (.6 2.3 2.7

Private fixed capital expenditure -1.7 12.9 16.1 -4.8 -11.3 -8.1 4.6

Public consumption 3.5 3.0 2.7 4.1 2.9 4.4 3.2

Public fixed capital expenditure 2.7 -8.5 -2.1 6.0 1.9 -1.6 3.9

Real exports godss and services) 10.0 8.4 1.3 5.5 11.1 9.1 5.3

Real imports (goods and services) -5.6 10.1 '3.6 4.9 -5.2 3.1 6.3

Hourly earnings in manufacturing' 6.0 6.1 6.3 6.2 3.7 2,4 ...

(OECD counitries) (3.5) (4.2) (4.8) (5.1) (4.7) (3.5) ...,

Unit labour costs (business sector)? 3.6 7.,7 8.3 7.1 2.7 2.0 0D.4

(OECU countries)a (2.7) (2.6) (3.1) (4.6) (4.3) (2.5) (2.6)

Index 1989-90= 100
Terms of trade 82.5 89.4 100.7 101).(0 94.9 92.2 89.1

Real effective exchange rate 83.2 87.4 101.4 100.0 97.5 95.1 84.6

Per cent

Unemployment 8.3 7.8 6.6 6.2 8.4 10.4 11.0

(G7 countries) (6.7) (6.0) (5.7) (5.5) (6.4) (7.0) (.).|

Inflation (consumer prices) 9.3 7.4 7.3 9.0 5.3 1.9 1.0

(G7 countries) (2.0) (3.3) (4.1) (4.6) (5.1) (3.5) (2.9)

Interest rates (short term)h 13.:45 13.15 18.3() 15.10 10.50 6.40 5.25

Monetary expansion 14.1 19.8 16.0 3.9 7.6 13.9 24.3

Return on capital (business sector? 11.8 12.9 13.6 12.8 12.1 12.3 12.5

(OECD countries)' (15.3) (14.9) (15.2) (15.0) (14.6) (14.8) (14.9)

Per cent of GDP
Public sector borrowing requirements 3.6 0.2 -.1.7 0.4 0.7 4.8 4.6

Balance on current account -4.5 -3.5 -5.3 -6.0 -4.3 -3.2 -3.8

Net foreign debt 32.6 32.3 34.7 35.5 37.1 39.3 42.9

Gross savingd 19.4 20.6 22.6 21.1 18.6 16.8 16.2

Gross capital expenditures 24.0 24.0 21.9 27.1 22.8 19,9 20.0

... Not available.
a Data refer to calendar years (e.g. the 1986-87 column contains 1987 data).
b 'Three-month treasury bills.
c MI (end of period).
d Consumption of fixed capital, household saving, other saving, and general government surplus on current transactions,

Private and public sector; includes a statistical discrepancy.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, AustralianEconomic indicators, October 1993, and Australian National Accounts, various issues;
the Australian authorities; OECD, Economic Outlook, various issues; IMF, International Financial Statistics, various issues;
and GATT Secretariat estimates.
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3. The authorities also acknowledge weaknesses in other areas, particularly in the labour market
and in energy supply and transportation. Structural reform will therefore remain a policy priority.
It will continue to be set in a macroeconomic policy context that seeks to limit growth of domestic
absorption and keep inflation low.

4. The proximate cause of Australia's recent recession was monetary tightening from. 1988 onwards
to address overheating of the economy. Interest rates rose sharply, leading to a decline in interest-
sensitive components ofdemand, particularly fixed capital expenditure. Concurrently, the Government
maintained a tight fiscal stance, Australia's terms of trade declined and a prolonged drought weakened
agricultural production. For the fiscal year ending June 1991, real GDP fell by 0.4 per cent and
unemployment rose from 6.6 to 9.3 per cent. The tight monetary policies and weakness of domestic
dernand contributed to an easing of inflation, to 5.3 per cent, and to a narrowing of the current account
deficit, to 4.3 per cent of GDP in 1990-91. The latter was helped by a strong export performance
as producers increasingly looked abroad to fill order books.

5. Monetary policy was eased in the second half of 1990. Fiscal policy also became more
stimulative, mainly reflecting the operation of automatic stabilizers. Wage settlements moderated and
the growth of unit labour costs declined markedly relative to the late 1980s. The latter factor helped
bring inflation below 2 per cent in 1991-92 and to some I per cent in 1992-93: the Australian dollar's
real effective exchange rate depreciated by some 13 per cent in the two-year period to June 1993
(Chart 1.2). Exports underpinned modest real growth in 1991-92 and, together with a decline in
international interest rates, reducing debt service requirements, contributed to a further narrowing of
the current account deficit, to 3.2 per cent of GDP.

6. The pace ofeconomic recovery picked up in 1992-93, with positive growth in private investment
after three years of decline. However, the sluggishness of economic activity in major trading partners
slowed the growth of exports and, for the year, the growth of real GDP was limited to 2.7 per cent.
The current account deficit deteriorated slightly, to 3.8 per cent of GDP, as the private sector savings
rate declined. Unemployment, at 11 per cent, was largely unchanged relative to the previous year;
the labour participation rate remained higli but, as in other industrialized countries, firms shed vacancies
in restructuring production capacities.

7. The speed of the recovery was also attenuated by the prudent response of financial policies to
the recession. It was considered that a more rapid relaxation of monetary policy could have put additional
downward pressure on the nominal exchange rate, potentially adding to the external debt service burden
ofprivate firms and further weakening their profitability. In this context, the authorities have maintained
a disciplined monetary stance to hold inflation at, or below, that in partner countries to avoid undermining
the competitiveness of the external sector. Fiscal policy during the recession and recovery remained,
according to the authorities, much in line with the longer term goal of budgetary balance, which would
serve to narrow the national savings-investment gap. The external constraint would then be further
eased by productivity increases, support by further trade and regulatory reforms, and by improving
the attractiveness of inward foreign direct investment (Chapter III).
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Chart 1.2
External transactions" and the Australian dollar's real
effective exchange rate, 1980-93
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(a) Monetary and exchange rate policies

8. Under the Reserve Bank Act 1959, the Board of the Reserve Bank of Australia is required to
pursue a monetary and banking policy that, in its opinion, `will best contribute to the stability of the
currency ...; the maintenance of full employment ...; and the economic prosperity and welfare of
the people of Australia". Representatives have emphasized that the Reserve Bank exercises a high
degree of independencf- in the performance of its statutory responsibilities.' The Secretary of the
Treasurv is an ex-officio member of the Board.

9. The Board, represented by the Governor of the Bank, consults regularly with the Treaserer
on monetary issues, to ensure a consistent macroeconomic policy framework. A Joint Economic
Forecasting Group (JEFG), comprising representatives from theBank andpolicy departments, including
the Prime Minister's Office, Finance and the Treasury, prepares three forecasts a year of key economic
variables.

10. According to the authorities, the prime objective of monetary policy in recent years has been
to achieve and maintain low inflation, while lending support to the recovery process. The Governor
sees the Bank's rôle in keeping inflation under control "as perhaps the major long-term contribution
a central bank can make to growth" .* The Bank pursues neither explicit inflation nor monetary targets.
Decisions on the discount rate are based on a wide range of data, including the inflation rate,
developments in monetary aggregates and the state of the real economy. Since 1990, with the economy
weak, the discount rate has been reduced from a peak of 18 per cent to 4.75 per cent.

Il. The exchange rate of the Australian dollar, which has been allowed to float since late 1983,
is market-determined.3 The Reserve Bank occasionally intervenes in the foreign exchange market to
avoid excessive fluctuations in the dollar's external value, but does not maintain a particular rate or
band of rates. Flexibility in the dollar's exchange rate, given the rigidities still present in the economy,
may be expected to help cushion the impact of external shocks on output and employment. Nevertheless,
exchange rate considerations appear recently to have gained importance in monetary policy. This reflects
concern both about lhe external debt service burden of Australian firms, and the risks of renewed inflation
inherent in a further sharp depreciation of the dollar. However, since monetary tightening could
undermine economic recovery, the Bank considers that at present, the best compromise is to keep interest
rates steady and intervene on currency markets to stem undue downward pressure on the dollar.4 In
an environment of low unit labour cost increases, this strategy is expected to support external
competitiveness.

'Fraser (1993a).

2Fraser (1 993b).

31n tandem with the floating of the dollar, Australia removed most exchange controls in December 1983.
Following further liberalization in June 1984 and the abolition of certain certification requirements for tax-screening
purposes in July 1990, there at present no controls or restrictions on the purchase or sale of foreign exchange.
Payments for invisibles are unrestricted, except for transactions involving Traqi nationals. Apart from certain
restrictions on borrowing in Australia by foreign Governments and international organizations, the vast majority
of capital transactions may be undertaken without any formalities; GATT (1990) and IMF (1993).

4Reserve Bank of Australia (1993).
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(b) The current account, foreign debt and competitiveness

12. In each of the past twenty years, Australia has run a current account deficit, peaking in 1989-90
at some $A 22 billion, equivalent to 6 per cent of GDP. As a result, Australia's external debt has
grown from around 3 per cent of GDP in 1973-74 to about 55 per cent of GDP in 1992-93. Well
over a half of this is the liability of the private sector (Chart I.3). The interest cost of the debt
necessitates large and continuing trade surpluses, with clear implications for domestic absorption and
competitiveness.

Chart 1.3
Foreign debt, 1980-93
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1980-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92, 1992-93
a Includes general government, Reserve Bank, public trading and financial enterprises.
Source: Australiàn Bureau of Statistics, Australian Economic Indicators.

13. Australia's current account deficits widened in the latter part of the 1980s, reflecting a decline
in private savings. The household savings rate fell from over 12 per cent of GDP in the late 1970s
to below 5 per cent in mid-1987 and was about 6 per cent in 1992-93. By contrast, from 1983-84
onwards, the public sector borrowing requirement declined steadily, reaching a public sector surplus
in 1988-89; subsequent deterioration is more the result of automatic payments, such as unemployment
insurance and recession-related revenue shortfalls, than large increases in planned outlays (Chart 1.4).
Policy options include the generation ofadditional private savings through the tax and pension systems,
although there is the risk, in the view of the authorities, that additional mandatory savings could be
wholly or partly offset by declines in voluntary savings. The Government thus places its emphasis
on reducing the public sector's claim on resources, aiming to reduce the Commonwealth budget deficit
to around l. per cent ofGDP by 1996-97. This is expected both to provide further room for net exports,
and, by reducing pressure on interest rates, to improve the investment to GDP ratio.
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Chart 1.4
Public sector financing requirements, 1980-93
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian Economic Indicators.

14. An element in retaining the competitiveness of net exports is continued wage restraint. The
system of wage determination in Australia has traditionally been highly centralized; since 1983, Australia
has had a Wage Accord process, between the Government and the Australian Council ofTrade Unions,
that takes into account a range of economic and social issues and is designed to reconcile competing
interests between labour, capital and Government. The process, in the view of the authorities, has
helped stem labour unrest and played a significant rôle in the control of inflation. However, the Accord
process also appears to have contributed to labour market distortions, with a toll on productivity
performance. Since 1988, with enactment of the Industrial Relations Act, efforts have been underway
to bring greater decentralization to wage determination. The most recent Accord, covering the period
1993 to 1996, encourages bargaining at industry and work place levels, within a framework ofminimum
awards and conditions; it also envisages tax cuts in return for wage moderation. Although this trade-off
may affect government revenue, the productivity and unit labour cost advantages stemming from greater
reliance on market forces in setting wages could assist in improving Australia's external competitiveness.

(2) Trade Performance

(a) Commodity pattern of trade

15. Building on its rich endowment of natural resources and favourable conditions for farming,
Australia's industrial and trade expansion has traditionally relied on a strong primary sector. Foreign
trade has mainly been in the form of inter-industry exchange; two-way trade within the same sectors,
based on intra-industry specialization, has been relatively rare. While exports are dominated by low-
processed farm products and minerals, which represent over three-fifths of the total, highly processed
manufactured products rank top among imports (Chart 1.5 and Table 1.2).



Chart 1.5
Sectoral pattern of' merchandise trade, 1992
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16. Australia's dualistic trade structure may have been exacerbated by policies both at home and
abroad. Until relatively recently, Australia's trade and industrial policies tended to focus on developing
import-replacing activities behind high trade barriers, rather than on a market-driven approach towards
economic diversification. The motor vehicles, textiles, clothing and footwear sectors are cases in point;
sheltered at home, and with government support, these industries may have found it particularly difficult
to move into and exploit market niches in international competition. In addition, a not-always favourable
external policy environment, with foreign production often supported and protected not only against
Australia's economic mainstays, farm and energy products, but also against derivatives at higher levels
of processing. may have discouraged Australian producers from moving up tho processing chain and
diversifying into more sophisticated products.

17. Although it is generally difficult, particularly for a relatively small country, to bring about changes
in its external policy environment, a Government can move unilaterally to reduce domestic distortions
and shift to a more neutral incentive structure.5 For more than a decade, Australia has pursued trade
liberalization and deregulation including two tariff reduction programmes, at times in concert with
new policy schemes intended to ease adjustment processes or generate additional exports.6 Since the
mid-1980s, the change in policy focus has been accompanied by an increase in manufactured exports
and in the intensity of intra-industry exchange, starting, however, from low levels.

5There is, however, a political link between external and internal liberalization. The need for policy adjustments
is often easier to "sell' domestically if accompanied by similar moves abroad.

6See Chapters IV(l) and V(1).
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Table 1.2
Leading commodity imports and exports, 1992
($A million and per cent)

Trend Trend
Import commodity imports growth Export commodity Exports growth

($A M) 198.892 ($A M ) 1987.92
(%) _(%)

Passenger motor cars (inc. racing) 2,929.5 9.8 Coal, not agglomerated 7,243.2 12.6

ADP machines, etc. 2,134.2 4.1 Gold, non-monetary' 4,476.0 14.9

Aircraft, equipment and parts 2,402.9 13.5 Wool and other animal hair" 3,601.5 .12.8

Petroleum oils, crude 1,881.6 20.8 Meat of bovine animals 2,948,7 11.5

Office and ADP machinery parts 1,513.5 12.2 Iron ore and concentrates 2,814,8 13.3

Misc. telecom. equipment & parts 1,258.5 9,8 Aluminium ores & concentrates' 2,160,0 2.6

Motor vehicles for goods 1,216.2 -1.5 Aluminium 1,912.3 -6.9

Petroleum oils, refined 1,196,9 9,8 Petioleum oils, crude 1,770.2 29.1

Gold, non-monetary 1,104.3 86.4 Wheat and meslin, unmilled 1,531.1 -3.1
Paper and paperboard 1,093,6 *0.7 Petroleum oils, refined 1,347.3 13.6
Motor vehicle parts, etc. 1,071.3 3.9 Natural gas 970,5

Measuring & checking instruments 1,030.7 6.8 Cotton 904.0 24.5

Civil engineering plant & equipment 945.5 7.2 Sugars, molasses and honey 851.1 -3.6

Electrical machinery 939.9 7.6 Copper 776.3 17.6

Medicaments (inc. veterinary) 906.4 19.2 Crustaceans and molluscs 677.5 6.6

Printed matter 824.5 7.4 Parts for office & ADP mach. 664.3 30.9
Prams, toys, games & sporting goods 714.9 14.0 Zinc ores and conc. 662.1 14.5
Musical instr., records and software 696.0 13.7 Milk and cream, etc.e 556.6 16.1

Combustion piston engines, etc. 670.6 -1.7 Aircraft equipment and parts 508.0 14.8

Organo-inorganic compounds, etc. 600.7 7.3 Zinc 475.5 8.2

Total imports 55,512.0 Total exports 58,377.0

a Excluding ores and concentrates.
b Including wool tops.
c including alumina.
d Including spelt.
e Excluding butter and cheese.

Source: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Composition of trade - Australia 1992.

18. As shown in Chart 1.6, Australia has progressively restructured its merchandise exports towards
manufactures. Between 1982 and 1992, the share in total exports ofmachinery and transport equipment
more than doubled, to approach 10 per cent. Exports of farm products have trailed manufactures since
1989, partly reflecting a continued secular decline in the terms of trade for agricultural exports,
compounded by weather-related production shortfalls and sectoral difficulties, notably in the wool
industry.
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Chart 1.6

Structure of exports (manufactures and agricultural products),
1980-92
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19. Australia's intra-industry trade with the world has grown significantly in the recent past, but
remains below the average of some 40 per cent for industrial countries (Chart 1.7).7 Bilateral free
trade relations with New Zealand since the mid-1960s, further strengthened under the Australia New
Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement of 1983 (Chapter II(4)(i)(a)), may help explain
the higher degree of intra-sectoral exchange in trans-Tasman trade.

20. Trade with Japan, Australia's single most important export market, continues to rely almost
entirely on inter-industry flows. Virtually all of Australia's exports of natural gas, about half of its
exports of coal and iron ores and over one-third of its exports of bovine meat are destined for Japan.A
By contrast, Japanese suppliers hold a share of 80 per cent in Australia's import market for passenger
motor vehicles.

7Intra-industry trade, the exchange of goods within the same industries, is the fastest growing component
ofworld trade in manufactures. It reflects increasing product specialization and the realization ofscale economies
within individual sectors and is a typical feature of capital-intensive and science-based industries. The usual
measure varies between zero and 100 per cent. It is 100 per cent if imports within a sector equal exports; it
is zero if all trade is one way. Table AI.3 shows the intensity of Australia's intra-industry trade with the world
by sector.

'Australia's coal exports to Japan are higher than its total exports to Germany. See also Chart V.8.
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Chart 1.7
Intensity of Australia's intra-industry trade with selected regions,
1980, 1985 and 1992
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(b) Regional pattern of trade

21. The recent restructuring of Australia's export basket is reflected in a change in the direction
of trade, away from Europe and towards neighbouring Asia. Over the past five years, the share of
the fast growing ASEAN countries in Australia's merchandise exports has more than doubled, making
the group a more important destination for Australian products than western Europe (Chart L.8).9
Participants in the forum for Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation are currently the market for almost
three-quarters of Australia's total merchandise exports, up by some 15 percentage points from 1987. Il

22. The reorientation of Australia's exports appears to reflect mainly the pull-effects of strong
economic growth in the Asian/Pacific region. In addition, however, Australian exporters have recently
succeeded in regaining ground they had lost in the second halfofthe 1980s in some ofthe fastest growing
markets. For example, Australia's share in the combined imports of Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea,
the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, which had declined from 2.7 per cent in 1985 to 2.2 per cent
in 1987, rose to 2.4 per cent in 1992, despite weak market conditions for agricultural and mining exports.

'ASEAN comprises Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. For
country-specific information on Australia's 25 leading trading partners, sce Tables AI. 1 and 2.

'°The participants are the ASEAN countries, Canada, the People's Republic of China, Chinese Taipei,
Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, thc Republic of Korea, Papua New Guinea and the United States
(Chapter II(4)(ii)).
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Chart 1.8
Direction of Australia's exports,
US$ million and per cent
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Chart 1.9
Origin of Australia's imports, 1982, 1987 and 1992
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23. The regional pattern of Australia's imports has undergone similar, though less dramatic, changes
since the mid-1980s (Chart 1.9). While imports from the European Communities (EC) and Japan have
lost ground on the Australian market, ASEAN countries and the People's Republic of China recorded
significant gains (Table AI. 1). In the second halt of the 1980s, the United States replaced the EC as
Australia's single most important supplier, accounting for some 23 per cent of total imports in 1992.

(3) Outlook

24. The authorities consider the saving/investment gap and the parallel current account imbalance
as the mainî factors affecting medium-term growth. Given the continued weakness of the economy
and longer.-term productivity problems, there are no easy fiscal or monetary solutions. The basic policy
approach thus relies on continued external liberalization and micro-econornic reform, intended to spur
the efficiency of resource use, encourage wage restraint and promote inward direct investment. It
is to be supported by gradual fiscal tightening, aimed at scaling down the public sector's resource
absorption, and prudent, anti-inflatîonary monetary policy. The results for private savings and investment
are expected to be positive.

25. The external environment confronting Australia still contains a number of uncertainties. While
the momentum of Asiart economies has, to some extent. cushioned the effect of the downturn in major
industrialized countries, much depends on the strength of the recovery in the United States and Europe
and the course of events inJapan. The Uruguay Round is expected to improve conditions for agricultural
and mineral exports in the longer run.

26. The Australian authorities expect that growth will accelerate in 1993-94 from the 2.7 per cent
recorded in 1992-93. Despite a continued subdued external environment and a capacity overhang in
parts of the construction sector, it is forecast that both business investment and net real experts will
show some improvement, with employment growth picking up slowly and inflation remaining low.
The current account deficit is expected to widen slightly, mainly reflecting the price effects of the recent
nominal depreciation of the Australian dollar and weaker terms of trade.
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Il. TRADE POLICY REGIME: FRAMEWORK AND OBJECTIVES

(1) Introduction

27. The Commonwealth of Australia is a federal system. The constituent States and Territories
have scope for defining and pursuing their own policies in areas such as standardization, government
procurement, state-trading and subsidization. This can give rise to barriers to intra-Australian trade,
reducing the efficiency ofresource use. However, efforts continue to be made to address inconsistencies
and to arrive at common, or compatible, policies in areas of state and territorial jurisdiction. This
chapter provides an overview of initiatives to create and strengthen a unified market through harmonizing
federal and state policies in trade-related areas.

28. Most of Australia's international trade is conducted on an m.f.n. basis. Up to 25 per cent
of imports are eligible for preferential access under Australia's System of Tariff Preferences for
Developing Countries. In addition, less than S per cent currently enter duty-free under the Australia
New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA) and agreements with
Papua New Guinea and the South Pacific Islands. The coverage of a further preferential trade scheme,
the Canada-Australia Trade Agreement, is confined to some 440 items. Australia accords m.f.n.
treatment to all other trading partners, including rion-GATT contracting parties.

29. Australia seeks to promote economic cooperation in the Asian/Pacific region. According to
the authorities, efforts in the context of Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) aim to support
the multilateral trading system, to identify ways and means of facilitating trade, for example, through
removing standard-related barriers and harmonizing customs procedures, and to strengthen other forms
of regional cooperation; APEC is not seen as the nucleus of a traditional free trade agreement.

(2) Structure of Trade Policy Formulation and Implementation

(i) Institutional structure at Commonwealth level

30. Australia is a federation of six States and ten Territories. " The federal Parliament, consisting
of the House of Representatives and the Senate, legislates on issues expressly assigned to it under the
Constitution.'2 These include inter-state and foreign trade; taxation and subsidies;'3 post and
telecommunications; currency; banking and insurance; copyright and patent law; and quarantine
provisions. To become law, a bill must pass both the House and the Senate, and receive assent from
the Governor-General, acting for the Head of State, the Queen. Valid federal legislation prevails over

"The States are New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania.
There are three internal Territories - the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory which includes
the Jervis Bay Territory - and seven external Territories: Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Island, Ncrfolk
Island, the Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, the Territory of the Coral Sea Islands, the Territory of
McDonald and Heard Islands, and the Australian Antarctic Territory.

'2The Senate is the house of review. It may reject or amend proposed legislation. except financial supply
bills, which it can reject but not amend. For further details of Australia's institutional and decision-making
structures and its basic trade legislation see GATT (1990).

'31n these areas, the federal Government is charged with avoiding discrimination between States and ensuring
uniformity throughout Australia.
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state legislation to the extent of inconsistency. States have exclusive power over their own intra-state
trade, with limited exceptions.

31. Executive power is vested in the Head of State, represented by the Governor-General. The
latter appoints the Ministers of State, who are accountable to Parliament. Responsibilities for trade-
related issues fall within several Cabinet portfolios, in particular those of the:

(i) Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (bilateral, regional and multilateral trade policy;
and international trade)'4;

(ii) Minister for Industry, technologyy and Regional Development (manufacturing and service
industries policy and programmes; science and technology; export services; customs
and excise duties; anti-dumping; regional development; and patents, designs and
trade marks);

(iii) Minister for Primary industries and Energy (agricultural, fishing, forest, mineral and
energy industries; water and other natural resources; inspection and quarantine;
commodity marketing; commodity-specific international activities; and export controls
on primary industry and energy products);

(iv) Treasurer (fiscal and monetary policy; taxation; foreign exchange and foreign
investment; and competition policy); and

(v) Minister for Transport and Communications (air, maritime and land transport;
broadcasting; post and telecommunications services).

32. The portfolio of the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade was reorganized, in early 1993,
to include two new ministers, the Minister for Trade (formerly the Minister for Trade and Overseas
Development), who is also a member of Cabinet, and the Minister for Development Co-operation and
Pacific Island Affairs.

33. Government departments and agencies typically consult on proposed policy changes between
themselves and with private sector associations and advisory bodies (Chapter II(2)(iv)). 5 On this basis,
the Minister with prime responsibility prepares the proposal for Cabinet approval and, where necessary,
legislation for introduction into Parliament. In some cases, including agricultural marketing
arrangements, consultations with the States are held with a view to ensuring necessary coordination
of legislation.

34. The present Goverrment intends to lay more stress on regional policy issues within Australia.
These have been allocated to the portfolio of Industry, Technology and Regional Development (previously
the Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce). The Government sees regional development

'4AUSTRADE, within the portfolio of the Minister, is responsible for export promotion and marketing
(Chapter IV(3)(ii)).

'5An important forum for intra-departmental consultation and co-operation, including on industrial policy
issues, is the Structural Adjustment and Trade Committee of Cabinet. It is chaired by the Prime Minister and
comprises the Treasurer, Minister for Finance, Minister for Ernployment, Education and Training, Minister for
Primary Industries and Energy, Minister for Trade, Minister for Industry, Technology and Regional Development,
Minister for Transport and Communications, and the Attorney-General.
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as a priority. It is currently carrying out a policy review, including a comprehensive assessment of
development issues from a community perspective; of the factors influencing the regional pattern of
private investment; and of ways of improving the delivery of business, employment and infrastructure
programmes to enhance regional development. Other principal policy orientations, including the social
democratic agenda, have remained essentially unchanged since the initial Trade Policy Review of
Australia. According to the authorities, basic objectives under this agenda are fair access of all
Australians to necessary services and fair opportunities in economic and social life. This implies the
need to ensure that all policy measures are socially just and that industry-specific policies are
complemented by initiatives to support adjustment processes, strengthen and diversify the rural economic
base and maintain the well-being of rural communities (Chapter V(2)(i)).

(ii) Commonwealth-State relations

(a) General features

35. Australia's Constitution provides that trade, commerce and relations among the individual States
"shall be absolutely free" (Section 92). According to recent decisions of the High Court of Australia,
this guarantee is directed at laws discriminating against inter-state trade that have the purpose or effect
of protecting the same kind of trade within a State. There is thus no scope for the States to operate
any border restrictions on internal trade. In addition, the States are prohibited, in principle, from offering
production and export bounties (subsidies), except on the mining of metals (Sections 90 and 91).

36. Government procurement is not expressly regulated under the Commonwealth Constitution,
and the States may pursue their own policies in this area. Nor is there any express Constitutional
regulation of standardization; state standards are not considered to infringe Section 92 of the
Constitution. This holds even if the standards have protectionist effects, provided their purpose is
to protect the public from a real danger or threat of its well-being or to pursue some other legitimate
object of the State, and provided the law is appropriate and adapted to the achievement of that purpose,
and any protectionist effects are purely incidental 16 Attempts have been made, however, to establish
a framework of common rules and principles and to extend issue-specific cooperation between the
Commonwealth and the States.

37. Special Premiers' Conferences have contributed to intensifying intergovernmental relations.
Since May 1992, the Council of Australian Governments has served as a standing body for ongoing
consultations between the Prime Minister, the Premiers and ChiefMinisters ofthe States and Territories,
and the President of the Australian Local Government Association. The Council meets at least once
a year. To date, its work has focused on Cornmonwealth-State financial arrangements; microeconomic
and regulatory reforms, including infrastructural development; promoting functional efficiency, for
example by curtailing administrative overlap; and improving inter-governmental decision-making

'6Castlemain Tooheys Ltd. versus South Australia, 90 Australian Law Reports 371 (1990). The High Court
has recently held that a state environmental law regulating the sale of beverages in non-returnable boles infringed
Section 92 because it did not meet the above criteria.
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(structural reform of Government).17 In total, there are over 40 Ministerial Councils ofCommonwealth
and State Ministers.

38. Compatibility between competing State legislation may be ensured, in principle, through the
passage of complementary legislation by eachjurisdiction;'8 power-sharing arrangements under which
the States confer limited competence on the Commonwealth; or administrative co-operation. Issue-
specific cooperation at expert level takes place in bodies such as the Agriculture Management Council
of Australia and New Zealand, the AUSTRADE/State Trade Forum, Standing Committees of Attorneys-
General and of Consumer Affairs Ministers, the Australian Food Standards Committee and the
Commonwealth/Statc Consumer Products Advisory Committee.

39. Section 51 of the Constitution confers on the federal Parliament an "external affairs power",
as an instrument to bring state and territorial policies into conforimity with Australia's international
obligations, including those under the GATT.'9 As a case in point, discussions are in progress on
whether Commonwealth legislation may be needed to implement certain International Labour Office
Conventions. which would then supersede any inconsistent state legislation.

(b) Standardization and mutual recognition

40. In October 1990, the Governments of Australia, New Zealand and the Australian States and
Territories signed the Agreement on Standards, Accreditation and Quality. The Agreement aimed at
a common approach to avoid inconsistencies between signatories' measures and to align standards with
international norms. The parties undertook to eliminate, as fir as practicable, differences between
standards for the same goods and services; to ensure through consultations that identical standards
were interpreted in the sane way; to accept accreditation or certification by recognized bodies; and
not to discriminate in the application of mandatory standards between domestic and imported goods.
In addition, all parties undertook to ensure that their standard-writing bodies refer to appropriate
international standards, where available; when new international standards were adopted, existing
domestic standards were to be modified accordingly.

'7Major results so far include new arrangements for vocational education and training, and agreement to
establish an Australian National Training Authority; creation of a National Rail Freight Corporation as a single,
commercially operating company for inter-State freight; establishment ofa National Road T'ransport Commission
with the mandate ofdeveloping nationally consistent charges and uniform regulatory arrangements; establishment
of a National Grid Management Council to encourage and coordinate the development of the electricity industry
in eastern and southern Australia; and agreement on a Mutual Recognition Scheme (Chapter H1(2)(ii)(b)),

"For example, with effect from 1 July 1992, the State and Territoly Governments established a uniform
national Financial Institutions Scheme for prudential supervision of building societies and credit institutions.
All States and Territories passed a law extending legislation enacted in Queensland to their own jurisdictions
as their own law.

'9Section 51 stipulates that the Parliament has power "to make laws for the pence, order and good government
of the Commonwealth' with respect to:

- trade and commerce with other countries, and among the States (paragraph (i)); and
- external affairs (paragraph (xxix)).

In a rare instance of the use of this power, in 1983 the Commonwealth Parliament enacted the World Heritage
Properties Conservation Act to give effect to Australia's obligations under the 19'75 Convention for the Protection
of World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The Act prevented Tasmania from constructing a dam in an area that
had been included on the World Heritage list.
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41. Within Australia, the Agreement on Standards, Accreditation and Quality was complemented
by a Commonwealth State Agreement on Mutual Recognition, which began operation on 1 March 1993,.7
This agreement is to promote a unified national market, by creating a scheme to allow mutual recognition
of regulatory standards for goods and occupations. The basic tenet of the scheme, that a product is
to be admitted for sale throughout Australia whenever it can be sold lawfully in at least one State or
Territory, is similar to that of the European Communities' Internal Market approach211 Uniform national
standards are to be developed where these are essential for the efficient working of the Australian
economy, particularly in health and safety-related areas (food products, pharmaceuticals, genetic
materials, labelling of industrial chemicals, registration of agricultural and veterinary chemicals,
occupational health and safety).22Areas for uniform standards are to be identified by the relevant
ministers at national and state levels.

42. The Mutual Recognition Agreement provides a mechanism for achieving negotiated uniform
product and other standards. Under the Agreenient, in determining such a standard, the relevant
Ministerial Council shall, wherever possible, align it with standards commonly accepted in international
trade. States and Territories have agreed to be bound whenever the Council takes a two-thirds majority
decision. However, a safeguard provision in the Agreement allows a State or Territory to restrict inter-
state trade in a specified product for up to 12 months, ifsuch a restriction is deemed necessary to protect
public health or safety or to prevent environmental pollution. During that period, an opportunity exists
to develop a minimum national standard. Failure to reach agreement in the Council may result in the
application of mutual recognition at "the lowest common denominator". The safeguard clause has
apparently been invoked once to date.

43. Implementation and application ofmutual recognition is based on the referral of cet-tain powers
by the States to the Commonwealth and the passage of Commonwealth legislation, the Mutual Recognition
Act.23 The States and Territories undertook, in terms of best endeavours, to enact the necessary
legislation by 31 October 1992. Mutual recognition came into force in New South Wales, Queensland,
the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory on 1 March 1993, Victoria on 1 July 1993
and South Australia on 1 October 1993. Western Australia is the only remaining jurisdiction which
is yet to become involved in the scheme. The authorities are confident that, over time, mutual
recognition will eliminate many inter-jurisdictional differences in product standards set by state or
territorial marketing authorities, for example, quality standards for marketable eggs and dairy products.

44. Mutual recognition will not apply to certain products for which a national market is not
considered to be appropriate. Such products will continue to be regulated by the laws of each
jurisdiction. The authorities expect few products to fall into this category; they might include firearms,
fireworks, gaining machines and pornographic material. According to the authorities, there will also

20New Zealand is not party to the Agreement on Mutual Recognition. The signatories were to review "in
due course' with New Zealand the potential benefits of its participation in a mutual recognition scheme; such
discussions are presently underway.

21GATT (1993a). Practitioners in regulated professions or occupations will be able to be registered and carry
on the equivalent profession or occupation in any participating jurisdiction, once licensed in one State or Territory.

22At present, there are some 30 instances of commonwealth/state consultations aimed at removing standard-
related barriers and/or establishing uniform requirements.

3'This is to ensure that no State or Territory can pass laws, intentionally or otherwise, that are inconsistent
with the mutual recognition principle.
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be a schedule of exempt laws, which are expected to be few. the schedule will deal with important
regulatory issues, which, while not directly related to standards, would be undermined by the
implementation of mutual recognition. Jurisdictions may also impose genuine quarantine laws prohibiting
the importation and sale of products from other jurisdictions. The authorities have stressed that such
laws will be confined to cases where they are necessary, for example, to protect from infesting an area
free from a particular problem, such as fruit fly.

(c) Government procurement

45. The Government Procurement Agreement of 199 1, based on the National Preference Agreement
of 1986, provides a framework for cooperation between the Commonwealth, States, Territories, and
New Zealand.Y4 They are required, inter alia, to use "value for money" as the primary determinant
in procurement decisions and not to discriminate against each other. The Agreement also lays down
preferential margins to be applied by certain States and Territories in favour of the Australian or New
Zealand content of goods and related services. Among the signatories, the Commonwealth, Victoria,
the Austialian Capital Territory and New Zealand do not apply such preferences (Chapter IV(2)(ix)).

46. In early 1991, the Commonwealth and State Industry Ministers established a Standing Comrnittee
on Industry and Procurement (SCIP). It was mandated, inter alia, to provide advice on policies and
strategies to ise government procurement as an instrument of industry policy; to co-ordinate
commonwealth and state activities in this area and to monitor and review their effectiveness; and to
monitor and develop long-term agreements similar to the Partnerships for Development Prograni
(Chapter IV(2)(iv) and (3)(iii)). To date, the Committee has not made any recommendations and its
continued existence is under review.

(d) Statutory marketing authorities

47. There are at present over 100 stateagricultural marketing bodies. Their powers vary widely
among sectors andjurisdictions, from product promotion to producer licensing and to price, production
and trade controls (Chapter IV(2)(xi)). Legislative efforts in recent years, both at commonwealth and
state levels, have been aimed at removing any ensuing internal trade barriers. For example, in 1990,
the Australian Wheat Board was empowered to conduct wheat trade, both with third countries and
intra-Australian, without being restricted by any state regulations (Chapter V(2)(iii)(a)).

48. Compulsory purchase arrangements with acquisition powers vested in marketing boards, or
their licensees, continue to exist in the following sectors:

(i) Wheat: Queensland

(ii) Feed and malting barley: New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia,
South Australia

(iii) Oats: South Australia, New South Wales

(iv) Sugar: Queensland

(V) Rice: New South Wales

24New Zealand signed the National Preference Agreement in 1989.
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(vi) Rapeseed, linseed and certain sweet lupins: Western Australia

(vii) Oilseeds: New South Wales

(viii) Ware potatoes: Western Australia

(ix) Sorghum: New South Wales, Central Queensland

(x) Maize: Atherton region, Queensland

(xi) Eggs: Queensland'

(e) Subsidies

49. Under Section 90 of the Australian Constitution, the Commonwealth Parliament has exclusive
powers to collect customs and excise duties and to grant bounties (subsidies) on the production or export
of goods. The States are allowed to subsidize the mining of metals (Section 91); any other production
or export bounties at state level are constitutionally required to be authorized by both Houses of the
Commonwealth Parliament. The authorities are not aware of any such cases.

50. There are no similar constitutional provisions prohibiting the States from extending alternative
forms of financial support, such as investment grants, concessions on state taxes or on electricity and
freight rates. No cornmon disciplines, notification or other transparency provisions exist in these areas.
The federal Government may, however, use existing tax collection and disbursement arrangements
as a lever to prevent distortive practices, provided this does not result in discrimination against a State
or part of a State. Budget problems and widespread public aversion against new taxes and lavish subsidy
schemes might operate as additional constraints on the States.

(fl Fiscal policies

51. Although each level of government has its own fiscal competence, the Commonwealth
Government has prime responsibility for the macroeconomic management and the distributional elements
of fiscal policy.26 The Commonwealth collects the bulk of public revenue under financial arrangements
with the States and subsequently distributes large parts as grants. These grants, complemented by own
sources of revenue and borrowing, give the state and local governments at least as large a share in
Australia's public sector, with respect to final demand and employment, as the Commonweath."7

52. The Loan Council, comprising representatives of the Commonwealth, six States and two
Territories, meets annually prior to the establishment of the budgets to determine global borrowing

25Queensland marketing boards are not currently allowed to acquire eggs from other States on an ongoing
basis. Any such purchases would require ministerial approval which is given only in the event of internal supply
shortfalls and/or excess demand. New arrangements to be introduced in 1994 retain main elements of this system
fora five-year period. However, a review after three years is expected to pave the way for complete deregulation
two years later.

26Budget Paper No. 4, Commonwealth financial relations with other levels of Government 1992/93.

2'The Commonwealth collects some 70 per cent of total public sector revenue, but accounts for no more
than 50 per cent of public outlay. More than half of Commonwealth payments are tied to specific purposes.
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limits for all levels of government. Both the Commonwealth and the States are, however, free to make
supplementary economic statements following the passage of their budgets. Current proposals would
limit the powers of the Loan Council to making non-binding resolutions concerning borrowings and
other financial dealings of the Commonwealth, States and Territories.

(iii) Legal status of GATT, obligations

53. The Ceneral Agreement and the Tokyo Round Agreements to which Australia is a signatory
have not been directly incorporated into Australian legislation8 The authorities stress, however, that
the General Agreement and Tokyo Round Agreements are generally reflected in relevant Australian
laws; before accepting international obligations it is normal practice to ensure compliance of national
legislation. For example, specific legislation was passed to bring Australia's customs valuation, anti-
dumping and countervailing activities in line with the relevant Tokyo Round Agreements. The Australian
Anti-Dumping Authority is specifically directed, in discharging its functions, 'to have regard to", inter
alia Australia's obligations under the GATT not to use the imposition of duties to assist import competing
industries in Australia or to protect industries in Australia from the need to adjust to changing economic
conditions (Chapter IV(2)(viii)(b)).

54. A 1991 decision of the Federal Court of Australia held that, while the GATT and the Tokyo
Round Agreemrents were not part of Australian domestic law, it was legitimate in legal proceedings
to refer to the GATT in order to resolve any doubt as to the meaning of a statutory provision.29 GATT
obligations do not, however, override statutory provisions, and are of no assistance where the relevant
statutory provision is clear.

(iv) Advisory and review bodies

55. The authorities consider transparency as a prerequisite for rational policy-making. Current
government guidelines provide for independent monitoring, in an overall economic context, of the
costs and benefits of all major government programmes at regular intervals. An evaluation of each
major programme is carried out every three to five years by external consultants or professionally
independent agencies such as the Industry Commission, the Bureau of Transport and Communications
Economics, the Bureau ofIndustry Econoinics and the Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics.
Their reports are generally published. Smaller policy programmes are subject to internal, government
reviews.

56. The Industry Commission (IC), a statutory agency, is the Commonwealth Government's major
review and enquiry body in industry matters, including issues related to agriculture, manufacturing,
mining, services and trade. It is mandated to hold enquiries and to report on all matters referred to
it, including the impact of legislative or administrative actions of the Commonwealth, the States or
Territories.30 The Commission is required to take an economy-wide approach. It is to report annually

28Australia is a signatory to all Tokyo Round Agreements, except those on Government Procurement and
Civil Aircraft (Chapter IV(2)(ix)).

29Atlas Air versus Anti-Dumping Authority, 99 Australian Law Reports 29 (1991), p. 40f.

"The enquiry process includes public hearings with interested parties. Hearings are usually conducted after
the release of an issues paper and before the release of a draft report; attendance is not essential. for submissions
to be considered. A second round of public hearings is conducted after the release of the draft report. Draft
reports are based on written submissions, the Commission's own research, and consultations with interest groups.
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on assistance provided to Australian industry, the economic performance of industry and the principal
factors affecting industry. The Commission is not empowered to self initiate an enquiry, but it may
address any issues it deems relevant in the context of staff working papers or in its annual reports.

57. The Industry Commission Act of 1989 requires that, barring certain exceptions, an enquiry
be undertaken by the Commission prior to any change in the level of assistance, including the invocation
of GATT Article XIX in emergency trade situations.3' In general, the Australian Government seeks
the Commission's advice before changing assistance to industry; though it is not obliged to accept
such advice. The authorities have noted that significant microeconomic reform initiatives have been
adopted in line with Industry Commission recommendations. The Commission ras not asked, however,
to report on options of phasing-down tariffs after 1992, nor did the Government seek its advice prior
to the implementation of certain subsidy schemes, including the photographic film bounty (1989) and
the citric acid bounty (1991) (Chapter IV(4)(ii(b)), and the introduction, in 1992, of an additional
tariff on high volume imports of second-hand cars (Chapter V(4)(viii)(a)).

58. The Bureau of Industry Economics (BIE) cards out research projects on factors affecting
the performance of Australian manufacturing and service industries, including infrastructure, research
and development, exchange rates and environmental constraints. The Bureau is formally attached to
the Department of Industry, Technology and Regional Development. Its Director consults widely in
formulating the work. programme; he is accountable to the Minister for the research programme.
However, the Bureau has professional independence in executing and publishing its studies. The same
applies to the Australian Bureau ofAgriculture and Resource Economics (ABARE), which is attached
to the Department of Primary Industries and Energy, and to the Bureau of Transport and
Communications Economics, which is attached ta the Department of Transport and Communication.

59. The Economic Planning Advisory Council (EPAC) serves as a forum for consultations and
information exchange on economic policies at federal level. Supported by professional staff, EPAC
is chaired by the Prime Minister and comprises ofrepresentatives of all levels ofgovernment, the private
sector, unions, consumer and welfare organizations.

60. In industries characterized by intensive Govemment intervention, sector-specific statutory agencies
have been set up to monitor and review developments, provide advice to the responsible Minister and,
in certain cases, implement specified policies. For example, within the portfolio of the Minister for
Industry, Technology and Regional Development, theAutomotive Industry Authority (AU) is mandated
to oversee the restructuring process ofthe sector, to encourage communication and cooperation between
companies and ta advice the Minister on industrial performance. In addition to similar functions, the
Textiles, Clothing and Footwear Development Authority(TCFDA) and the newly created
Telecommunications Intdstry Development Authority (TIDA), also in the portfolio of the Minister
of Industry, Teclnology and Regional Development, are commissioned to implement sectoral development
plans and strategies (Chapter V(4)(iii) and (vii)(d)).

3'The final responsibility for deciding on an emergency measure lies with Parliament (see GATT, 1990).
Exceptions, in which no enquiries need to be conducted, include the correction of anomalies, errors or ambiguities;
actions in relation to bilateral or multilateral trade agreements; actions in relation to preferences for developing
countries; the passage ofoverriding legislation (actions to initiate an Act of Parliament); the making ofBy-Laws
and Tariff Concession Orders (Chapter IV(2)(i)(f); and changes to match changes in excise duties.
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61. The Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA) provides independent, expert advice and makes
recommendations to the Minister for Industry, Technology and Regional Development on anti-dumping
and countervailing matters, including the application of measures (Chapter IV(2)(vii)(b)).

62. In addition, a range ofother bodies may provide advice to government on economic and industry
policy issues. They include the Australian Manufacturing Council, the Economic Planning and Advisory
Council, and the National Small Business Forum.

(3) Trade Policy Objectives

63. For more than a decade, Australia has unilaterally liberalized its external trade régime in the
context of a comprehensive tariff reduction programme, complemented by deregulation initiatives and
the scaling down of subsidy programmes (Chapter IV(2). Tariff liberalization aims at improving the
efficiency of resource allocation, enabling the economy to respond more rapidly to changing market
conditions and take advantage of new growth opportunities. The liberalization initiatives appear to
be widely accepted in Australia's business community. Observers have noted that, while policy
discussions have previously focused on whether or not protection should be reduced, emphasis is now
on the rate at which reductions in assistance should take place.32

64. Australia is an important participant inthe multilateral system, although its negotiating leverage
tends to be constrained by the size of its economy and its relatively small share, of some 1.5 per cent,
in world trade. Australia thus might be considered more vulnerable to unilateral and discriminatory
actions than other economies with a larger home base. With this in view, the Government has laid
great stress on revitalizing, extending and strengthening the GATT framework, including its dispute
settlement mechanisms. Therefore, Australia played a very active rôle in the Uruguay Round. The
importance attached to the Uruguay Round was the key approach to improving trading conditions is
also evidenced by a recent compilation of27 measures considered by the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade to hamper Australian exports (Table Al. 1). Negotiations in the Round were by far the
most frequently envisaged approach for seeking redress.33

65. Australia chairs the Cairns Group of 14 countries with strong agricultural export interests.
It sought to maintain the cohesion of the Group and to ensure its continued influence in the Uruguay
Round negotiations, with a view to terminating international subsidy competition and establishing effective
rules and disciplines for agricultural trade.

66. The launching and intensification of co-operation initiatives within the fast growing Pacific
region is considered by the authorities as part of a general strategy designed to increase the international
openness and integration of the Australian economy. Australia does not consider these initiatives as
a substitute for multilateral liberalization; any trade preferences negotiated in APEC would be extended
erga omnes. Basic elements of this approach have recently been reaffirmed by the Government that
emerged from the 1993 elections.

32lndustry Commission (199la).

33Iowever, among the barriers mentioned in a previous version of this table, published by the Economic
Planning Advisory Council (1991), were also GATT disciplines in such areas as subsidies, anti-dumping and
TRIMs that might affect Australia's own recourse to industry and export assistance programmes.
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(4) Preferential Trade Relations and Regional Cooperation

(i) Preferential trade

67. In addition to its free-trade agreement with New Zealand (Australia New Zealand Closer
Economic Relations Trade Agreeinent; ANZCERTA), Australia maintains preferential trade agreements
with Canada (CANATA), Papua New Guinea (PATCRA) and the Forum Islands (SPARTECA).
Australia also grants trade preferences on a unilateral, non-reciprocal basis under the Australian System
of Tariff Preferences for Developing Countries (ASTP). Overall, however, more than 70 per cent
of Australia's imports enter under m.f.n. conditions.

(a) Trade relations with New Zealand

68. The Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA)
entered into force in January 1983, replacing a free-trade agreement concluded in 1966. Under
ANZCERTA, since I July 1990, bilateral trade in all products originating in the two countries is free
of tariffs, quantitative restrictions, anti-dumping measures, and production subsidies and like measures
(except in certain cases, such as those of overriding national interest).34 The parties have forsworn
anti-dumping actions against each others' products in return for the application of competition law to
bilateral trade (Chapter IV(4)(i)(g)). A Protocol on trade in services, concluded in 1989, provides
for market liberalization, national and m.f.n. treatment and freechoice ofcommercial presence, although
certain services have been excluded.35 Issues related to the harmonization of business law and standard-
related barriers are covered by Memoranda of Understanding, also signed in 1988.36

69. ANZCERTA makes provision for "prejudicial intermediate goods situations" where policies
or individual measures towards inputs, and their effects on bilateral trade in the final product, "frustrates
or threatens to frustrate the achievement of equal opportunities for producers ... in both Member States ".
Article 14:3 of the Agreement provides for consultations, at the request of the affected party, with
a view to altering the measures concerned. If no such solution is agreed, under Article 14:4 the parties
are required to explore other remedies, including the adoption of a common external tariff, changes
in the mules of origin, termination of concessional tariff or duty drawback schemes, or the imposition
of export or import charges. Article 14:6 allows for unilateral action to offset the injury, should no
agreement have been reached within 45 days.

34The GATT Working Party established to examine the Agreement did not arrive at agreed conclusions as
to ANZCERTA's conformity with relevant GATT provisions, in particular Article XXIV. Concerns raised by
certain members of the working party revolved around: the exclusive abolition of quantitative restrictions between
the signatories and fears that, in certain circumstances, access for third countries could be adversely affected;
the origin rules; the undertaking to maintain certain external tariffs at specified levels; and the granting of supply
preferences for some products (BISD 3 1S/170). Changes in both countries' external régimes and two reviews
of the agreement (see following paragraphs) have since brought about significant changes in these areas of concern.

35For example, the Protocol does not cover, on the Australian side, specified telecommunications services;
airport services and intra-State aviation; coastal shipping cabotagee); broadcasting and television; basic health
insurance; third party insurance; workers compensation insurance; and reserved postal services.

In the area of technical barriers to trade, the original undertakings, of 1988, were refined later under the
Agreement on Standards, Accreditation and Quality (1990) and a Joint Accreditation System (October 1991)
intended to further the development of uniform standard and certification practices.
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70. An Annex to ANZCERTA acknowledged the existence, at the time of entry into force of the
Agreement, of "prejudicial intermediate goods situations" and allowed for the imposition of compensating
charges with respect to certain Austral ian imports ofwhite goods - refrigerators, freezers, clothes dryers,
automatic washing machines, room air conditioners - from New Zealand. The Annex is no longer
operative. An additional action introduced in 1983, retaining duties on certain lawn mowers from
New Zealand, was phased out within two years. According to the Australian authorities, very few
investigations have so far been conducted under Article 14:3 and no further actions have been taken
under Article 14:4 and 14 6.

71. Article 18 of ANZCERTA, an exception clause similar to Article XX of the GATT, permits
measures to be adopted for the protection of essential security interests, public morals, health and safety
and the like. In addition, ANZCERTA provides for immediate consultations if a party considers that
obligations or objectives are not met, benefits denied or other difficulties exist. However, these
provisions have not been invoked to date.

72. The second review of the Agreement, which took place in 1992, resulted, inter alia, in the
following amendments and understandings:7

(i) Abolition, with effect from 1 July 1993, of:

(a) previous requirements on both countries to encourage their industries' use of
specified products (newsprint, pulp) originating in the other country; and

(b) an obligation to maintain certain m.f.n. tariffs (on tissue) at prescribed levels;33

(ii) Changes in the rules of origin and modifications in their application;39

(iii) Strengthened notification and consultation provisions concerning industry-specific
financial assistance;

(iv) Clarification ofbilateral obligations in the area oftechnical trade barriers and agreement
to explore the application of mutual recognition to goods and occupations; and

(v) Reconfirmation of a commitment to harmonize business law and cooperate in the area
of standards, customs procedures and quarantine administration.

37The first review was held in 1988.

38This was the last remaining such obligation under ANZCERTA.

39The changes include: (i) the abolition of a 'direct shipment rule", under which only products brought directly
into the territory of the order signatory qualified for preferential treatment; (ii) the specification of eligibility
criteria for products of mixed origin (with regard to materials used and containers); and (iii) the definition of
factory or works cost (concerning labour and overheads). A 2 per cent margin of tolerance was introduced for
unforeseen circumstances in which shipments do not meet the basic 50 per cent area-content requirement. The
Australian Government decided, in December 1992, that the administrative and technical changes to the rules
of origin agreed in the context of ANZCERTA should be extended to all preference arrangements.
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73. In addition, both countries agreed to institute annual meetings of Trade Ministers and Senior
Officials.40 A third general review of ANZCERTA is scheduled for 1995.

74. New Zealand is not a qualifying destination for Australia's current export incentive schemes.4'

Adjustment patterns under ANZCERTA

75. Australia's trade with New Zealand differs from its general trade pattern, with exports of
manufactures playing a more important and dynamic rôle. Manufactures currently account for almost
two-thirds of Australia's exports to New Zealand, up by some 6 percentage points from 1980 (Table Il. 1).
However, since a free-trade agreement between both countries existed prior to 1980, ANZCERTA's
impact may have been more limited than suggested by the data in Table I 1.

Table 11.1
Direction of trade: Australia/World and Australia/New Zealand, 1980 and 1992
(US$ million and per cent)

World New Zealand
Product category Imports Exportps

1980 1992 1980 1992 1980 1992 1980 1992

Agriculture 1,599 2,793 9,606 9,840 231 506 105 215
(Per cent of total) (8.0) (6.6) (45.1) (25.9) (34.3) (28.4) (11.0) (11.5)

Mining 3.174 2,910 6,085 13,614 22 185 229 213
(Percentof total) (16.0) (7.0) (28.6) (35.8) (3.3) (10.4) (24.1) (11.4)

Manufacturing 14,818 32,920 4,580 7,248 418 1,055 572 1,225
(Per cent of total) (74.6) (78.1) (21.5) (19.1) (62.2) (59.3) (60.2) (65.4)

Memorandum:
Total trade' 19,870 42,140 21,280 38,045 673 1,780 950 1,872

Average annual percentage growth 6.5 5.0 8.4 5.7

a The summation of sectors is less than the total because of unrecorded trade.

Source: UNSO Comtrade Data Base.[Insert Table 11.1]

76. A study by Hamilton and Kniest, covering the period 1981/82 to 1986/87, found that 5.5 per cent
of Australia's bilateral trade in manufactures was "affected" by ANZCERTA;42 about one-half of trade
had already been liberalized prior to 1981/82 and 44 per cent was subject to modified arrangements

"`The 1992 review also resulted in a Memorandum of Understanding providing for the phased opening of
all bilateral and domestic air routes to Australian and New Zealand airliners.

4"The "Factor f" scheme for pharmaceuticals is an exception to this rule (Chapter IV(3)(iii)).

42Hamilton and Kniest (1991). "Affected' sectors mainly comprise industries, other than those classed as
modified in the Agreement, protected behind tariffs at an average rate of above 5 per cent in 1981/82. Products
bearing tariffs of between 1 and 5 per cent, all eliminated on 1 January 1983, were considered as unaffected.
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under the Agreement.43 These arrangements have subsequently expired. The study also suggests that,
starting from relatively high levels, the intensity of bilateral intra-industry trade in manufactures did
not increase over the reporting period. However, as ANZCERTA was not fully implemented until
1990, these findings describe only a temporary stage during a longer adjustment process.

77. As noted in Chapter 1, Australia's intra-industry trade grew rapidly between 1985 and 1992.
This observation applies both to trade under ANZCERTA and, possibly reflecting progressive
liberalization on an m.f.n. basis, to trade with all major world regions.

78. The Hamilton and Kniest study provides some evidence that structural adjustment under
ANZCERTA was particularly intensive in industries that had previously displayed low levels of intra-
industry trade.44 The change in turnover, used as proxy for adjustment pressures, was twice as high
in such industries than in others characterized by high levels of intra-industry trade. However, changes
in other potentially relevant indicators, such as the establishments, employment and turnover per
employee, proved statistically insignificant.

(b) Other preferential schemes

79. The Canada-Australia Trade Agreement (CANATA) of 1960 was designed to provide for the
continuation of bilateral preferential arrangements dating from the 1930s. CANATA provides preferential
tariff margins for a range of goods set out in two schedules; reduction or elimination of these margins
is subject to notification and consultation procedures. Australia currently accords Canada preferential
treatment on some 440 tariff items, with margins varying between 2.5 and 15 per cent.

80. Under Article I. 1 ofCANATA, Canada is required, inter alia, to import the eligible Australian
products at tariffs "in no case higher than the rates chargeable on like goods from any other country".
The Agreement does not place an equivalent obligation on Australia. Since the initial Trade Policy
Review, Australia has held several consultations with Canada, aimed at restoring Canadian preferential
margins after m.f.n. tariff reductions. Additional consultations, on canned fruit, were sought with
the objective of ensuring that Australian exports were accorded the same tariff treatment as U.S.
deliveries, on which tariffs are being phased down to zero under the Canada/U. S. Free Trade Agreement
(CUSFTA). No agreement has been reached on this issue.

81. Under the Agreement on Trade and Commercial Relations with Papua New Guinea (PATCRA)
and the South Pacific Regional TradeandEconomic Cooperation Agreement (SPARTECA), Australia
accords duty-free and unrestricted access for most products from the signatories.45

82. A revised version of PATCRA, responding to certain requests by Papua New Guinea, was
signed in 1991. According to the Australian authorities, PATCRA Il entails no major changes, but
includes provisions on investment promotion, assistance to Papua New Guinea's small business sector

43Annexes toANZCERTAprovidedspecific modifications formotorvehicles andcomponents, iron and steel,
textile, clothing, footwear, and electronic products and certain other narrowly defined categories.

4This conforms to the hypothesis that economic disruptions are generally lower if structural adjustment is
internal to an industry rather than across sectoral lines.

45SPARTECA was concluded between Australia and New Zealand on the one hand and the Forum Island
Countries on the other (Cook, Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Republic of the Marshall
Islands, Nauru, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, and Western Samoa).
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and primary industry, and on promotion of Papua New Guinean exports by Australian overseas trade
representatives .4 A proviso in the agreed minutes foresees an early review and update of the schedule
of excepted goods.47

83. SPARTECA, signed in 1980, is a non-reciprocal agreement. Since the abolition of Australia's
quotas on textiles, clothing and footwear, on 1 March 1993 (Chapter V(4)(iii)(b)), these products have
been granted free access, leaving only sugar as an exempt product category. With a view to promoting
Forum Island exports in Australia, the Commonwealth allocated $A 528,000 in 1992-93 for the office
of the South Pacifie Trade Commissioner in Sydney, who acts, and provides marketing services, on
behalf of the Islands. Total trade development assistance provided under SPARTECA was $A 1.06
million in 1992/93.

84. The Australian System of TariffPreferences (ASTP) provides for a preferential tariff margin
of 5 percentage points for developing countries whenever Australia's general tariff exceeds 5 per cent
and for duty-free entry in all other cases (excluding the tax component corresponding to internal excise
taxes).48 Since the initial Trade Policy Review of Australia, the range of eligible countries has been
increased by the then Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (October 1991), Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (March 1992).49

85. In principle, the ASTP contains no product or country-specific tariff quotas, ceilings or
exclusions; nor does it include safeguard clauses or general provisions for graduating more economically
advanced countries. However, inMarch 1991, the Australian Government announced the phasing-down
ofthe preferential margins, as from July 1992, on imports of all items subject to general tariffreductions
from Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea and Singapore.

86. In addition, from July 1993, Australia started abolishing the preferences granted to all ASTP
beneficiaries, except the least developed countries and the South Pacifics Island Territories, on textiles,
clothing and footwear; chemicals; sugar; vegetable and fruit preparations; dried fruit; and tuna.
The relevant rates will remain unchanged until the general tariff comes down to this level under the
current tariff reduction programme (Chapter !V(2)(i)). The authorities consider that the preferences
are no longer required to stimulate export growth, pointing to substantial improvements in competitiveness
of developing countries while Australian industries are undergoing structural adjustments under tariff
reduction and other programmes.

'As the Australian Government decided in December 1992, that the administrative and technical changes
to the rules of origin under ANZCERTA should be extended to all preference arrangements, the authorities
anticipate that, with a new Exchange of Letters, origin definitions in PATCRA will be consistent with those in
other agreements.

47Schedules A and B listproducts that, when imported from Papua New Guinea, are subject to tariffs specified
in the Australian Customs Tariff. The Schedules include certain sugar categories, beverages, tobacco and mineral
fuels. Schedules C and D list similar exceptions for Papua New Guinea, covering its entire tariff, according
to the Australian authorities.

4JWhere specific rates apply, the preferential rate corresponds to this rate less 5 per cent of the customs value
of the product.

4'Hungary and Poland had already been included in December 1989. The Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia was removed from the country list in January 1992 and Montenegro, eligible since March 1992,
in June 1992.
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(ii) Regional cooperation initiatives

87. Australia participates in the Forum for Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), which
currently comprises 15 members.50 Together, the APEC membership accounts for some 70 per cent
of Australia's external trade. APEC is primarily thought of by the Australian authorities as an instrument
to promote the multilateral system and intenisity regional consultation and co-operation. This ma- include
the monitoring of trade arrangements involving sub-sets of APEC members such as the Canada-U.S.
Free Trade Agreement, the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement, or ANZCERTA.5'

88. The Austra!ian Government ha; noted that support for the open multilateral trading system
has been a central theme of APEC since its inception; Ministers have thus seen an early and substantive
conclusion of the Round as the highest priority for APEC members. They have also agreed that it
would be desirable to reduce barriers to trade in goods and services among APEC participants, provided
this was consistent with GATT principles and not to the detriment of other parties.

89. Work on approaches to regional trade facilitation and liberalization has been proceeding for
more than two years. Special areas include a feasibility study on establishing an electronic tariff database,
extending cooperation on customs procedures, a survey on regional approaches to standards and
certification, and the preparation of a guide dealing with foreign investment regulations. Regional
trade facilitation was also a major theme of the Ministerial Meeting in Seattle in November 1993.
The Eminent Person's Group, established by the Bangkok Ministerial Meeting in 1992 to develop a
vision for trade in the region to the year 2000, reported directly to the Ministers.52

90. Australia has strongly supported an active rôle for APEC in the area of trade facilitation. In
February 1993, the Australian Prime Minister suggested an expanded agenda leading to:

(i) a common set of investment rules;

(ii) harmonization ofstandards andmutual recognition ofconformity tests andcertification;

(iii) compatible policies on competition, company law and business practice;

(iv) a mechanism for discussing trade disputes;

(V) intellectual property guidelines (if the Uruguay Round failed to establish global rules);

(vi) codes of reasonable conduct for various non-tariff policies; and

(vii' sectoral liberalization on an non-exclusionary basis.

91. The Australian authorities have noted, however, that at present no comprehensive blueprint
exists for a liberalization agenda. As APEC operates on the principle of consensus, any such initiative
would need to be supported by all members.

'The members, besides Australia, are the ASEAN countries (Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore,Thailanid), Canada, China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand,
the Republic of Korea, Papua New Guinea and the United States.

5'Snape et al. (1993).

52The group is chaired by Fred Bergsten of the Institute for International Economics, Washington D.C.
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III. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT AND TRADE

(1) General Policy Direction53

92. Australia has traditionally sought to encourage foreign investment with a view to overcoming
bottlenecks to economic expansion, including those resulting from its domestic savings constraint.
In addition, capital links with large international companies have been considered instrumental in
attracting technology and managerial expertise, and facilitating access to overseas markets. The stated
policy is to apply restrictions only to "a few areas ... where the Government considers that the net
benefits to the Australian community from foreign investment are smaller."54 Relying on Australia's
favourable conditions for business activity, including abundant natural resources, skilled labour force,
political stability and developed infrastructure, the Government does not provide any specific incentives
for foreign direct investment (FDI).

93. High levels of border protection in the past appear to have influenced investment patterns in
favour of shielded industries, such as passenger motor vehicles (Chapter V(4)(viii)(a)).55 With the
possible exception of one car producer, which has shut down its Australian operations recently, the
authorities have no indication that trade liberalization has translated into business pull-outs or noticeable
changes in sectoral FDI patterns. Rather, there are signs of intensified investment in preparation for
enhanced competition. In sectors such as telecommunications and civil aviation, deregulation and
privatization have opened new opportunities for domestic and foreign investors.

94. The general trend since the mid-1980s has been towards further relaxation of Australia's
investment régime, in parallel with liberalization and deregulation of product markets. New business
investment and investment in real estate are exempt from notification and examination requirements
below $A10 million and $A 600,000, respectively6 Investments below $A million are nor-mally
approved and takeovers worth less than $A 5 million are exempt from notification and examination.57
The examination threshold both for proposed new business investments and takeovers was raised to
$A 50 million in the "One Nation" Statement of February 1992; the notification thresholds of
$A 10 million for new investments and $A 5 million for takeovers remained unchanged. The Statement

53Unless otherwise indicated, the following two sections draw mainly on Department of the Treasury (1992);
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (1992); International Monetary Fund (1993); Brash (1973); reports
by the Foreign investment Review Board; and additions material provided by the Australian Government.

54Department of the Treasury (1992).

55Capling and Galligan (1992).

",In September 1987, all foreign acquisitions of residential real estate became subject to notification
requirements; however, since July 1991, under the Integral Tourism Resort (ITR) exemption, residential real
estate within designated ITRs may be acquired without prior examination.

5 'Takeover" is defined as acquisition of a controlling interest which, in turn, means obtaining individually
at least 15 per cent of the voting power or the issued shares of a corporation or, together with other foreign
investors, at least 40 per cent of its aggregate equity base.
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also provided for further opening of the previously highly-protected financial sector to foreign banks,
whose Australian subsidiaries must, however, still be approved by the Reserve Bank of Australia.A8

95. National ownership requirements have been progressively narrowed; such requirements were
abolished in the mining industry in February 1992 and the real estate sector in April 1993. Minimum
Australian equity participation continues, however, to be required in the aviation, media and
telecommunications industries, reflecting concerns about foreign dominance over "sensitive" sectors.

(2) Legal Framework and Procedures

96. Most foreign direct investment activities in Australia are governed by the Foreign Acquisitions
and Takeover Act 1975 (FATA), supplemented by regulations and guidelines. The Act covers
investments in all primary, manufacturing and services sectors, with the exception of uranium mining,
banking, the media, aviation and telecommunications. Foreign investors are generally granted national
treatment, barring certain exceptions in areas such as financial services. Foreign-owned enterprises
already operating in Australia may be required to undergo a notification and examination procedure
if they diversify into new sectors.

97. The Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), within the portfolio of the Treasury, examines
foreign investment proposals in Australia and make recommendations to the Treasury. Investments
requiring prior approval. usually receive a decision within 30 days of the FIRB's receipt of the proposal.
In the course of the examination process, the FIRB may consult other relevant authorities, including
state governments. Acquisition "may" be prohibited if foreign ownership is considered to contravene
the national interest; the final decision lies with the Treasurer.

98. The Board examines about 3,000 proposals a year. In 1991-92, 1,048 of 3,274 proposals were
approved unconditionally, 1,933 were approved with conditions. and 22 were rejected. In 227 cases,
the application was withdrawn. Close to 2,500 proposals concerned real estate investments.59

99. Specific restrictions apply to foreign direct investment in the following sectors and activities:

- All acquisitions of urban real estate are subject to examination. Exemptions are
provided, inter alia, for acquisitions of residential real estate by Australian citizens
living abroad and for purchases of non-residential commercial real estate valued at
less than $A 5 million. Certain proposals, such the as acquisition of real estate for
development, are normally approved.

- Investment in the banking sector is contingent on the Reserve Bank of Australia being
satisfied that the applicant bank and its home supervisor are of sufficient standing, and
on the applicant agreeing to comply with the Reserve Bank's prudential supervision
and the relevant arrangements. With a view to ensuring depositor protection, activities
of branches of foreign banks are confined to wholesale markets; retail deposit-taking
by foreign banks is allowed only through their locally incorporated subsidiaries.60

58To date no such approval has been granted.

59Foreign Investment Review Board, Report 1991/92.

6OPress Release, Reserve Bank of Australia, 26 February 1992 and 21 May 1992.
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Foreign investment in the banking sector may be made subject to reciprocity
requirements.61

- Currently, only licensed carriers are allowed to install or maintain telecommunications
network facilities. Two companies have been licensed until 1997: Telstra, the former
monopoly operator, which is in government ownership, and Optus, which is privately
owned. The Government intends to ensure a continued Australian majority in Optus.
Vodafone, which is licensed to provide mobile services in competition with Telstra
and Optus, is required to reduce its current level of foreign ownership from 95 per cent
to less than 50 per cent by 1 July 2003 (Chapter IV(4)(vii)(b)),

Foreign investment in the media, irrespective of its size, must be notified to the FIRB.
The Treasurer has announced a 25 per cent limit for foreign investment in mass
circulation newspapers. Under the Broadcasting Services Act 1992, foreign control
of commercial television broadcasting licences is prohibited.62 By contrast, there are
no specific foreign ownership restrictions for commercial radio licences.

Foreign airlines flying to Australia may acquire up to 25 per cent of the equity in a
domestic carrier individually or up to 40 per cent in aggregate, provided the investment
proposal is not deemed contrary to the national interest. In special circumstances, the
Government may waive these limits. All other foreign investors may acquire up to
100 per cent of a domestic carrier or establish a new aviation business unless judged
contrary tothe national interest. For airlines to bedesignated as Australian international
carriers, they must demonstrate, in compliance with Australia's bilateral air services
agreements, that they are substantially owned and effectively controlled by Australian
nationals.63The Qantas Sales Act 1992 requires, inter alia, that the Qantas' Articles
of Association ensure that aggregate foreign ownership in the company does not exceed
35 per cent and no single foreign person can hold more than 25 per cent of the equity.64

61OECD (1992f).

62No foreign person may have company interests in a licence exceeding 15 per cent, and aggregate foreign
ownership is limited to 20 per cent. In addition, a foreigner is restricted to a 20 per cent share of any single
subscription television licence, and aggregate foreign ownership must not exceed 35 per cent. Until 1 July, a
holder of subscription TV Licence A is restricted to a 2 per cent interest in Licence B and from being in control,
and vice versa.

63The national interest criteria to be met by designated Australian airlines include that at least two-thirds of
the Board members and the chairperson are Australian citizens; the head office is in Australia; and no more
than 35 percent ofthe company's aggregate equity is held by foreign airlines, with the share of any single foreign
airline being limited to 25 per cent.

64The Articles of Association must also ensure that, at all times, at least two-thirds of Qantas' directors are
Australian citizens; a meeting of the Board of Directors can only be presided over by an Australian citizen;
the head office of Qantas is located in Australia; its international air service facilities are, in aggregate, mainly
located in Australia; and Qantas remains prohibited from taking any action to become incorporated outside
Australia. Further Restrictions aim to prevent changes in the company's name and its use. With effect from
10 March 1993, British Airways acquired a 25 per cent stake in Qantas.
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- Under the Ship Registration Act 1982, a vessel can be registered in Australia only if
it is majority Australian-owned or if it is deemed to be chartered by an Australian
operator.

Australia's 'three mines" policy in the uranium sector does not currently allow for
new projects, irrespective of the nationality of the investor (Chapter V(3)(iii)(d)).

Trends in Inward and Outward Foreign Direct Investment(3)

100. Australia's foreign investment to GDP ratio of 1.5 per cent is among the highest in the OECD.65
In 1988-89, investment inflows peaked at $A 12.5 billion, more than four times the 1984-85 figure,
apparently spurred by financial deregulation and a booming business and real estate sector (Chart III.1).66
Food industries and the finance, property and business services sectors, including tourism-related
activities, accounted for particularly high and rapidly growing investment shares. The United States,
the United Kingdom and Japan were the single most important FDI sources (Tables AIII.1, AIII.3
and AIII.5).67 Japanese investment focuses particularly on the real estate and tourism sectors; of the
proposals submitted by Japanese investors to the FIRB in 1991-92, totalling $A 2.6 billion, over
80 per cent related to the two sectors.

Chart III.1
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Source: Government of Australia.

65OECD (1992f).

66Foreign direct investment is generally defined in Australian statistics as capital investment resulting in foreign
ownership of 10 per cent or more of the ordinary shares or voting stock of an enterprise.

67Foreign Investment Review Board, Report 1991/92.
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101. Australia has no particular policies aimed at influencing investment abroad. Following the
United States and the United Kingdom, New Zealand has proved the third most important destination
for outward FDI in recent years, apparently reflecting economic integration and the intensification of
intra-industry trade under the Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Agreement
(ANZCERTA) (Table AIIl.2).68Australia is New Zealand's single largest source of foreign direct
investment. By contrast, the recent reorientation of Australian exports towards the ASEAN members
has not been mirrored in increased investment flows to date. The authorities point, however, to
"anecdotal evidence" suggesting that a significant number of Australian firms are planning to invest
in Asia in the next three to five years.69 Australian investments abroad are reported in statistics to
focus mainly on the finance, property and business services sectors and, within manufacturing, on the
paper product and publishing industry (Tables AIII.4 and 6). However, the concentration on financial
services does not necessarily reflect the final destination, but rather the intermediary function of these
sectors.

68See also Chapters 1(2)(b) and I1(4)(i)(a). ANZCERTA contains no specific provisions on investment.

69Australia's Trade Development Program 1993-94 (Budget related paper No.6); see also East Asia Analytical
Unit - Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (1992).
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IV. TRADE POLICIES AND PRACTICES BY MEASURE

(1) Overview

102. Many areas ofAustralia's trade-relatedpolicies have changed significantlysince the initial Trade
Policy Review.70 The overall trend has been in a liberal direction, continuing and reinforcing the
deregulatory thrust of policy reform in the past ten to fifteen years. Significant reforms announced
in the Government's March 1991 Industry Policy Statement included a new tariffreduction programme,
the abolition of remaining tariff quotas, except some cheeses, and the phasing down of subsidy
programmes in tandem with the tariffreductions. The reform programme heralded by some Australian
observers as "the final nail in the protectionist coffin"71 - is currently being implemented. Thus, in
some important policy areas, this chapter describes a transitional stage within a longer-term adjustment
process.

103. The reform agenda mainly reflects domestic policy concerns relating, in particular, to the
lack of resilience in, and weak performance of, highly-protected areas of Australian manufacturing.
Australia, arguably the world's richest country in the mid-19th century, experienced slower real per
capita growth than other industrial countries during much of the 20th century.72The liberalization
process was set in motion to reverse this relatively unsatisfactory economic record, which is generally
attributed to structural rigidities, over-regulation and high levels of protection, and to help reduce
Australia's past reliance on certain primary commodities, whose world prices have tended to decline
for many years. This domestic rationale for reform, combined with a lack of response to Australia's
negotiating interests in previous GATT Rounds, may help explain why Australia had, before the Uruguay
Round, abstained from binding its tariff reductions in the GATT.

104. Recent reforms in areas such as government procurement, standardization and state trading
have focused. on streamlining the regulatory framework and reducing inconsistencies between federal
and state legislation. While civil offset requirements were eliminated from procurement in 1992,
buy-Australia requirements have, however, remained in place in a number of States and Territories.
Australia has not signed the Tokyo Round Agreements on Government Procurement and Trade in Civil
Aircraft, and appears reluctant to do so in the foreseeable future.

105. Government-industry agreements, aimed atjoint development ofbusiness targets, are important
policy vehicles in "strategic" industries, including information technologies and pharmaceuticals. Local
content considerations play a significant rôle in telecommunications, where the three carriers now in
the market are committed to ensuring a high share of Australian supplies in their investments.

106. Significant changes have occurred in anti-dumping and countervailing legislation, with nine
amendments since 1988. These amendments, designed to improve transparency, have resulted in a
complex procedural framework. It provides inter alia, for a full-scale review of preliminary findings
by a separate statutory body, the Australian Anti-Dumping Authority. The Authority reports on all
cases, and makes recommendations on definitive actions, to the Minister; all reports are published.
After eight years of declining levels, anti-dumping activities increased significantly in 1991, but have
moderated again over the past year.

70GATT (1990).

71Capling and Galligan (1992).

72Anderson and Garnaut (1987).
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107. Australian competition law, while banning a wide range of anti-competitive practices, exempts
certain important economic operators and activities, including public enterprises and statutory marketing
boards. The results of an independent enquiry into competition policy, recently published, may help
advance legislative changes.

(2) Measures Directly Affecting Imports

(i) Tariffs, import levies and charges

(a) General features

108. Australia's unweighted ad valorem tariff average has declined significantly since the initial
Trade Policy Review in mid-1989. Excluding items under quota at that time, the unweighted tariff
average came down by more than two percentage points, from 10.6 to 8.4 per cent, by March 1993.
While the tariff cuts have reduced tariffdispersion, there are still peaks and tariff escalation, in particular
in areas such as textiles, clothing and footwear, and passenger motor vehicles. More than 40 per cent
of all tariff items bear zero rates, and more than two-thirds of all imports actually enter duty-free,
either under regular tariffs or tariff concessions. Just over 1 per cent of Australia's 5,675 tariff lines,
at the 6-digit level of the Harmonized System, carry specific or alternate rates.

109. At the time of the first review, tariff quotas were widespread in the textile and clothing area
and imports of "sensitive" products, including footwear items and engines for passenger motor vehicles,
were assessed tariffs of 40 per cent and above; certain textile and clothing items bore rates of up to
55 per cent.

110. A tariff reduction programme, running from 1988 to 1992, brought down most tariff peaks
to a general ceiling of 15 per cent.73 Tariffs between 10 and 15 per cent were reduced to 10 per cent.
Textiles, clothing and footwear and passenger motor vehicles were, however, made subject to sector-
specific plans that, despite substantial cuts, have continued to provide tariff protection at levels more
than twice or three times above other sectors.74 Sugar, certain cheeses, tobacco leafand tobacco products
were exempt from the reduction arrangements.75

111. While facilitating access for almost all imports, the programme did not imply to an improvement
in tariffbindings. No more than 20 per cent ofAustralia's tarifflines bore GATT-bound rates in 1993,76
The authorities stated that tariff bindings were negotiated on a mutually-beneficial and reciprocal basis
and that, in key sectors, Australia has gained little in concessions from past GATT Rounds. However,
the scope and depth of Australian tariff bindings has increased substantially following the successful
outcome to the Uruguay Round.

73Some tariff reduction schemes were already in place before 1988; see GATT (1990).

74Chapters V(4)(iii) and V(4)(vii)(a).

75Following the removal of Australia's import ban on sugar, on 1 July 1989, tariffs were set at $A 115 per
tonne, to be phased down to $A 95 and $A 70 per tonne on 1 July 1991 and 1 July 1992, respectively. This
schedule was accelerated, providing for a tariff of$A 55 per tonne from 1 July 1992. According to a government
announcement, in February 1993, the tariff rate would be kept at this level for a minimum of three seasons beyond
the 1993 harvest season. A review is to commence in 1995.

76 This compares with some 90 per cent and more in the United States, Japan and the European Communities.
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112. Apart from anti-dumping or coountervailing duties, Australia levies no additional import taxes.
An excise component ("revenue component"), corresponding to the excise rates on certain domestic
products, such as tobacco, spirits and petroleum, is incorporated in the relevant duties.

(b) Current tariff reductions

113. In its March 1991 Industry Statement, the Australian Government announced a new package
of economic liberalization and deregulation measures, comprising tariff reductions, abolition of tariff
quotas and cuts in industry assistance. The package, to be phased in from 1 July 1993, is intended
"to make Australia more internationally competitive."77Its main tariff-related components are:

(i) further general reductions, down to a general ceiling of 5 per cent by 1996, of rates
that had been reduced to 10 or 15 per cent in 1992;

(ii) lower tariff protection for the motor vehicle industry, from 32.5 per cent in mid-1993
to 15 per cent on 1 January 2000;78

(iii) phasing-out of all tariff quotas on textiles, clothing andfootwear by 1 March 1993,
accompanied by tariff cuts to achieve maximum rates of 25 per cent for clothing and
certain finished textiles by 2000, down from 47 per cent in 1993, and 15 per cent for
footwear and other textiles, compared with their current levels of between 29 and 37
per cent;79 and

(iv) tariff reductions on most agricultural products, down to a maximum of 5 per cent
by 1996. Exceptions to these reductions are cheese, sugar and tobacco, imports of
which enter under specific rates; the duties on tobacco and sugar wiIl be subject to
review in 1995.80Dried potatoes and tomatoes are to reach the 5 per cent target rate
by 1 January 1998.

114. The reductions do not affect "revenue components", i.e. the excise equivalents contained in
the specific duties on beer, spirits, tobacco and certain petroleum products. However, for 20 such
items, the tariff element has been converted into its ad valorem equivalent and included in the
programme.

115. In March 1993, Australia's unweighted tariff average was 10.4 per cent, including all tariff
lines bearing ad valorem duties, except some cheeses that enter under quotas. The Industry Commission
projects this tariff average to come down to 6.3 per cent by 1 July 1996 and to 4.9 per cent by 2000.
Using the same product coverage as in the initial Trade Policy Report, i.e. excluding items that had
been subject to quotas in 1989, the average was 8.4 per cent in March 1993 - over two percentage

77Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991).

78Tariffs on non-derivative light commercial vehicles and four-wheel drive vehicles are to be reduced from
15 per cent in 1992 to 5 per cent in 1996 in accordance with the general tariff cuts.

79tems already bearing tariffs of no more than 15 per cent are subject to the general reduction programme
(see (i) above).

80As described above, subsequent to the lifting of its import ban on sugar, in July 1989, Australia introduced
a tariff of $A 115 per tonne which was brought down to $A 55 by 1 July 1992.
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points less than four years previously81; it is forecast by the Industry
3.6 per cent by 1 July 1996 and 2000, respectively (Chart IV. 1).

Commission to fall to 4.2 and

chart IV.1
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Source: GATT Secretariat.

1.16. The decline in tariff revenue resulting from the tariff reductions programme has over the past
four years been offset by increased import penetration. In 1992-93, tariffs contributed some
$A 3.33 billion, or 3.5 per cent, to Commonwealth budget revenue.82

(c) Tariff escalation

117. The tariff averages mask a wide dispersion of individual rates, ranging from zero on fish, metal
ores and all energy products to over 30 per cent on a range of textile, clothing, leather and rubber
items, certain car engines and passenger motor vehicles (Table IV. 1). While more than 40 per cent
of all tariff fines bear zero rates, particularly raw materials and simply processed products, tariffs tend

to escalate significantly by processing stage. Thus, protection afforded to value-adding activities is
considerably higher than the nominal tariff rates suggest (Table AIV. 1). These disparities are, however,
due to be reduced by the tariff reduction programme which, in most product areas, will bring down
the maximum difference between tariffs on inputs and final goods to 5 per cent.

81Table AIV.2 shows the pattern of Australia's imports by tariff rate.

82In 1991-92, tariff proceeds amounted to $A 3.3 billion.
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Table IV.1
Main features of the Australian tariff régime, mid-1993
(Number and per cent)

TariffIines(number) Duty-free access (per cent)

Total 5,675 Share of tariff lines 41

Lines bearing ad valorem duties 5,608 Share of m.f.n. imports' 48.6 (68.6)b
GATT-bound tariff rates 1,118

Tariff peaks (per cent)
Simple tariff average (per cent) Clothing (ISIC 322) 35.0c147d

Agriculture 0.9 Textiles (321) 24.9/51

Mining 1.1 Leather footwear (324) 22.3/37

Manufacturing 11.1 Rubber products (355) 15.8/47

All items 10.4 Plastic products (356) 15.0/15

a In 1992-93.
b Including duty-free imports under concessional tariffs (see Section (f) below and Table AIV,2).
c Simple tariff average at 3-digit ISIC level (Table AV. 1).
d Peak rate.

Source: GATT Secretariat.

118. Tariff escalation is particularly pronounced in textiles, where duty-free entry at the first
processing stage compares with averages of over 25 and 27 per cent at the semi-processed and final
stages. For the manufacturing sector, on average, tariff protection escalates from 1.7 per cent for
simple processing activities up to 12.3 per cent for final processing.83 These estimates do not capture
Australia's extensive system of tariff concessions which, whenever the rates on capital goods and
production inputs are reduced, further increases effective protection for downstream activities
(Chapter IV(2)(i)(e)).84

(d) Preferential tariffs

119. The Australian System of Tariff Preferences for Developing Countries (ASTP) provides for
a preferential margin of 5 percentage points on all items bearing tariffs of more than 5 per cent. All
other imports are exempt from duty. Australia also maintains preferential trade agreements with
New Zealand, Canada, Papua New Guinea and the Forum Islands (Chapter II(4)(i)(b)). However,
more than 70 per cent of Australia's imports enter on an m.f.n. basis.

120. Table IV.2 lists the 25 product categories displaying the highest shares of preferential in total
imports. Reflecting the absence of product-specific exclusions and quotas in the ASTP, a variety of
sensitive" items, in particular textile, clothing and leather products, figure prominently in this list.

83All data refer to March 1993. The authorities, quoting the Industry Commission, consider the issue of
tariff escalation no longer appropriate in view of the currently applying tariff levels.

84As noted by the Industry Commission, many concessions relate to elaborately transformed manufactures.
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Table IV.2
Share of preferential in total imports by product group, 1992-93
(Per cent)

HS Code No." Products Import share

a 25 leading product categories.

Source: Industry Commission.

121. Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, and the Republic of Korea are currently being graduated
from the ASTP, in step with the tariff reductions programme and from mid- 1996 imports from these
sources will be subject to m. f.n. tarifftreatment (Table IV. 3).85 In addition, early in 1993, the Australian
Government decided to phase out preferences on imports of textiles, clothing and footwear; chemicals;
sugar; vegetable and fruit preparations, including fruit juice; dried fruit and tuna. Exempt from this
phasing-out are the least-developed countries and the South Pacific Island Territories. For most products,

85Reflecting region-specific supply patterns, the trade-weighted average tariff for the above four countries
exceeds that for non-preferential suppliers. Alongside the tariff reductions, this difference tends to increase.

43 Furskins, artificial furs and manufactures thereof 95.3
61 Apparel and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted 85.5
64 Footwear, gaiters, etc., and parts 85.1

62 Apparel and clothing accessories, not knitted or crocheted 84.8
42 Leather articles, travel goods, handbags, etc. 81.7

41 Raw hides and skins and leather 72.3
44 Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal 71.3
20 Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts, etc. 66.6
63 Other made-up textile articles; sets; won clothing; rags 63.8
94 Furniture, mattresses, cushions, etc.; lamps and lighting fittings n.e.s.; illuminated signs, 62.3

etc.; prefabricated buildings

57 Carpets and other textile floor coverings 58.7
17 Sugars and sugar confectionery 50.3
66 Umbrellas, walking sticks, seat sticks, whips, etc. 49.2

46 Manufactures of straw, esparto or other plaiting materials, basketware 47.6
60 Knitted or crocheted fabrics 46.3

Il Products of the milling industry; malt; starches; inulin; wheat gluten 44.4
95 Toys, games, sports requisites 44.1
10 Cereals 43.5
58 Special woven fabrics; tufted textile fabrics; lace; tapestries; trimmnings; embroidery 43.4
15 Animal or vegetable oils and fats, etc.; prepared edible fats, animal or vegetable waxes 42.9

51 Wool, fine or coarse animal hair; horsehair, yarn and woven fabric 41.1
04 Dairy produce; birds' eggs; natural honey; edible products of animal origin, n.e.s. 40.3
07 Edible vegetables and certain foots and tubers 38.7

74 Copper and articles thereof 38.6
76 Aluminium and articles thereof 37.7

All imports 15.2
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the changes are being implemented from 1 July 1993; the implementation period for textiles, clothing
and footwear starts on 1 July 1994.86

Table IV.3
Tariff treatment by source of imports, July 1993-2000
(Per cent)

Trade weighted average tariff Unweighted average tariff
July 1993 July 1996 2000 July 1993 July 1996 2000

Developing countries 6.0 ", 6.9 3,3c 1 Jgc

Hong Kong, Republic of Korea, 6,7 4.6 3.7 8,9 6.3 4,9
Singapore, Chinese Taipei
Non-preferential sources 6.0 3.4d 2.8d 9.9 6.3 4.9

a Using 1992-93 imports as weights.
b Except Hong Kong, Republic of Korea, Singapore and Chinese Taipei.
c Figures reflect the treatment of imports from least-developed countries and the South Pacific Island Territories; i.e. no account

has been taken ofthe phasing-out ofthe preferential margins on textiles, clothing and footwear, chemicals, sugar, fruit and vegetable
preparations and some further items from all other developing countries.

d Average for current non-preferential suppliers.

,.. Not available.

Source: Industry Commission.

(e) Tariff quotas

122. The only remaining tariff quotas are on cheese, where the quota volume is set at 11,500 tonnes
per annum. In-quota deliveries are assessed a tariff of $A 96 per tonne, as against $A 2,100 on
additional imports. Cheese imports from New Zealand are duty- and quota-free.

(t) Tariff concessions

123. Australia operates two schemes under which specified products may qualify for concessional
duty rates, usually at zero level. TariffConcession Orders (TCOs) may be granted on imports of
goods for which no domestic substitutes exist or which are unlikely to produce significant adverse effects
on the market for locally made, substitutable goods. Concessions under the Policy Item/By-Law System
are designed to facilitate imports ofvarious goods, including those competing with domestic production,
in which case they reduce nominal tariff assistance to the industries concerned.

124. Both systems deliver concessions through Schedule 4 of the Customs Tariff Act 1987, which
sets out the eligible product categories. The basic concessions are thus subject to parliamentary approval.
The Tariff Concession System is legislated in Australia's Customs Act 1901 (Part XVA) which empowers
Customs to make By-Laws specifying goods to which Schedule 4 items apply. Schedule 4 currently

86GATT document L/7205/Add. 1, 8 July 1993. As noted inChapter II(4)(i)(b), the developing country tariff
rates on the relevant products will remain unchanged until the general tariff comes down to this level.
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contains over 60 Policy Items and the Schedule of Concessional Instruments lists over 10,000 Tariff
Concession Orders and 390 By-Laws.87

125. Concessions under both schemes have a significant impact on access to many Australian markets,
in particular for intermediate inputs and capital goods, including cotton, filaments, tobacco, electrical
machinery and equipment, machinery and mechanical appliances. In 1988-89, some 9 per cent of
Australian imports benefited from the operation of Policy Items and in 1989-90, some 11.5 per cent
entered duty-free under Commercial Tariff Concessions, with average duty savings in the order of
15 percentage points ($A 962 million).88 The combined share of concessional imports under Tariff
Concession Orders and Policy Items reached 20.3 per cent of total imports in 1992-93. Concessional
imports of cotton, tobacco and man-made filaments exceeded three-quarters of total imports in these
product categories (Table IV.4).

126. The Tariff Concession System (TCS) can apply across the entire product range except to certain
goods, mainly food, furniture, cosmetics, vehicles, textile, clothing and footwear, which are detailed
in an Excluded Goods Schedule.89Applicants requesting a TariffConcession Order need to demonstrate,
to the satisfaction of Customs, that Australian companies are not producing substitutable goods or,
otherwise, that the granting of a Tariff Concession is not likely to have a significant adverse effect
on the market for substitutable goods.90The criteria and procedural requirements are specified in the
Customs Act 1901 and the Australian Customs Service Manual (Vol. 13). Proposed concessions are
published in the Commonwealth Gazette, giving potentially affected domestic industries an opportunity
to object within 50 days. Once a TCO is in place, any person or company may use it to import the
relevant goods duty free.

127. Local manufacturers can apply to Customs for revocation of existing TariffConcession Orders;
applications are to be processed within 60 days. In such cases, Customs is directed to revoke an Order,
or to limit its coverage accordingly, if it would not have been granted in current circumstances. The
relevant decisions, including the original granting of Tariff Concessions, may be appealed to the
Australian Administrative Appeals Tribunal.

128. During the period 1989-90 to 1992-93, annual applications for new concession orders increased
from 1,864 to 2,925; the approval rate varied between 57 and 73 per cent. Revocations of existing
orders ranged between 226 in 1992-93 and 476 in 1990-91.

87For example, during the first quarter of 1993, the following new By-Law Items became operative:
(i) parts of vessels, and materials, for use in the construction, modification and repair of vessels

exceeding 150 gross construction tonnes;
(ii) goods imported under the Overseas Assembly Provisions Scheme (i.e. outward processing of

textiles; Chapter V.(4)(iii); and
(iii) cheese and curd under specified tariff lines, as prescribed by By-Law.

88Industry Commission (1991a). The estimated tariff savings are affected by the higher tariff levels of the
late 1980s, which have since come down significantly.

89The decision to place goods on, or remove them from, the Schedule lies with the Minister for Industry,
Technology and Regional Development.

90Manufactured products are considered to be of Australian origin if at least one substantial process was carried
out in Australia and if at least 25 per cent of the factory or works costs are attributable to Australian labour,
materials or overhead expenses.
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Table IV.4
Share of concessional in total imports by product group, 1992-93
(Per cent)

HS Code No." Products Import share

a 25 leading product categories.

Source: Industry Commission.

129. Concessional entry under Policy Items and associated By-Laws may be granted for a variety
ofreasons, including obligations under international treaties; scientific interest; social or cultural policy
objectives; or industrial policy considerations. By-Law Concessions are available, for example, in

the context of the sectoral plans for passenger motor vehicles, textiles, clothing and footwear, and

tobacco. The Government decided in 1991 that the Industry Commission would not be asked to undertake
an enquiry before Policy Items for industry policy purposes were created, substantially modified or
deleted.91

91As noted in Chapter II(2)(iv), there is no need for the Government to follow the Commission's opinion
before introducing legislation into Parliament. For example, Item 51 ("Aluminised steel classified under 7210.60.00
or 7212.50.00 in Schedule 3 for use in the manufacture ofautomotive muffler exhaust systems and components")

52 Cotton 84.3
24 Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes 83.0
54 Man-made filaments 76,0
37 Photographic/cinematographic goods 69.3
55 Man-made staple fibres 61.8

32 Tanning or dyeing extracts 46.5
66 Umbrellas and parts 43.8
95 Toys, games, sports requisites 41.9
82 Tools, implements, cutlery, etc., and parts 41.1
85 Electrical machinery, sound recorders, tv sets, etc., and parts 37.5

74 Copper and copper articles 36.1
40 Rubber and rubber articles 34.9
72 Iron and steel 32.7
38 Miscellaneous chemical products 31.5

39 Plastics and plastic articles 31.1

83 Miscellaneous articles of base metals 29.5
86 Railway or tramway locomotives, etc., and parts 29.6

59 Impregnated, coated, etc., textile fabrics 29.3

87 Vehicles other titan railway or tramway rolling stock, and parts 28.3

78 Lead and lead articles 27.5

45 Cork and cork articles 27.3

48 Paper, paperboard and articles thereof 27.0
36 Explosives, pyrotechnic products, etc., and certain preparations 26.8

84 Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery, etc., and parts 26.4

73 Articles of iron and steel 26.2

All imports 20.3
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130. The Industry Commission sees concessional tariffs, within the current framework of general
tariff reductions, mainly as a means of accelerating tariff cuts rather than granting selective (and
distortive) exemptions from a stable, high tariff, According to a Commission study, the system has
not widened the inter-sectoral disparities in economic assistance. Based on the 1988-89 tariff levels,
the IC has estimated that an abolition of the TCS would reduce GDP, in the longer run, by about
$A 900 million.92

(ii) Import prohibitions, restrictions and controls

131. Australia does not impose unconditional import restrictions. Cheese, as noted, is subject to
a global tariff quota.

132. With a view to preventing the introduction of animal diseases, Australia has maintained, since
1964, import restrictions on various animal, mainly marine, products under Article XX of the GATT.93
The restrictions are not global, but based on the animal health status of the country of origin. The
GATT Secretariat has not been informed of any significant policy changes since the initial Trade Policy
Review.

133. A variety of import controls are maintained for reasons of health and security, and environmental
and wildlife protection (Chapter IV(2)(v)). All food imports are subject to inspection, at the point
of entry, by the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS). Shipments found to contravene
the Australian Food Standards Code and related requirements must be treated, re-exported or destroyed.
According to the authorities, primary emphasis is placed on imports of risk-listed products in view
of health concerns; other products are generally subject to random import monitoring.94

was created in August 1990 despite the Commission's objection.

92Industry Commission (1991a).
The Industry Commission called for the abolition of the Excluded Goods Schedule in order to allow

all goods to be tested against the basic criteria. Its report also argues for the deletion, and replacement by a
non-exhaustive list of considerations, of the eligibility criterion "not capable to be produced in the normal course
of business". Further modifications proposed by the Commission include the removal of

(i) a national interest clause under which the Minister may refuse to issue Concession Orders (the
provision has been used very sparingly);

(ii) a provision allowing Customs to reject applications in view of the "substantially adverse effect"
on any product market in Australia; and of

(ii) the possibility to revoke existing Concession Orders if domestic production, or the capability
to produce domestically, has developed since.

These recommendations have not been taken up by the authorities.

93Article XX provides cover, inter alia, for any trade measures necessary to protect human, animal or plant
life or health provided these measures are not applied in such a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary
or unjustifiable discriminations or a disguised trade restriction. The prohibitions notified by Australia concern
fish and seafood caught outside the Australian 200-mile zone but not landed outside Australia; giant freshwater
crayfish and live pearl shell oysters, some species of coral and similar materials; natural sponges of animal
origin; oilofwhales; and certain mixtures ofdried fruit (GATT document NTM/W/6/Rev.5/Add.5, 10 October
1991).

94Industry Commission (1993).
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Table IV.5
Import permit requirements under plant quarantine regulations, 1992"

Alfalfa (lucerne)
Algae
Almonds
Apples
Apricots
Aquatic plants
Artichokes
Avocados
Bananas
Barley
Beans
Beetroot
Berries (all varieties)
Birdwood grass
Bokhara clover seeds
Bongo drums
Bonsai trees
Borecole, broccoli and brussel sprouts"
Brachiaria
Bulbs (all varieties)
Cabbagesh
Cactaceae
Calopogonium
Castor oil beans
Cauliflowers (fresh)
Centrosema
Chaff
Cherries
Chestnuts
Chick peas
Chillies
Chives
Clay
Coconuts
Coffee (plants, fruit, seeds)
Compost and compost starters
Corms
Corn cob powder
Cotton'
Cowpeas
Cultures

Currants
Cuttings
Dates (fresh)
Desmodium
Digitaria
Dried flowers (some species)
Elms
Ferns
Flaxd
Floral carpets

Flowers (some kinds)
Fodder
Fodder yeast
Fruit trees and vines
Fungi
Garlic
Ginger
Glycine
Gooseberries
Grapefruit
Grass (plants and seeds)
Groundnuts
Groundnut meals
Guar-seeds
Hawthorns
Hay
Hops
Inoculants
Insecticide (biological)
Insects
Kenaf
Kohlrabi
Kudzu
Leeks
Legume inoculants
Lemons
Lettuce
Leucaena
Linseed and flax
Lotenonis
Lupins
Medicinal mud
Medics
Melilots
Melinis
Millet
Nectarines
Nursery stock (all living plant material)
Oats
Oilcake
Oilseeds (some kinds)
Olives
Onions
Oranges
Orchid plants
Panicum
Peaches
Peanuts
Pears
Peas
Peat

Pine plants
Pollen
Popcorn
Plums
Potatoes
Prunes
Pueraria
Quince-fruit
Raspberries
Rhizomes
Rice
Rope
Rye
Rye corn
Safflower
Sainfoin
Sand
Scions
Second-hand bags
Second-hand fruit cases and cartons
Seeds (with exceptions)
Shallots
Snails
Sorghum
Soybean meal
Soybeans
Stocks for grafting purposes
Stock fodder
Straw (some kinds)
Strawberries (plants)
Straw packing
Stizolobium
Stylosanthes
Sugar cane
Sunflower
Sweet corn
Sweet potatoes
Taro
Thuricide (a biological insecticide)
Tobacco plants
Tomatoes
Tubers
Turmeric
Velvet beans
Vigna (cowpea)
Walnuts (Western Australia only)
Wheat
Wheatgrass
Yams
Yeast

a The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy may permit importation of the listed products for scientific purposes or, in special
circumstances, subject to any conditions he thinks fit to impose.

b From countries where the cabbage butterflies occur.
c Seed and raw, including lint and waste.
d Plants, linseed and New Zealand flax.

Source: Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service.
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134. Under quarantine regulations, imports of specified farm products are prohibited, except by
special permit. Such permits are required for the importation of live plants, fresh fruits and vegetables
and seeds of major field crops, including cereals and oil seeds (Table IV.5). Applications to import
are assessed on the basis of pest risk analysis, taking into account the particular pests and diseases
associated with the crops and the options for managing those pests and diseases that are identified as
quarantine pests according to the International Plant Protection Convention. The restrictions are intended
to prevent the introduction of diseases not currently found in the country.95 To reduce the risk of
contaminating domestic woolclip from poorly manufactured or faulty packs, imports of woolpacks
are prohibited if not accompanied by a certificate from an approved laboratory or not specifically
authorized by a delegate of the Minister for Primary Industries and Energy.

135. In addition, conditional import bans apply to shipments considered to pose security, health
or environmental risks, including nuclear waste, or to threaten public morals.96

(iii) Quarantine regulations

1 36. Basic features of Australia's quarantine policy have remained unchanged since Australia's initial
Trade Policy Review. Implementation of the quarantine programme involves clearance of passengers
and personal effects at ports, container and cargo clearances, inspection of postal articles, supervision
of approved premises, and treatment of plant material and goods. According to the authorities, the
focus of the competent service (AQIS) has shifted from detecting toward actually preventing entry of
imports considered unsafe, unfit for human consumption or not accurately described.

137. Australia, say the authorities, is ready to adopt any international plant quarantine standards
emerging from current activities under the International Plant Protection Convention. Wherever possible,
Australia's trade rules relating to animal health conform, in the view of the authorities, to th -elevant
codes by the International Office of Epizootics (IOE).

138. The States may impose their own quarantine restrictions with a view to preventing the spread
of pests and diseases.97The Industry Commission quotes AQIS as sta!.ing that such requirements can
impede imports destined for distribution into other States and render Australia's negotiating position
difficult whenever adequate justification is lacking. In certain areas, including potatoes, stringent hygiene
requirements apparently contribute to reinforcing the regulatory powers of State Marketing Boards,
for example the Western Australia Potato Marketing Authority.98 The Commonwealth/State mutual

95Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (1992c).

96In 1989, Australia imposed import bans under its Ozone Protection Act and Regulations on aerosols containing
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs); dry cleaning equipment capable of being operated with CFCs; disposable containers
containing CFC refrigerants; polystyrene foam used for packaging or thermal insulation containing CFC; do-it-
yourself maintenance kits for CFC automotive air conditioning; rigid polyurethane foam products containing
CFC for use as packaging; commercial and industrial air conditioning; and refrigeration equipment with a CFC
refrigerant (Chapter IV(2)(iv)).

97The States notify the Commonwealth regularly of disease prevalence, disease distribution and outbreak
situations of certain diseases.

98lndustry Commission (1993). Western Australia has banned potatoes from Victoria since January 1991.
The ban was imposed in the wake of an outbreak of potato cyst nematode.
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recognition agreement does not prevail over restrictions introduced and maintained under state quarantine
legislation (Chapter II(2)(ii)(a))

139. According to the authorities, consultations among the Chief Quarantine Officers of the States
play a vital rôle in developing policies and procedures related to international quarantine measures,
including import controls. These consultations are complemented by the work of other
Commonwealth/State co-ordination mechanisms, including the Agricultural and ResourceManagement
Council of Australia and New Zealand (ARMCANZ), which is at ministerial level, and the Standing
Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management (SCARM).100 Altogether, these arrangements
are designed to reduce the risk of unilateral action by the States. The authorities note that a State acting
on its own would need to justify its initiative, if challenged, against the principles of transparent,
scientifically based-risk analysis. However, as indicated in Chapter II(2)(ii)(a), should 'moral suasion'
fail to work, it may prove difficult to successfully challenge any such initiatives on the grounds of
Section 92 of the Constitution.

(iv) Import licensing procedures

140. Australia is a signatory to the GATT Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures. Current
licensing requirements are confined to therapeutic goods (antibiotic substances), specified narcotics,
psychotropic substances and related chemicals, a variety of agricultural products, and CFC-containing
products. '°'

141. Based on the Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depleting Substances, the Ozone Protection Act
1989 establishes a comprehensive regulatory system, of licences, levies and tradeable quotas, for domestic
production, imports and exports of CFC-containing products. Each licence holder is allocated a quota
for one year; manufacture, import and export are treated separately. While current legislation provides
for the termination of CFC-containing imports by end- 1995, the authorities are considering advancing
the deadline by one year to bring the import régime in line with the cessation of domestic production. 102
This is to avoid the risk of the Australian market being targeted by countries less advanced in the phasing-
out process. There is no intention at present to regulate trade in substances made with, but not
containing, chlorofluorocarbons.

99However, the authorities have stressed that, though the States claim the right to establish their own
requirements, in fact national controls are developed in full consultations with the States and the scientific
community to arrive at scientifically-based and mutually agreed positions. The authorities consider that existing
differences are justified by scientific evidence and confined to cases where a national standard, by virtue ofmutual
recognition, would not be appropriate. For example, some States are free of plant and animal pests and diseases,
or have managed controls or eradication programmes in place. This may give rise to restrictions on imports
or intra-Australian shipments of specified plants and animals and their products.

100For example, a working group under SCARM is specifically concerned with harmonizing
Commonwealth/State plant health protocols and procedures. The group is mandated to assess justifications for
individual State quarantine measures, harmonize procedures/protocols between States and various import
requirements, develop model legislation and procedures for dispute resolution.

101GATT document L/5640/Add. 13/Rev.7, 22 September 1993.

102According to the authorities, current negotiations with affected industries, other than those directly concerned
by the above-noted import prohibitions, serve to implement these obligations and reduce consumption of ozone
depleting substances at the fastest possible rate consistent with technical developments and the industry's ability
to manage phasing out.
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(v) Trade sanctions

142. In accordance with UN Security Council Resolutions, Australia has embargoed trade with Iraq,
Libya and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). Investment and financial
sanctions on South Africa, based on Commonwealth commitments, have recently been lifted.

(vi) Emergency trade measures

(a) Safeguard actions

143. Since the expiry of a safeguard measure on four-wheel drive vehicles in July 1989, Australia
has not invoked GATT Article XIX on safeguards.103 In safeguard situations, Australia may either
increase tariffs under the Customs Tariff Act 1987 or introduce quantitative restrictions under the
Customs Act 1901. The final decision in both cases rests with Parliament.

(b) Voluntary restraint arrangements

144. The authorities have confirmed, in the context of this report, the absence of any voluntary
restraint arrangements with government involvement. Though a frequent user of anti-dumping measures,
Australia appears not to have used these as leverage to achieve self-restraints.104 The Secretariat has
no knowledge of any industry-to-industry arrangements.

(vii) Anti-dumping measures

(a) Main provisions

145. The origins of Australia's anti-dumping legislation go back to the Customs Act 1901. Principal
subsequent legislation includes the Customs Tariff (Anti-Dumping) Act 1975 and the Anti-Dumping
Authority Act 1988. Until the early 1980s, anti-dumping penalties were rarely used; Australia's broadly-
protective industry policy apparently gave little need for additional measures.105

146. Between 1988 and mid-1993, nine amendments were made to Australia's anti-dumping legislation
(Table IV.6). These resulted principally from the creation of the Anti-Dumping Authority in
September 1988 and a review of the anti-dumping system in 1991. Details of the procedures, based
on the Customs Act 1901, as amended, the Customs Tariff (Anti-Dumping) Act 1975 and the Anti-
Dumping Authority Act 1988 are described in Annex IV.I.

103The restrictions on four-wheel drive vehicles had been introduced in April 1967.

104Banks (1990). Following the initiation of an anti-dumping investigation or in view of actions considered
as precedents, exporters may nevertheless have preferred to restrain, moderate or monitor their shipments
autonomously.

105Hollander and Gruen (1993). Observers have suggested that the "take-off" of anti-dumping activity during
the early 1980s (Chart IV.2) may reflect the impact of world economic recession and additional adjustment pressures
resulting from competitiveness problems of the Australian industry and domestic market depression. Also, at
that time, customs legislation was changed to exclude domestic sales at a loss from the determination of normal
value because they were not considered to be covered by the GATT Code definition of sales "in the ordinary
course of trade". See Banks (1990).
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Table IV.6
Changes to Australia's anti-dumping and countervailing legislation, January 1988 - June 1993

Legislation Main features/objectives
Anti-Dumping Authority Act 1988
No. 72 of 1988

Customs Tariff (Anti-Dumping)
Amendment Act 1988
No. 69 of 1988

Customs Legislation (Anti-Dumping
Amendments) Act 1988
No. 76 of 1988

Customs Tariff (Anti. Dumping)
Amendment Act 1989
No. 173 of 1989

Customs Legislation (Anti-Dumping) Act
1989
No. 174 of 1989

Trade Practices (Misuse of Trans-Tasman
Market Power) Act 1990
No. 70 of 1990

Customs Amendment Act 1991
No. 82 of 1991

Customs Legislation (Tariff Concessions
and Anti-Dumping Amendment) Act 1992
No. 89 of 1992

Customs Tariff (Anti-Dumping)
Amendment Act
No. 206 of 1992

Customs Legislation (Anti-Dumping
Amendments) Act 1992
No. 207 of 1992

Establishment of the Anti-Dumping Authority,

Definition of the term "like goods"; publication requirements (concerning normal
values and duties that do not exhaust the full margin of dumping); limits on the
duration of measures (three years).

Specification of the rôle of the Australian Customs Service in dumping enquiries;
introduction of time limits for the conduct of preliminary investigations;
requirement to take provisional dumping securities only after a preliminary finding
of dumping.
Technical changes.

Determination of export prices, normal values and material injury; treatment of
exports from countries with trade monopolies; relevant exchange rate; conclusion
of price undertakings.

Substitution of competition rules for anti-dumping measures in bilateral trade under
the Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (CER).

Definition of like products in the case of vertically integrated agricultural
producers; application of all anti-dumping measures over a full three-year period
(including measures introduced in response to a relocation of operations to other
countries).

Publication and reporting requirements relating to the expiry of anti-dumping
measures; continuation of measures; treatment of concurrent dumping and
subsidization (no need to determine the ensuing injury separately); shorter time
period for passing prima facie decisions (25 days); extension of the duration of
anti-dumping and countervailing measures from three to five years.

Imposition of interim duties based on information compiled at the original enquiry
stage; provision to impose ad valorem or specific (interim) duties; requirement to
respect the "lesser duty" rule; actual duty liability must be related to the export
price and normal value of the particular shipments.

Definition of interim anti-dumping and countervailing duties; prospective and
retrospective duty notices; introduction of the concept of a non-injurious price;
requirement for provisional measures to be put at the full margin of dumping or
subsidization; introduction of repayment and review provisions; transparency
requirements (publication of normal value, export price and non-injurious price).

Note: The first three Acts form part of a single package designed to amend Australia's anti-dumping legislation in response to an expert
study ("the Gruen Report").

Source: GATT Secretariat.

147. Anti-dumping and countervailing cases are processed by two separate bodies within the portfolio
of the Minister for Industry, Technology and Regional Development: the Australian Customs Service
(ACS) and the Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA). The ACS is responsible for receiving complaints,
making preliminary investigations, and reaching preliminaryfindings on all aspects ofa case: dumping,
material injury and a causal link. The ADA is required to carry out the final investigation, including
a full enquiry into all aspects, and to make a recommendation to the Minister, who takes the final decision
to impose or decline an anti-dumping or countervailing measure. Anti-dumping and countervailing
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measures can be imposed jointly, as a single measure, if concurrent dumping and subsidization are
found to have resulted in material injury.106

148. Strict statutory time limits are provided for each stage of the investigation and decision-making
process; the Australian anti-dumping system has been described by the authorities as one of the fastest
in the world. 107Chart IV.2 summarizes the processing ofanti-dumping and countervailing applications.

149. Complaints may be lodged by any interested party, whether individuals or groups, such as
trade unions. Australian law does not require the applicant to represent a specified share of the industry
concerned. Customs has, however, regard to the relevant GATT Code definitions (Annex IV. 1).

150. All duty notices following the establishment ofdumping or subsidization are published. They
must, subject to confidentiality requirements, specify the normal value determined by the authorities,
the export price (or in countervailing cases, the subsidy element) and the price considered sufficient
to remove the injury. If the non-injurious price is less than the established normal value, the Minister
must "have regard to the desirability" of limiting any duty to the difference between the export price
and the non-injurious price. In linewith the Tokyo Round Code provisions, exporters may offer price
undertakings. In practice, the authorities prefer to carry out all investigations in full.

151. Australian law does not contain an explicit "national interest" clause that can allow the Minister
to forgo or suspend measures if there are significant adverse effects on domestic consumers or industrial
branches. However, the Minister is not bound to take anti-dumping or countervailing action, even
if all relevant criteria are met; it is principally within his discretion to authorize measures or not.

152. A sunset clause provides for the expiry of all measures five years after their introduction.
Before the expiry ofany measure, the ADA must, if requested by an interested party, review the measure
and assess the need for continued protection. To justify the renewal of existing measures, the existence
or likely recurrence of dumping or subsidization, injury and other relevant aspects must be re-established.

106The Customs Legislation (Tariff Concessions and Anti-Dumping Amendment) Act 1992 allows for the
application of anti-dumping or countervailing duties without requiring the ADA to quantify how much of the
injury is attributable to dumping or subsidization. Previously, the authorities feIt constrained by the fact that
action was only possible if it could be shown that dumping or subsidization, of themselves, were causing material
injury.

107Second Reading Speech by the Minister on the Anti-Dumping Bill, reproduced in GATT document
ADP/1/Add. 18/Rev. 1/Suppl.6. Non-compliance with the time limits is not subject topenalties under the relevant
legislation. Failure by Customs to reach a negative prima facie decision within 25 days, amounts to de facto
acceptance ofan application. Failure by Customs or the ADA to issue a preliminary or final finding, respectively,
within the timeframe set, could result in action before the Federal Court with a view to compelling the authorities
to pass a finding.
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Chart IV.2
Processing of Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Applications

Stage 1 (25 days) - Austrlian Customs Service (ACS)

. Application received
checked through screening procedure for correct documentation Accepted
application examined to determine whether:
- an Australian industry processing like goods exists progress to
reasonable grounds are established warranting further investigation Stage 2

. in countervailing applications. 20 days notice is given to relevant
authorities prior to enquiries being initiated

Rejected ifappealed
applicants advised of reasons progressto

Stage 2 (100 days) - Australian Customs Service (ACS)

day 1to Investigation commences day 41 to .local and overseas investigations Positive
day 40 enquiry notified in Gazette day 100 conducted Preliminary

and newspapers further submissions received Finding
interested parties are meeting of parties held if required impose any securities
invited to make aIl submissions and other
submissions and respond relevant information analyzed Stage 4
to questionnaires by day 40 . preliminary finding reached progress

Negative finding if appealed
progress to

vacant advised ofreasons Stage 3

Applicant may appeal:
- rejection of application (Stage 1)
- negative preliminary finding (Stage 2)

. ADA reviews Customs decision
using only the information
original available to Customs

Reversal of Reversal of
Customs Customs
Stage 1 decision Stage 2 decision

progress to progress to
Stage 2 Stage 4

Negative finding
application rejected and applicant advised of reasons

Stage 4 (120 days) - Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA)

. Review ofACS findings submissions invited from interested information analyzed
notices published parties within 40 days and decision made

public meeting of parties held on report to Minister
request

ADA considers and report Undertaking accepted
to Minister on any price
undertaking offers process is suspended

Source: Government of Australia.

Stage 3 (60 days) - Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA)

Minister's
Decision
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(b) Overview of recent anti-dumping actions

153. The number of actions introduced under Australian anti-dumping legislation declined in the
period 1984 to 1990, but has since then increased.'08 In 1991-92, Australia recorded 76 anti-dumping
initiations, up from 23 in 1989-90. Australia accounted for close to one-third of all initiations reported
under the GATT Anti-Dumping Code in 1991-92. I9 The number of initiations fell to 61 in 1992-93.

154. Factors contributing to this development are likely to include increased demand by domestic
producers faced both with recession and adjustment pressures under the tariff reduction program.
In calendar years 1991 and 1992, the Australian Customs Service received 103 and 84 anti-dumping
applications, respectively, as opposed to 48 in 1987.

155. On 30 June 1993, Australia maintained 61 definitive anti-dumping measures (Chart IV.3).
These covered imports from 25 sources; 33 measures concerned deliveries from developing countries,
including China, and 19 affected exports from EC member States (Chart IV.4). This compares with
21 measures three years previously, six of which on imports from developing countries. In addition,
in June 1993, preliminary duties were in force in seven cases.

Chart IV.3
Development of anti-dumping actions, January 1983-June 1993

Number of cases

Actions in force
_New actions

50

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Source: Government of Australia.

'sThe decline in the second half of the 1980s reflected both increased revocations of old measures and reduced
numbers of new cases. See Banks (1990).

"'°The total number of initiations reported by Code signatories increased by some 150 per cent between 1989-90
and 1991-92 as compared with 230 per cent for Australia.
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Chart IV.A
Product and country-profile of anti-dumping measures
applied by Australia, June 1990 and June 1993
Number of case

By product

Proceed l i -
agricultural products

Chemicals

Machinery and parts

Other -I

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 41By region

EC member States -

Other Europe
Central and

South America
United States

and Canada

Other -

U 5 lU 15 2Z 25 30 J5 40

June 1990 - Total number of cases: 21 June 1993 - Total number of cases: 61

Source: Governmentof Australia.

156. Individual anti-dumping measures have been ofrelatively short duration, reflecting the operation
of the sunset clause. In June 1993, Australia's two longest-standing anti-dumping measures, pertaining
to iron pipe fittings from the Republic of Korea and Chinese Taipei, dated from October 1990.

157. Most anti-dumping actions in Australia take the form of definitive duties; price undertakings
are relatively rare. In mid-1993, three undertakings were in force: on black lead pencils from Brazil,
and di-butyl and di-isobutyl phthalate from China. This compares with nine in mid-1990. The number
reflects fewer undertakings being offered by exporters; all offers offers over the past five years have
been accepted.

(c) Anti-dumping and competition law

158. Under a Protocol to the Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement
(ANZCERTA), both signatories are required to replace anti-dumping with competition law provisions
in bilateral trade. Australia's implementing legislation, the Trade Practices (Misuse of Trans-Tasman
Market Power) Act 1990, provides that no dumping investigations are opened or continued into goods
from New Zealand and any securities paid in this connection are returned; no new anti-dumping
measures are taken; and all existing measures (duties and undertakings) are revoked. Australia's only
anti-dumping action on imports from New Zealand at that time, concerning frozen peas, was revoked
following the passage of the Act.
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159. No similar provisions exist, or are under consideration, with a view to preventing the application
of countervailing measures in trans-Tasman trade."0

160. The authorities are not aware of any cases in which domestic industries have sought anti-dumping
protection against import competition with a view to defending rents resulting from monopoly positions
or anti-competitive practices, such as cartels."' Anti-dumping legislation, procedures and practice
do not allow for such a test.

(viii) Countervailing actions

161. Comparably with developments in the anti-dumping area, Australian countervailing actions
have increased significantly in recent years. At end-June 1993, Australia maintained 11 definitive
duty measures, ten of which were introduced in the first half of 1992; all concerned food products. '2
There were no price undertakings. This compares with only one action at the time of Australia's initial
Trade Policy Review in 1989, a price undertaking involving a New Zealand producer.

162. Among the eight exporting countries affected by Australian countervailing measures in mid-1993
seven were members of the EC. In five cases, the actions were accompanied by anti-dumping
measures."13

163. Australia's legislation allows for the imposition of countervailing measures without an injury
test, whenever the country of export does not accord Australian exports the same test. According to
the authorities, the relevant provision, in existence since 1982, can be applied subsequent to any dispute
settlement under the GATT Subsidies Code."4 To date, there have been no such cases.

(ix) Government procurement

164. Under Commonwealth procurement regulations, each agency is responsible for its own purchasing
procedures, controls and strategies. While this allows considerable scope for "tailor-made" arrangements,
a core of common criteria and objectives is laid down in guidelines issued by the Minister for Arts
and Administrative Services.

'(GATT document ADP/W/323, 28 September 1992.

"'Information supplied in the context of this report. The Anti-Dumping Authority's Annual Report 1990-91
gives the example of an unsuccessful anti-dumping complaint by the sole Australian producer of an intermediate
good. When ADA officers visited the production facility they were surprised to see it working at close to or
full capacity. Company managers, while conceding that they had no difficulties in selling all production, expressed
concern that they had to export at prices not nearly as favourable as those they used to charge their domestic
customers. Because of "dumping' the company's exports, it turned out, had increased fourfold.

1121n addition, there was one preliminary action, introduced in March 1993, viz. duties on floor panels from
South Africa.

"3These concerned glacé cherries from France and Italy, canned peaches from Greece, and canned ham from
Ireland and the Netherlands.

"4GATT document SCM/W/256, 6 March 1992. No similar reciprocity criteria exist in the anti-dumping
area.
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165. The basic requirements, set out in Finance Regulations under the Audit Act 1901, include a
commitment to applying open and effective competition. to the extent practical, and using "value for
money" as a basic benchmark whenever public monies are spent. Compliance with these requirements
may be subject to further ministerial directions concerning the conduct of procurement activities in
specified circumstances.

166. Under Commonwealth Procurement Guideline No. 2, federal departments are held, in principle,
to advertise all invitations for open, public bidding in the Commonwealth (Purchasing and Disposals)
Gazette. The Guideline also specifies the details to be included."5 Exempt are cases in which "an
authorized person" has decided, based on the Guidelines and any relevant departmental directions,
"to confine an approach to known suppliers or a particular market sector". Regardless of the
arrangements made, all purchases worth $A 2,000 or more must be notified, individually or in batches,
within six weeks in the Gazette. Exemption may be granted for reasons of national interest by the
Secretary of the responsible Department.

167. Unsuccessful bidders may make representations to the agency concerned or the competent
Minister. They may also refer the case to the Commonwealth Ombudsman, who is enabled to investigate
complaints about the purchasing activities of most Commonwealth agencies."6 While there is no
requirement on an agency to comply with the Ombudsman's recommendations, refusals may be reported
to the Prime Minister and to Parliament. The Minister in charge of the Department for Arts and
Administrative Services has, in addition, appointed a Purchasing Complaints Commissioner to deal
with complaints about purchasing practices within his purview.

168. Federal government procurement by agencies under the Commonwealth Audit Act totalled
$A 4.3 billion in 1991-92, with computers, office and electrical equipment accounting for some
20 per cent, the largest share. 1 I Data on the import content of federal procurement or on procurement
activities at sub-federal levels were not available.

169. Australia has not signed the GATT Agreement on Government Procurement. The Australian
Government considers its policies in this area to be more liberal than those ofmajor developed countries.
Accession to the Agreement, however, would have far reaching administrative implications for the
federal procurement system, which, at present, is focused on achieving the government's basic
procurement objectives with a minium of central procedural obligations."8I According to the authorities,

l!5These are: the concerned ministerial portfolio, buying department, state, territory or overseas location
of the arranging office and the division or branch of the department; description of the supplies in enough detail
to identify their nature, quantity and any period that may be applicable; sufficient information to identify the
location where the supplies are required; the reference number identifying the request in the department's records;
the contact point where relevant information can be obtained and the date of availability or the date and venue
of any public briefing; the closing time and the date and location for lodgment of bids; the name and telephone
number of the staff answering inquiries; and the Australian Standard Industry Classification description and
product/industry code.

'1'These complaint mechanisms are in addition to any available legal remedies.

"7The Australian authorities have indicated the existence of additional federal entities outside the purview
of the Audit Act; thus, the above data do not give a complete picture.

"81It has been noted, in this context, that the basic principles of 'value for money" and "open and effective
competition' are supported by administrative provisions designed to ensure maximum flexibility to manage for
results (risk management rather than just risk avoidance); reliance on professionalism, honesty and ethical
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a substantial body of guidance documentation would have to be revised and notification and review
mechanisms established, with an adverse impact on flexibility. Australia's final decision on accession
to the Code would depend on the expected net economic benefits, taking into account adjustment costs,
effects on exports and industrial policy, and any new disciplines for sub-federal entities."9 In the view
of the authorities, given the small coverage of the Government Procurement Code and existing
derogations, for example for Small Business Set Asides in the United States, the benefits of accession
might be rather limited.'20

170. Government procurement at the Commonwealth level adheres to the m.f.n. and national treatment
principles, according to the authorities. Preferences are not given to Australian suppliers and the Civil
Offsets Program, associated with Commonwealth procurement for some 20 years, was eliminated in
late 1992. In the authorities' view, the Program increasingly lacked the flexibility and focus effectively
to promote the development and internationalization of Australian industry. Economic deregulation
and privatization had narrowed the programme base and sector-specific development programmes had
become more important.'2t

171. In "strategic" product areas, however, industrial policy considerations continue to play a rôle.
For example, government purchases in the area of information technologies are subject to specified,
and recently redefined, policies. In its 1991 Industry Statement, the Government announced that
purchasing officers "will be required to ensure that all suppliers of equipment are on an Approved
Suppliers List issued periodically by the Commonwealth Government in association with the State
Governments".' New market entrants and companies with annual Government sales of less than
$A 10 million are included automatically, while major suppliers are expected "to demonstrate a
commitment to the industry development objectives of the Government" as a condition for being listed. 'I
Firms selling between $A 10 million and $A 40 million worth ofequipment "will be expected" to enter
into Fixed-Term Arrangements with the Government, covering three to five years (Chapter IV(3)(ii)),
while partnerships with multinational companies, in the context of Australia's Partnerships for
Development (Pl) Program, "will become mandatory for multinationals with annual Government
sales ofover $A 40 million (Chapter IV(3)(iii)).124 However, the authorities have stressed in the context
of this report that, despite the 1991 statement, policy implementation has remained free of any
discrimination between participants and non-participants in PfD initiatives.

behaviour; and accountability for decisions and results.

19Similar considerations will determine whether Australia accedes to the Civil Aircraft Code. Australia,
as an observer, participates in negotiations on the Civil Aircraft Code but, as other observers, is excluded from
negotiations on the Government Procurement Code.

'20lnformation provided in the context of this report.

12tSee Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce (1992). Under the previous offset policy, overseas
suppliers of goods and services above a threshold of $A 2.5 million were to provide compensating activities in
Australia, equivalent to 30 per cent of the value of the import content. Main beneficiaries were the Australian
aerospace and information industries.

122The list has not yet been established.

3-Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991), p. 5.47.

24Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991), p. 3.27.
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172. Equipment purchases by Australia's current telecommunication carriers, Telstra, Optus and
Vodafone, are considered sales to the Government for purposes of the Partnerships for Development
Program. In addition, Telstra has informed the government of its continued preference to purchase
from Australia-based firms that are internationally competitive. Optus and Vodafone are also committed
to maintaining their orders with Australian suppliers of internationally competitive goods and services
at certain levels (Chapter V(4)(vii)(d)).

173. Specific approval procedures for telecommunications customer premises equipment may continue
to limit access to this market segment until 1997. Under Industry DevelopmentArrangements, producers
need to meet specified local content, export and research and development targets to have their products
cleared for connection to the network (Chapter IV(3)(iii)).

174. In the defence area, the Industry Commission projects an increasing influence of public
procurement on industries such as shipbuilding, ship repair and aerospace. While, until recently,
Australian firms provided about 30 per cent of defence capital goods, this share is expected to rise
significantly with the purchase of new submarines and patrol frigates.'1

175. Under the Commodities Assistance Program (CASP), introduced in 1987-88, the Australian
Government purchases goods for direct use in development assistance activities or for local resale with
a view to raising funds for previously agreed activities. Procurement is based on the Commonwealth
purchasing guidelines and not tied to Australian supplies. However, Australia companies must "not
be disadvantaged in the selection process". Assistance under CASP is ci.<t! :mited to countries
in the South Pacific, in Southern Africa and the Indian Ocean. In 1992-t.,,. n rsements totalled
$A 24.6 million.

176. The Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA) commits
both parties to non-discrimination in national procurement. New Zealand is also signatory to the
Commonwealth/State Agreement on Government Procurement, concluded in 1991. While providing
for non-discrimination among signatories, the Agreement specifies preferential margins of 20 per cent
in New South Wales, Queensland and South Australia, and 10 per cent in Western Australia, Tasmania
and the Northern Territory, on the Australian or New Zealand content of bids, for supplies of goods
and related services, including overseas freight and insurance, consultancy and engineering services.
The Commonwealth, Victoria, the Australian Capital Territory and New Zealand do not extend such
preferences.

177. The Agreement also stipulates certain common procurement principles, notably the use ofvalue
for money as the primary determinant (Chapter II(2)(ii)(b)). Each party is required to maintain a point
of contact, termed Designated Body, to handle and investigate procurement complaints within its
jurisdiction. Complaints not satisfactorily resolved at this level may be referred to the National Supply
Group (NSG), the highest Commonwealth/State body for procurement managers. According to the
authorities, there have been no such cases to date.'26 Other than thesr frameworkk provisions, the
Agreement does not impose any disciplines on procurement procedures ai nechanisms, such as time-
limits and publication requirements.

'25Industry Commission (1991e).

',6The NSG was set up in 1991 with the aims of reinforcing the objectives of the Government Procurement
Agreement and developing proposals for simplifying and harmonizing procurement policies, practices and
procedures. If it fails to solve an issue, the NSG may report in writing to the responsible Commonwealth/State
Ministers.
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178. According to the Commonwealth authorities, almost all general preferential procurement policies
at municipal level were terminated by 1 July 1993. Individual municipalities may, however, still adopt
preferences for local suppliers. In addition, under state law in Victoria, municipalities are obliged
to give effective and substantial preference to Australian goods, machinery and material. 127 Interpretation
and application of this requirement lies with the municipal authorities.

(x) Standards and other technical requirements

179. In most product areas, the competence for standardization, including testing, certification and
type approval, lies with the States and Territories. The Commonwealth and State Governments have
sought to dismantle standards-related barriers to internal (and hence, indirectly, overseas) trade through
developing common, internationally compatible, norms or through the application of the mutual
recognition principle.128 Australia acceded to the GATT Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
with effect from 1 March 1992, since then its GATT Enquiry Point has been in operation in the
Department of Foreign Affairs and. Trade.

180. Standards Australia (SA), a non-governmental agency, operates as the focal standards-writing
body in Australia under a memorandum of understanding between Commonwealth, States and Territories.
of the 5,500 current SA standards, an estimated 40 per cent have been incorporated in Commonwealth
and/or state legislation as mandatory technical regulations.

181. In addition to Standards Australia, there are some 40 more standardization bodies. Specific
areas including food and drugs. automotive and marine transport, and telecommunications, fall under
the competence of Commonwealth departments or agencies such as the Department of Transport and
Communication; the Australian Telecommunications Authority; the Department of Housing, Local
Government and Community Services; the Department of Primary Industries and Energy; and the
National Food Authority. According to Standards Australia, there are, in principle, no overlapping
responsibilities for standards.

182. Standards Australia is administered by a Council of representatives of the Commonwealth and
State Governments, manufacturing and services industries, professional institutes and other interested
bodies. Policy direction is given by three Standards Policy Boards, for Building Standards, Electro-
Technology Standards, and Multi-Technics Standards, which are the main links between the Council
and the individual standards-writing committees.

183. There are at present some 1,700 standardization committees, comprising over 9,000 experts
from national industry organizations, such as the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
Metal Trades Industry Association and the Australian Chamber of Manufacturers, as well as from
Government, both Commonwealth and State, and professional associations and academic circles.
Representation is by invitation; many industry experts are from Australian branches of international
companies. The authorities have noted that it would also be possible for representatives of foreign

'Victoria accounts for about one-quarter of the Australian economy.

'28Western Australia has not yet ratified the mutual recognition scherne (Chapter II(2)(ii)(b)).
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companies with no local offices, but a significant share in the Australian market, to be invited to
participate. 129

184. Standards Australia publishes all draft standards for comment; the period for comments is
at least 2 months. According to the authorities, SA makes no distinction between comments received
from Australian-owned firms, foreign-owned Australian companies and companies operating from abroad.
The stated first option is to adopt existing international standards, especially those published by the
International Standards Organisation (ISO). 130 if an Australia-specific variant is considered necessary,
for example for safety or climatic reasons, these reasons are identified in the preface to the Australian
standard.

185. In the area of consumer products, the standardization process is co-ordinated by a
Commonwealth/State Consumer Products Advisory Committee, which usually draws on performance
standards developed by Standards Australia. The Committee agrees on uniform standards to be published
under the Federal Trade Practices Act and the complementary state legislation. Uniform standards
are considered particularly important in areas where health, safety or environment-related considerations
are of relevance and where mutual recognition is not deemed a sufficiently reliable basis (see also
Chapter 11(2)(ii)(b)). 131

186. The Australian Government was not able to provide comprehensive information on the number
of standards or technical regulations issued over time at Commonwealth, state and local levels; there
is no common notification procedure across all standardization areas. However, the mutual recognition
principle or the introduction of uniform national standards should help overcome standard-related
impediments to inter-state trade (Chapter I(2)(ii)(b)).

187. In 1990, the Commonwealth and State Health Ministers agreed to establish a National Food
Authority (NFA), aimed at developing, varying and reviewing national food regulations, establishing

'29Some regulatory authorities with their own standards-setting powers allow for the involvement of foreign
companies. For example, the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries, representing both domestic producers
and importers, contributes to the development ofAustralian Design Rules specifying vehicle safety requirements.
(Standardization, certification and type approval of road vehicles is within Commonwealth responsibility under
the provisions of the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989.) The Federal Office ofRoad Safety, the Commonwealth
body administering the Design Rules, is reported to contact frequently individual manufacturers, including those
operating from abroad. Draft requirements are usually open for comment for 90 days. Longer periods may
be granted if significant changes are involved.

'3'Australia also participates in international committees developing harmonized standards for agricultural
and veterinary chemicals, including the Codex Alimentarius Committee (WHO/FAO) on Pesticide Residues;
Codex Committee on Residues of Veterinary Drugs in Food; Agrochemicals Commission (International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry); Collaborative International Pesticides Analytical Council (FAO); and OECD
Pesticide Working Group.

31'The following product categories have been made subject to uniform safety standards under the Trade
Practices Act: bean bags; children's toys; cyclists' helmets; elastic luggage straps; flotation toys and swimming
aids; sunglasses; and vehicle jacks, ramps and stands. The authorities have indicated that bean bags and elastic
luggage straps are the only cases where the relevant requirements are not based on ISO standards; there are
no international norms in these areas. Of the 32 Australian Design Rules for motor vehicles and components,
implemented between January1985 and July 1992, 12 were fully and 4 partially aligned to existing international
regulations (ECE norms).
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clear regulatory objectives and streamlining administrative arrangements.'32 After accepting an application
for drafting new standards or modifying existing regulations, the NFA is legally required to seek public
comment. Draft standards are submitted to the National Food Standards Council for approval by majority
decision and, consequently, inclusion in the Australian Food Standards Code. Under a
Commonwealth/State agreement, the state and territorial governments are committed to adopting without
variation, except in exceptional circumstances, food standards approved by the Council. According
to a recent NFA report, considerable progress has been made in developing and implementing uniform
food standards, and only few regional deviations from the Australian Food Standards Code have persisted.
These deviations are to be removed in a standard-by-standard review. 133

188. The National Health and Safety Commission, ajoint Commonwealth/State initiative, is mandated
to develop uniform national standards in the areas of occupational health and safety, and for dangerous,
non-consumer type products. The Commission's work involves the harmonization of existing and the
creation of new standards, facilitation of the implementation process under state and territorial legislation,
and drafting laws and regulations concerning the storage and handling of dangerous goods.34 The
Commission is due to complete its tasks by end-1993.

189. The recently created Naional Registration Authority (NRA) is the responsible
Commonwealth/State body for assessing and approving agricultural and veterinary chemicals. The
relevant criteria include efficacy; toxicology; environmental impact; and adequate labelling and
packaging. 13S The States and Territories are responsible for post-registration control of use. The NRA
replaced a previous two-tier system requiring initial approval of certain aspects by the Commonwealth,
and of other aspects and product registration by the States and Territories where the product was to
be marketed.

190. Since the initial review, provisions on standardized package sizes have been removed from
the statute books of several States and from the Commonwealth Commerce (Imports) Regulations.
A Commonwealth/State Agreement on Uniform Trade Meaaurement legislation and Administration,
signed in 1989 by all States but Western Australia, has since led to uniform legislation throughout
Australia with the exception of South Australia and Western Australia.

191. Australia and New Zealand are currently exploring the possible scope and coverage of a mutual
recognition agreement on conformity assessment with the European Communities. The Australian
authorities expect a general framework agreement, supplemented by sector-specific annexes, to result
from the negotiations.

192. Conformity with existing technical requirements is not the only decisive approval criterion
in all product areas. Certain types of telecommunications equipment are not cleared by AUSTEL,

'32The Authority began work in mid-1991. Food standards are enforced by the States and Territories.

'33National Food Authority (1993).

'34Focal areas are plant safety; certification of operators of plants; hazardous substances; noise; manual
handling and storage of dangerous goods; and major hazardous facilities.

135A recent decision not to approve a hormonal substance (BST) expected to boost milk production was,
however, influenced mainly by trade policy considerations. The responsible regulatory authority felt that, in
view of Australia's milk exports to countries not having cleared BST, its introduction could have significant adverse
trade effects (Chapter V(2)(c)).
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the competent regulatory authority, for interconnection to the network unless
into in an Industry Development Arrangement or obtained an exemption
Chapter V(4)(vii)). According to the authorities, there are no other cases

conditional on criteria not directly related to the product concerned.

(xi)

the supplier has entered
(Chapter IV(3)(iii) and
where type approval is

State-trading enterprises

193. State-trading enterprises play an important rôle in core agricultural sectors, including wheat,
dairy, meat and horticulture. Statutory Marketing Authorities are mandated to administer price
stabilization arrangements and promote or control production, consumption and exports. However,
most boards have only limited influence on imports, even in areas where regulatory powers exist, such
as the administration of phytosanitary controls.

194. Table IV.7 gives an up-dated overview of the State trading enterprises notified by Australia
under Article XVII of the GATT. Except for sugar, these are at Commonwealth level. In addition,
more than 100 statutory arrangements exist in individual States and Territories, mostly in Queensland.

195. According to the Industry Commission, while there are significant differences in scope and
mandate, the arrangements operated by the States and Territories seem in general to be more concerned
with domestic markets than those at Commonwealth level. Table AIV.3, based on a study by the
Commission, gives an overview of the arrangements operating in Queensland in late 1990.136

'36Several modifications have been made since. According to the Industry Commission, Queensland's statutory
marketing legislation provides for a review ofindividual arrangements at regular intervals (Industry Commission,
1991b).
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Table IV.7
Statutory marketing boards notified under GATT Article XVII, 1993

Enterprise Functino/objectives Powers
Australian Horticultural
Corporation
(AHC)
Australian Dried Fruit
Board
(subsidiary of AHC)

Australian Honey Board
(subsidiary of AHC)
Australian Dairy
Corporation

Australian Meat and Live-
Stock Corporation

Australian Wheat Board

Australian Wine and
Brandy Corporation

Australian Wool
Realisation
Commission (AWRC)

Wool Corporation (AWC)/
Wool Research and
Development Corporation
Queensland Sugar
Corporation

Encouraging and co-ordinating export marketing in
the apple, pears, citrus, nursery and various other
horticultural industries (participation is voluntary).
Promoting exports and consumption abroad of dried
vine fruit.

Promoting exports and domestic consumption of
honey.
Improving marketability and consumption of
Australian dairy products at home and abroad,
providing loan assistance to dairy manufacturers;
administering dairy market support arrangements;
trading in dairy products.
Improving meat and livestock production;
developing and promoting domestic consumption and
exports of meat and other livestock products.

International and domestic marketing of Australian
wheat and grain for the benefit of growers;
participation in grain-related value-adding activities.

Promoting consumption and sales of Australian wine,
brandy and grape spirit at home and abroad;
improving domestic production; promoting research.
AWRC: Management and disposaI of the wool
stockpile; debt management, disposal of assets
acquired by the former Australian Wool Corporation.

Sales promotion in Australia and overseas;
enforcement of quality standards; providing funds to
the International Wool Secretariat.
Managing the acquisition and storage of Queensland
raw sugar by the Queensland Government;
negotiating arrangements for shipping of raw sugar
and distribution of sales proceeds.

Export licensing and trading subject to
government authorization .

Export licensing and administration of an
export price equalization scheme for dried
vine fruit and an export underwriting
scheme (expires end 1993 season).
Export licensing.

Export controls on prescribed dairy
products.

Export controls (licensing) to meet
quantitative restrictions imposed by
trading partners (the Corporation's
trading power has never been used).
Export controls on wheat (single seller
status); advance and cash payment
schemes for growers (covered by a
Government borrowing guarantee).
Export controls; certification of
compliance with foreign quality
requirements.
Stockpile activities (the AWRC is to be
dissolved once the debt has been repaid
and the stockpile and other assets have
been sold).

Wool marketing, promotion and quality
control.

Exclusive domestic marketer and exporter
of raw sugar produced in Queensland.

Source: GATT Secretariat and Govemment of Australia.

(xii) Countertrade

196. Noting that countertrade is not used as a trade policy instrument, the Australian Government
was not able to provide information, in the context of this report, on the involvement of Australian
firms in any countertrade or offset deals.

197. All civil offset schemes have expired since the initial Trade Policy Review (Chapter IV(2)(ix)).
Offsets in the defence area are administered by the Department of Defence. They are governed by
an Australian Industry Involvement Programm, which sets requirements by project ("consistent with
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overall defence objectives"). In 1989-90, the Department awarded contracts worth $A 3.9 billion
involving offsets obligations; the value of new offsets amounted to $A 347 million.'37

(xiii) Local content schemes

198. According to the authorities, there are no local content schemes, at Commonwealth level, that
affect manufacturing. The last scheme specifying local content targets, in the motor vehicles sector,
was removed in 1991.138

199. Assistance towards certain primary sectors includes incentives encouraging the use ofdomestic
inputs in processing activities (Chapter IV(3)(viii)). A local leaf content scheme, operated under the
Tobacco Industry Stabilization Plan, allows domestic manufacturers to import leaf at concessional tariff
rates, until 30 September 1995. The concessions are contingent on the manufacturer meeting at least
50 per cent of the input requirement with Australian production (Chapter V(2)(iii)(d)). Domestic fruit
and vegetable producers benefit from a preferential sales tax arrangement for fruit juice if the juice
has a domestic content of at least 25 per cent (Chapter V(2)(iii)(b)).

200. The Commonwealth authorities are not aware of any local content requirements being used
by States or Territories in the context of support programmes.

(xiv) Rules of origin

201. Under Australia's rules of origin, specified in the Customs Act 1901, preferential imports are
considered to originate in the country where they have been obtained, in the case of raw materials,
or have been wholly or partly manufactured. In the latter event, the last manufacturing process must
have taken place in the country of purchase and certain additional criteria with regard to factory or
works cost be met; material, labour and overhead expenses in that country must at least represent
50 per cent of total factory cost. 139 A range of general, selling and administrative expenses, including
salaries of sales executives, telecommunication charges, outward freight and insurance, legal and
accounting fees, as well as profits, are not taken into account in this context. This contrasts, for example,
with the approach of the European Communities and Japan, where the focus is on the price of the product
as it leaves the factory.140

202. Regional cumulation of origin status is possible for developing country preferential imports
among Australia, Papua New Guinea and the Forum Islands and between these sources and all ASTP
beneficiaries (Chapter I1(4)(i)(b)). This allows for more flexibility than origin regulations in other
GSP donor countries where cumulation possibilities are confined to members of some regional groupings.
In addition, the agreement with the Forum Islands (SPARTECA) offers limited opportunities for including
New Zealand content. Australia's other preferential arrangements, ANZCERTA and CANATA, allow
only for bilateral cumulation of origin between Australia and the other signatory.

'37Industry Commission (1992c).

'38However, see Chapter IV(3)(iii).

'39Total works or factory cost comprise the cost of domestic content plus the c.i.f. costs of non-originating
materials.

'*Vermulst (1992).
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203. In non-preferential trade, for a product to be considered of Australian origin, at least one
substantial manufacturing process must have been carried out and 25 per cent of the factory and works
costs incurred in Australia. Only the producer of an "Australian" product can seek anti-dumping or
anti-subsidy protection or object to the granting of tariff concessions to competing imports (Annex IV. 1).

(3) Measures Directly Affecting Exports

(i) Duty drawbacks and remissions

204. Duty drawbacks and sales tax rebates may be sought for imported goods or components
subsequently re-exported, provided they are in the same form as previously imported or fully incorporated
into a manufactured product. Applicants must demonstrate that export has occurred and duty has been
paid on importation."'4 Under the Tariff Export Concession Scheme (TEXCO), importers may be
exempted from duties, against a security, if they can provide evidence of prospective export. The
security, in cash or documents, must equal the full rate of duty.142

(ii) Export promotion and assistance

205. The Australian Government sees export promotion and assistance as an integral part of its strategy
to liberalize and internationalize the economy (Chapter 11(3)). At Commonwealth level, there are three
broad programmes:

- export finance and insurance via the Export Finance and Insurance Corporation (EFIC;
Chapter IV(3)(iv));

- export development schemes, involving direct transfers to firms, administered by the
Australian Trade Commission (AUSTRADE); and

- export marketing, intelligence and promotion services via AUSTRADE.

206. Commonwealth budget outlays for export assistance exceeded $A 500 million in both 1990-91
and 1991-92, the highest levels for many years (Chart IV. 5). A significant increase in assistance resulted
from export insurance claims made under the "national interest provision"ofAustralia's Export Finance
and Insurance Corporation Act (Chapter IV(3)(iv)). Further substantial payments were for AUSTRADE's
export development schemes and for export and trade promotion.

207. Chart IV.5 does not cover payments made in the context of the "Factor f" scheme
(Chapter IV(3)(iii)), export subsidies granted on dairy products or other subsidies that, while not directly
contingent on exportation, have been extended on products finally shipped abroad, such as in the context
of the Shipbuilding Bounty Scheme (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(b). The Industry Commission, using a wider
definition including such subsidies, has estimated total assistance to exports at $A 1.04 billion in
1991-92. 143

'4'The relevant legislation is contained in the Customs Act 1901 and associated Regulations, the Excise Act
and Regulations, and the Sales Tax Assessment Act.

'42Schedule 4 of the Customs Tariff Act 1987 and an associated By-Law.

'431Industry Commission (1992a).
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208. Table IV. 8 provides an overview of the various schemes and programmes operated by
AUSTRADE in 1991-92.4" In 1992, the coverage of the Export Market Development Grants Scheme,
by far the largest programme, was extended to allow firms that had received support up to the scheme's
general eight-year limit to be included for an additional three years, on condition that the firms intended
to enter new markets.

209. In addition to the AUSTRADE schemes, there are sectoral initiatives and activities targeted
at specific groups, such as small exporters and newcomers. An export facilitation programme ("Export
Access") was introduced in 1991 to assist small and medium-sized enterprises in entering export markets.
It is delivered through a network of industry associations. The programme, including several other
sub-schemes, was initially endowed with $A 22 million for the period 1991-95; an additional
$A 8 million was provided through the 1993-94 Budget.

"'For more details see GATT (1990).
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Table IV.8
Export incentive schemes operated by AUSTRADE in 1991/92

Scheme. Incentive/purpose Funds (1991/92)
Export Market Development Grants Taxable cash grants to exporters to reimburse part of the initial $A 134 million
(EMDG) expense of overseas marketing. Not available to companies

achieving export earnings of more than $A 25 million in the
relevant financial year.

International Trade Enhancement Repayable support for export marketing activities with a potential $A 20.7 million
Scheme (ITES) to earn substantial net foreign exchange (at least $A 20 million ($A 80 million for

over 5 years. Eligible are offshore set-up costs, travel and the period 190-94)
promotion expenses etc.

International Business Development Discretionary marketing support in the form of low interest loans -
Scheme (IED) or advances, (Replaced by ITES)

Innovative Agricultural Marketing Discretionary assistance for innovative projects aimed at $A 4.5 million
Program (IAMP) increasing exports or replacing imports (grants up to $A 300,000

p.a.). Managed by AUSTRADE on behalf of the Department of
Primary Industries and Energy.

Project Marketing Loans Facility Interest-free loans to support exporters competing for international $A 863,000
(PMLF) projects.'

a Fully repayable if the project is won, otherwise 50 per cent.

Source: Government of Australia/GATT Secretariat.

210. A Vendor Qualification Scheme, introduced in 1988, is designed to promote product and process
quality certification in the information and communication industry. Eligible firms (i.e. producers
of telecommunication equipment, computer hardware and software, and electronic components) may
receive support for the implementation of international product accreditation standards and quality
management systems.14 The grants offered are limited to 50 per cent of eligible costs, up to a grant
ceiling of $A 150,000 per firm a year. The scheme is delivered through state offices of the National
Industry Extension Service (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(c)); it is due to end in June 1994.

211. A Fixed Term Arrangements Program is targeted at smaller international suppliers of information
technologies. They are encouraged, on a "best endeavours" basis, to carry out strategic activities with
Australian companies and research organizations and, where commercially acceptable, develop links
with Australian companies. Activities under the programme, normally developed for a four-year period,
may include the international marketing of Australian products or services as well as certain initiatives
in Australia, including research and development, training, technology transfer, and strategic or venture
capital investment. According to the authorities, companies are not granted any financial or other
incentives in this context. Rather, all participants are expected to follow normal commercial consideration
with a view to strengthening their Australian operations on a long-term basis.

212. Producers of various agricultural products have long been shielded from adverse international
price movements, beyond specified price or revenue margins, through underwriting schemes. 146 Most

'45In the software area, included since June 1991, assistance is confined to academic and industry research
organizations dealing with quality management issues.

'S6See GATT(1990).
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schemes have been terminated over the past few years, for example that for apples and pears in
December 1990, for dairy products in June 1992, and for wheat in July 1989 (replaced by government
guarantees for the Australian Wheat Board's borrowings; Chapter V(2)(ii)(a)). The only current scheme,
on sultanas, is due to expire at the end of the 1993 season. Under this scheme, the Australian
Government guarantees export returns at aminimum level of 80 per cent of the preceding three seasons'
average, down from 95 per cent in the mid-1980s. However, payments have not been triggered since
1982.117

213. The dairy industry benefits from export subsidies on manufactured dairy products, funded
through levies on all milk production. Market support payments are currently capped at 22 per cent
of the average export returns for bulk products. The authorities estimate that actual support does not
exceed some 15 per cent. The ceiling is to be phased down by equal annual stages to 10 per cent by
the year 2000. In 1991-92, income transfers via the arrangement were estimated at $A 104 million.

214. Export enhancement schemes also exist at state level. Victoria has reportedly by offered export
facilitation grants for new exporters and operated "market-entry programmes" to encourage shipments
to north-western regions of the United States, Europe, Japan and South East Asia; in this context,
limited direct assistance has been granted to individual companies.'4 Victoria's Economic Strategy
initiative, implemented in the 1980s, also included payroll tax exemptions for companies increasing
employment through exports.

215. Noting that, as in any federal system, policy objectives at various government levels are not
necessarily identical, the Commonwealth authorities have stressed that the States' contribution to total
export assistance is very small, with a focus on promotional services. The Industry Commission has
estimated the level of state export and trade promotion at $A 44 million in 1990-91.149

(iii) Export incentive schemes

216. In certain sectors of "traditional" manufacturing, including passenger motor vehicles (PMV),
textiles, clothing and footwear (TCF), Australian producers are offered duty-free imports conditional
on their export performance. Under the Motor Vehicle Export Facilitation Scheme, export of Australian
automotive value added qualifies for duty-free imports at a rate of 32.5 per cent of the exported value
added; this is being phased down to 15 per cent by 2000. For car manufacturers, these duty-free
imports are in addition to a basic zero-tariff quota of 15 per cent of a company's production value
(Table V.6). The TCF Import Credits Scheme allows for duty reductions on certain imports by an
amount equal to 30 per cent of the exported value added; the rate is again to be reduced to 15 per cent
by 2000. Both schemes are free of ceilings and allow for 'credit' transfers within the sector. Exports
to New Zealand are excluded (Chapter V(4)(iii) and (viii)).

217. The "Factor f" Scheme in the pharmaceuticals sector, introduced in 1988, is intended to
compensate for the adverse impact of generally low domestic drug prices on investment and innovation
in Australia. During the first phase of the programme, offered until June 1992, companies were granted
more favourable prices, with patients from the Commonwealth budget, in return for commitments
to expand their research and development activities and their value added on exports and domestic

'47Payments in that season totalled some $A 1.3 million. (GATT document L/7162/Add.5, 15 April 1993.)

'4BHartnett (1991).

'49Industry Commission (1992a).
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sales.'Il The Industry Commission has estimated that of the $A 17 million granted under the scheme
in 1990-91 to nine eligible firms, three-quarters was export-related.'5' Factor f was the only incentive
scheme at that time under which exports to New Zealand also qualified for assistance. Under Phase 2
of the Scheme, which went into effect in July 1992, the directly export-related elements were removed
(Chapter V(4)(viii)).

218. Under the PartnershipsforDevelopment (PfD) Program, procurement of information technology
by the Australian Government is linked to specified business targets (Chapter V(4)(vii)(d)). Foreign-
owned firms whose sales to government agencies exceed $A 40 million a year are expected, within
seven years from joining the Program, to achieve exports equalling at least 50 per cent of their annual
imports in the case of hardware producers and 20 per cent of turnover for software companies; R&D
expenditure in Australia of at least 5 per cent of turnover; and an average of 70 per cent of domestic
value added across all exports. Table IV.9 lists the companies participating in the programme and
the agreed export and R&D targets. The authorities have emphasized in the context of this report that,
contrary to announcements made in the March 1991 Industry Statement (Chapter IV(2)(ix)), neither
a company's participation in the programme nor its compliance with the agreed targets has any impact
on its sales to the Government. Nor are there any other sanctions.

219. Partnerships are formalized in a "best endcavours' Memorandum of Understanding signed
by the Australian Government, senior executives from the international company's head office and
from the local subsidiary. The partners are required to maintain records of theirR&D activities, exports,
imports and strategic investments. The records may be reviewed every year, with an independent
external auditor to carry out the reviews. The authorities acknowledge that commercial realities may
require changes in activities and strategic direction after signature of the Memorandum. Such changes
are discussed and agreed by the Department of Industry, Technology and Regional Development and
the international partner.'52 Many such changes have apparently been triggered by the economic downturn
in Australia and its effects on the information technology market.'53

220. The Partnership for Development Program has no fixed expiry date, and no modifications are
currently under discussion. While the individual agreements generally run for five to seven years,
the authorities expect that, since the activities are integrated into a participant's global operations, they
will be sustained well beyond this period.

221. To have their products approved for interconnection to the network, producers of certain
telecommunication products are required to enter into Industry Development Arrangements (IDAs)
for Customer Premises Equipment (Chapter V(4)(vii)(d)). The arrangements specify export, local
content and R&D targets to be met in Australia or New Zealand. New applicants are invited to show
how they intend to meet the targets. The arrangements, first introduced in 1989, apply to standard
telephones, private automatic branch exchanges, small business systems and cellular mobile telephones.

'-"The prices granted under the scheme have remained, nevertheless, well below the average for comparable
countries.

'51lndustry Commission (1992b).

'52As reported in an information brochure, 'Partnerships for Development (p. 42), prepared by the Department
of Industry, Technology and Regional Development (1993).

'53Department of lndustry, Technology and Commerce (1992).
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Table IV.9
Companies participating in the Partnerships for Developmnent Program, May 1992

Company Date of Ageement Export target R&D target Target year
(SA million p.a) ($A:million)

Bull November 1987 17 6 1993
Hewlett-Packard and December 1987 122 16 1995
Apollo Domain February 1988
Wang March 1988 45 il 1995
CinCom Systems March 1988 1.5 1 1992
Digital Equipment March 1988 100 25 1992
IBM April 1988 360 75 1993
Apple February 1988 84 13 1994
Unisys May 1988 45 14 1994
Sun Microsystems May 1988 119 17 1995
Siemens-Nixdorf August 1988 9 3.5 1994
Pyramid February 1989 10 1 1996
GEC Plessey February 1989 11.5 4 (996
NEC June 1989 188 43 '.996
Microsoft June 1989 19.5 5 1996
Nortel September 1989 27 9 1996
Ericsson November 1989 155 30 1996
Tandemm November 1989 44 il 1996
Amdahl March 1990 36 7.5 1997
Oracle March 1990 13.5 4 1997
Fujitsu and July 1990 173 47 1997
ICL August 1988

Source: Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce.

222. Originally due to expire on 30 June 1993, the IDA scheme has recently been extended to July 1996.
Between 1 July 1992 and 30 July 1993, local content under the arrangements is reported to have reached
22.1 per cent, with exports totalling $A 8.1 million (equal to 18 per cent of the endorsed suppliers'
turnover) and R&D spending $A 23 million (5 per cent). Both the PfD and the IDA initiatives are
designed to facilitate the Australian industry's adjustment to a more liberal regulatory framework in
the telecommunications sector (Chapter V(4)(vii)).

223. A bounty scheme for photographic film was subject to consultations and conciliation under
the GATT Subsidies Code in 1990. Presumptions that the scheme might entail export performance
requirements were rejected by Australia (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(b)).

(iv) Export finance and insurance

224. The Australian Export Finance and Insurance Corporation (EFIC) is mandated to promote
Australia's international trade and protect exporters, contractors and investors from certain business,
commercial, country and political risks. EFIC is a self-supporting statutory authority, under its own
Act of Parliament.'54 Its operations are along commercial lines, with the Australian Government backing
its commitments, and aimed at raising sufficient revenue to meet all expenditure, including for

'4Between 1986 and 1991, EPIC operated as part of AUSTRADE.
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administration.5 TheCorporation's accumulated underwriting reserves, $A 135 million in 1992, have
been complemented since 1991 by a callable capital facility of $A 200 million, available from the
Commonwealth Government. In four of the past five years, the Corporation's profit and loss account
was in surplus, but "national interest" liabilities involving particularly high risks are covered separately
by the Government.

225. The Corporation's principal activities are as follows:

(i) export credit insurance and guarantees, including export working capital guarantees,
to enhance the security of Australian lending institutions. General merchandise may
receive short-term cover, while large capital goods and their related services may be
granted medium- and long-term cover of up to five years;

(ii) insurance of Australian overseas investments against non-commercial risks, such as
expropriation, damage by warlike operations, and restrictions on the transfer of
investment returns, etc;'56

(iii) bond indemnity and bond insurance facilities to hedge against the "unfair" calling of
bonds provided by Australian exporters to their overseas buyers of capital goods and
services;'57 a newly-created performance bond facility may be used in cases where
exporters do not have sufficient collateral to secure a bond fully;

(iv) direct lending facilities to Australian exporters, or their customers abroad, of large
capital goods, including related services, or of stand-alone project management
services;'58 and

(v) soft loans and mixed credits in cooperation with the Australian Development Assistance
Bureau, Australia's development aid agency.

226. If applications for export finance or insurance are considered inappropriate on commercial
grounds, they may be referred to the Minister of Industry, Technology and Regional Development
for consideration as a "national interest" proposition. The Minister may authorize the granting of cover
on behalf of the Government, which would then assume all risks. The EFIC may participate in such
transactions at its own discretion, in which case the risk premiums are shared with the Government.
There are no set criteria to determine national interest.

'55The Australian authorities have noted that during the Corporation's 37 years of operation, there has been
no call on the government guarantee.

156In 1992-93, cover was provided for six new and three additional overseas investments of $A 58 million
($A 60 million in 1991.92).

'57Such insurance facilities amounted to $A 31 million in 1992-93.

'58Alternatively, EFIC can provide insurance or guarantees to the financial institutions directly involved.
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227. The proportion of EFIC activities on government account was reduced from 25 per cent in
1984-85 to 5 per cent in 1992-93. Ofthe $A 293 million paid by EPIC on insuranceclaimsin 1992-93,
$A 288 million related to national interest transactions.'59

228. Interest rates on EFIC export finance loans are set in accordance with the provisions of the
OECD Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported Export Credits. The Commonwealth
Government reimburses the difference between lending and borrowing rates "where necessary to make
EFIC finance competitive with government OECD credits from other countries" Il Interest subsidies
amounted to $A 9.4 million in 1992-93 and are estimated at $A 8.1 million in .1993-94.

229. Developing countries are offered Development Import Finance Facilities (DIFF) through the
Australian International Development Assistance Bureau. DIFF support is tied to procurement in
Australia; it complies with the Guiding Principles of, and is reported to, the OECD Development
Assistance Committee. The grant element is normally limited to 35 per cent of the contract value,
but may exceed 50 per cent for least developed countries. Financing of local cost is limited to
15 per cent of the contract value. Budget spending reached $A 120 million in 1992-93, up from
$A 98 million in 1991-92.

230. While mixed credits are available for all developing countries, 80 per cent of the funding is
earmarked for the People's Republic of China and Indonesia. Government-supported DIFF lending
contributed two-thirds to EFIC's export finance facilities signed in 199293. 161 The principal destination
was Indonesia.

(v) Export taxes

231. In 1990, export taxes contributed $A 57 million to the Commonwealth Government budget.
$A 54 million was generated by an export duty on coal, applying to six opencast mines in Queensland.
This duty was abolished with effect from 1 July 1992. In return, the parent company, BHP Coal,
assumed certain commitments, including to intensify research and development and to expand its coking
and thermal coal export capacity.

232. An export tax on uranium concentrate, set at $A 1 .30per kilogram ofU308, continues to apply.
It currently affects one mine. The tax has been maintained to offset part of the costs to government
of environmental monitoring and research in the region conceded. Alligator River in the Northern
Territory. Current consultations with the company serve to explore alternative collection mechanisms
with a view to removing the tax in future.

233. While the States are prohibited under the Commonwealth Constitution from imposing customs
and excise duties and granting production or export bounties (Chapter II(2)(ii)), they may operate
alternative tax and subsidy mechanisms with similar effects. For example, the current royalty system
in Queensland differentiates between coal production for domestic use and exportation, with the latter
bearing considerably higher charges; and the rail freights charged by the Queensland Government

'59Major claims against the national interest account concerned shipments of wood, bulks and wheat to the
former Soviet Union and Iraq.

'60EFIC (1992), Annual Report.

'6'However, there are considerable variations from year to year. For example, in 1991-92, the share of
govenment-supported lending was one-quarter.
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include a significant profit/royalty component. However, changes have been announced under which
the differentiation in royalties will be progressively removed and commercial freight rates introduced
will be progressively removed as contracts expire (Chapter V(3)(i)). A current Australia-wide trend
away from public to private ownership of certain infrastructure facilities, including port-handling services,
may produce similar results in other areas.'62

(vi) State-trading enterprises

234. Australia has notified only agricultural marketing boards under Article XVII of the GATT
(Table IV.7). According to the authorities, the boards are intended to fill gaps and perform functions
not pursued by private operators; they are, in principle, financed by members' contributions.'63

235. The export-related activities of certain boards are inspired, or required, by import régimes,
such as global and bilateral quotas, levies, restraint arrangements and phytosanitary regulations operated
by other countries. For example, the Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation is authorized to licence
exporters and set export conditions that enable it to administer export restraints (Chapter V(2)(ii)(b)). 164

Similarly, the Australian Dairy Corporation manages exports to certain countries that maintain quantitative
import restrictions (Chapter V(2)(ii)(d)).

236. Wine exports must be licensed by the Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation, which vets
samples to ensure that the wines are "sound and merchantable" and meet the requirements set by
importing countries. Wheat exports must be authorized both by the Australian Wheat Board and the
Minister for Primary Industries and Energy. All exporters of apples, pears, nashi, citrus, honey and
dried vine fruits must be licensed by the Australian Horticultural Corporation (Chapter V(2)(iii)(b). 165
Quality controls on exports of fresh fruits and vegetables were removed in July 1991, in response to
a recommendation by the Horticultural Policy Council.

'62The authorities have noted, in the context ofthis report, that a number ofstate administrations have recently
revised their port pricing régimes with a view to aligning charges with the costs of the services provided; and
that there is no evidence of any State or Territory imposing taxes or levies on these services. For some time,
however, costs associated with labour redundancies incurred under a recently completed stevedoring reform
programme have been recuperated via a statutory levy on cargo.

'63The Australian Government's stated policy principles governing the operation of Statutory Marketing
Authorities are:

- Contribution to an overall system which maximizes the returns from rural production;
- focus on functions that cannot be more effectively performed by alternative organizations, for

example generic promotion, market information, research and quality assurance;
- regular review of each SMA to scrutinize its efficiency and effectiveness; and
- internal structure to ensure efficient management and full accountability to Parliament and the

industries covered.

l'Alternatively, the Minister for Trade may issue export permits under Australia's Customs (Prohibited Exports)
Regulations.

'65The Corporation's criteria for licensing include product quality, terns ofsale, terms ofpayment, allowable
commissions, and the financial standing of exporters.
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(vii) Export restraint arrangements

237. According to the authorities, Australia's only current export restraint arrangements concern
meat deliveries to the United States and European Communities.'66

238. Australia has agreed with the United States to limit its meat exports to 315,000 tonnes in 1993,
in order to avoid, according to the authorities, import restrictions under the U.S. Meat Import Law
(Chapter V(2)(ii)(b)). Under an arrangement with the EC, dating from 1960, up to 17.500 tonnes
of Australian sheepmeat and goatmeat may enter the EC market at zero rates of duty. The arrangement
may be revoked by either party upon 12 months' notice.'67

(viii) Export prohibitions

239. Australia maintains trade embargoes against Iraq, Libya and the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro).

(ix) Export restrictions and controls

240. The Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS) carries out a variety of export
inspections to ensure compliance with internationally agreed veterinary or plant health standards, for
example, under the International Plant Protection Convention. Export inspection and certification apply
to live animals, meat, fish, dairy products, fresh and processed fruits and vegetables, and crops, including
wheat, rice and sorghum. Il On behalf of the Australian Government, the AQIS also certifies for overseas
authorities whether specific conditions for nominated plan products have been met.

241. For reasons of wildlife protection, Australia restricts exports of a variety of endangered species
of plants and animals. In view of the presumed extinction of about 100 plants and at least 30 birds
and mammals over the past 200 years, the authorities have indicated a relatively conservative approach. 169
By contrast, Australia has an established trade in skins of captive bred crocodiles, artificially propagated
plants, and captive bred native butterflies and fish. Also permitted is trade in animals and plants not
listed in the relevant appendix to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES) and not subject to controls or management programmes under the Wildlife
Protection (Regulation of Exports and Imports) Act 1982.

'eAustralia, together with 20 other suppliers, limited its exports of steel and steel products to the U. S. market
under a restraint arrangement between 1984 and March 1992 (Chapter V(4)(v)).

'6'The relevant EC tariff is bound in GATT at 30 per cent, for unlimited quantities.

68The measures are intended, according to the authorities, to ensure the general safety and wholesomeness
of the product, and compliance with any government-to-government agreements on health conditions and with
certification requirements imposed by the importing country.

'6At present, 226 plants and 73 animals are classified as endangered, and a further 660 plants and 66 animals
are considered vulnerable. Export permits may be issued for transactions between scientific institutions and publicly
owned zoos.
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242. Exports of objects considered part of the cultural heritage need to be approved by the Minister
for the Arts and Administrative Services. The categories, to which the Protection of Movable Cultural
Heritage Act 1986 applies, are listed in separate regulations.'10

243. Australia limits its exports of CFC-containing products pursuant to the Montreal Protocol on
Ozone Depleting Substances (Chapter IV(2)(iv)). Shipments of defence items and high technology
products (dual-use items) are subject to controls in the COCOM framework. Export controls also apply
to nuclear material; inthiscontext, uranium export prices are required to be comparable to those realized
by other suppliers in similar markets. Also, present policy prevents the development of any mines
additional to Nabarlek, which ceased production in 1988, Ranger and Olympic Dam.

244. Export licensing requirements on woodchips and unprocessed wood are maintained with a view
to protecting the environment, ensuring reasonable prices and promoting domestic value adding activities
(Chapter V(2)(iv)). Environmental and heritage objectives have led to export controls on various mineral
sands, including rutile, zircon, ilmenite, synthetic rutile and leucoxene, monazite and xenotime; the
controls are administered by the Minister for Resources.'7'

245. Controls on bauxite and aluminium are designed mainly to prevent transfer pricing and other
forms of international profit shifting within highly integrated and concentrated industries. For similar
reasons, and to ensure domestic availability, exports of liquefied natural gas are subject to approval. 172

246. Coal exporters have to submit settlements for approval. According to the authorities, this is
to verify that prices are fair and reasonable and in line with the market: the relevant procedures are
discharged rapidly and approvals are withhold only in exceptional circumstances, where clear and
compelling national interest considerations are involved.

247. Australia is a signatory to the Basel Convention on the control of transboundary movements
of hazardous waste. In 1991-92, Australia permitted exports of some 560 tonnes under the Federal
Hazardous Waste (Regulation of Exports and Imports) Act. A recent case, concerning waste
contaminated with PCB, suggests that export permits may be refused if domestic availability is likely
to accelerate the development and introduction of adequate disposal technologies in Australia. IV3 The
Hazardous Waste Act is currently being reviewed with a view to incorporating a control system for
trade in valuable hazardous waste, such as shipments destined for recovery operations or recycling.

l'7They cover objects of Australian aboriginal heritage; archaeological objects; archaeological and ethnographic
objects ofnon-Australian origin; objects ofapplied science or technology; military objects; objects of decorative
art; objects of fine art; books, records, documents, graphic material and recordings; numismatic objects;
philatelic objects; and objects of social history.

"'The controls on monazite and xenotime are also maintained with a view to preventing proliferation of
radioactive substances.

l'2Department of Primary Industries and Energy (1991), national Strategy for the Natural Gas.-Industry
'13The Environment Minister found that supporting local disposal technologies at a crucial stage of development

was consistent with the Basel Convention, which requires signatories, where possible, to ensure their availability.
The Minister instituted six monthly reviews to verify whether appropriate local technologies were emerging.
1. these were not going to be available for a particular type of waste, the Minister indicated that exportation to
safe facilities overseas might be considered.
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248. According to the authorities, there are no export restrictions beyond the scope of the measures
mentioned above and for reasons other than human, animal or plant health protection, environmental
purposes, strategic policy objectives, or requirements imposed by importing countries.

249. Certain restrictions have been removed since the initial Australian Trade Policy Review. In
February 1992, Australia ceased to control exports of iron ore and facilitated the approval procedures
for mineral sands. Australia now provides for once-only volume approvals rather than individual
approvals for each consignment. The Minister for Resources acknowledged that restrictive export.
régimes "would certainly have widespread and far reaching ramifications for (Australia's) reputation
as a reliable supplier ... in every market","''

(4) Measures Affecting Production and Trade

(i) Competition policy

(a) General features

250. Part IV of the Trade Practices Act 1974, Australia's Competition Law statute, regulates
agreements, business conduct and market structures deemed to lessen competition. Prohibited are:

- anti-competitive agreements and exclusionary provisions, including price agreements
among competitors and primary boycotts (Section 45);

- misuse of market power, including predatory conduct designed to eliminate or
substantially damage a competitor, prevent entry of a possible competitor, or deter
or prevent competitive behaviour (Section 46)'75;

- anti-competitive exclusive dealing, i.e. interference with the freedom of suppliers or
sellers to deal with whom they choose .'Section 47);

- resale price maintenance, i.e. vertical supply arrangements designed to underpin price
levels (Section 48 and 96 to 100);

- anti-cornpetitive price discrimination (Section 49); and

- mergers that result in a substantial lessening of competition in a substantial market
(Section 50).

'74Statement by Mr. A. Griffiths, Minister for Resources ("Petroleum Sector Initiatives", August 1990).
T'fi statement, given in the context of the deregulation of the liquified petroleum gas industry (Chapter V(3)(ii)(c)),
reflects the Government's overall approach towards export controls.

"75For a contravention of Section 46 to be established, a corporation must possess a "substantial degree" of
market power, have taken advantage ofthat power, and pursued oneofthree proscribed purposes, viz. eliminating
or substantially damaging a competitor; preventing market entry; and deterring or preventing others from
competitive conduct. A High Court decision held that, in defining markets, account should be taken of: supply
side substitutability as an important determinant of market boundaries; potential and actual competition; and
the fact that the absence of commercial trade did not preclude the existence of a market. (Queensland Wire
Industries v. BHP (1987)).
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251. The Trade Practices Commission (TPC), a Commonwealth statutory authority, is an enforcement
and adjudicative body with regard to Part IV of the Trade Practices Act. The Commission may grant
authorizations for some conduct otherwise proscribed, including some anti-competitive agreements,
primary boycotts, exclusive dealings and mergers, depending on whether their public benefit is considered
to outweigh any negative effects on competition. While an authorization is in force, a party has immunity
from legal proceedings. The same applies to same exclusive dealing conduct which has been notified
in advance to, and not been revoked by, the TPC. Authorizations are subject to review by the Trade
Practices Tribunal.

252. Authorizations granted by the TPC in recent years include:

- the merger of mining, smelting and internat marketing operations of two companies
engaged in the lead and zinc sector, in view of an expected increase in international
competitiveness and more efficient use of national resources;

- the takeover by a producer of steering gears of its only domestic competitor on account
of ensuing rationalization gains, which, as a result of import competition and the
countervailing power ofcar manufacturers, were believed to be passed on to the public;
and

- an arrangement between two producers of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in which one
company compensated the other for its withdrawal from certain market segments.
The expected substantial lessening of competition was considered to be offset by public
benefits in terms of environmental protection, retention of a local manufacturer and
rationalization in a declining industry.

253. In one case, the Trade Practices Commission has drawn an explicit link between competition
and trade policy. In the context of a planned takeover of New Zealand Steel by Broken Hill Proprietary,
Australia's dominant operator in the steel sector, the TPC expressed concern about the impact on
Australia's flat steel market and recommended a tariff reduction. As a result, the tariffs on the relevant
products were brought down from 10 to 5 per cent on 1 July 1992, four years earlier than scheduled
under the general tariff reduction programme.

254. Price fixing of goods, misuse of market power, resale price maintenance and anti-competitive
price discrimination are prohibited per se under the Trade Practices Act and cannot be authorized.
The maximum penalty is $A 10 million. Further remedies include injunctions, ancillary orders (i.e.
obligations to return property or money, revoke or amend contracts) and divestiture orders. Persons
suffering loss may recover damages and obtain other remedies.

255. Enforcement through the courts is taken by the TPC especially if the conduct in question is
blatant; if it causes substantial detriment to the public interest, in the grounds that national companies
are involved or a significant proportion of the population is affected; and if successful action would
prove a deterrent or would have a beneficial educational effect. Private parties may also take legal
actions.

256. In 1991-92, the TPC, with a staff of some 200, pursued 890 complaints about restrictive trade
practices and 1,952 complaints about unfair treatment of consumers, including misleading advertisements
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or marketing claims,"6 Ofthe cases involving restrictive trade practices in 1991-92, 39 were considered
in detail by the Commission, of which 2 resulted in litigation, and in 10 cases an administrative settlement
was reached.

257. According to the authorities, the TPC sets priorities from time to time for its enforcement and
compliance activities. The stated priorities for 1992 and 1993 are: implementation of micro-economic
reform in areas covered by the Trade Practices Act; exploration of the reach of competition and
consumer protection laws; focused application of competition laws in industries not exposed to
international competition;'1 and renewed emphasis on consumer protection where markets have failed
to ensure that the benefits of competition are passed on to consumers. The Commission has noted
"an upsurge ofconsumer problems" as banking, insurance, telecommunications and health care services
have become more exposed to market forces.'78

258. The Trade Practices Act does not cover acts and practices specifically authorized under
Commonwealth, state or territorial legislation (Section 51(1)) and does not extend to government entities
enjoying immunity by "shield of the crown" or to entities exempt for constitutional reasons, such as
non-corporate entities solely engaged in intra-state trade."9 According to the Trade Practices
Commission, these exemptions have the effect of insulating a wide range of activities from competition,
with a significant impact on business costs and consumer prices. In this context, the TPC has pointed,
in particular, to public enterprises in the electricity, gas and water sectors; the port authorities;
professional services, including legal and accounting services; and statutory marketing boards.'8"

259. The Trade Practices Act does not exempt individual industries or products as such from its
cover, although international shipping conferences are subject to special provisions. Nor is there a
general escape clause under the Trade Practices Act, for example for cultural, strategic or national
security reasons.

'76The Trade Practices Act also contains significant provisions on consumer protection.

IlThe Commission's Annual Report 1991-92 refers specifically to current studies on regulations affecting
the professions and the transport and building sectors.

'I8Trade Practices Commission (1992).

'"IShield of the Crown" applies to activities carried out by the Crown in the right of a State or the
Commonwealth; by Ministers of state or government departments in performing their public functions; and
some statutory authorities. Section 51(2) also exempts from the application ofPart IV ofthe Act anti-competitive
practices, other than boycotts and resale price maintenance, if these relate to work contracts and arrangements;
arrangements concerning the application of standards approved or prepared by Standards Australia or other
competent bodies; and arrangements operating exclusively on exports.

0'1Trade Practices Commission (1992).
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Table lV.10
National Competition Policy Review - Overview of main policy proposals

Issue Current approach Proposed policy

Anti-competitive conduct by firms
(e.g. collusion, restrictive
agreements, misuse of market power)

Unjustified regulatory restrictions
on competition
(e.g. legislated monopolies and some
licensing régimes)

Addressed by Part IV of the Trade
Practices Act, but with numerous
exemptions, some of which are
not justified on public interest
grounds.

Reviews by individual
governments without a systematic
or national focus.

Fine-tuning of current rules.

Universal coverage with more
rigorous and transparent exemption
processes.

Adoption of principles by all
governments for regular, rigorous
and independent review of
restrictions on competition to ensure
restrictions are justified.

New mechanism to facilitate
nationwide reviews on some matters.

Public monopolies structured in
ways that inhibit competition
(eg. electricity transmission,
generation and distribution integrated
into a single business)

Mostly examined on a case-by-
case basis by individual
governments; recent inter-
governmental work on electricity
and rail.

Adoption of principles by all
governments to facilitate appropriate
structural reform where public
monopolies are being subjected to
competition or are proposed to be
privatized.

New mechanism to facilitate
nationwide reviews on some matters.

Access to certain facilitates that arc
essential for effective competition
(e.g. major pipelines, electricity
grids, etc.)

Monopoly pricing
(e.g. by public or private monopolists
or by firms in poorly contestable
markets)

Some arrangements in place on an
industry-specific basis (e.g.
telecommunications). No general
mechanism to deal with these
issues across the economy,
including in sectors such as
electricity and gas.

Surveillance of declared firms'
prices under the Prices
Surveillance Act, with important
exemptions.

Legal framework for creating access
rights where justified in public
interest, with safeguards for owners
and competitors.

Flexible enough to take account of
characteristics of individual
industries without requiring a
proliferation of industry-specific
laws or regulators.

More targeted PSA-type prices,
monitoring and surveillance to be
used where pro-competitive reforms
are not practical or sufficient.

Various mechanisms in States and
Territories (mainly for
government businesses).

On-going rôle for State/Territory
prices oversight of their government
businesses.

"Competitive neutrality" between
competing government and private
businesses
(e.g. tax immunity of some
government businesses)

Largely addressed on an ad hoc
basis by individual governments.

Increasing moves towards
corporatization, but on disparate
models.

Adoption of principles by all
governments to achieve competitive
neutrality where government
businesses compete with private
firms.

Source: National Competition Policy Review, August 1993.
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260. In October 1992, the Australian Prime Minister commissioned an independent enquiry into
national competition policy with specific emphasis on areas currently outside the Trade Practices Act. 181
The report of the enquiry ("Hilmer Report") was released in August 1993. Table IV. 10 presents the
main findings and proposals. The Federal Government has agreed to the broad thrust of the
recommendations and is currently holding discussions with State and Territory Governments on achieving
an agreed response to the recommendations.182

(b) Price surveillance

261. The Prices Surveillance Authority (PSA), set up in 1984, is expected to promote "responsible
price setting behaviour" in the private and public sectors as part of the Government's prices and incomes
policy, The Authority is within the portfolio of the Treasury. Under the Prices Surveillance Act 1983,
suppliers ofgoods and services in specified industries are to notify the Authority in advance ofenvisaged
price increases. The Act also provides for PSA enquiries into the prices charged, or proposed, by
the industries covered or other industries as directed by the Treasurer or the Assistant Treasurer.

262. The notification requirement applies to companies and products or services that have both been
'declared' by the Minister or by the PSA subject to ministerial approval. While the Prices Surveillance
Act does not specify any selection criteria, documents presented when the Act was introduced referred,
inter alia, to areas where wage and price decisions have pervasive effects and coincide with a lack
of effective, competitive market discipline. The range of the "declared" companies and supplies is
reviewed by the Assistant Treasurer from time to time. Table IV. 11 lists the products, services and
suppliers currently subject to notification.

263. "Declared" companies, when notifying intended price increases, must include supporting
information on costs and profitability. The notifications are included in a register. The PSA, in its
assessment, is required by law to have regard to the need to:

- maintain investment and employment and, in this context, to consider the influence
of profitability;

- discourage a person who is in a position to substantially influence a market for goods
or services from taking advantage of this position through price settings; and

- discourage cost increases arising from increases in wages and changes in employment
conditions that are inconsistent with principles established by relevant industrial
tribunals.

181The enquiry was to focus on such issues as the best means of providing consistent, nationally applicable
competition rules to all businesses in Australia regardless of ownership or corporate status; transitional mechanisms
necessary to bring businesses currently outside the scope of national competition rules within those rules; and
potential improvements to the Trade Practices Act in the new environment ofcompetition law to be recommended
by the review, amendments to related legislation and to the legal environment in which the Act is applied.

"'The Report recommended some relatively minor amendments to the Act, including prohibiting authorization
for price-fixing in relation to services, prohibiting so-called third-line forcing only if it substantially lessens
competition and permitting notification of such conduct, allowing resale price maintenance to be authorizable
and repealing the specific prohibition on price discrimination.
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Table IV.11
Goods and services subject to price surveillance, November 1993

Product/service Company

Aviation services Civil Aviation Authority, Federal Airports Corporation
Beer Carlton and United Breweries, National Brewing Holdings, Cascade Brewery, South

Australian Brewing
Biscuits Arnott's

Breakfast cereals Uncle Toby's, Kellogg, Sanitarium
Cigarettes Philip Morris, Rothmans, WD & HO, Wills
Concrete roofing tiles Monier roofing
Float glass Pilkington ACI

Glass containers ACI operations
Harbour towage Queensland Tug & Salvage Company, J. Fenwick Operations, J. Fenwick Industries

(Newcastle), Waratah Towage, Howard Smith Ind., McIlwraith McEacharn Operations,
Adelaide Steamship Industries, Swan River Shipping

Instant coffee Nestle

Liquified petroleum gas Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas PL

Petrol & automotive distillate Ampol, BP, Caltex, Esso, Mobil, Shell
Portland cement Australian Cement, Cockburn, Goliath, Adelaide Brighton, Blue Circle Southern Cement,

Queensland Cement, North Australian Cement, Central Queensland Cement, Northern Cement
Postal charges Australia Post

Steel mill products BHP, Australian Iron & Steel, John Lysaght
Steel welded pipes Tubemakers
Tea Unifoods

Toothpaste Colgate-Palmolive
Tampons Johnson & Johnson

....... ..............._,1
Source: Government of Australia.

264. From its inception in 1984 to June 1993, the PSA received a total of 3,904 notifications. In
107 cases, it raised objections; a further 208 notifications were withdrawn by the declared companies.

265. The Prices Surveillance Act does not provide for sanctions if a declared company fails to abide
by the PSA's pricing decision, and it makes no provision for price decreases in response to declining
input costs. 183 Since 1989, petrol and distillates have, however, been subject to a flexible pricing system,
linked to market and exchange rate developments (Chapter V(3)(ii)(b)). Under the Prices Surveillance
Act, the Authority may only impose penalties on companies and persons not respecting notification
or other procedural requirements. There have been no such cases to date.

266. In the context of several enquiries, the PSA considered the impact of import barriers on declared
industries and product areas and made recommendations, For example, in 1990, it recommended

'831n 1983, the Treasurer stated in his second reading speech on the Prices Surveillance Act that "the
Government expects that bodies subject to the authority will abide by its decisions. While compliance will be
voluntary, consistent with the consensus approach on which the prices and incomes policy is based, the force
of public opinion and companies' recognition of their public responsibilities will be powerful factors ensuring
compliance with the findings of the authority, as past experience here and overseas indicates".
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amendments to the Copyright Act 1968 that would allow for parallel imports of sound recordings from
countries providing for comparable levels of protection, and in 1992 it made a similar recommendation
regarding computer software and related manuals from countries signatories to the Berne Convention
and International Copyright Convention. In March 1991, the Prices Surveillance Authority was directed
by the Australian Government to monitor textiles, clothing and footwear prices and assess whether
and to what extent consumers benefit from trade liberalization in the sector (Chapter V(4)(iii)(b)).

(c) Status of exclusive supply contracts

267. Exclusive supply contracts between foreignproducers and their Australian agents may be subject
to several provisions of Part IV of the Trade Practices Act, in particular, prohibitions on contracts,
arrangements and understandings that result in a substantial lessening of competition (Section 45);
misuse of market power for the purpose of eliminating or substantially damaging a competitor, preventing
entry into any market, or deterring or preventing competitive behaviour (Section 46); and
anti-competitive exclusive dealing, i.e. interfering with the freedom of buyers and sellers to trade with
whom they choose (Section 47). 1

(d) Enforcement of intellectual property rights

268. Protection against imports infringing intellectual property rights may be sought under the
Copyright, Patents, Trade Marks or Design Acts. The importation provisions of these Acts relate
exclusively to external trade; they cannot be invoked in intra- or inter-state trade.

269. Commercial imports of any works subject to copyright, including books, films and computer
software, for specified purposes need to be approved by the copyright holder. Importation would
otherwise infringe the relevant provisions of the Copyright Act.85 )On written notice by the copyright
owner, the Australian Customs Service is empowered to treat, by seizure and forfeiture, copies ofprinted
material as if they were prohibited imports under the Customs Act 1901.

270. Importation of a product subject to an Australian patent, without authorization of the patent
holder, would in general infringe the Patent Acts 1990. The patented could take civil action to enforce
and defend his rights. Unauthorized importation would be possible only in cases where the product
was first put into circulation abroad by the Australian patent owner and where the owner at that time
had not expressly reserved the right of importation into Australia.

'"Accordingly, producers or traders are not allowed to make the supply of goods or services conditional
on the purchaser not acquiring, or limiting the acquisition of, competing supplies; and not resupplying, or limiting
the resupply of, goods to particular persons, groups of persons, places, or class of places. The prohibition under
Section 47 relates only to practices with the purpose or effect of substantially lessening competition in a relevant
market.

'85The provisions concerning imports of books have recently been changed. In order to retain the right to
prevent parallel imports of books published abroad, comparable to other copyright material, the owner needs
to supply the Australian book market within 30 days of publication.
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271. The Designs Act 1906 and the Trade Marks Act 1955 may be used only to prevent the
importation of goods manufactured in breach of an Australian registered design or trade mark.18 Under
both Acts, it is for the right-holder to initiate actions to enforce and defend his rights.'87

272. Legal proceedings to enforce copyright protection are not considered an attempt to exert market
power within the purview of Section 46 (misuse ocfmarket power) of the Trade Practices Act. According
to Australian casc law, the exercise of an extraneous legal right in good faith implies taking advantage
of that right, and not of market power, even though the effect may be to lessen, or even eliminate,
competition. 188

(e) Voluntary restraint arrangements and competition law

273. Section 51(2)(g) of the Trade Practices Act exempts most restrictive practices relating exclusively
to exports from the disciplines of Part IV. The exemption, which does not apply to certain boycotts
and resale price maintenance, is on condition that the particulars of an arrangement are furnished to
the Trade Practices Commission within 14 days of its conclusion.

274. No similar exemption exists for imports. Section 5 ofthe Trade Practices Act expressly extends
the prohibitions under Part IV to restrictive conduct outside Australia by bodies, corporate or incorporated
or carrying on business in Australia, and Australian citizens or residents. The resulting extra-territorial
effects are considered by the authorities as fairly limited, noting that the substantive provisions of the
Act focus on anti-competitive practices with a substantial effect on an Australian market.

275. As indicated above, 'the Trade Practices Commission is empowered to condone, by granting
an authorization, certain restrictive practices based on a "public benefit" test. This may include anti-
competitive conduct in connection with import restraints. In other cases, such practices may be covered
by Commonwealth or state legislation, involve statutory bodies or government institutions and, thus,
go beyond the reach of the Trade Practices Act.

(f) International co-operation

276. Australia is party to the OECD Recommendation concerning cooperation on restrictive business
practices. Under the Recommendation, the authorities are notify the OEC1: of anti-trust actions
considered to have implications on the national interest of other parties. The Recommendation also
serves as a basis for information exchange and coordination of enforcement activities.

277. A bilateral agreement between Australia and the United States on anti-trust matters provides
a mechanism for notification, consultation, maintenance ofconfidentiality, cooperation in enforcement,
and procedures in the event of private anti-trust suits before U.S. courts.

'86The Trade Marks Act covers importation, sale, exposition for sale and possession ofgoods, for the purpose
of sale, trade or manufacture, to which a forgery of a registered trade mark is attached or a registered trade
mark is falsely attached.

'7'However, Customs may also act ex officio and seize infringing imports under the Commerce (Trade
Description) Act 1905.

1"8Warman v. Envirotech (1986), referred to in the Report of the House of Representative Standing Committee
on Legal and Constitutional Affairs (1989).
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278. Australian regulatory agencies, including the Trade Practices Commission, may assist foreign
business regulators by, with ministerial approval, compelling Australians to give evidence, provide
information and produce documents.

(g) Application of competition law to trade with New Zealand

279. A Protocol to ANZCERTA provides that, with the achievement of full free trade between
Australia and New Zealand, on 1 July 1990, the competition laws of both countries apply to "relevant
anti-competitive conduct affecting trans-Tasman trade in goods". Under Section 46A of the Trade
Practices Act, companies having a substantial degree of market power in either Australia, New Zealand
or both countries are prohibited from using this power for the purpose of eliminating or substantially
damaging competitors in an "impact market", i.e. an Australian market that is not exclusively a market
for services; preventing entry into an impact market; or deterring or preventing competitive conduct
in such a market.

280. Although the competition laws of both countries remain separate, a Trans-Tasman misuse of
market power provision is designed to enable the relevant enforcement bodies to obtain information
and documents from the other country, and to enforce subpoenas and, if necessary, to carry out
proceedings abroad. In an Australian proceeding, the Federal Court may issue orders or injunctions
with regard to the conduct of persons in New Zealand. Provision has also been made to assist in the
enforcement of orders made by Courts in the respective countries.

281. Up to October 1993, no cases concerning bilateral trade questions had been brought under
the amended competition laws.

(h) Domestic regulatory reform

282. Alongside external tariff liberalization, Australia has sought to remove long-entrenched regulatory
barriers affecting inter-state trade and the mobility of professions, inject more competition into regulated
markets, and improve efficiency and accountability of public enterprises. The latter applies, in particular,
to companies providing basic transport, communications and energy services. However, attempts to
establish nation-wide electricity grids and gas pipelines as common carriers are still in an early stage.

283. Policy Guidelines for Commonwealth Statutory Authorities and Government Business Enterprises
(GBEs), published in 1987, focus on improving the efficiency of public enterprises through a process
of corporatization. This involves devolving operational responsibilities on independent authorities (or
GBEs) and concentrating the core Departments' tasks on policy development and implementation.'89
As from July 1993, the Department of Transport and Communications' operational involvement in
GBEs is limited to aviation security, road safety, the investigation of marine incidents and the provision
of broadcasting transmission facilities.190

'89Corporatization of GBEs, as defined by the Australian authorities, has four specific components: the
preparation of strategic corporate plans; setting of financial performance objectives; reduction of direct controls
over day-to-day operations; and improved information systems to assess enterprise performance.

'9The Departnient of Transport and Communications has eight ofthe largest GBEs under its purview: Qantas
Airways/Australian Airlines (sales pending); Civil Aviation Authority; Federal Airports Corporation; Australian
National Railways Commission; Australian National Line (sale pending); Australian Maritime Safety Authority;
Australian Postal Corporation; and Telstra (previously Australian and Overseas Telecommunications Corporation).
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Chart 1V.6
Government ownership of industries in selected
OECD countries, May 1992
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284. Accounting for some 10 per cent of GDP and 6 per cent of employment, the GBE sector is
smaller in Australia than in most continental European countries, but larger than in the United States
and the United Kingdom. Unlike in many other OECD countries, GBEs are virtually absent in
Australia's mining and manufacturing industries (Chart TV.6).191

285. Asset sales and privatization between 1986-87 and 1991-92 have raised funds in the order of
$A 2.5 billion, and a similar value is expected to result from the sales planned for 1992-93 and 1993-94.
These include the Commonwealth Bank, the Australian Industry Development Corporation, the Australian
National Line and the Pipeline Authority. Regulatory reforms in the telecommunications sector are
treated in Chapter V(4)(vii).

(ii) Subsidies (includin marketing arrangements and stabilization schemes.

286. Financial assistance to Australian producers is provided both at Commonwealth and sub-federal
levels. Direct Commonwealth support increased by some 50 per cent in real terms between 1983-84
and 1990-91, but has decreased since. The Australian Government forecasts a continued decline in
the coming years (Charts IV.7 and IV.8).'"

287. Most States extend financial support to attract firms and new investments, mainly through payroll
tax rebates, land tax and stamp duty concessions, and concessional rates and charges on infrastructural
services. Reflecting the absence of common guidelines or transparency provisions, there is little
information on such activities; current efforts towards harmonizing public procurement and removing
standard-related impediments have not spilled into the industrial-support area. According to the
Australian Government, the levels of support granted by States and Territories are in general very low;
there may, thus, be less need for common rules in Australia, than, for example, in the European
Communities where subsidies for manufacturing are mostly extended by member States. As noted
in Chapter II(2)(ii)(a), the granting of production subsidies by the States is prohibited under the
Commonwealth Constitution, unless specifically authorized by the Commonwealth Parliament.

(a) Agriculture

288. Unlike farm support régimes in most otherOECD countryies, assistance to Australian agriculture
relies mainly on financial aid via the budget, rather than on price (consumer) transfers. About half
of the 1993-94 Commonwealth budget outlays for sectoral support, some $A 1.6 billion, are destined
for agriculture, forestry and fishing. Of this, over two-fifths is to be recovered via producer levies,
taxes and charges.'93

'91Economic Planning Advisory Council (1992).

'"The Charts do not capture support granted via tax benefits, for example in the context of the Income
Averaging Scheme for farmers and the 150 per cent tax concessions for industrial research and development
(see following Sections).

'9The cost burden is partly passed on to consumers in the form of home market prices above the corresponding
export levels. In estimates of overall assistance to agriculture, these effects are counted as consumer transfers
(Chapter V(2)(i)).
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Chart IV.7
Financial assistance to agriculture, forestry and
fishing, 1983-97'
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Note: The difference between total outlays and net Commonwealth contributions represents
outlays funded by Industry through levies and charges.

Source: Government of Australia.

Income stabilization schemes

289. Australia currently operates two income stabilization mechanisms for primary sector producers.
Under the Income Averaging Scheme, an average tax rate, based on the income of the current and
the preceding four years, can be applied to the current year's income. Tax revenue foregone is estimated
at $A 27 million in 1991-92 (Table IV. 12). An Income Equalization Deposits Scheme (IED), introduced
inJuly 1989 and modified in August 1992, allows for the accumulation of tax deductible income deposits
in affluent years, to be dissolved and assessed in low-income periods. The revenue effects have thus
far remained significantly below those of the Income Averaging Scheme.
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Table IV.12
Assistance to agriculture by measure, 198748 to 1991-92'
($A million)

Previous series Current series
1987-88 198849 1989-90 190-91 1991X92b

a Estimates for 1990-91 and 1991-92 are based on revised cost structures.
b Preliminary.
c The amount of assistance derived from domestic pricing arrangements for certain products is increased. by import restrictions -

for example tariffs on dried vine fruits and sugar imports - which enable the domestic price to exceed the landed duty-free puice
of competing imports. These effects are included.

d Since 1989-90, assistance has been granted with less than 100 per cent cost recovery. (The Government aimed to achieve
100 per cent cost recovery for quarantine inspection services on 1 January 1991.)

e Includes assistance provided to primary producers through income tax averaging provisions. Estimates for the assistance from

these provisions were provided by the Australian Taxation Office.
f Covers assistance provided by a bovine tuberculosis and brucellosis eradication campaign.
g Estimated effects of domestic pricing arrangements, which ended on 30 June 1989, for stockfeed wheat used in pig, poultry and

egg production.
Additional costs incurred by farmers due to the price effects of assistance for inputs. Since 1990-91, estimates include the effect
of tariffs on materials used in non-traded inputs.

Source: Industry Commission.

Assistance to outputs
Domestic pricing arrangements' 551 375 403 478 482

Tariffs 48 70 42 29 33

Local content schemes 19 23 22 14 9

Export incentives 18 14 16 9 11

Export inspection services 37 67 59 37 8

Marketing support 35 27 25 59 55

Underwriting arrangements 2 0 0 22 0

Government guarantees 0 n 30 79 110

Wool supplementary support payments 0 0 0 300 0

710 576 597 1,027 708

Assistance to value-adding factors

Adjustment assistance 58 60 72 68 139

Agricultural research 134 129 144 157 174

Income tax concessions' 280 290 205 19 27

Natural disaster relief 30 36 14 9 5

502 515 435 253 345

Assistance to inputs
Disease control 14 9 10 1 l 8

Fertiliser subsidies n o o n n

Stockfeed' -.0 -17 0 n O

Tariffs on inputs -114 -122 -118 -100 -103

Tariffs on plant and machinery *147 -171 -128 -76 -68

-247 -301 -236 -165 -163
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Marketing arrangements and related subsidies

290. The Australian Government has terminated various price or revenue guarantee schemes in recent
years. In the wheat sector, guarantees have instead been introduced for the Australian Wheat Board's
borrowings, enabling the Board to make advance payments on wheat delivered to it. The guarantees
are limited to 85 per cent of the forecast net return."9'

2191. Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia regulate eggproduction. The relevant marketing
boards are empowered to control and, in some cases, vest production and set prices, and license
producers. buyers or sellers. The general objective is to increase producer returns and stabilize prices,
production or income (Chapter I1(2)(ii)(d)). The ensuing transfers were estimated by the Industry
Commission at some $A 16 million in 1991-92. New South Wales. South Australia and Victoria
deregulated the sector in July 1989, May 1992 and June 1993, respectively.

292. Potato production and marketing in Western Australia is subject to a tight regulatory régime
operated by the Western Australia Marketing Authority. The Authority licenses growers, manages
a delivery system based on licensed areas, sets wholesale prices, administers a price-pooling arrangement,
and registers the agents who handle and sell fresh table potatoes.

293. New South Wales and Queensland, Australia'.s main nce-produc:ing areas, maintain rice marketing
arrangements.'" The New South Wales Rice Marketing Board is empowered to acquire the entire
domestic, state production. Transfers to rice farmers in Australia were some $A 7 million in 1991-92.

294. Until October 1992, assistance was provided to growers of bananas, based on the withdrawal
ofcertain quantities from the market in order to increase prices and returns. According to the authorities,
the support element was relatively low.

295. A stabilization plan in the tobacco industry is based on a national marketing quota and average
minimum selling prices. According to estimates by the Industry Commission, assistance bestowed
tO the sector was in the order of $A 9 million in 1991-92. The plan is underpinned by a local content
scheme (Chapter IV(2)(xiii)).

296. A minimum reserve price system for wool, originally designed to be funded by the growers
themselves, experienced a severe crisis in the late 1980s and was suspended in February 1991. The
Commonwealth Government made a one-offpayment of $A 300 million to subsidize producer returns
in 1990-91 (Chapter V(2)(ii)(a)). The 1990-91l peak inthe Commonwealth budget outlays for agriculture
is largely attributable to these payments (Chart IV.7). In addition, government guarantees, capped
at SA 3.5 billion, and two annual grants of $A 22.5 million were provided to enable the Australian
Wool Realisation Commission to manage the run-down of accumulated debts and stockpiles.

297. State governments provide premiums for dairy producers via fresh milk market arrangements
(Chapter V(2)(ii)(c)). The ensuing transfers to farmers are estimated by the Industry Commission at

SA 253 million in 1991-92.

"The forecast is based on a range of estimates of production, AWB receipts, and costs and sales prices;
it is made first in September of each season.

""The Queensland rice industry ceased production after the autumn 1993 harvest.
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Other production-related support

298. Producers in primary sectors, including mining operators, may be eligible for a rebate on duty
paid on diesel fuel. The rebate rate for agricultural, forestry and fishing activities under the Diesel
Fuel Rebate Scheme was $A 0.27903 per litre in November 1993. Il Support under the scheme has
grown in recent years, to an estimated $A 395 million for agriculture, forestry and fishing in 1992-93.

Adjustment assistance

299. The National Drought Policy, a Commonwealth/State initiative announced in August 1992,
is intended to assist primary producers in preparing for business risks such as low commodity prices
and adverse weather conditions. Improved skills, through education and training, are expected to reduce
reliance on, and dispel expectations for, special assistance during difficult periods. Commonwealth
funds of $A 15.1 million have been reserved for the Plan for the period 1992 to 1996.

300. A Rural Adjustment Scheme (RAS), modified in January 1993, supports eligible farmers having
prospects for long-term profitability with interest subsidies on commercial finance. Subsidy rates range
up to 50 per cent; they may reach 100 per cent in exceptional circumstances, such as extreme droughts
(Chapter V(2)(i)). Grants are available to help farmers upgrade their business and property management
skills and obtain expert advise. The RAS also provides a re-establishment grant of up to $A 45,000
for farmers leaving the land, subject to an income and assets test. The Commonwealth normally provides
90 per cent of the RAS funds, with the States contributing the remainder. Commonwealth outlays
under the scheme, net of repayments, were $A 160 million in 1992-93, reflecting the impact of drought
in Queensland and New South Wales and the wool crises.

301. Under the Farm Household Support Scheme, administered by the Department of Social Security,
loans are made available to farmers who are unable to finance day-to-day living expenses. For farmers
exiting the industry, a portion of the loan may be converted into a grant. The scheme is endowed
with $A 6.7 million for 1993-94.

Other support programmes

302. The Commonwealth Government supports primary industries' research and development, on
adollar-for-dollarbasis, upto 0.5 per cent ofgross production value. The Commonwealth and industry
funds are managed by research and development corporations. Total funding for these corporations
is estimated at $A 242 million in 1992-93.

303. Further support initiatives are geared to encourage strategic alliances between producers and
processors (Agri-Food Strategy) and, within this context, to exploit new export market niches (Clean
Food Export Strategy). A package of Agribusiness Programs provides assistance with a view to
enhancing the international competitiveness of rural and related industries through financial and
consultancy support for benchmarking studies; design and implementation of world best practice projects;
development of quality management systems; strategic business and market planning; development
and enhancement of networks; targeted export marketing skills projets; identification of opportunities

'96This compared with a duty rate of $A 0.29573 per litre.
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for community-based agribusiness development; and innovation in production, processing and
marketing.197 A programme package for Rural Community Development is designed to improve delivery
of information on government and business services in rural regions and promote the use of
communication technologies.

(b) Mining and Energy

304. The major assistance measure in Australia's mining and energy sectors is the Diesel Fuel Rebate
Scheme (Chart IV. 8 and Chapter IV(4)(ii)). In 1992-93, rebates under the Scheme accounted for more
than four-fifths of total Commonwealth budgetary outlays of$A 592 million in these areas. The rebates
for mining operations alone amounted to $A 486.6 million; the relevant rate was $A 0.25515 per litre
in November 1993. 198 Support through other programmes, including subsidized freight rates and gas
prices, has declined since the mid-1980s.

Chart IV.8
Financial assistance to mining and energy industries,
1983-97a
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a Budget outlays In constant 1989-90 prices.
b Projected.
Source: Government ofAustralia.

197The Program elements are: Marketing Skills Program (MSP); Rural Industries Business Extension Service
(RIBES); World Best Practice Incentive Scheme (WBPIS); Rural Enterprise Network Program (RENP); Rural
Development Incentive Scheme (RDIS); Innovative Agricultural Marketing Program (IAMP), administered jointly
with Austrade; and Business Advice for Rural Areas (BARA).

198As already noted, the duty rate was $A 0.29573 per litre.
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(c) Manufacturing

Support for current production (bounty schemes)

305. Australia currently operates eight schemes at Commonwealth level extending production subsidies
(bounties) to manufacturing industries. Support is related to output, value added or production costs
(Table IV. 13). The enabling legislation for the individual schemes is due to expire at pre-fixed dates
and, in most areas, the intensity of assistance is being scaled down over time. However, support for
various sectors has been extended over considerable periods via subsequent bounty schemes including
for books since 1969, bed-sheeting since 1977 and ships since 1980.

Table IV.13
Bounty and subsidy schemes by sector of economic activity, 1993-94

Bounty/Subsidy Act Expiry date Bounty rate Payments estimatese)
$A million

Transport equipment

Bounty (Ships) Act 1989 30.6.95a 9% (value added)h 26.7

Machinery

Bounty (Machine Tools and Robots) Act 1985 30.6.97 16% (value added)c 7.5

Electronic products

Bounty (Computers) Act 1984 31.12.95 10% (value added) 78.0

Textiles

Bounty (Bed Sheeting) Act 1977 30.6,95 $A 0.12 per m2 1.6

Bounty (Textile Yarns) Act 1981 30.6.95 22% (value added) 16.5

Bounty (Printed Fabrics) Act 1981 30.6.95 22% (value added) 1.7

Other

Bounty (Books) Act 1986 31.12.93d 13.5% (prod. cost)e 22.3

Bounty (Photographic Film) Act 1989 31.12.92 $A 3.75 per m2 0.0

Bounty (Citric Acid) Act 1991 31.12.95 $A 350 per tonne 0.7

a Proposed legislation will extend expiry date to 31.12.97. The bounty rate is to come down to 4.5% by 1.1.97.
b Except for vessels used in trans-Tasman trade.
c Rate for advanced machines (standard machines: 14%).
d The Commonwealth Government has announced legislation to extend expiry date to 31.12.97. The bounty rate is to be phased

down to 4.5% by 1. 1.97.
e Reduced to 10.8% from 1.1.94, In addition, 11.9% of paper or binding materials enter duty-free.

Source: Government of Australia.

306. Most schemes are to be phased out or reviewed by 1995. The reduction in financial assistance
to the manufacturing sector, projected for the period 1993-94 to 1996-97 (Chart IV.9), is mainly
attributable to decreasing bounty payments.
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Chart IV.9
Financial assistance to manufacturing, 1983-97a

84.85 85-86 86.87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92.93 93-94 94.95b 95-96b 96-97b
Budget outlays in constant 1989-90 prices. (Budget)
Projected.

Source: Government of Australia.

307. Two new schemes have been introduced since the initial Trade Policy Review of Australia,
concerning citric acid and photographic films, and two further schemes have been widened in coverage,
the Computer Bounty to include printed circuit boards and the Metal Working Machine Tools Bounty
to cover equipment used in processing advanced materials.199 The Book and Shipbuilding Bounties
have recently been proposed for extension until 1997.

308. The Photographic Film Bounty, introduced in January 1990, was to "enhance manufacturing
capability in Australia and to develop a world competitive photographic industry".200 The scheme,
in practice only available to Kodak Australasia, was set up after the company had threatened to move
its manufacturing plant offshore.201 Eligibility for support was related to a set of criteria, including
an "industrial development agreement", and commitments concerning minimum levels of capacity and
employment, production and distribution rights, management and industrial relations, improvements
and investments within Australia. The European Communities, considering the scheme to contravene
Australia's obligations under the GATT Subsidies Code, requested consultations and, subsequently,

199From 1 July 1991, a 20 per cent tariff on circuit boards was replaced with eligibility under the Computer
Bounty Scheme. The current bounty rate is 10 per cent (Table IV. 13).

200 GATT document L/7162/Add.5, 15 April 1993.

201According to the authorities, Kodak had proposed that the Australian colour film sensitizing operation be
transferred abroad to an alternative site, which would not have required new investment or capacity and where
special benefits such as tax advantages would have been available (GATT document SCM/M/47, 27 July 1990).
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conciliationunder the Code (Chapter VI(2)). However, while alluding to the possibility that the business
strategy under the scheme contained precise export commitments, the EC conceded it could, not provide
verification since the relevant information had been classified as confidential by the Australian
authorities.202 Total bounty payments under the scheme, which expired on 31 December 1992, were
limited to $A 36 million. Victoria, where Kodak Australasia is located, granted complementary assistance
amounting to about $A 6 million between 1990 and 1992.203

309. In 1990 and 1991, companies eligible for Textile Yarns Bounties were offered, under the
Capitalization Grants Program in the TCF sector, a single up-front grant in lieu of continued bounty
payments. Commonwealth budgetary outlays in this context amounted to $A 81.4 million over the
period 1990-91 to 1992-93. Applications could be lodged until 31 December 1991 (Table IV. 14).

Table IV.14
Financial assistance to manufacturing industries, 1990-91 to 1992-93"
($A million)

Programme/purpose 1990-91 1991-92 1992.93b

Support for current production
Bounties 221.9 244.7 200.0

Capitalization Grants (Textile, clothing and footwear industry) 15.5 51,4 14.5

Adjustment assistance

Industries Development Strategy (Textile, clothing and footwear industry) 4.916.0 66.4

Labour Adjustment Package (Passenger motor vehicle industry) 40.0 (1992-2000)

Support for research and development

Industry Innovation Tax Concession Program 287.0 369.0 386.0

Industry Innovation Grants Program 33.8 36.7 42.2

Not available.
a Excluding export incentives (Section IV.3) and subsidies granted at sub-federal level.
b Estimates.

Source: Government of Australia and Textiles, Clothing and Footwear Development Authority.

202GATT documents SCM/103, 13 June 1990, and SCM/M/47, 27 July 1990. The Industry Commission
maintained that the arrangements required Kodak to maintain export commitments for five years (Industry
Commission, 1992b). Granting of the bounty was, inter alia, contingent on the beneficiary entering into a
Photographic Industry Development Agreement with the Commonwealth. The Agreement was to contain
information on the level ofthe firm's current international business activity, as well as on its business objectives
and plans concerning employment, investment, R & D and production for the period 1 January 1990 to 31
December 1994 (Section (2) of the Bounty (Photographic Film) Regulations of 21 December 1989).

203The authorities have noted, in the context of this report, that during the operation of the scheme from 1990
to 1992, Kodak paid nearly three times as much in company tax to the Commonwealth as it received in bounty
payments (excluding payroll taxes to Victoria, income taxes paidby employees and savings on welfare paymentss.
By contrast, the closure of the manufacturing plant would have required substantial redundancy payments to
employees, with a significant impact on the taxes paid on Kodak's film distribution and processing operations.
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310. Under the Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Agreement (ANZCERTA), both
signatories have been disallowed, since July 1990, from extending production bounties or similar
measures to goods exported to the other country. If the adoption of such measures is nevertheless
considered necessary, for example, in the case of "overriding national interest", notification and
consultation procedures apply.204

Adjustment assistance

311. Australia's Industries Development Strategy (IDS), set up in March 1989, is intended to assist
firms in making the adjustments prompted by tariff reductions in the textile, clothing and footwear
(TCF) industries. Financial incentives are offered under four programmes designed to enhance export
competitiveness, business efficiency or encourage new investments. These programmes are the
Capitalization, Grants Program, Incentives for International Competitiveness Program, Infrastructure
Support Program, and Further Wool Processing Program (Table V.5). Total funding over the life
of the Strategy, until February 1996, is currently set at $A 160 million.

312. The IDS is complemented by aLabourAdjustmentPackage (LAP) to assist workers retrenched
from textile, clothing and footwear industries as a result of restructuring. Since the introduction of
the Package, in 1988, nearly 22 000 persons have notified the Commonwealth employment service
of their retrenchment from TCF firms. They are eligible for assistance through formal training,
relocation or wage subsidies.205 Formal training accounts for over 90 per cent of the use of the funds.
Total funding for the period January 1988 to February 1996 amounts to $A 50 million.

313. A sector-specific labour adjustment and training programme, the PMV Labour Adjustment
Package, is available to the motor vehicle sector. The programme, announced in the Government's
March 1991 Industry Statement, is funded with some $A 40 million for the period 1992 to 2000.21

Business improvement programmes

314. The National Industry Extension Service (NIES), a joint Commonwealth/State initiative, is
designed to assist manufacturing and service enterprises to attain and sustain international competitiveness.
It provides core services deemed essential to commercial success, including strategic, business and
export market planning, quality management, design, networking and human resource management.
Commonwealth funding for the NIES was $A 16.4 million in 1992-93 and is estimated at $A 21.5 million
in 1993/94.

204 The country that intends to introduce a measure considered to have adverse effects on competition is to
notify the other country of its initiative. Consultations are to be held and the other country's view is to be taken
into account. Either signatory is entitled to call consultations if the other signatory has failed to notify a measure.

205As a condition, a person must have worked in the TCF industry for a continuous period of six months
in the last 24 months or for a total of 18 months out of the last 36 months for at least nine hours per week.
In recognition ofthe large number of married women in the sector, a TCF Special Allowance, which is equivalent
to a generally available Format Training Allowance, is available for those retrenchees who, due to their spouse's
income, should otherwise not qualify for income support while undertaking training.

206Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991).
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315. Other relatively small initiatives, including the Best Practice Environmental Management
(BPEM) Programs, are geared to popularize less environmentally intensive business practices and
encourage more efficient resource utilization.

316. A variety of schemes are intended to improve access of small businesses to government
information, facilitate the adaptation of efficient information management practices, and enhance business
efficiency and development (e.g. Businesslink, Business Licence Information Centre System and
Government Support Services for Industry Database).

Support for research and development

317. The Commonwealth promotes industrial research and development through 150 per cent tax
concessions, introduced in 1985 and extended in 1992 for an indefinite period. The objectives are
to support innovation and enhance international competitiveness via increased investments in R&D;
encourage use of Australia's existing research facilities; improve conditions for the commercialization
of new product and process technologies; and facilitate adoption of foreign technologies, Tax revenue
foregone under the programme is estimated to have exceeded $A 300 million in both 1991-92 and
1992-93.

318. In addition, the Commonwealth provides direct assistance through various grant schemes under
its Industry Innovation Program (IIP). The schemes include:

- Discretionary Grants, contributing 50 per cent to the costs of company-based
commercial R&D; $A 119 million has been granted to 448 projects since 1986;207

- Generic Technology Grants, designed to promote "strategic" technologies, such as
bio-technology, environmental technology, information and communications technology,
manufacturing and materials technology; $A 124 million has been given to some
258 collaborative projects between research institutions and private sector companies
since 1986;

- Advanced Manufacturing Technology Projects, involving collaboration between leading
edge Australian customers and local suppliers; with funding of $A 2.0 million for
1993-94;

- National Procurement Development Projects, using Government purchasing to spur
technological competitiveness in areas relevant to the public sector; and

National Teaching Company Scheme Projects, promoting the employment of graduates
for work on company improvement projects, with disbursements of $A 8.4 million
to over 258 projects since 1985.

319. The National Procurement Development Program (NPDP) is designed to support the
development, testing and demonstration of high technology products for meeting the advanced
procurement requirements of government departments and agencies. From early 1988 to the present,
some 100 projects, developed by the beneficiary companies in partnership with government agencies,

207The grants are destined for R&D in companies not sufficiently benefitting from the 150 per cent tax
concessions.
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received grant outlays totalling $A 30 million. The grants may cover up to 50 per cent of eligible
project costs, including salaries; they are not repayable. The NPDP differs from other R&D assistance
schemes mainly by focusing on the later stages of product development, including commercialization.

320. The Industry Commission gives a rather muted picture of NPDP's overall economic effectiveness
and its co-ordination with other support programmes and objectives.208 The Commission could not
trace, however, any tilt in procurement decisions towards firms and projects supported under the NPDP.
The main NPDP beneficiary has been computer software sector, accounting for some 25 per cent of
the grants approved before September 1991; communications technology and scientific instrumentation
with 16 and 15 per cent, respectively, rank next. Following the Industry Commission's review, the
Government decided to extend the NPDP to December 1995 in the context of the Industry Innovation
Program.

321. In addition to these initiatives, companies across all sectors may benefit from research undertaken
by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia's major
research agency. In addition to user-oriented projects, CSIRO also carries out non-commercial, generic
research in such areas as natural resources and the environment. Over 30 per cent of CSIRO's 1993-94
budget is expected to be met by the commercialization of CSIRO's results. Commonwealth funding
is projected to reach $A 468 million in 1993-94.

(iii) Sales taxes

322. Australia does not operate a full-fledged value added tax system. Rather, a single-phase turnover
tax, the Wholesale Sales Tax (WST), is imposed at the wholesale level. It is assessed on the final
wholesale selling price of a product or alternative values if no such price exists, for example, if the
product is for the manufacturer's own consumption. Services are not subject to the tax.

323. The WST system is based on a multiple rate structure. From the 1993-94 Budget, the general
rate is 21 per cent. Different rates apply to the following products: 11 per cent for most household
goods and a limited range of food and beverages; 12 per cent for low-alcohol wine and cider;
22 per cent for wine and cider; and 31 per cent for products such as furs, jewellery, electronic
equipment. In addition, passenger motor vehicles are taxable at 16 per cent on the portion of the
wholesale value up to $32,486 and 45 per cent on the portion exceeding that threshold ("luxury
vehicles"). From July 1995, all WST rates are to increase by 1 percentage point, except the 45 per cent
rate on the luxury motor vehicle margin and the rates on wine; the latter are subject to different phased
increases.

324. A wide range of goods are exempt, including most clothing, food, building materials, medical
goods and books. Exemptions are also provided to producers of goods on products used for a wide
range of production-related activities, which were further extended to cover certain pre- and post-
production activities, including research and development, from December 1991. Further exemptions
are available for goods used by certain public sector entities, including government departments, schools
and hospitals.

208Industry Commission (1992c).
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325. Petroleum and tobacco products are not subject to WST, but to excise duties and franchise
fees levied by individual States.209Alcoholic beverages are subject to both excise and sales tax, with
the exception of wine which is only subject to sales tax.

326. In 1992-93, the WST contributed some $A 9.25 billion, or close to 10 per cent, to total
Commonwealth tax revenue. An additional $A 9.67 billion resulted from excise taxes, mainly those
on petroleum products, crude oil and liquified petroleum gas, which together yielded $A 7.32 billion
in revenue.

327. Persons collecting tax are required to lodge returns and pay WST on a monthly basis or, if
their annual WST liability was below $A 51,661 in 1992-93, on a quarterly basis. Imports not subject
to a subsequent wholesale transaction are taxable at the time of local entry.

(iv) Regulatory exemptions and other privileges of a sector-specific nature

328. According to the authorities, very few economic activities in Australia are exempt from the
full impact of generally applicable taxes, tariffs, charges or regulatory controls. For example, the
publicly-owned railways have not been subject to direct taxes, including income and payroll taxes,
and excise. However, as an incorporated company, the newly-created National Rail Corporation faces
the normal tax régime and is covered by the Trade Practices Act.210

329. As noted in Chapter IV(4)(ii)(a) above, producers in primary sectors, including agriculture,
mining, fishery and forestry, are eligible for excise rebates under the Diesel Fuel Rebate Scheme.
Further rebates are provided on fuel used as an ingredient in the manufacture of explosives, fuel oil
destined for nickel processing in regions where no natural gas is available, and fuel oil for use in certain
trading ships.

209From 2 August 1993, spirits bear a general rate of $A 33.64 per litre of pure alcohol, except brandy
($A 28.72). Customs duty on imports is equivalent to the excise duty rate plus 8 per cent. From 18 August 1993,
tobacco products are subject to a rate of $A 60.17 per kilogram, with two further increases of 5 per cent, each,
by August 1995. Rebates on fuel excise are available for certain off-road use, including for primary production
and mining activities.

210In 1991, the Commonwealth Government and the mainland States, except South Australia, set up the National
Rail to provide inter-state freight services on a fully commercial basis and to replace the disparate systems
previously operated by the States.
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Annex IV.1
Anti-dumping legislation and procedures

(a) Legal basis and activities

330. Australian anti-dumping procedures are based on three laws: the Customs Act 1901, the Customs
Tariff (Anti-Dumping) Act 1975 and the Anti-Dumping Authority Act 1988.

331. The processing of anti-dumping cases is the responsibility of two mutually independent bodies,
the Australian Customs Service (ACS) and the Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA).211 Both are within
the portfolio of the Minister for Industry, Technology and Regional Development.

332. Complaints of dumping or subsidization are to be filed with the ACS, which, if the complaint
is considered substantiated, carries out a preliminary investigation. Complaints may be lodged by any
interested party affected by dumping or subsidization, including trade unions, farmers and suppliers
of inputs"212

333. When considering a complaint and the impact of imports on Australian production, Customs
must have regard to the definition of industry given in Article 4.1 of the GATT Anti-Dumping Code,
i.e. "domestic producers as a whole of the like product or those ... whose collective output ... constitute
a major proportion of the total domestic production of those products". In addition, the products for
which protection is sought must satisfy Australian origin rules laid down in the Customs Act 1901:
domestic labour, material and overhead costs must represent at least 25 per cent of the factory or works
costs and at least one substantial manufacturing process must be carried out in Australia. Thus, it would
be possible for a domestic producer to achieve anti-dumping or anti-subsidy protection from imports
with a higher Australian content than his own production.213

334. Customs has 25 days to decide whether to reject the complaint or to initiate an investigation
(the prima facie stage).214 All initiations are made public and interested parties may make submissions.
The ACS then has 100 days to carry out the investigation, including the verification of any submissions
made, and to arrive at a preliminary finding. In the event of complaints by unsuccessful applicants,
the ADA must review negative prima facie decisions orpreliminary findings by Customs within a 60-day

211The ADA is constituted of one member, appointed by the Governor General. Legislation provides for
associate members to be appointed by the Minister of Industry, Technology and Regional Development after
consultations with the member. As at October 1993, no associates had been appointed.

212GATT document ADP/W/216, 20 April 1989.

213The current view of representatives of the ADA is, however, that they would not recommend protective
action in such circumstances.

214Pursuant to a recent amendment to Australia's customs legislation, this decision may be based not only
on information supplied by the applicant but on any other source considered relevant. If the applicant submits
further information, the 25-days period for the Comptroller's prima face decision recommences.
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period. In conducting this review, the Authority can only consider the information available to Customs
at the time of the enquiry.215

335. The ADA must carry out a final investigation within 120 days. Under the Anti-Dumping
Authority Act 1988, the Authority is required to "have regard to (a) the Commonwealth Government's
policy in relation to anti-dumping matters; and (b) Australia's obligations under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade; not to use the imposition of duties under the Anti-Dumping Act to assist import
competing industries in Australia or to protect industries in Australia from the need to adjust to changing
economic conditions"216 A ruling by the Federal Court of Australia, noting that the very purpose
of anti-dumping and countervailing actions is to assist import-competing industries, suggested that 'assist'
might be read as referring to a situation where the Australian industry was put in a better position than
if dumping or subsidization had never occurred. The Act does not impose formal constraints on the
procedures pursued.

336. The Authority reports its findings concerning the occurrence of dumping or subsidization, material
injury and a causal link, and makes recommendations to the Minister for Science and Small Businesses.217
The final decision on the imposition of anti-dumping or countervailing duties lies with the Minister,
who normally decides within 2 to 3 weeks on receipt of the recommendation. The Minister has followed
the ADA's recommendations in every case except one since mid-1989; in mid-1992, he accepted a
price undertaking that was offered after the ADA had submitted its report, on imports of disposable
plastic cutlery from Thailand.

337. The Anti-Dumping Authority may prepare reports on its own initiative "where it considers
it appropriate to do so". A case in point covered imports of allegedly subsidized canned ham from
four EC member States, where the Authority, legally confined to using only the information originally
available to Customs, had rejected an appeal against a negative preliminary finding of no injury.
However, since it knew "perfectly well" from its own full investigation into dumping, carried out in
parallel, that material injury had occurred and that subsidization might have played a rôle, the ADA
decided to launch a special investigation. It finally resulted in the Minister imposing countervailing
duties.218

338. Australian legislation provides the possibility for a third-country Government to apply for anti-
dumping or anti-subsidy protection against competing, allegedly dumped or subsidized imports on the
Australian market, "third country anti-dumping or countervailing duties". There have been no such
applications to date.

2150f the 45 reviews carried out and completed until September 1993, 35 confirmed the negative finding,
8 replaced it by a positive finding and 2, while upholding the negative finding, prompted the Authority to launch
a special investigation. One of these, canned ham, is referred to below.

216Atlas Air Australia v. Anti-Dumping Authority, No. G401 of 1990.

217Of the 50 investigations carried out between September 1988 and September 1993, 34 resulted in a
recommendation to take action.

218The ADA's report in this case was successfully challenged on other grounds in the Federal Court of Australia,
leading to a new investigation and new action (ADA, Annual Reports, 1990-91 and 1991-92).
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339. As in other jurisdictions, anti-dumping provisions cannot be invoked to prevent Australian
firms from selling products below cost in their home market. Recourse to competition law, a potential
alternative, is limited to cases involving predatory or other abusive practices (Chapter V(4)(i)(a)).

(b) Definitions

340. Dumping is considered to occur when the export price of a product is less than its normal value
in the country of origin or export. The normal value is determined by the Australian authorities as
the price, at arms length, charged by the exporter or, if no such sales occur, by other sellers of like
products. Sales at a loss may be disregarded, as not being in the ordinary course of trade, if they
have occurred over a period of no less than 12 months and the losses are unlikely to be recovered within
a reasonable time.219 If sales prices on the domestic market are not considered a suitable basis, the
normal value is either constructed on the basis of estimated production costs in the exporter's country,
plus sales costs and a profit margin,220 or, "where the Minister so directs", it is equated with the export
price of like goods exported to third countries.

341. In the case of state trading countries, whose markets are not deemed to be subject to competitive
conditions, the normal value is based either on prices observed in a reference economy determined
by the Minister or on the price of like Australian products in Australia.221 In the absence of sufficient
data, the normal value is to be established by the Minister "having regard to all relevant information".

342. The Anti-Dumping Authority Act requires that foreign currency prices be converted into
Australian dollar at "a fair rate ofexchange at the appropriate date". As a rule, the Australian authorities
use the exchange rate applicable at the date of sale. If a fixed rate has been agreed between exporter
and importer, it is chosen instead. Rates fixed in forward exchange contracts negotiated separately
by the importer are usually ignored.222

343. The relevant exportprice is in general the price actually paid by the importer. If this is deemed
unreliable, for instance in the event of a commercial relationship between exporter and importer, the
sales price at the first following level of transaction, less prescribed deductions, serves as a basis.
As a last resort, the Minister is empowered to determine the price "having regard to all the circumstances
of the exportation".

344. Interim anti-dumping or countervailing duties are charged on each consignment, at a fixed rate
determined by the Minister and published in the relevant notice.223 The duties are levied regardless

219GATT document ADP/M/27, 28 February 1990.

220 If sales are made at a loss "over an extended period of time and in respect of a substantial quantity of
goods" and if the seller is unlikely to fully recover the losses "within a reasonable period of time", prices are
considered as not having been paid in the ordinary course of trade. In this event, no profit component is used
in constructing the normal value.

221The Australian authorities have no a priori list of countries to be considered as state-trading economies;
rather, the decisions are taken on a case-by-case basis.

222Representatives of the ADA are not aware of cases where forward exchange rates have been used.

223Of course, conforming with GATT Code requirements, the imposition of any measure is also contingent
on the occurrence of material injury or threat hereof.
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of whether or not the exporter raises the price to a non-dumped or non-injurious level.224 Provision
is also made for the duty to be automatically increased should the actual export price fall below that
price ascertained by the Minister.

(c) Refunds and reviews

345. Every six months, an exporter is entitled to claim any excess interim duties paid. He must
be able to show that the total amount of interim duties charged on all consignments over the previous
six months was higher than the duties that would have been payable had the actual normal values and
export prices, at the time of each export, been used. Thus, unlike in some other jurisdictions, cases
of "negative dumping", where the export price exceeds normal value, are fully taken into account and
qualify for repayment. Applications for refund are to be made to Customs, which has 180 days to
decide whether to recommend repayment to the Minister. The decision can be referred to the ADA
for review.

346. Any affected party, whether importer, exporter or domestic producer, may seek a review by
the Minister, with a view to adjusting the duties payable on future consignments, if it considers that
normal value, expert price or the non-injurious price have changed. Applications can be made no
earlier than twelve months after the publication of the last duty notice.

347. The Customs Act 1901 also authorizes the Minister to inform the exporter that he is of the
opinion that "it would be appropriate for the exporter to give an undertaking" and that the terms set
out in the duty notice "may be satisfactory to the Minister" (269TG(4)). However, there have been
no such initiatives at least since 1989. The circumstances that may prompt the Minister to propose
an undertaking are not specified in the Act.

348. Based on an exemption under the Code, Australian law allows for the retroactive imposition
of anti-dumping duties, for no more than 90 days prior to the preliminary finding, if injury is caused
by large volumes of imports and the importer knew, or ought to have known, that his dumping was
likely to cause injury. The authorities have never taken action on the basis of this provision.

(d) Definition of like products

349. To delimit the products subject to anti-dumping or countervailing investigations, Australia's
basic customs legislation, following the Code provisions, refers to goods that are identical, i.e. alike
in all respects, or, in the absence of such goods, other goods that have characteristics closely resembling
those under consideration. The Anti-Dumping Authority is of the view that this definition is easier
to apply in specific cases rather than to interpret in general terms, noting that it raises some questions
such as whether "characteristics" refers to the production of goods or to their use, and ofwhat "closely
resembling" actually means.225

350. The definition was considered too narrow by the Australian Government in instances where
upstream agricultural industries suffered material injury from imports of processed agricultural products.
Thus, the Customs Amendment Act 1991 extended the definition of industries producing like goods
to include, subject to certain criteria, both producers of raw inputs and of competing processed goods,
i.e. of goods directly obtained from agricultural and fishing operations.

224Until January 1993, the introduction of duties could be averted by an exporter raising the export price
to the level of normal value as established in the preliminary enquiry.

225ADA, Annual Report 1988-89.
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351. The criteria require that the agricultural raw materials, such as oranges, are devoted completely
or substantially to the processed good (orange juice); the processed good is derived substantially or
completely from the raw agricultural good; and there is a close economic relationship between the
raw agricultural good and the processed agricultural product. The authorities consider that these
amendments do not contradict the principles established by the Anti-Dumping Code definitions; rather,
they are simply intended to define "domestic industry" in certain circumstances.226

352. These changes, and their recent application to exports of glacé cherries from France and Italy,
have led the European Communities to invoke the consultation and conciliation mechanism under the
GATT Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures and, in late 1992, to request the
establishment of a Panel (Chapter VI(2)). The EC considered the definition developed by Australia
of "like" agricultural products, encompassing both fresh or brined cherries and glacé cherries, not to
be covered by the terms of the GATT Code.227 The Panel was set up in late November 1992; in
October 1993, the EC withdrew its complaint.

353. At end-June 1993, eight of the 61 anti-dumping measures and all 11 countervailing actions
maintained hy Australia concerned processed agricultural products, mainly carried fruit and vegetables.
Countervailing duties tended to coincide with anti-dumping duties. EC producers were involved in
most cases (Chapter IV(2)(viii)).

(e) Determination of injury

354. Australia's Customs Act, like the Anti-Dumping Code, contains a non-exhaustive list offactors
that may be considered in ascertaining the occurrence of material injury. These include the quantities
of goods that have been, or are likely to be, exported to Australia;228 any increase or likely increase
in these quantities; actual or likely changes in the shares in the Australian market of the exports
concerned or of like Australian products; the export price; the difference between the sales price
in Australia of the imported product and of like domestic goods; economic factors such as output,
capacity utilization, profits, return on investment and cash flow; and, in the case of agricultural products,

226GATT documents ADP/1/Add. 18/Rev. 1/Suppl.5, 30 September 1991, and ADP/W/325, 22 December 1992.
The amendment to Australia's anti-dumping legislation was announced in the March 1991 Industry Statement,
indicating that "... legislation will be drafted along the lines of that in place in the UJnited States to ensure that
the injury suffered by agricultural and horticultural industries as a result ofdumping or subsidization of processed
products will be take consideration in dumping and countervailing actions. This will give Australia's
agricultural and horticultural producers, where they are truly vertically integrated, an avenue for redress when
they fall victim to unfair trading practices in the processed products of their industry. " (Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet, 1991.)

227Australia has rejected these arguments (GATT document SCM/152, 13 November 1992). Canada, in August
1992, raised similar concerns in the GATT Anti-Dumping Committee, complaining inter alia that the Australian
Customs Service had initiated countervailing and anti-dumping investigations based on an application which included
live pig growers as part of the Australian domestic industry producing frozen pork. In response, the Australian
representative noted that the application was supported by both live pig growers, processors ofpork and vertically
integrated producers. A very tight test of vertical integration was part of the relevant procedure allowing producers
of close processed agricultural products to apply for anti-dumping protection against raw inputs. The definition
of close processed agricultural industry did not affect the definition of like product, but only of the industry
producing the like product (GATT document ADP/M/39, 22 January 1993).

228According to the authorities, the quantity of goods "to be considered in this context are the goods which
have actually been dumped' during the reference period (GATT document ADP/W/309, 5 March 1992).
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the impact of the imports on financial or other support granted to the Australian industry by the
Commonwealth Government.

355. The authorities consider injury to be "material" if it is "not immaterial, insubstantial or
insignificant"; it must be greater than what could be expected to occur in normal business
circumstances.229 A Ministerial Direction given to the Anti-Dumping Authority in September 1990
held further that (the threat of) material injury should only rarely be taken as proven when the affected
Australian industry had not suffered, or was not threatened with, a "material" diminution of profits,
or when the imports concerned did not hold, or threaten to hold, a sufficient share of the Australian
market to cause or threaten to cause "material" injury. Nevertheless, the Direction acknowledged that
in rare cases, not specified further, material injury might exist even though profits had not been materially
reduced and the dumped or subsidized imports held only a small market share.230 In a recent case,
concerning imports of frozen pork from Canada, an anti-dumping investigation was initiated by the
ACS though the relevant shipments did not represent more than 2 per cent of the Australian market.231
The investigation was terminated, however, with a preliminary finding of no injury.232

356. A ruling by the Federal Court of Australia, in 1992, requires the authorities to ensure that
"the relationship ... between the dumping and material injury to an Australian industry (is) ... a close
one" and that anti-dumping or countervailing actions provide relief only against injury attributable to
dumping or subsidization, and to no other cause.233 The Anti-Dumping Authority may consider in
this context the combined impact of all dumped supplies on the affected industry. A report by the
Authority held that, "while individual sources may account for only a small volume ofdumped imports,
the total volume of imports can be accumulated for the purposes of assessing any causal link to material
injury". Consequently, "in making a preliminary finding, neither Customs nor the Authority should
exclude individual sources where imports from that source were found to be dumped."234 However,
a decision. to exclude particular sources may be taken by the Minister, on the advice of the Authority,
after a full investigation. Such decisions are quite frequent.

357. On other occasions, the ADA has preferred to "issue a warning" to exporters holding a very
smell market share in Australia rather than recommending their inclusion in formal measures. The
definition of the relevant market share varies from case to case; it could be much larger than 1 per cent,
according to the authorities. Failure to respect a warning has at least in one instance resulted in the
introduction of duties based on the original finding (Sorbitol from Chinese Taipei, France, Republic
of Korea, Mexico and Thailand).235

229GATT document ADP/M/27, 28 February 1990.

220Anti-Dumping Authority, Annual Report 1990-91.

231Meeting of the GATT Anti-Dumping Committee on 26-27 October 1992; GATT document ADP/M/39,
22 January 1993. Stressing that all other relevant criteria for initiating an investigation were met, the Australian
representative noted that even a small proportion of goods at a substantially lower price could have price effects.

232Customs' decision was confirmed later in a review by the Anti-Dumping Authority (ADA report No. 90,
1993).

233ICI v. Fraser (1992), 106 Australian Law Reports 257, p. 263.

234ADA Report No. 50 (1991). Emphasis added.

235ADA Reports No. 27 (1990) and 66 (1992).
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V. TRADE POLICIES BY SECTOR

(1) Recent Trends

358. The focus of sectoral policies in Australia has shifted significantly over the past decade, toward
a more liberal, less regulated market environment. Many primary industries, including crops, meat
and mining, have always operated with generally low levels of border protection and internal support.
The change has come in manufacturing, which has been made increasingly subject to the forces of
international competition. Concurrently, the domestic regulatory framework has been eased. The
thrust of policy change has been towards improving multi-factor productivity by generating a more
neutral incentive structure, as the necessary precondition for more efficient resource allocation.236
Nevertheless, there is still significant dispersion in incentives, with sectors such as clothing recording
effective rates of assistance of above 70 per cent in 1992-93.

359. Substantial trade liberalization programmes and sizeable reductions in financial assistance continue
to be implemented, with variations among sectors, despite a not always favourable international and
domestic environment. Government declarations, including the February 1992 "One Nation" Statement,
have confirmed the liberalization agenda and underscored the need to accelerate and widen current
reforms. While considering competition a critical spur to enhanced performance, the Australian
Government is prepared to grant special, short-term assistance to industries facing "unusually difficult
circumstances" in their restructuring process.237

360. This liberalizing stance differs from the past, when major segments of domestic
manufacturing were shielded behind high tariff and non-tariff barriers. Mature industries, including
textiles, clothing and footwear, were long dominated by defensive, protectionist interests, which perceived
the need to shield capital and employment against stiffening international competition. More recent
policies in sectors such as information technologies or pharmaceuticals are more offensive in nature,
intended to gain footholds in areas considered as catalysts for industrial and trade expansion. Thus,
emphasis is placed on promoting export-oriented or import-replacing activities and attracting international
investment and know-how. Examples are the 'Factor f' scheme in the pharmaceuticals sector
(Chapter V(4)(iv)(c)), the Partnerships for Development Program and the Industry Development
Arrangements in thetelecommunications area (Chapter V(4)(vii)(d)), and the Export FacilitationScheme
in the passenger motor vehicles industry (Chapter V(4)(viii)(a)).

361. Given the economy-wide interdependence of product and factor markets, such sector-specific
incentives may detract from the efficiency of natural resource allocation. The resources employed
to promote exports or replace imports in designated areas have, by definition, been siphoned off from
alternative, possibly more efficient, uses, with an adverse impact on income, employment and growth
in these areas and, possibly, the economy as a whole.

236Model estimates, carried out in the late 1980s, suggested that the removal of protection for Australian
manufacturing would raise agricultural output by 3.4 per cent over a two-year adjustment period. It would also
result in a slight increase in aggregate employment and real GDP. A full liberalization package, including
agriculture and industry, was estimated to translate into an increase of agricultural output by 1 per cent after
two years (Higgs, 1989). The Australian Wheat Board estimates that recent waterfront reforms result in annual
cost savings of some $A 10 million in the wheat sector alone.

237"One Nation" Statement by the Prime Minister, 26 February 1992.
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362. With this in view, the authorities have stressed, in the context of this review, that Australia's
industrial policy is geared to strengthening competitive conditions and facilitating a market-based
allocation process. The overriding objective is to promote internationally viable industries and practices
through enhancing efficiency, productivity and quality across all sectors. This objective encompasses
regulatory reforms with a view to improving basic infrastructural services, and increasing the resilience
of labour markets, as well as industry programmes aimed at correcting market deficiencies or facilitating
adjustment to a new, more open environment. However, no formal principles or guidelines have been
developed to identify cases of market failure and define criteria for government intervention.

363. Current arrangements in certain "strategic" industries. including telecommunications equipment,
are open-ended. The scope and depth of liberalization in these sectors will have to be judged in the
light of the termination of these arrangements.

(2) Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

(i) Overview

364. Australia is one of the world's largest and most efficient producers of major agricultural products,
including wheat, meat and sugar (Chart V. 1). It contributes some 10 per cent to total OECD farm
exports. Levels of government support are generally low and stable, although there are significant
variations among product categories. Import tariffs in agriculture average 1.1 per cent, ranging from
zero on many products to 15 per cent for certain potatoes and tomatoes; dispersion of tariffs is relatively
low, with a standard deviation of 3.5 per cent (Table AV. 1, reflecting the situation in March 1993).

365. The Producer Subsidy Equivalent (PSE), which mirrors the share offarm income attributable to
policy intervention, is low, averaging just under 12 per cent a year in the period 1979 to 1992
(Table V. 1). The low sectoral average masks peaks of up to 40 per cent for dairying, which has
traditionally benefitted from significant assistance. Recent fluctuations in the sectoral PSE between
9 per cent in 1988 and 14 per cent in 1991 are attributable to changing world prices, the counter-cyclical
impact of "safety net" programmes and new governmental initiatives to support ailing sub-sectors,
including wool.

366. The share of price support in total farm assistance is smaller in Australia than in any other
OECD country except New Zealand. Two-thirds of total assistance to agriculture is borne by taxpayers
and the remainder by consumers through higher prices. Producer prices in Australia are as a rule
considerably lower than in major competitor countries (Chart V.2), let alone OECD members with
relatively small production and unfavourable conditions, such as the EFTA countries or Japan.238

367. With a view to alleviating cost pressures on the sector, agricultural equipment not produced
domestically qualifies for a zero-duty import tariff concession; more importantly, the excise tax on
fuel is refunded via the Diesel Fuel Rebate Scheme (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(a)). In addition, Australian
agriculture appears to benefit from certain infrastructural services not provided on a full cost-recovery
basis. Studies by the Industry Commission suggest, for example, that irrigation charges make little
provision for depreciation and an appropriate return on capital.239

23"For example, in 1991, producer prices for beef in Japan and Switzerland were, respectively, 6.5 and 3.7 times
higher than in Australia.

239Industry Commission (1992a).
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Chart V.1
Structure of agricultural production and exports, 1991-92
Per cent

Production

Cereals for grain 15.6

Other livestock 9.4

Beef 17.9

Horticulture 16.9
(incl, honey, excl. wine)

Industrial crops 7.2

Other 7.4

14.5

Milk and eggs 11.0

Total production: $A20,475 million

Exports

Wool 30.3

Horticulture 5.1
(incl, honey, excl. wine)

Wheat 12.1

Othergrains 7.5

Dairy and eggs 6.3 Sugar 5.4

Total exports: SA12,625 million

Source: Govemment of Australia.

Cotton 7.5

Meat 25.8
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Table V.1
Agricultural support in Australia in main produce areas, 1979-86 and 1987-93
(Percentage PSE and total PSE in $A million)

1979-86 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 Total 1992
(Estimate) (ProvisionaI) ($A miIlilon)

All products 12 il 9 9 13 14 12 1,769
Crops 10 13 9 10 13 13 10 440

Wheat 10 12 8 9 14 14 1I 241

Coarse grains 7 8 6 6 7 8 7 71

Rice 25 33 18 19 22 18 19 29
Oilseeds 8 14 12 19 14 14 13 15

Sugar 9 18 13 14 13 14 il 84

Livestock sectore 13 il 9 9 13 15 13 1,329
Milk 30 30 21 22 36 40 32 613
Beef and veal 1n 12 12 9 8 8 8 292

Pigmeat 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 31
Poultry 5 6 5 6 3 4 4 30
Sheepmeat 8 8 8 Il 16 12 Il 46
Wool 8 6 5 5 12 10 10 276
Eggs 27 14 14 14 19 18 18 41

a Net PSEs (excluding excess feed costs resulting from market support for fecdgrains).

Source: OECD (1993).

368. Special statutory arrangements are a traditional feature of the marketing of many Australian
farm products. There are at present more than 100 statutory boards at Commonwealth and state levels.

369. Participants in an enquiry by the Industry Commission, in 1990, underscored that the objectives
of the statutory arrangements were to increase producer returns; stabilize prices; reduce marketing
costs and stimulate demand; and provide and/or deliver assistance.240 These are not necessarily the
objectives of down stream user-industries or consumers.241 The more comprehensive arrangements,
in particular those providing for production quotas and price averaging mechanisms (Chapter IV(2)(xi)),
also tend to constrain the more efficient producers, thus reducing overall productivity and growth.
A tight regulatory framework at state level has impeded internal trade in such areas as dairy, eggs,
tobacco and sugar.

370. The general trend in recent years has been towards terminating or streamlining support
mechanisms. The only remaining price guarantee scheme, for dried wine fruit, is to be eliminated
by end-1993, and a number of statutory marketing boards at Commonwealth and state levels have recently
been restructured, with their mandates changed in scope and coverage.

241Ibid.

241Industry Commission (1991b).
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Chart V.2
Producer prices for major farm products in selected
OECD countries, 1992
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371. Besides production-related support, theCommonwealth Government operates schemes intended
to reduce farm-income fluctuations and assist farmers in upgrading skills or developing alternative
production (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(a)). Under the Rural Adjustment Scheme (RAS) interest rate subsidies
up to 50 per cent on commercial loans and grant support may be provided.242 In addition, farmers
are encouraged to withdraw from farming by the provision of a means tested re-establishment grant.
The RAS was modified in January 1993 and, according to the authorities, now focuses more clearly
on productivity, rather than on channelling assistance to poor farmers. In the event of an "exceptional
downturn", interest subsidies of up to 100 per cent are available; the support intensity is decided on
a case-by-case basis. The authorities would consider as "exceptional" the recent one-in-120 years drought
in Queensland or substantial commodity price falls that farmers could not reasonably take into account.
In the absence of the RAS exception clause at that time, Australia operated a Crop Planting Scheme
during the 1992 winter and summer seasons (Chapter V(2)(iii)(a)).

372. Under objectives of social justice, the Government seeks to ensure that all farmers have equal
information and adjustment opportunities, regardless of production pattern, farm size and region
(Chapter II(2)(i)). There is no intention to operate permanent redistribution mechanisms in favour
of "disadvantaged" producers or regions.243 The authorities have indicated that no mechanisms other
than the Rural Adjustment Scheme, the National Drought Policy and a Property Management Program
designed to enhance the skills base (Chapter IV(4)(Qi)(a)) exist at Commonwealth level to help prepare
farmers for business risks and/or lend support in extraordinary situations;244nor are they aware of
any such mechanisms maintained by the States or Territories.

373. The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy estimates that more than 4 per cent of Australian
farmers, those presently in financial straits, may have to cease farming in the foreseeable future. An
additional 3 to 4 per cent currently experiencing severe difficulties may be able to recover. However,
such projections depend on various factors beyond domestic policy control, including econornic
developments in the republics of the former Soviet Union and the future course of the EC and U.S.
wheat and sugar policies.

374. Australia has a major stake in defusing the international impact of support policies, whether
they be export restitutions, domestic production subsidies or import quotas. This has translated into
a very active rôle in international fora, in particular the CECD and the GATT. Efforts have also been
made to ensure that sanitary and phytosanitary measures do not actas barriers to trade. In the authorities'
view, any interventions in this latter area should be based solely on scientific evidence. With a view
to preventing the spread of diseases not present domestically, Australia places import restrictions on
almost all cereals, fresh fruit and vegetables (Chapter IV(2)(ii)).

242The main elements of the RAS are: interest rate subsidies of up to 80 per cent on commercial finance
for productivity improvement purposes; interest rate subsidies of up to 100 per cent for producers in industries
or regions experiencing a short-term downturn; and a re-establishment grant to help farmers, who leave the
industry, establish themselves off the farm.

243However, there are certain exceptions. For example, the local content scheme for fruitjuice was continued
beyond the envisaged expiry date ofmid-July 1991 in view of the difficult economic situation of the citrus sector,
which is made up mainly of small family farms in remote areas.

244The Property Management Program is a joint State/Commonwealth undertaking.
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(il) Livestock production

(a) Wool (Table AV.2)

375. Australia is the world's leading wool producer, accounting for some 30 per cent of total world
output. For the best part of the 1980s, the industry profited from expanding markets, attractive prices
and favourable seasonal conditions. While the number of sheep increased by one-third between 1980
and 1990, the quantity of wool shorn expanded by about 60 per cent. The prolonged boom masked
longer-term structural problems facing the industry, including the impact ofinefficient transport facilities
and segmentation in the wool production, marketing and processing chain.245

376. In late 1989 and 1990, Australia's wool sector suffered a sharp drop in demand and prices
(Chart V.3). The abrupt downturn was mainly attributable to increased consumption of alternative
fibres, responding to high relative wool prices and the strength of the Australian dollar, and to the
erosion ofpurchasing power in major importing countries, in particular in central and eastern Europe.246
The external wool environment continues to be difficult and, in fact, has recently worsened. In April
1993, reflecting the economic downturn in major consumer countries, including Italy and Japan, wool
prices fell to their lowest level in 50 years.

Chart V.3
Wool production, exports and prices, 1980-94

Production and export
(Thousand tonnes)

0

1980-81 81-82
.1

82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 1993.94 b

a Average annual suction price for greasy wool.
b ABARE forecast

Source: Australian Bureau ofAgricultural and Resource Economics (1993) and Government of Australia.

245Wool Industry Review Committee (1993).

246McLachlan et al.(1991).
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377. The crises in the sector crippled the Reserve Price Scheme under which the Australian Wool
Corporation, a statutory marketing authority, used to purchase wool at auctions in order to sustain
minimum prices. The wool stockpile held by the Corporation grew from 9,200 bales in 1987-88 to
just under 4.7 million bales in 1990-91, and the associated debt reached some $A 2.7 billion. Responding
to the industry's failure to adjust the minimum reserve price, the Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy directed the Corporation, in May 1990, to reduce the price from $A 8.7 to $A 7 per kilogram.
In parallel, to help overcome liquidity problems, the Commonwealth Government provided a guarantee
for the Board's borrowings up to $A 2.5 billion which was later increased to $A 3.5 billion.

378. Other short-term measures included a significant increase in the wool tax levied on wool sales,
from 8 to 25 per cent between July and October 1990;247 introduction of a flock reduction scheme
by the Wool Corporation which subsidizes the slaughter of 10.5 million sheep; and provision of a
government-guaranteed roll-over credit facility of $A 400 million to finance agricultural exports, in
particular of wool and mutton, to the republics of the former Soviet Union. Reflecting the perceived
risks, the facility administered by the Australian Export Finance and Insurance Corporation was
considered to be in the "national interest" and backed by the Government; in 1991-92, there were
insurance claims of $A 117 million (Chapter IV(3)(iv)), and further substantial claims followed in
1992-93.

379. Due to rapidly rising stockpiles and debt, the Reserve Price Scheme was suspended in
February 1991. A one-off $A 300 million Supplementary Payments Scheme was provided to assist
those producers who sold wool at lower prices following the suspension and prior to the entry into
force of new arrangements on 1 July 1991.

380. Apart from the definitive abolition of the Reserve Price System, the new arrangements provide
the following:

- replacement of the Australian Wool Corporation by three new statutory bodies, the
Australian Wool Realisation Commission, for management of the wool stockpile and
the accumulated debt; the Australian Wool Corporation, for market promotion; and
a Wool Research and Development Corporation;248

- two annual grants of $A 22.5 million for interest payments on a proposed
$A 200 million loan pending the sale of property assets onto a depressed market; and

- a reduction of the wool tax to 12 per cent as from 1 July 1991, with the possibility
of later increases up to a ceiling of 15 per cent.249

247Tax proceeds are used for a Market Support Fund out of which the Wool Corporation is to finance its
wool purchases, handling and storage costs, and certain research and promotion activities; see also McLachlan et al.
(1991).

248The Wool Corporation's debt is to be repaid within seven years, using proceeds from the sale of its assets.

249In 1992, the wool tax was reduced further to 8.5 per cent. Of this, 4.5 percentage points was destined
for the Wool Realisation Commission, 3.5 percentage points forthe Wool Corporation and0.5 percentage points
for the Wool Research and Development Corporation.
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381. Assistance under the support package resulted in a sudden increase in the wool PSE, which
more than doubled between 1989 and 1990 (Table V. 1). Thejump in the effective rate of assistance,
estimated by the Industry Commission, is more dramatic, from 1 per cent in 1989-90 to over 20 per cent
in 1990-91 (Box V.1).

382. The Government also established a Review Committee, in April 1993, to examine market
structures, possibilities to enhance world wool demand, and the functioning of current arrangements
in the sector. The Committee's recommendations, presented in August 1993, revolve around three

central elements:

- trade policy, including efforts to open international markets with a view to promoting
trade in wool products and developing a more efficient locational pattern in the
processing industry;

- internal institutional reform, including incorporation of the Wool Realisation Commission
into a new organization, Wool International, which should be completely privatized
by 1 July 1997; and

- market efficiency, including the establishment of an active wool futures market under
the auspices of Wool International, to reduce transfer costs and allow private parties
to manage price and stockpile risks.250

383. In September 1993, the Government decided to set up Wool International to manage the sale

of the wool stockpile, according to a fixed timetable, and to facilitate the development of new risk

250Wool Industry Review Committee (1993).

Box V.1: Producer Subsidy Equivalents (PSEs) an Effective Rates of Assistance (ERAs)

PSE estimates are designed to capture the combined impact of various formal of farm support, including tariffs. quotas, subsidies
and tax concessions. Percentage PSEs reflect the share of gross farm returns attributable to government intervention or, in other
words, the income transfers that, as a per cent of total fart income, would be required to compensate farmers for the removal of
support.

Apart from excess feed costs, the PSEs published by the OECD do not cover the effects of support granted al intermediate
production stages. They are thus unable to give a full picture of the impact of policy intervention on resource allocation.
Whenever inputs attract lower (higher) levels of assistance than the processed product, producers of that product are afforded more
(less) protection for expanding value added - i.e. quantities and/or prices - than indicated by PSEs. The actual difference between
gross and net benefits depends on the input/output ratio and the gap in assistance between the production stages. In addition, since
percentage PSEs are related to the gross value of output (or income), including assistance, they tend to understate systematically the
impact of high levels of support.

The ERA concept is designed to avoid these shortcomings. ERA estimates reflect the percentage increase in value added, at free
market prices, that results from the entire support structure for a given industry. ERAs can turn negative, as in virtually all
Australian mining sectors (Chapter V(3)), if inputs are granted higher levels of nominal assistance than the processed product under
consideration and if the value added at the processing stage is relatively low.

Like many other analytical tools, the ERA concept is based on a number of simplifying assumptions. These include, for example,
that production techniques are unaffected by assistance, that domestically-produced and imported products in a sector are perfect
substitutes, and that the measures in place do not impact on word market prices.

The ERA estimates by the Australian Industry Commission, used in this report, include the operation of tariffs (ad valorem tariffs,
specific duties and tariff preferences), quantitative restrictions, production subsidies, export taxes and subsidies, discrimination sales
taxes, tax concessions, producer transfers via pricing arrangements (Chapter V(4)(i)).
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management instruments. Wool International is scheduled for privatization by 1 July 1997. The
Australian Wool Corporation and the Wool Research and Development Corporation are to be replaced
by the Australian Wool Research and Promotion Organisation (AWRAP). The new organization is
to assume the functions of the replaced corporation, other than generic wool promotion and research
and development, which are to be delegated to the private sector by 1 January 1996.

(b) Meat (Table AV.2)

384. Australia competes with the European Communities (EC) for the position of the world's largest
exporter of beef and veal. After New Zealand, Australia is the world's second largest supplier of
sheepmeat. The main destination for Australian beef and veal, in value terms, is Japan, followed by
the United States.251 Total exports of bovine meat reached 827,000 tonnes or nearly $A 3 billion in
1992-93. Sheepmeat, mainly mutton, is shipped predominantly to Japan, Saudi Arabia and Papua New
Guinea. Exports of sheepmeat and goatmeat totalled 220,900 tonnes or $A 467 million in 1992-93.

385. The Australian Meat and Live-Stock Corporation (AMLC) is mandated, in addition to its
promotional activities, to control exports of meat and livestock products. It may export in its own
right and, subject to Ministerial approval, operate as sole trader to particular markets "when it is
considered that such action would best serve the interests of the Australian industry". However, since
a restructuring of the Corporation in 1984, these provisions have not been invoked. The AMLC is
financed through industry levies.

386. Like other exporters of livestock products, Australian producers face numerous barriers to
trade, including high tariffs, variable levies, quantitative restrictions or veterinary controls, in almost
all major markets. For example, Australian beef exports to the EC are limited to some 6,000 tonnes
a year, under a quota negotiated in the context of the Tokyo Round; and its shipments of sheepmeat
to the EC are governed by a voluntary restraint arrangement.252 Trade with the EC has also been affected
by the Communities' Third Country Meat Directive, which has resulted inthe delisting ofmany overseas
processing plants, and by sanitary requirements, reportedly including the setting of very low residue
levels for sheep offal.253

387. With a view to preventing the introduction ofquotas under the U. S. Meat Import Law, Australia
has agreed to voluntarily restrain its meat exports to the United States to 315,000 tonnes in 1993.254
The Australian Government has further indicated access problems to the Mexican market, resulting
from the recent introduction of tariffs, while U.S. and Canadian producers are preparing for duty-free

251By volume, the United States is ahead of Japan.

252In 1993, Australia was entitled to export 17,500 tonnes of sheepmeat and goatmeat to the EC under a zero-
tariff quota (Chapter IV(3)(vii)).

253See also GATT (1993a). According to the authorities, the introduction ofthe Third Country Meat Directive
has affected two-thirds of Australia's slaughterhouse capacity.

254This is the third consecutive year of such limitations; according to the authorities, the trade controls that
would otherwise have been imposed by the United States would have reduced Australia's meat exports to the
United States by an additional 10 per cent.
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entry under the North American Free Trade Agreement.255 In addition, access to some attractive Asian
markets, notably the Republic of Korea nd Japan, is restricted by quotas or high tariffs on beef.256

388. Australia does not maintain a general ban on hormonal growth promoters. Following the EC's
introduction of such a ban in 1988, Australia has introduced an identification and control system for
the relevant substances.257

389. Alongside Hong Kong, Singapore and New Zealand, Australia is one ofthe very few contracting
parties not to operate any tariffs or import quotas on meat. Complaints have, however, been voiced
about an anti-dumping investigation on imports of frozen pork from Canada, which, according to the
Canadian authorities, has compounded existing standard-related access problems.258 The preliminary
investigation was terminated by Customs in November 1992 with a finding of no injury (Chapter IV,
Annex 1). Overall, the effective rates of assistance in Australia for beef, sheepmeat and pigs in 1991-92
were, respectively, 4, 5 and 4 per cent.

(c) Dairy (Table AV.2)

390. Australia is the world's third largest exporter of dairy products. In 1992, its net exports of
cheese and butter/butteroil amounted to about 40,300 and 57,200 tonnes, respectively, each equivalent
to over one-fifth of production. The main destinations for Australia's dairy exports are Asia and the
Middle East.

391. Support for the dairy sector is high by Australian standards, with PSEs between 20 and
40 per cent in recent years. Assistance in certain market segments, notably fresh milk, is well above
the sectoral average. Cheese imports of most varieties and from all sources, except New Zealand and
the Pacific Forum Islands, enter under tariff quotas.259 The effective rate of assistance for processed
milk products was estimated at 3 per cent in 1992-93, indicating that virtually all support rests with
primary producers (Table AV.3).

255The tariffs, which came into effect on 11 November 1992, range from 15 per cent on live cattle to 25 per cent
on frozen boxed beef. According to the Mexican authorities, the measure was taken as a consequence of serious
difficulties for domestic farmers resulting mainly from extremely low world prices, oversupply on the world
market and raising imports. Instead of resorting to safeguards, Mexico raised the relevant tariffs within the margins
permitted by its GATT bindings (GATT, 1993c).

256The Republic of Korea operates a global quota, of 115,000 tonnes in 1991; Japan maintains a 50 per cent
tariff on beef (April 1993), which may be complemented by an emergency tariff of 25 per cent in the event of
market disruptions (GATT, 1992a and 1992b). Under the "Andriessen Assurances", given by the former EC
Commissioner in 1985, the EC undertook not to undercut Australia's exports to major Asian markets, including
Japan, the Republic of Korea, Chinese Taipei, Malaysia, Singapore and Papua New Guinea, with subsidized
beef deliveries.

257The authorities have confirmed in the context of this report, that they consider the EC ban scientifically
unsustainable; Australia's approval of hormonal growth promoters is based on the three criteria normally used
for assessing veterinary drugs, namely efficacy, safety and quality. The free availability of certified, safe substances
is regarded by the authorities as the most effective means of preventing illicit application of unapproved drugs.

258GATT document ADP/M/39, 22 January 1993, and Annex IV. 1.

259Exceptions to the quotas are for Roquefort, Stilton and soft surface ripened cheese.
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392. The Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) administers support arrangement at Commonwealth
level; it is mandated, among other things, to trade in dairy products, promote consumption, provide
trade intelligence, and exercise export controls.260 The ADC manages cheese exports to the EC, subject
to an annual quota of 3,000 tonnes, as well as exports to Japan of bulk cheese for processing/shredding,
butter and skimmed milk powder. Most other exports are in private hands, but monitored by the
Corporation with a view to ensuring compliance with the minimum prices set under the International
Dairy Arrangement. Failure to respect these prices may result in financial penalties and, possibly,
the revocation of a company's authority to export.

393. Following the recent termination of underwriting and review of market support schemes, Australia
introduced in mid-1992 an assistance package for the dairy sector for the period until 30 June 2000.261
The package, designed to source export subsidies from domestic consumer transfers, is based on a
general levy on all production. The arrangement tends to drive domestic prices up to a level equivalent
to the actual export price plus the levy.262 Support under the package is capped at 20 per cent of the
average export price, with a phasing-down requirement to 10 per cent by 1999-2000. The current
actual rate is in the order of 15 per cent for bulk products. Payments do not vary by destination, except
in the case of New Zealand.263

394. About three-quarters of Australia's milk output is used as manufacturing milk, destined for
processing into butter, cheese and other dairy products. The States have their own policies on fresh
milk.264Some States set fresh milk quotas for producers, with the quotas normally transferable within,
but not between States.265

395. Prices for fresh milk are considerably above the price for non-quota, manufacturing milk;
the price premium is designed to compensate farmers for out of season, increased production costs.
In 1992, factory paid prices for 100 litres of fresh milk varied between $A 39.90 in Victoria and
$A 49.40 in Queensland, as compared with a price range for manufacturing milk from $A 20.30 in
Tasmania to $A 27.20 in New South Wales. Although competition from non-regulated substitutes
such as UHT milk and imports from New Zealand should constrain the States' ability to operate over-
generous arrangements, the rate of effective assistance in the fresh milk segment has been estimated

261The ADC wholly owns Austdairy, which trades Australian and foreign products in markets abroad. In
1991-92, Austdairy recorded a profit of $A 1.1 million.

261The last payment under the underwriting scheme, $A 22 million, was made in 1990-91 to the Australia
Dairy Corporation, it supplemented the funds derived from the general levy on milk production.

262The maximum general levy is set at $A 45 per 100 kilograms of milk fat. Additional levies serve to cover
the costs of dairy promotion ($A 5.5 per 100 kgs of milk fat) and, in combination with Government funds, of
research and development activities ($A 1.8 per 100 kgs of milk fat).

263On exports to New Zealand, the original levy costs are reimbursed. However, only negligible quantities
are exported, e.g. 1 tonne of butter and 354 tones of cheese in 1992-93.

264A "comfort clause" in Commonwealth dairy legislation allowed the States to suspend payment of the milk
levy if their support arrangements in the sector were eroded by inter-state trade. The recent abolition of the
clause, considered no longer appropriate, may have a disciplining effect on the States, which otherwise might
be tempted to expand support as Commonwealth export subsidies are scaled down.

265Victoria represents about 60 per cent of Australian dairy production, followed by New South Wales and
Queensland, each accounting for some 10 to 15 per cent.
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recently to exceed 200 per cent. Between 1990-91 and 1992-93, Australia's imports of skimmed milk
powder and whole milk powder from ew Zealand increased from 90 to 683 tonnes and from 1,727
to 5,082 tonnes, respectively.266

396. The States are currently reviewing and reducing their regulations, with a particular focus on
the non-farm segment ofthe dairy industry, including retailing, distribution and processing (Table V.2).
It appears to be widely accepted, however, that there is a need to retain minimum farmgate prices for
fresh milk.

Table V.2
Scheduled regulatory changes in the dairy sector at state level, as from 1993

State Date Measures

New South Wales July Post-farmgate deregulation; lifting of exclusive market zones for processors, retailers and vendors;
1997 creation of an industry-financed rationalization fund to assist the deregulation process.

Victoria July Abolition of all price controls at the farmgate; retention of licensing requirements for farmers,
1995 distributors and processors; biannual review of farmgate prices; Victoria Dairy Industry

Authority to retain its exclusive buyer status.

Queensland 1993 Establishment of a Queensland Dairy Industry Policy to support farmgate pricing and supply
management; new legislation pending.

Tasmania July Abolition of vending zones and controls on pricing margins beyond the processing stage; review
1993 of the mechanism for establishing the farmgate price.

South Australia 1992 Dairy Industry Bill 1992 proposes institutional changes (abolition of the Metropolitan Milk Board
in favour of a newly established Dairy Industry Authority) and administrative reforms.

Western Australia July Reduction in scope of price controls to the farmgate and milk authority level; phasing out us
1993 exclusive market zones-

Source: Government of Australia.

397. Bovine Somatotropin (BST), a natural hormone with the potential to increase a cow's milk
yield, has not been released for use in Australia. This is in particular for trade policy reasons, as recently
indicated by the competent Commonwealth/State body, the Australian Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals Council. According to the Council, the introduction ofBST could have prejudiced significant
parts of Australia's trade with countries that have not approved the substance.267

(iii) Crops

(a) Grains (Table AV.2)

398. In 1991-92, the grains sector was the third most important subdivision of Australian agriculture,
behind beef and horticulture (Chart V. 1). Wheat alone accounted for close to 10 per cent of gross
farm production. Wheat is grown on large and efficient farms, by world standards, with an average
size of 1,200 hectares. As on many other basic farm products, there are no tariffs or quantitative
restrictions on imports of grains into Australia. Effective rates of assistance are relatively low, with
a high of 11 per cent for wheat in 1990-91, mainly as a result of drought-related assistance.

266Given the relatively low share of transport in total costs, trade in milk powder is deemed particular sensitive
to interregional price disparities.

267Australian Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Council, Press Release, 16 September 1992.
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399. In competition with highly subsidized exports, particularly from the EC and United States,
Australia's wheat exports have been on a declining trend since the mid-1980s.268In 1991-92, with
weather-related harvest shortfalls playing a rôle, wheat exports by Australia were at a low of 8.2 million
tonnes (Chart V.4).

Chart V.4
Wheat exports by Australia, Canada, the European Communities
and the United States, 1984-92
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Source: Australian Bureau ofAgricultural and Resourer Economics (1993).

400. The Australian Wheat Board (AWB) has a statutory monopoly on Australia's exports ofwheat.
The 'single desk arrangement' is considered by the authorities as "the most effective mechanism for
countering the aggressive use of subsidies by both the European Community and the United States
in the absence of a conclusion to the Uruguay Round".269 The arrangement is subject to review in
the light of the outcome of the Round. By contrast, farmers may sell wheat for domestic consumption
either directly to users, to traders or to the Board.

401. Since 1990, the AWB has been empowered to acquire wheat and to store, handle and transport
grain, for the purpose of external and inter-state trade, without being restricted by any state legislation.
In addition, all States, except Tasmania, which produces virtually no wheat, have enacted complementary
legislation enabling the AWB to perform its functions in their territory. In Queensland, grower owned
co-operatives were established in 1990 to assume the statutory marketing and grain handling functions
previously vested in marketing boards. The relevant legislation is subject to review between 1994
and 1996.

²The EC export restitutions for cereals reached ECU 3.73 billion in 1991, up from ECU 1.71 billion in
1986. See GATT (1993a).

269Statement by the Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, 8 October 1992.
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402. AWB pools stand ready to purchase all wheat offered, provided the wheat meets minimum
quality standards. The Board finances advances to farmers upon delivery, backed by government
guarantees for necessary AWB borrowings. The guarantees currently cover up to 85 per cent of the
estimated net returns from sales, down from 90 per cent in 1989-90. Under the new arrangements,
introduced in July 1989 for the 1989-90 and subsequent crops, the Australian Government's guarantee
has not been called upon; the only payment to date, some $A 200 million under the pre-1989
arrangements, was for the 1986-87 crop.270 The pools for a specific harvest may be closed whenever
the AWB considers continuation will not significantly change returns, which is normally about three
years after the delivery season. The AWB then determines actual net returns, deducting all operating
chests, and makes a final payment to growers.

403. The Wheat Board's own commercial operations are based on a separate Wheat Industry Fund,
established in 1989. The Fund is financed by a grower levy, currently set at 2 per cent of the farmgate
value of wheat sold, and is guaranteed by the Australian Government until 1994.271 Recent regulatory
changes are designed to enable the AWB to move upward in the processing chain and, with the backing
of the Fund, establish a subsidiary to diversify into value adding activities. The Industry Fund is due
to expand further with a view to providing the AWB with an independent capital base of some
$A 450 million by mid-1999. Against this background, the Australian Government intends to revoke
its guarantee for the Board's borrowings.

404. To help drought-affected growers plant grains, oilseeds, grain legumes and sugar cane, the
Government introduced a $A 2.9 million subsidy scheme for the 1992 winter and summer crops, the
Crop Planting Scheme. It covered 75 per cent of the interest rates on commercial loans to farmers
who, although considered as having viable farms in the long-run, were financially unable to plant a
crop. In addition, the Government made a single payment of $A 31 million to wheat farmers, to
compensate them for losses due to the sanctions against Iraq.

(b) Horticulture (Table AV.2)

405. Australia's horticultural industry is heterogenous, with a product spectrum ranging from apples
and grapes to citrus fruit, bananas and potatoes.272 Support varies widely within the industry, with
effective rates of assistance ranging from zero and less for apples, pears and vegetables up to 80 per cent
for dried vine fruit (Table V.2). The bulk of horticultural production is from relatively small family
farms; in 1989-90, 50 per cent of the establishments surveyed by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural
and Resource Economics covered less than 10 hectares.273

406. Much of Australia's horticultural production is destined for domestic markets. Export
propensities are in the order of 10 per cent for apple and pears and 30 per cent for onions, but exceed
75 per cent for canned pears and sultanas.274 High tariffs and tariffescalation impede access for certain

270See GATT document L/7162/Add.5, 15 April 1993.

271An additional levy of 1 per cent is raised for research and development activities, by the Grains Research
and Development Corporation.

272Tobacco is treated separately in Chapter V(2)(iii)(d) below.

273Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (1992c).

274Industry Commission (1993).
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horticultural exports to markets abroad, including the EC, with import tariffs of 10 per cent on fresh
fruit and 20 per cent on processed fruit; Japan, withtariffs ontheseproducts of 11.5 and 22.3 per cent,
respectively; and the Republic ofKorea, with import duties on the same items at 45.7 and 44.4 per cent,
respectively.275 In addition, plant quarantine regulations have reportedly proved a major barrier to
many markets; expert discussions are the principal means of seeking redress.276

407. However, trading partners may be facing similar access problems to the Australian market,
due to quarantine restrictions on fresh fruit and vegetables, and an element of tariff escalation. According
to the authorities, the bans are intended to prevent the spread of plant pests and diseases not currently
found in Australia, for example fireblight (Table IV.3). Estimates by the OECD point to a significant
protective effect on the apple industry.277The Industry Commission, in turn, has estimated that the
effective rate of assistance for horticultural products, as a whole, was in the order of 7 per cent in
1991-92. By contrast, effective rates of assistance on processed fruits and vegetables were in the order
of 14 per cent, suggesting that assistance inherent in border protection and other measures rests with
processors (Table AV.3).

408. Virtually all imports of fresh horticultural products enter Australia duty-free.278 By contrast,
most dried fruit categories, jams and preserved vegetables bear tariffs of 9 per cent and rates on fruit
juices generally range between 9 and 12 per cent, with some categories subject to alternate duties.
However, in the context of the general tariff reduction programme (Chapter IV(2)(i)(a)), all tariffs
in the sector are due to come down to 5 per cent by 1 July 1996 or, in the case of tomato products
and dried potatoes, by 1 January 1998.279 Tariff preferences accorded to developing countries on
Australia's imports of vegetable and fruit preparations, including fruit juice and dried fruit, are being
phased down in parallel with the general tariff reduction programme.

409. Of the 11 countervailing measures maintained by Australia at end-June 1993, six applied to
processed fruit and vegetables. They affected imports from France (glacé cherries), Greece (canned
peaches), Italy (glacé cherries), Spain (canned peaches and canned tomatoes) and Thailand (canned
tomatoes). In addition, anti-dumping duties were in place on canned peaches from China and Greece,
canned pears and canned tomatoes from China, and glacé cherries from France and Italy. A recent
amendment to Australia's anti-dumping and countervailing legislation modified the definition of
agricultural industries. Its application to imports of glacé cherries from France and Italy was referred
to a GATT Panel in late 1992 (Annex IV. 1(d)).

275Unweighted tariff averages; see GATT (1992a, 1992b and 1993a).

276For example, the following import bans for plant quarantine reasons have been identified by the Australian
authorities in the context of this report: United States: blueberries; berries (other); table grapes; stonefruit;
tropical fruit; citrus and nasha (certain production areas only); Japan: table grapes; kiwifruit; apples; mangoes;
stonefruit; mandarins; melons and squash (certain production areas only); Canada: apples (untreated); tropical
fruits; strawberries; New Zealand: Pineapples, eggplants; lychee; persimmons; figs; plantain; bananas;
starfruit; strawberries; avocados; the Philippines: potential host plants for fruit flies; China: all fresh fruits
and vegetables; Republic of Korea: all fresh fruits and vegetables; Thailand: citrus.

277Some 70 per cent of the PSEs in the industry, estimated at between 11 and 39 per cent in the second half
of the 1980s, were attributed to phytosanitary controls (OECD, 1991).

278Almonds are currently dutiable at 9 per cent and fresh grapes at 12 per cent.

279Imports of tomato products are currently dutiable at 15 per cent.
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410. Apart from tariff protection, infrastructural support and trade promotion (Chapter IV(3)(ii)),
fruit and vegetable producers benefit from a local content scheme for juice. Beverages containing
25 per cent or more juice of Australian, New Zealand or Papua-New Guinea origin bear a sales tax
of 11 per cent, rather than the general rate of 21 per cent. The scheme remains in place, contrary
to earlier indications that it would be eliminated by 1 July 1991. According to the authorities, removal
on schedule, coinciding with a significant market downturn, would have had serious adverse consequences
for many of Australia's 4,000 fruit growers, mainly small entities in a few regions.

411. A study by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE) points
to longer-term structural problems in the Australian citrus industry, attributable mainly to the use of
low-yield varieties. It is estimated that Australian producers need between 25 and 40 per cent more
fresh oranges to obtain the same amount ofjuice concentrate as their US. counterparts.280 According
to ABARE, one possible reason for this difference is the limited access Australian growers had in the
past to new citrus varieties, due to a quarantine ban until 1986 on imported budwood.

412. The Commonwealth Government in recent years has abolished most of its direct price controls
in the horticultural sector.281An export underwriting scheme for apples, guaranteeing minimum ex-port
prices, was discontinued at end- 1990. State-based statutory marketing arrangements apply to potatoes
in Western Australia and wine grapes in New South Wales.

413. The Western Australian Potato Marketing Authority (WPA) operates a delivery system based
on licensing requirements for growers and the cultivated area. The Authority also determines wholesale
prices, administers a price pooling arrangement, and registers distributors in the sector. Some 80 per cent
of potatoes marketed through theWPA remain in Western Australia, with "excess" production shipped
to other States or abroad.282Strict State hygiene regulations may have contributed to barring import
competition and, thus, increasing the WPA's marketing powers (Chapter IV(2)(v)).

414. Until October 1992, the Australian Dried Fruit Association issued price recommendations for
dried fruit suppliers and operated a price equalization scheme. Under the scheme, growers connected
to an exporter who predominantly supplied lower priced markets, received the same prices, for the
same varieties, as all other producers. Entry into the industry was effectively limited through state-
licensing requirements for packing sheds. The income transfer, through higher home market prices,
was estimated by the Industry Commission to have been $A 21 million in 1991-92; the effective rate
of assistance was 80 per cent.

415. Important fruit producing sectors, including apples, pears and citrus, are represented by the
Australian Horticultural Corporation (AHC). The Corporation is entrusted with strategic planning
activities, quality certification, export promotion and marketing activities. The Australian Horticultural
Corporation Act 1987 also allows the Commonwealth to empower the AHC to exercise export controls

280More than half of the Australian citrus production is used for fruit juice (ABARE, 1992d).

281Industry Commission (1993).

282Industry Commission (1993).
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on prices and/or destinations or, with government authority, to act as an exporter.283 Exporters of
apples, pears, nashi, citrus, honey and dried vine fruits must be licensed by the Corporation.

416. In May 1993, the Australian Government announced the establishment of a Horticultural Task
Force to develop an export growth strategy for the sector and to address recommendations made in
a recent report by the Industry Commission. The Commission had recommended, inter alia: removal
of the AHC's trading powers;284 confining export licensing to cases where it is needed to meet
requirements imposed by importing countries or helps extract premiums available from market powers
in foreign markets; and removing the differential sales tax on fruit and vegetable juices.285

(c) Sugar (Table AV.2)

417. Since the early 1920s, Australia has been a net sugar exporter. At present, it holds a share
of some 10 per cent in world sugar trade, ranking third behind Cuba, which accounts for one-quarter,
and the EC. Of the 28 raw sugar mills in Australia, 25 are located in Queensland. About 95 per cent
of Australia's total raw sugar output is handled by the Queensland Sugar Corporation, which has an
exclusive buyer status in the State and controls all exports.286

418. Sugar destined for domestic consumption is sold at a duty paid "import parity price", roughly
equivalent to the c.i.f. world market price plus the specific import tariff of $A 55 per tonne, net of
the preferential margin for developing countries (5 per cent). The specific tariff is estimated to equal
an ad valorem tariff of 15 to 20 per cent on the basis of 1992 world prices. In the absence of statutory
marketing arrangements, tariff protection would prove ineffective; competition among domestic
producers would push internal prices down towards the export parity level. Estimates provided by
the Industry Commission put the implicit income transfers towards cane producers at $A 39 million
in 1991-92. In order to compensate Australian processors exporting products containing sugar for
the effects of the pricing policy, the Sugar Corporation offers rebates on raw sugar sold to two refineries.
These may subsequently offer rebates to their customers. In 1991-92, the rebates totalled
$A 1.6 million.287

419. Despitecertain liberalizationmeasures introducedin 1991, thedomesticregulatory environment
in the sugar sector has remained tight, particularly when compared with that for wheat, for example.
Queensland operates a land assignment mechanism, determining the area on which the individual farmers

283The AHC considers itself a "non-trading" statutory marketing authority. According to the Corporation,
the export trading power in its legislation provides an effective basis for achieving sustainable export competitiveness
in the current international environment. (Australian Horticultural Corporation, Annual Report 1991-92.)

284These powers have not yet been used.

285Industry Commission (1993).

286According to Industry Commission (1991b), the origins of Queensland's (and Australia's) sugar policy
date to the turn of the century. In 1902, the Commonwealth imposed an excise tax on imported and domestically
produced sugar, with the revenue mainly used to subsidize sugar grown and harvested by european labour in
Queensland, which, following Queensland's accession to the Federation, had replaced the lower-paid Melanesian
workforce. In the 1920s, Queensland and the Commonwealth agreed to prohibit the importation of sugar and,
in the context of a prototype marketing arrangement, to maintain the domestic price level in general above export
prices ("home consumption price scheme"). The import prohibition was lifted in 1989.

287Industry Commission (1992d).
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are allowed to plant sugar, and a system of delivery channels between the growers and their designated
mills. Cane growing on unassigned land attracts price reductions. In addition, therearepricedifferences
between deliveries to a basic pool ("pool 1"), the relevant volumes are specified for each farm, and
any excess quantifies.

420. Since 1972, the assigned area for sugar planting in Queensland has been extended by 19 per cent,
to a total of 333,000 hectares in 1992. As a rule, the increases were allotted to the established producers
on a pro-rata basis. With the 1991 regulatory changes, limited quota sales between farms and mill
areas were permitted. However, given the perishability of cane sugar and the impact of transport costs,
many mills have effective regional monopolies. Common decision-making boards of growers and
processors, with statutory functions, are designed to counterbalance their market power.288

421. The Industry Commission considers the regulatory environment for sugar as the major factor
impairing efficiency of the sector, outweighing any detrimental effects ensuing from assistance policies
abroad, including in the EC, Japan and the United States; moreover, the latter are beyond Australian
policy control. According to the Commission, the impact of oversupplies on world markets is partly
offset by the export restrictions imposed by Brazil in support of its domestic methanol production.289

422. Australian sugar growers are among the most efficient in the world, producing at much lower
prices than competitors in other developed countries. In 1992, Australian producer prices were less
than one-third of those in the EC (Chart V.2); effective rate of assistance for the sector are estimated
at 21 per cent in 1991-92.

423. In February 1993, the Commonwealth Government announced a package of regulatory
modifications, taking into account the recommendations of the Industry Commission and a Sugar Industry
Task Force, and agreed by the Queensland State Government and the industry.290 Australia's future
sugar régime is scheduled to rest on the following elements:

- retention of the current specific import tariff of $A 55 per tonne until 30 June 1997,
with a review to commence in 1995-96;291

- further relaxation of the land assignment system, based on agreed expansion plans
between growers and millers for each mill area;

288Local awards, negotiated between grower and miller representatives, regulate all issues conceming harvesting,
delivery of cane to the mills, transport, payment, handling and crushing by the mills (Industry Commission, 1992d).

289Industry Commission (1992d) and GATT (1992,1993a and 1994). Australia's complaint about the
United States import quotas on sugar was upheld by a GATT Panel in 1989. The United States subsequently
introduced a tariff quota system.

290The package takes into account proposals developed by the Industry Commission. Subject to certain
transitional arrangements, the Commission had proposed: no longer vesting raw sugar in the Queensland Sugar
Corporation; terminating the land assignment systemby 1995; privatizing thebulksugarterminals inQueensland
(there are at present seven such terminals to store and load raw sugar for transport to domestic refineries and
abroad); and abandoning the specific duties on imports of raw and refined sugar.

291The decision to retain the current level of tariff protection was taken "in recognition of the corrupt state
of the world market and the destabilizing practices of (Australia's) sugar competitors" (Minister for Primary
Industries and Energy, Media Release, 2 February 1993).
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- phased reductions of the price differentials between the pools, with a review of the
price arrangements in 1996;

continuation of the state-trading monopoly in the sector, to be reviewed in the context
of a general review of Queensland's Sugar Industry Act in 1996;

- privatization ofthe bulk terminals, subject to further consultations concerning the future
management mechanism; and

- Government funding of $A 40 million over four years for infrastructure projects.

424. Imports of cane and beet sugar from developing countries, Papua New Guinea and the Fiji
Islands qualify for preferential access under the Australian System of Tariff Preferences
(Chapter II(4)(i)(b)). These preferences are, however, expected to be phased out subsequent to the
1995-96 review of the sugar tariff (Chapter IV(2)(i)(a)). The preferential margins on certain other
categories covered by the general tariff reductions, including lactose, glucose and fructose syrup are
being reduced. Canadian deliveries of maple sugar and syrup enjoy duty-free entry under the Canada-
Australia Trade Agreement (CANATA) (Chapter 11(4)(i)(b)), while all other supplies, including from
developing countries, remain subject to a 5 per cent tariff.

(d) Tobacco (Table AV.2)

425. Tobacco accounts for less than 0.5 per cent of Australian agricultural production and is one
of the few farm sectors to run a trade deficit. In 1991-92, Australia imported raw tobacco worth
$A 69.5 million, with the United States shipping two-fifths of that total; Australian tobacco exports
were in the order of $A 3.5 million. Also in 1991-92, imports of manufactured tobacco were valued
at $A 41.2 million; exports were at $A 15.1 million.

426. Support for the sector is provided under the Tobacco Industry Stabilization Plan, a voluntary
agreement between growers in the three tobacco-producing States, New South Wales, Queensland and
Victoria, the three domestic manufacturers, the Governments ofthe three States and the Commonwealth.
The Industry Plan relies almost exclusively on consumer transfers, based on administrated prices for
tobacco leaf. The prices are underpinned by marketing quotas for domestically-produced tobacco leaves
and a Local Leaf Content Scheme. Both prices and quotas are determined by the Commonwealth
Minister for Primary Industries and Energy, in consultation with his counterparts in the tobacco-producing
States, on the recommendation of he Australian Tobacco Marketing Advisory Committee.

427. The Local Leaf Content Scheme provides, under Customs by-laws, a concessional tariff rate
on imported leaf contingent on the manufacturer sourcing at least 50 per cent of the leaf requirements
domestically. The current domestic content is 57 per cent.

428. The national production quota is divided into sub-quotas for Queensland, accounting for close
to 60 per cent of the total crop, Victoria and New South Wales. Under the current régime, Quota
Committees are entrusted with allocating quota shares among individual growers. State boards acquire
quota production and sell it on behalf of the growers. The proceeds, net of Board charges and a
Commonwealth levy, are paid to the growers. The Commonwealth levy is used to finance tobacco
research and development activities and the operations of the Australian Tobacco Marketing Advisory
Committee.
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429. From 1987 to 1992, the national quota remained fairly constant at about 13.5 million kg. (green
weight), as compared with tobacco imports of some 11.3 million kg. (dry weight, including manufactured
tobacco). The 1993 quota was set at 12.5 million kg. and the recommended quota for 1994 is
8.1 million kg.

430. Leaf from production under the quota is distributed among the three Australian manufacturers
at a determined price, averaging $A 6.13 per kilogram in 1991. A relatively moderate pricing policy,
with domestic prices trailing behind import prices, has led to decreasing levels of support in recent
years. The effective rate of assistance (ERA) has declined from over 100 per cent in 1988-89 to
40 per cent in 1991-92. The ERA for tobacco products inthesame year was some 7 per cent, indicating
that the preponderance of support remained with the growers.

431. Australia operates alternate duties on imports of raw tobacco and specific duties on tobacco
products. Virtually all leaf imports for use in cigarettes and other tobacco products enter under the
concessional rates of, respectively, $A 0.47 and $A 0.33 per kilogram; the former corresponds to
an ad valorem rate of some 6 per cent. M.f.n. imports of manufactured products are dutiable at
$A 61.48 per kilogram of cigars and $A 60.11 per kilogram of cigarettes, including an excise tax of
$A 57.67. Imports from New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Fiji are subject only to the excise
component of the duty. Under the Australian System of Tariff Preferences for Developing Countries
(ASTP) imports of these tobacco products bear the m.f.n. rates less 5 per cent, but not less than $A 57.67
per kilogram.

432. The Tobacco Industry Stabilization Plan, which was originally due to expire in September 1993,
has recently been prolonged for two additional years and now operates in parallel with the Local Leaf
Content Scheme. The relevant tariff levels to apply after 30 September 1985 are currently subject
to an Industry Commission enquiry.

(iv) Forestry and wood products

433. Some 43 million hectares, slightly more than 5 per cent of Australia's total land area, are covered
by native forests. Their importance varies widely among the States, from a share of 1.1 per cent in
Western Australia to 43 per cent in Tasmania. Some 70 per cent of the forests are managed by state
agencies. The agencies are in general exempt from local, state and Commonwealth taxes and charges.
About 75,000 Australiàns are employed in forest industries, including planting and managing forests,
and cutting and milling operations.

434. While there are significant differences among the States, observers have taken the view that
market mechanisms are not normally used for allocating logs among buyers.292 Royalties are charged
for the wood itself, but quota allocations are free.293 The ensuing inefficiencies, amplified by subsidies
for alternative land uses, such as dairying, may have impeded the development of commercial forest
plantations, which currently cover about 1 million hectares.

435. Australia has a trade deficit in the forestry and wood products sector. Although in 1991-92
Australia recorded net exports of $A 418 million in woodchips, there were net imports of $A 386 million

292Rose and Bhati (1990), and Bhati et al. (1991).

293The quotas cover periods of 5 years for sawlogs and up to 10 years and above for pulplogs.
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in roundwood and sawnwood, $A 227 million in processed wood other than sawnwood, and
$A 1.30 billion in woodpulp and pulp products.294

436. Exports ofwoodchips and certain types ofunprocessed wood must be approved by the Minister
for Resources. According to the authorities, the export controls, via licensing requirements, are designed
to ensure that environmental values are protected, that prices are consistent with prevailing world market
conditions and that unprocessed wood is not exported if value adding activities can be carried out in
Australia (Box V.2).29 In the context of the approval process, the Minister may request information
on the existence of a local market potential, environmental aspects, and the terms of the export
agreement. The export controls, based on the constitutional external affairs power (Chapter II(2)(i)),
allow for some Commonwealth involvement in environmental issues, despite the lack ofgenuine federal
competence.296

Box V.2: Export restriction to encourage domestic processing and/or protect the environment

Restrictions on export of raw materials have been taken by an increasing number of countries with a view to protecting their
domestic resource base and promoting production, employment and exports in the processing sector. The measures tend to increase-
the availability of the raw product on the home market and, thus, to push the domestic price below the free-trade level. The effect
is tantamount to granting an input subsidy to the processor, with the direct costs, however, not borne by taxpayers but by the
producer of the input. The economy-wide distortions resulting from the shift of production factors (labour, capital) towards the
projected activities, are, nevertheless, comparable to other forms of government intervention in the market mechanism. Similarly,
there are potentially adverse affects for trading partners, who could face a shortage of raw material supplies and, at the same time,
stiffer competition for the processed product.

Prom an environmental perspective, it is difficult to see how lower home-market prices and increased domestic use of a resource, at
the expense of exports, could produce positive net results. If environmental considerations call for more prudent resource
exploitation, this should normally be independent of the place of processing. Artificially low prices could even encourage domestic
producers and processors to adopt more wasteful techniques and spend less on resource conservation than they would do in an
undistorted environment.

Non-discriminatory restrictions on the production of the input concerned, whether destined for exportation or domestic processing,
would prove more effective on both environmental and economic grounds. Such restrictions could, for example, take the form of
production quotas, with quota shares made subject to competitive bidding, or of a production or sales tax.

437. In the context of a National Forestry Policy Statement, agreed with the States, the Commonwealth
Government recently announced its intention to abolish export controls on unprocessed plantation wood,
subject to the application of codes of practice to protect the environment. The Statement confirmed

294Processed wood other than sawnwood includes plywood, veneer, particleboard, manufactured articles (except
furniture) and cork manufactures; woodpulp and pulp products comprise hardboard, softboard, pulp and waste
paper, paper and paperboard and paper manufactures, including boxes, bags and letter trays (Australian Bureau
of Agricultural and Resource Economics, 1993a).

295The authorities have stressed that the three criteria - environmental, price and domestic processing - need
to be satisfied in all cases, and that no trade-off exists between environmental protection and domestic processing
in the exercise of the Commonwealth's responsibilities.

296The Commonwealth policy on export controls in the sector was most recently spelled out in the second
reading speech of the Forest Conservation and Development Bill 1992: "The Commonwealth will offer a longer
term export licence up to the year 2000 and thereafter on a case-by-case basis, on the understanding that if the
woodchips are required for domestic use then, subject to market consideration, they should be directed to that
end. This should not detract from the Commonwealth's firm desire to achieve maximum domestic processing
of woodchips by the year 2000 or soon thereafter."
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the continuation of controls on unprocessed wood and on woodchips drawn from native forests, but
indicated, that export approvals for more than the current annual renewal period might be considered
in certain circumstances. In agreeing to the Statement, the States undertook to apply market-based
price and allocation mechanisms;297 provide for clearly-defined harvesting rights, which, as a rule,
should be transferable; and use competitive bidding "for appropriate amounts" to enable newcomers
to enter the industry.

438. Tariffs on wood and wood articles are low for raw materials, but escalate by processing stage.
For example, while imports of most raw wood categories enter duty-free and wood chips do so at
5 per cent, imports of sawn or chipped wood, parquet panels and windows attract an m.f.n. tariff rate
of 9 per cent. In 1992-93, effective rates of assistance in the sector varied between less than zero for
woodchips and 25 per cent for veneers and wood boards (Table AV.3) The difference in assistance
is due to be reduced through the tariff reduction process.

(y) Fisheries

439. In 1991-92, Australian ships landed catch worth $A 1.3 billion. The catch was largely destined
for markets abroad, with exports worth $A 976.4 million compared with imports of $A 508.5 million
in that year. Australian fish is shipped mainly to Asian countries, in particular Japan, with an export
share of 55 per cent, Chinese Taipei (15 per cent), and the United States. Crustaceans and molluscs
account for nearly three-quarters of total exports (Chart V.5).

440. While most Australian fish exports face relatively low tariffs in their traditional markets
(Table V.3), they are subject to various non-tariffbarriers, including quotas and health-related controls
and restrictions. For example, Japan imposes quota restrictions on sardines, mackerel, cod, pollock,
herring scallops and squid; and the Republic of Korea operates non-automatic licensing on a variety
of fish imports.298

441. Australian fish imports and exports are, in turn, subject to prohibitions and restrictions under
the Wildlife Protection Act and Customs Regulations. All imports must be inspected at the point of
entry to ensure compliance with the Food Standards Code.299The landing by foreign vessels of fish
caught outside the Australian 200-mile fishing zone, not previously landed abroad, may proceed only
with specific approval from the Minister. There have been no approvals in recent years. Quarantine
requirements on imports of live aquatic animals and products are currently under review.

442. Almost all fish imports, whether fresh, frozen, prepared or preserved, may enter Australia
under zero duties. An m.f.n. rate of 9 per cent on canned tuna is due to come down to 5 per cent
under the general tariff reduction programme, with developing country preferences to be pleased out
in parallel.

297rices should in principle cover all management costs, allow for a fair return on capital and an adequate
return to the community.

298In 1991, Korea imposed licensing requirements on 40 per cent of all 10-digit Harmonized System tariff
items in the sector; this share is to be reduced to 13 per cent by 1994 (GATT, 1992a and 1992b).

299Since its initial Trade Policy Review, Australia has lifted an import ban on uncooked salmonoid meat,
imports of which may now enter subject to adequate assurances against the introduction of exotic fish diseases.
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Chart V.5
Seafood exports, 1984-92
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Table V.3
Tariffs on seafood applied by selected trading partners, 1990-92
(Per cent)

Prawns Rock lobster Canned ablone Fish (fresh) Fish* (prepared)

Hong Kong 0 0 0 0 0
Singapore 0 ° ° ° °
United States 0 0 0 0.8 7.3
Japan 3 3 15 5.8 9.8
European Communities 18 25 20 11.1 20.1
Korea, Republic of 20 20 20-30 13.8 20.0
Chinese Taipeib 25 50 10 ... ...

. . Not available.
a Simple average of tariff rates.
b Ad valorem equivalents.

Source: GATT Tariff Study and Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (1993c).

443. Depending on the fisheries involved, fishing grounds from 3 to 200 miles offshore are managed
either solely by the Commonwealth, jointly by the Commonwealth and the States, or solely by the
States. The Australian Fisheries Management Authority manages fisheries for the Commonwealth.
About a quarter of Australian production is caught within the 3 to 200-mile zone. The States have
exclusive management responsibility for all other areas, including inland waters. Distribution systems
vary among the States. South Australia, West Australia, Tasmania and Victoria are reported to operate
open, market-based regimes, while New South Wales relies on statutory marketing arrangements.

444.. Foreign vessels are allowed to fish within Australian waters on the basis of bilateral or
multilateral fisheries agreements, and if this generates benefits "over and above those obtainable from
using domestic fishing services". The benefits are as a rule measured in terms of the employment
effects in the sector; authorizations have, thus, generally been confined to underutilized and exploratory
fishing. Japanese crew and vessels may, however, catch Australia's fishing quota of bluefin tuna inside
Australian waters.300

(3) Mining (Table AV. 1)

(i) Overview

445. Australia is one of the world's leading producers and exporters ofcoal, gold, iron ore, alumina,
aluminium, zinc, lead and mineral sands.301 Overall, these minerals account for about half of merchandise

300The exploitation of southern bluefin tuna is governed by a trilateral agreement between Australia, Japan
and New Zealand, under which shares of a global quota are allocated among the three participants. An additional
bilateral agreement with Australia allows Japanese vessels access to the Australian zone to catch part of Japan's
global quota. In return, Japan pays an access fee. In addition, under a joint venture with the Australian tuna
industry, Japanese vessels and crew harvest part of the Australian quota. In the 1992, 2,070 tonnes were caught
by Japanese vessels under this arrangement (Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics, 1993b)

30In 1992, Australia is estimated to have 11 per cent of the world's known reserves of bauxite, 13 per cent
of lead, 10 per cent of zinc, 12 per cent of iron ore, 20 per cent of tin and 2 per cent of copper.
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exports. The impact of sluggish world demand for ferrous and non-ferrous metals on Australia's export
proceeds has been dampened by the weakening of the Australian dollar since mid-1991.

446. Australia exports mineral products mainly as raw materials and products in their early processing
stages, i.e. iron ore, pig iron and ferroalloys (Charts V.6 and V.7). As a possible explanation, Australian
observers have pointed to relatively high domestic wage and energy costs and, especially, to the effects
of trade barriers, including tariff escalation and assistance policies, maintained by trading partners seeking
to promote their own processing activities.302

447. Japan is Australia's largest foreign market for ores and coal (Chart V.8). The recent decline
in Japanese steel production, affected by recession, has depressed export prices and demand in both
sectors.

448. The average tariff on mining imports into Australia is 1.1 per cent, with a standard deviation
of 3.2 per cent. Export controls are in effect on certain ores and quarrying products. ERA estimates
by the Industry Commission are negative for mining as a whole as well for each sub-category. This
reflects the absence of significant external protection for mining products while imported inputs, in
particular machinery, are subject to significant tariffs. However, tariff concessions and, in particular,
the general tariff reduction programme has reduced the discrimination against the sector over time,
with effective rates of assistance rising from -3.5 per cent to -1. 1 per cent between 1983-84 and mid-
1991.303 In this context, excise rebates on fuel under the Diesel Fuel Rebate Scheme
(Chapter IV(4)(ii)(b)) have not been counted by the Commission as assistance.304

449. The GATT Secretariat is not aware of any significant support schemes for mineral processing
activities. According to the authorities, recent initiatives have focused on removing impediments to
industrial expansion, for example, through cutting administrative red tape, improving depreciation
allowances, and disseminating new technologies.305

302Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (1992b).

303Since June 189, imports of mining equipment not produced domestically qualify for a zero-duty tariff
concession. The ERA estimates include the measures announced in the Government's March 1991 Industry
Statement. They do not, however, cover the effects of regulatory régimes and procedures specific to the mining
sector, for example, restrictions on exploration and exploitation, and controls on foreign participation. (Industry
Commission, 1992a.)

304The rebates are considered to have the effect of removing an industry-specific penalty on inputs (Plunkett
et aI., 1992).

305For example, the Government has provided $A 20 million. on a cost recovery basis, for research by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) into magnesium technologies.
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Chart V.6
Structure of mining production, 1990-91a
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Chart V.8
Australian commodity exports to Japan, 1992
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(ii) Regulatory issues

450. Despite its strong economic performance, Australia's mining sector appears to offer considerable
scope for efficiency-enhancing reforms. A report by the Industry Commission, published in early 1991,
was highly critical of "uncoordinated, inconsistent, and sometimes outdated confusion of regulation"
at different policy levels. The report called for regulatory changes in order to rationalize the allocation
of exploration and mining rights, help solve land-use conflicts, provide an economically sensible yardstick
for resource-use decisions and curb excessive regulation of coal mining operations.306As a result,
non-security related export restrictions have been abolished and investment controls in sectors other
than uranium have been eased.

451. In February 1992, export controls on mineral sands, including titanium, zirconium and rare
earths were converted from annual approvals to once-only volume approvals and all controls on iron
ore were removed. Remaining measures, enumerated in Chapter IV(3)(ix), are intended to ensure
adequate pricing and prevent tax evasion, or to allow for environmental monitoring. Since the
Commonwealth has no overriding constitutional power in the fields of environmental and heritage
protection, trade measures may be considered, and used, as substitutes for environmental measures
(Chapter V(2)(iv) and Box V.2). However, there appear to be very few such cases.

452. Also inFebruary 1992, Australia aligned its foreign investment regulations in the mining sector,
except uranium, to those governing the oil, gas and mineral processing industries. The threshold above

306 Industry Commission (1991d).
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which foreign investment in the sector must be examined by the Government has been raised to
$A 50 million in new and existing nines, compared to previous levels of$A 5 million in existing mine
and $A 10 million in new mines.

453. Australia's mines appear to suffer from cost disadvantages in energy generation and distribution,
shipping and rail haulage.- For example, while the Queensland and New South Wales railways are
reported to have recently improved their operating efficiency, their coal freight rates have remained
significantly above those charged by low-cost U.S. lines. The difference was found to be particularly
pronounced, up to a factor of three and more, in short-haul transport. According to the Bureau of
Industry Economics, transport cost, representing up to 30 per cent of the f.o.b. cost of producing coal,
is often a major determinant in the viability of operations.308

(iii) Energy products

454. With large domestic coal, gas and uranium reserves, Australia is one ofthe few OECD members
that has a significant trade surplus in energy products. Crude petroleum is the only energy item of
which Australia is a net importer. Tariffs on petroleum and coal imports escalate from zero on simply
processed products to 10 per cent on final products (Table AIV. 1).

455. Recent reports by the International Energy Agency (TEA) compliment Australia for its liberal
energy policy, with a significant impact on the structure and efficiency of the sector.309 Changes since
the initial Australian Trade Policy Review include deregulation of the liquified petroleum gas (LPG)
industry and abolition of an export tax on coal. Australia's end-use energy prices are in general
determined by supply and demand; LPG, gasoline and diesel are subject to price surveillance
(Chapter IV(4)(i)(b)).

(a) Coal

456. Australia's hard coal mines, located mainly in Queensland and New South Wales, are among
the most efficient in the world.310 Coal is Australia's single most important commodity export, with
coal exports in 1992 of 128 million tonnes out of a total production of some 178 million tonnes. The
main export destinations were Japan (Chart V.8) and other Asian countries.

307Industry Commission (1991d).

308Bureau of Industry Economics (1992a). Available information, though rudimentary, does not confirm
that Australian energy prices for industry are in general above those charged in main competitor countries. For
example, in 1990, average electricity prices of US$0.046 per kWh in Australia compared favourably with US$0.048
in the United States, US$1.126 in Japan, US$0.091 in Germany and US$0.036 in Canada. The OECD average
stood at US$0.070. In 1991, Australian prices for natural gas (per tonne of oil equivalent) averaged U$151.6
as opposed to US$101.04 in the United States, US$424.64 in Japan, US$201.02 in Germany and US$86.73 in
Canada (OECD (1992a)).

309International Energy Agency (1992 and 1993) and GATT (1990). Up to the early 1990s, coal had been
subject to a rigid industry-specific policy, potentially regulating all aspects from mine opening to marketing
(according to Department of Primary Industries and Energy (1992), Coal Industry Policy Statement).

310Apart from a skilled workforce and technologically advanced equipment, the industry's efficiency is attributed
to continual renewal of mine sites, with the closing of older, less profitable operations and the opening of new
mines employing leading edge techniques and equipment (International Energy Agency, 1993).
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457. Like others of its commodity exports, Australia's coal sales abroad are hindered by foreign
support policies. Within the OECD,high levels of assistance for domestic production have been granted,
for example, in Germany, Japan, Spain and the United Kingdom. However, except in Germany, the
general trend has been towards scaling down subsidies and removing access barriers.311 Improving
trading conditions in the sector has been one of Australia's priority issues in the Uruguay Round.

458. The adverse impact of external constraints on industrial development has apparently been
compounded by domestic regulatory distortions, including disparate systems of taxes and administrative
charges by the States and Territories. For example, while Queensland sets mineral royalties at a
comparatively low level, its rail freights, containing a substantial profit component, are almost three
times as high as those in New South Wales.312 The cost effects are tantamount to imposing a special
tax on remote mines.

459. In July 1992, the Commonwealth abolished the export duty of $A 3.50 per tonne on coal
(Chapter IV(3)(v)). Royalties at state level continue, however, to include similar components. Coal
production in Queensland for domestic use is assessed a royalty of $A 0.05 per tonne, equivalent to
about 1 per cent ad valorem; by contrast, coal for export attracts royalties of 4 or 5 per cent of the
free-on-rail value.

460. Significant regulatory changes are planned for the sector. Queensland's draft 1993-94 Budget
provides for the replacement of the present two-tier coal royalty by a uniform 7 per cent ad valorem
rate, and for a stronger commercial orientation of freight rates. The cost effects of these changes are
expected to develop over a period of years.

461. In return for the abolition of the Commonwealth export tax on coal, BHP Coal assumed
commitments relating to new capital investment, enhanced research and development expanded export
capacity, feasibility studies on new projects and additional expenditure on mine site rehabilitation
(Chapter IV(3)(v)).313 For example, the company is committed to contributing an additional
$A 65 million over five years to coal-industry R&D and to boost its coking and thermal coal export
capacity by almost 1 million tonnes per annum.314

462, Given the economic weight of the sector, Australia seeks to encourage coal-specific R&D,
including research on new, more environmentally friendly energy technologies. Recent efforts have
focused on replacing a government-led system ofcoal research, based ona compulsory excise of$A 0.05
per tonne of coal, by a more decentralized system placing more emphasis on company-based projects.
In a Memorandum of Understanding, the Australian Coal Association, the industry's umbrella
organization, assumed certain functions previously performed by the Government. The Memorandum
includes undertakings to maintain collective research funding at the same level as under the levy, which
was reduced to zero in June 1993; ensure that the funds raised by the Association do not substitute
for company-specific spending; collaborate with other research administrative bodies; and to consult
the Minister for Primary Industries and Energy on research strategies and annual research plans.

3"GATT (1992a and 1993a).

312Department of Primary Industries and Energy (1992), Coal Industry Policy Statement.

313Tax proceeds reached some $A 48 million in 1991-92.

314Department of Primary Industrics and Energy (1992), Coal Industry Policy Statement.
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Table V.4
Government taxes and charges on the coal industry, mid-November 1993

Commonwealth Queensland New South Wales
Coal excise

Export duty

Company tax

Fringe benefits tax
Royalty

Super royalty

Rail charges

Port charges

Payroll tax

Others (e.g.: land
tax, front-end
payments, mining
lease rentals,
mines subsidence,
rescue levies)

Suspended on 27.6.93
($A 0.20 for long service leave
and $A 0,05 for R&D)
Abolished on 1.7.92
($A 3.50/tonne on high-quality
coking coal from certain opencast
mines)

39%
48.25% on all non-cash benefits

None

None

None

None

None

None

None None

None None

None
None
Export coal: 7% of free on rail
value; domestically used coal:
$A 0,05/tonne (to be brought to
7% at increments of 1% from
1.1.94); review in 1997.
None

Current contracts vary between
mines; average rail freight in
1991-92: $A 11-84/tonne.
Introduction of commercial
freight rates as existing, contracts
expire in the period to 2000.

Ownership of port facilities
varies. New loaders must be
state-owned and a charge is
levied, Charges of private
facilities are not made public.

5% of gross wages over
$A 700,000
Set by State

None
None
$A 1.70/saleable tonne

$A 0.50/saleable tonne front
certain opencast mines
Vary between mines, average
rail freight in 1991-92:
$A 7.89/tonne

Vary between ports: e.g.
$A 2,85/tonne in Newcastle;
$A 4.35/tonne in Port Kembla;
additional wharfage rate in
Newcastle: $A 0,265/tonne
7% of gross wages over
$A 500,000
Set by State

Source: Coal Branch, Department of Primary Industries and Energy.

(b) Crude oil, condensate and liquefied petroleum gas

463. Australia's production of crude oiland condensate is equivalent to four-fifths of domestic demand.
Australian imports in the sector are mainly of heavy oil while exports tend to be of higher value-added
light oil and oil products. Australia's balance of trade in refined oil products is positive, with exports
of$A 1.33 billion and imports of$A 0.5 billion in 1992; net imports ofcrude oil were $A 919 million
in 1992.

464. Following an enquiry in 1989, the Prices Surveillance Authority established an "intervention"
pricing system for petrol and distillates, which was accepted by the "declared" oil refining companies
(Chapter IV(4)(i)(b)). The system is based on a price indicator reflecting day-to-day movements in
Singapore product prices and the exchange rate of the Australian dollar vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar.
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465. Australia's current production of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) runs at 1.8 million tonnes
per annum, and is declining. From January 1991, prices in the sector were deregulated and export
controls removed. Gas supplies by the dominant operator in Western Australia are subject to price
surveillance (Chapter IV(4)(i)(b)).

(c) Natural gas and liquefied natural gas

466. Production of natural gas and exports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) have been on a rising
trend in recent years, with growth expected to continue. Natural gas production is forecast to reach
some 26.4 billion cubic metres by 1993-94, up from some 22.5 billion cubic metres in 1991-92.315
Domestic sales are poised to benefit in particular from expanding intakes by the minerals processing,
manufacturing and electricity generation industries. Since cover 80 per cent of Australia's known gas
resources are located offshore, far from industry centres, long-term growth prospects of the sector
appear to depend on the development of adequate pipeline infrastructure and/or discovery of reserves
closer to centres.

467. Exports of LNG are forecast at 5.7 million tonnes in 1993-94, up from 4.7 million tonnes in
1991-92. Such exports are subject to price approval, except for new or incremental contracted volumes,
and monitoring by the Commonwealth. This is designed to ensure that the contracted prices are
satisfactory and no transfer pricing occurs.316

468. Under Section 92 of the Commonwealth Constitution, the States and Territories are responsible
for petroleum and gas production onshore, production within the three-mile zone, and intra-state
transmission. Offshore reserves beyond the three-mile limit are jointly administered by the
Commonwealth and the adjacent State. On various occasions in the past, the States appear to have
used their power to safeguard their resources by impeding inter-state trade.317

469. After consultations with the gas industry and the States and Territories, the Commonwealth
Government announced, in December 1991, the following elements of a National Gas Strategy: to
seek the commitment of the States and Territories to remove all barriers to free and fair inter-state
trade in natural gas; administration of the export approval system for LNG as a price approval and
monitoring system, with no approval requirements for new or incremental contracted volumes; the
creation of an effective framework for inter-state gas pipeline development, including addressing
discriminatory pricing, monopoly abuse and third party access through the Trade Practices Commission
and the Prices Surveillance Authority; establishment ofan industry advisory group, within the Australia
and New Zealand Minerals and Energy Council (ANZMEC), for consultations between the industry

315Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (1992a).

316Department of Primary Industries and Energy (1991), A National Strategy for the Natural Gas Industry -
Discussion Paper.

317Department of Primary Industries and Energy (1991), A National Strategy for the Natural Gas Industry -
Discussion Paper. Some States restrict private ownership of pipelines.
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and Governments;318 and institutional reforms of The Pipeline Authority, the government-owned pipeline
operator, to improve its commercial focus.319

470. On 28 October the Commonwealth Government introduced the Interstate Gas Pipelines Bill
into Parliament. It aims to provide a framework for the development of inter-state trade in gas with
a view to encouraging competition in gas supply.

471. All States impose royalties on petroleum production, and some levy sales taxes. Victoria operates
a levy on large gas users. Not all States require their utilities to pay dividends.320

(d) Uranium

472. Australia has not developed nuclear power generation. All uranium production, from only
three mines, is exported.321 Processing and enrichment of Australian uranium takes place abroad.
Exports of concentrate from the Ranger mine in the Alligator Rivers Region are subject to a uranium
export levy; the proceeds are designed to compensate for the special costs of environmental monitoring
and research in the region (Chapter IV(3)(v)).

(4) Developments in Main Manufacturing Industries (Table AV.3)

(i) Basic policy direction

473. Until fairly recently, Australia's manufacturing industries were subject to broad-based protection
through border measures and government support. The instruments of assistance, and their intensity
of use, varied considerably among sectors, as did the rationale for intervention (Chapter V(1)). Overall
support levels have come down significantly in the past decade and are set to drop further. In
March 1993, the average nominal tariff on manufacturing was 11.1 per cent, with a standard deviation
of about 12 per cent; rates ranged from zero to 51 per cent for certain textiles (Table AV. 1).

474. Since the initial Australian Trade Policy Review in December 1989, the average effective rate
of assistance (ERA) for manufacturing has decreased from 15 per cent to 11 per cent. Taking into
account the adjustments announced in the Government's March 1991 Industry Statement, the ERA
for manufacturing is projected to fall to some 5 per cent by the year 2000.

318ANZMEC is the principal forum for discussing energy and mineral policy issues of common interest.

319There is at present one inter-state pipeline, operated by The Pipeline Authority, a Commonwealth statutory
authority. The Authority transports for only one customer, basing its charges on cost-recovery rather than
commercial principles, and does not allow other companies to use its facilities as a common carrier.

320OECD (1992b).

321Australia's "three-mines" policy aims to reconcile differing views within the Labour Party. Prior to taking
office in 1983, the Party departed from its general opposition to uranium mining and opted for continuation of
existing operations (Ranger and Narbalek) and for the development of a third site (Roxby Downs) on the grounds
that uranium was to be mined incidentally to the exploitation of other minerals. A Party review of this approach
in 1991, recommending that the prohibition on new mines be abolished, has not yet translated into a policy change.
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475. Reflecting the special treatment accorded to the motor vehicle, textiles, clothing and footwear
industries under the tariffreduction programme (Chapter IV(2)(i)(a)), disparities inthe levels ofsupport
to manufacturing sectors are to persist, although the absolute level of assistance will fall. For example,
while effective assistance to pullover producers is scheduled to fall from 118 per cent in 1993-94 to
64 per cent in 2000, this will be some 12 times the manufacturing average (compared to eight times
the average at present). Industries outside the textiles, clothing and footwear area (ASIC 23-24;
Table AV.3), scheduled to receive effective assistance at rates of more than 15 per cent in 2000 are
aluminium rolling and extruding; motor vehicles, including instruments, electrical equipment and other
motor vehicle parts; and leather tanning and fur dressing. At present, transport equipment and the
TCF sectoraccount for closeto 20 per centoftotal manufacturing employment in Australia (Chart V.9).

Chart V.9
Structure of manufacturing employment, 1991
Per cent

Food, beverages,
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Textiles, clothing
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8 .1
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printing, publishing

11.4

Transport equipment
8.9

Source: Australian Bureau of Staitistics

476. Chart V. 10 traces the projected decline to the year 2000 in effective assistance to manufacturing,
the TCF sector, and motor vehicles and parts.
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Chart V.10
Effective rates of assistance for manufacturing, 1989-2000
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Source: Industry Commission (sec Table AV.3).

477. The decline in overall assistance is to come mainly from reductions in border protection and,
to a lesser extent, by a scaling down of financial support.322Though by far the most comprehensive
indicator of government support, ERA estimates do not capture all measures that assist individual
industries and, thus, affect sectoral and overall economic performance.323

478. Further, it is worth noting that sectoral policies with a similar degree of restrictiveness, in
effective assistance terms, do not necessarily produce similar trade effects. For example, import tariffs
are more transparent and predictable in their application, ifGATT-bound, and in their protective effects
than local content requirements, restrictive approval procedures or export subsidies.

322The fact that the decline in ERAs over the past for years - four percentage points - is more pronounced
than the reduction in tariffs referred to in Chapter IV(2)(i), results largely from the exclusion ofhigh-tariff items
in TCF industries, subject to tariff quotas in 1989, from the calculations of tariff averages.

323Not covered in ERA estimates are anti-dumping initiatives, subsidization by state and local governments,
and any industry-specific support resulting from standards, restrictive type approvals of the sort for certain
telecommunications equipment, assistance for research and development, provision of infrastructure under favourable
conditions, government-promoted business alliances, such as Partnerships for Development, and exemptions from
competition law.
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(ii) Food products (Table AV. 1, ISIC 31 1)

479. Food processing is one of the least assisted segments within Australia's manufacturing sector.
Import tariffs average 3.3 per cent, with a standard deviation of 5.1 per cent; tariff quotas apply on
certain dairy imports. The effective rate of assistance (ERA) for the sector averages 3 per cent in 1993-
94, as opposed to 11 per cent for manufacturing as a whole (Table AV.3). Assistance for five
subdivisions, milk and cream products, ice cream, cakes, animal food preparations, and beer, is negative,
reflecting significant disparities in nominal protection between the basic activities, including dairying,
and the processing stage. Processors thus find themselves squeezed between import competition in
their product markets and cost pressures resulting from price-related protection for inputs. Since 1992,
concessional tariffs have been offered on imports of certain metal packaging materials and equipment
used in the processing industry.

480. While there is a wide array of government initiatives to promote food processing, the funds
involved appear relatively small. The main focus is on counselling services, trade intelligence, business
and marketing planning. Table AV.4 provides an overview of current initiatives at Commonwealth
and state levels.

481. About one-third of all products or services currently subject to price surveillance in Australia
are in the food category, including beer, biscuits, breakfast cereals, cigarettes, instant coffee and tea
(Chapter IV(4)(i)(b)). Instant coffee from three "declared" companies, Nestié, Cadbury Schweppes
and Unifoods, has been under surveillance since 1985. In an enquiry in 1992, the Prices Surveillance
Authority was of the view that surveillance has worked "to the benefit of consumers, ensuring that
the declared companies have been publicly accountable for their price-setting and have passed on the
full extent of their bean cost savings to prices".324 The Authority recommended continuance of formal
surveillance on Nestlé, which, based on its strong brand image, was considered to have a considerable
advantage over any potential market entrant. This was despite the fact that, according to the Authority,
there was little evidence of cost or regulatory impediments to import competition in an industry that
had worldwide over-capacity.

(iii) Textiles, clothing and footwear (Table AV. 1, ISIC 321-324)

(a) Protection and sectoral performance

482. Australia has long maintained a highly complex and restrictive support system to protect its
textiles, clothing and footwear (TCF) industries.325The Economic Planning Advisory Council regards
this support system as demonstrating some of the pitfalls of an interventionist approach: "Not only
have capital and labour been attracted to, or retained in, fundamentally non-profitable activities, but
the effective consumer tax ofTCF border protection has led to prices and costs being higher than they
otherwise would have been, with an adverse effect on the competitiveness of other industries".326

324Prices Surveillance Authority (1992), Inquiry in Relation to the Supply of Instant Coffee for Retail Sale
by Nestlé Australia PTY Ltd., Unifoods PTY Ltd., and Cadbury Schweppes PTY Ltd., Report No. 40. Nestlé
currently holds a market share of 70 per cent.

325GATT (1990).

326Economic Planning Advisory Council (1991).
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483. Since 1986-87, employment in the TCF sector has declined by 23 per cent, to some 94,000
in 1992-93(8 per cent ofmanufacturing employment).327In relative terms, the decline was particularly
pronounced in the footwear segment where employment fell by over 30 per cent, compared with
23 per cent in clothing and 21 per cent in textiles. Clothing and textiles now account for 59 and
23 per cent, respectively, of TCF employment. Much of the contraction has occurred since 1990,
apparently accelerated by recession.

484. High continued levels of protection, especially for clothing and footwear, have not prevented
import penetration from gradually edging higher over time (Chart V. 11). Penetration rates have,
nevertheless, remained below the manufacturing average and below the levels reached in textiles. The
poor export performance of Australia's clothing and footwear producers, whose exports accounted
for no more than 5 per cent of production in 1991-92, is also indicative of the lack of competitiveness
in these highly-protected industries.

(b) The liberalization agenda

485. The Commonwealth Government has recognized the need to accelerate and extend the process
of trade liberalization in the TCF sector. Adjustments, phased in since mid-1991, include:

(i) termination of all tariff quotas on 1 March 1993, two years earlier than foreseen under
the Government's TCF Plan that became operative in 1989;328

(ii) scaling-down of tariffs, between March 1992 and July 2000, on apparel and certain
finished textiles from 51 to 25 per cent, on footwear from 41 to 15 per cent, on cotton
sheeting and woven fabrics from 37 to 15 per cent, and on other fabrics from 32
to 10 per cent;329 and

(iii) rationalization and complete phasing out of the three bounty schemes in the sector by
July 1995 (Table IV. 11); the resulting fiscal savings are forecast to amount to
$A 38 million for the period 1992-93 to 1993-94.

486. Australia is one of the few industrial countries not to operate quantitative restrictions on its
textile and clothing imports.330However, tariff protection is high and its effects are reinforced by
escalation. While imports of simply-processed inputs enter duty-free, those of semi-processed textiles
face average ratherof 25 per cent, processed textiles carry an average of 27.5 per cent, and fully-processed
clothing of 35 per cent (Table AIV. 1). In addition, processors in the sector have traditionally benefitted
from concessional imports, further increasing the intensity of effective assistance (Chapter IV(2)(i)(f)).
The recently introduced Import Credit Scheme and Overseas Assembly Provisions are likely to amplify
these effects (Chapter V(4)(iii)(c)).

327The TCF sector's share in manufacturing value added is in the order of 7 per cent.

328As a first step, the out-of quota duty rates were halved on 1 March 1992.

329Tariffs on TCF products already bearing rates of 15 per cent or less are subject to the same general reductions
as other manufactured products. As from 1 July 1993, the preferential margins on TCF imports from developing
countries are being phased out in parallel with the general reductions, except for the least developed countries
and the South Pacific Island Territories.

330Australia is not a signatory to the Multifibre Arrangement.
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487. As shown in Table IV.2, more than three-fifths of Australia's imports of cotton, man-made
filaments, and man-made staple fibres enter duty-free under concessional tariff arrangements. The
concessions are designed "to allow fine tuning of assistance measures to provide access to certain
imported fabrics, yarns and textile articles" and, thus, improve the international competitive position
of user industries without affecting domestic producers of inputs. In 1991-92, merchandise worth
$A 959 million was imported under TCF policy by-laws, at a cost of forgone tariff revenue of about
$A 400 million.

488. The tariff on footwear parts, which under the 1991 Industry Statement package was subject
to a phased reduction to 10 per cent by 2000, was in fact set at this level in 1992, down from
32 per cent. The decision was taken following requests by the Footwear Manufacturers Association
of Australia and individual companies to give "more operating flexibility to firms, enhancing their
competitiveness, and achieving lower prices for consumers". As a result, effective tariff protection
for final footwear processing will be higher over the coming years than initially scheduled in 1991.

489. Contrary to some other developed countries, Australia extends GSP preferences on textiles,
clothing, footwear and other leather products. Preferential imports account for 80 per cent and more
of total imports in some of these product categories (Table IV.2).

490. Since early 1991, prices of TCF products have been monitored by the Prices Surveillance
Authority (Chapter IV(4)(i)(b)) to ensure that "the benefits of lower protection are passed on to
consumers". 331A survey by the Authority, conducted in cooperation with retailers and manufacturers
over the period March 1991 to March 1993, suggests that in the basic clothing area, representing three-
quarters of all sales, tariff reductions have translated into price reductions. In the upper market segment,
comprising higher fashion goods, no similar effect has been discerned.332

491. According to the Authority, competition at the retail level of the TCF sector has been strong
and discounting appears to have increased. The import share of lower priced products. including
shipments from China, has expanded significantly. Overall, annual price increases in textiles and
clothing, of 2.5 per cent, and footwear (0.3 per cent) remained below the average inflation rate
(2.9 per cent) during the period since 1990.

(c) Sector-specific support initiatives

492. Australia's current Industrial Development Strategy (IDS) towards the TCF sector included
financial assistance under four programmes: Incentives for International Competitiveness Program;
Infrastructure Support Program; Capitalization Grants Program; and, from mid-1992 to mid-1993,
Further Wool Processing Program. Following funding of $A 30 million in 1992, total Government
financing is projected to amount to $A 160 million in the period to the expiry of the IDS in
February 1996. The IDS is complemented by two trade arrangements, the Import Credit Scheme and
the Overseas Assembly Provision, and by three bounty schemes.

33IDepartment of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991), p. 5.16. There are no similar price monitoring
initiatives in other segments of the Australian economy.

332Information provided by the Prices Surveillance Authority.
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493. Table V.5 provides an overview of the programmes administered by the Textiles, Clothing
and Footwear Development Authority (TCFDA).333 Production bounties under the three schemes are
scheduled to amount to $A 50.4 million in 1993-94, down from over $A 95 million in 1991-92.

Table V.5
Financial assistance to the textiles, clothing and footwear sector, 1992

Programmes Purpose Support 1992-93

Industries Development Strategym

Incentives for International Grants for financially-viable companies that are striving to become $A 39.7 million
Competitiveness Program internationally competitive; focus on investments in leading edge

technologies.

Infrastructure Support Program Special purpose funding via the National Industry Extension Service" $A 5.2 million
and direct assistance to improve infrastructure support for TCF
industries.

Capitalisation Grants Program Investment incentives to accelerate restructuring and revitalisation of $A 14.5 million
business operations.c

Further Wool Processing Program New investments in post-scouring wool processing with the aim of $A 20 million
adding value to Australia's wool exports.

Bounty Schemes'

Bedsheeting $A 2.4 million

Textile yarns' Support for current production. $A 46.5 million

Printed fabrics $A 1.5 million

a Approvals and payments.
b The National Industry Extension Service (NIES) is ajoint Commonwealth-State initiative aimed at improving industrial efficiency.

Services offered include business planning, export planning, manufacturing systems, human resource management, innovation,
design and finance programmes. They are provided mainly through private consultants; subsidies may cover up to 75 per cent
of the costs incurred.

c Under the programme, textile yarn producers may receive a single grant in lieu of continued payments under the Textile Yarns
Bounty Scheme.

d The programme covered the period June 1992 to June 1993.
e Actual payments.
f Includes payments made under the Capitalisation Grants Program.

Source: GATTSecretariat based on Textiles, Clothingand FootwearAuthority (Annual Report 1991/92) and information from Australian
Government sources.

494. The Import Credit Scheme for TCF products entered into force on 1 July 1991 and is to operate
until 30 June 2000. The Scheme is intended to "encourage domestic restructuring, including a higher
focus on exports, particularly of high value-added products and to provide additional flexibility for
local. manufacturers seeking to internationalise their operations".334 Until 1995-96, companies will

333The Textiles, Clothing and Footwear Development Authority was established in 1988 as part of the
Government's Industrial Development Strategy for the sector. Its enabling legislation, the Textiles, Clothing
and Footwear Development Authority Act, sets two objectives: to promote the restructuring and revitalisation
of the TCF industries so as to improve their efficiency and international competitiveness; and, to reduce the
dependence of the industries on government assistance. As a statutory body, the TCFDA is directly accountable
to the Minister for Industry, Trade and Regional Development. The TCFDA membership is drawn from industry,
trade unions and the Government.

33Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce, News Release No. 101/92.
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receive credits for duty-free imports at a rate of 30 per cent of their exported value added; wool,
wool tops and raw cotton are ineligible, as are exports to New Zealand. This rate is due to be reduced
to 15 per cent by 2000. The credits, which are transferable, may be used only to reduce duty payments
on TCF imports. In 1992-93, about $A 74 million worth of credits were claimed, with leather and
furskin producers accounting for 37 per cent of the total.

495. In addition, companies may apply to operate under the Overseas Assembly Provision (OAP),
which was put into force in March 1993 for a trial period of three years. The OAP enables Australian
clothing producers to export fabrics and parts of clothing for assembly abroad and to re-import the
final product without paying duty on the Australian value added. At least 85 per cent of the fabric
must be Australian made.

496. The TCF Development Authority is mandated to negotiate agreements with the individual OAP
applicants, which in turn are required to demonstrate that they have long-term strategic significance
for the industry and the economy as whole. The Authority is directed, in this context, to seek
commitments concerning investment, sourcing, employment, international alliances, training, pricing,
and research and development.335 Since any Australian-based manufacturer may apply for participation,
the Government does not consider such commitments to pose problems under competition law. Final
approval lies with the Minister for Industry, Technology and Regional Development.

497. OAP authorizations are only available to clothing producers who are both exporters of the items
destined for assembly abroad and importers of the final products; footwear companies are ineligible.
The authorizations are not transferable. In March 1993, the first three companies entered into OAP
arrangements. According to the authorities, these companies have committed themselves to investing
an additional $A 9 million in Australia and purchasing domestic fabric worth more than $A 70 million
over the three-year trial period. Participation by other companies in OAP is under negotiation.

498. ATCF sector-specific Labour Adjustment Program, introduced in 1988, aims to ease the impact
ofstructural change on employment. Since theprogram's inception, nearly 22,000 people have received
assistance, 92 per cent of which through formal training at a cost of $A 41.3 million.

499. The Commonwealth Government has held discussions on the TCF sector with the Retail Council
of Australia. The Council is reported to have affirmed its support for "viable and effective local TCF
industries".336 A newly- formed TCF/Retail Industry Group, chaired by the TCF Development Authority,
was set up in mid- 1992 to identify ways of enhancing mutual collaboration and to report to the Minister
for Industry, Technology and Regional Development.

500. The authorities have encouraged TCF firms "to take full advantage" of the recent streamlining
of Australian anti-dumping procedures, in particular of the tight deadlines set for the processing of
applications.337 To this end, a customs officer has recently been assigned to the Textile, Clothing and
Footwear Council, the domestic producers' association. The officer is commissioned to ensure that
complaints are properly documented and, therefore, able to be quickly and efficiently assessed. In
mid-1993, TCF imports into Australia were not affected by anti-dumping measures.

335Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce, News Release No. 101/92.

336Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce, News Release No. 101/92.

337Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce, News Release No. 101/92.
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(iv) Chemicals, chemical products and pharmaceuticals (Table AV. 1, ISIC 351, 352)

(a) Overview

501. Normal tariff protection and effective assistance to Australia's chemical industry are very close
to the averages for manufacturing as a whole. Support levels are particularly low for basic industrial
chemicals, fertilizers and pharmaceuticals (Table AV.3). In these areas, nominal tariff averages are
below 3 per cent and effective rates of assistance are close to zero or negative.338 The perceived need
not to place additional burdens on Australia's agricultural sector, already suffering from highly-subsidized
export competition, may help explain why producers of farm inputs, such as pesticides and fertilizers,
are granted less tariff support than other industries not supplying equally well-defined and organized
user groups. Fertilizer imports into Australia were $A 310 million in 1992.

502. Other segments of the chemicals industry, such as paints, soaps and detergents, are currently
sheltered behind significant tariffs. Their protective effect is amplified by escalation from the semi-
processed to the processed stage, with average nominal rates increasing from 4.4 to 8.2 per cent on
industrial chemicals, and from 1.7 to 7.2 per cent on other chemicals. However, by July 1996, all
tariffs in the sector are to fall either to 5 per cent or, in most cases, zero.

503. At end-June 1993, industrial chemicals, excluding glass, accounted for 36 of the 61 anti-dumping
measures maintained by Australia (Chapter IV(2)(vi)(b)).339 Their effects are not captured by the above
tariff averages, nor by the estimates of effective rates of assistance.

(b) The regulatory environment for pharmaceuticals

504. In Australia, as in many other countries, the production, supply and consumption of
pharmaceuticals is subject to tight regulatory provisions.340 The current framework of measures applied
topharmaceuticals reflects social and healthpolicy objectives, safety requirements, and industrial policy
considerations.

5O5. Health services are under State and Commonwealth regulation. Under the Constitution, the
federal Parliament is empowered to legislate on pharmaceutical, sickness and hospital benefits as well
as on medical and dental services.341 As a result, in combination with its broad taxing powers, the

338Negative rates of effective assistance may result from price-related protection for inputs and/or price controls
on final products, as in pharmaceuticals.

339Affected products were: di-butyl/di-isobutyl phthalate; di-octyl phthalate; expandable polystyrene; high
density polycthylene; phthalic anhydride; polyvinyl chloride; sodium cyanide; triethanolamine and mixtures;
and trifluralin technical.

340Australia normally has trade deficits in the pharmaceuticals sector; in 1992, exports of medicaments,
medicinal and pharmaceutical products of $A 516 million compared with imports of $A 1.28 billion.

341The Commonwealth regulates the quality, safety and efficacy ofdrugproducts and pharmaceuticals through
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and approves medical practitioners and pharmacists to prescribe and
dispense, respectively, pharmaceutical benefits. The practice of health professionals, particularly medical
practitioners and pharmacists, including registration and regulation of conduct, is under state and territory
jurisdiction. The States and Territories also regulate retail sales of pharmaceuticals, which are scheduled into
several categories, depending on whether they are to be dispensed by pharmacies subject to prescription and
on whether they may be sold over the counter by pharmacies and other retail outlets or by pharmacies only.
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Commonwealth is able to exert considerable influence on the nature and direction of the health care
sector and the pharmaceutical industry. However, unlike the States and Territories, the Commonwealth
provides very few health services directly.342

506. Membership of Medicare, Australia's public health insurance system, is compulsory and all
taxpayers are charged a levy to help cover costs. Based on detailed price lists, Medicare grants rebates
for listed medical services provided by legally qualified practitioners, approved dentists and optometrists.
Optional private health insurance is also available.

507. The supply of prescription drugs is primarily via hospitals and by community pharmacies.
Costs incurred by public hospitals are refunded via bulk Commonwealth grants. Purchasing by the
hospitals is often by competitive tender, without involvement of wholesalers. Supplies of prescription
drugs through pharmacies are subsidized by the Commonwealth Government via the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme (PBS), which covers about three-quarters of all prescriptions. There are at present
some 1,150 items available through the PBS. In order for suppliers to be included, they have to provide
information on clinical and cost effectiveness for review by the Pharmaceuticals Benefits Advisory
Committee. Other drugs are sold under competitive conditions, free from price regulations. The
Pharmacy Guild of Australia, which represents most community pharmacies in Australia, circulates
to its members suggested retail prices for private prescription and over-the-counter products, which
pharmacies are obliged to respect.

508. Prices of PBS items are negotiated with suppliers by the Pharmaceuticals Benefits Pricing
Authority, comprising consumers, health and industry department members, industry representatives
and an independent chairperson.34 In considering price proposals, the Authority has regard to the
prices of alternative brands; comparative prices of drugs in the same therapeutic group; cost
information; prescription volumes, economies of scale and other manufacturing considerations; prices
incomparable countries; the level of activity by the applicant in Australia, under the 'Factor f" Scheme,
as described below; other factors that the applicant wishes to be considered; and other directions as
advised by the Minister.

509. Prices are reviewed every six months. Suppliers of multi-brand products can set their own
price for individual brands, provided at least one product is available at the agreed price. Any differences
are borne by patients. According to the authorities, there is no distinction under the system between
imports and domestic production.

510. Reflecting the high market share of PBS products, the Commonwealth plays a significant rôle
in setting most drug prices, mainly through the granting or denial of subsidies to consumers. In most
cases, companies face the option of supplying Australia through the PBS at the negotiated price or
not supplying at all.344 According to the authorities, the import shares in PBS products and in other
market segments are largely identical, approximately two-thirds. International price comparisons suggest

312For example, while the Commonwealth makes significant financial contributions to state and territorial
hospital systems, the operation and regulation of public hospitals is entirely a state responsibility.

343Dispensing fees and the margins for wholesalers and dispensers of these drugs are regulated. Dispensers
are not permitted to discount the patients' co-payments.

344Bureau of Industry Economics (1991).
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that the prices of frequently used drugs are considerably lower in Australia than in most other industrial
countries (Chart V.I2).3

511. The direct price advantage to the consumer from the PBS scheme needs to be set against a
potentially adverse impact on product availability, production, investment and innovation. A survey
conducted by the Bureau of Industry Economics points to the conclusion that "a more hospitable"
environment in Australia would encourage multinationals to engage in a much wider range of activities,
including "R&D projects aimed at world markets, and formulation and packaging for exports to countries
whose purchasing authorities take little or no account of Australian prices". The loss ofdomestic activity
arising from low PBS prices could exceed $A 100 million per year.34

Chart V.12
Comparison of average ex-factory
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drug prices, 1990
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a Excluding Denmark and Luxembourg.

Source: Bureau of Industry Economics (1991).

(c) The "Factor f" scheme

512. In 1987, the Australian Government redefined its policies towards the pharmaceuticals sector,
including an extension of patent protection on human use pharmaceuticals from 16 to 20 years and

345However, since the relevant product basket is based on market shares in Australia and, thus, partly reflects
the price situation in that particular market, the Chart may overrate prices in the reference countries. Some of
the countries included have recently made significant efforts to contain drug prices and health cost; see GATT
(1993a). In addition, there are substantial conceptual and data problems, but allowance was made, for example,
for differences in dosage form and pack size.

346Bureau of Industry Economics (1991).
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the introduction of a requirement on the Pharmaceuticals Benefits Pricing Authority to take into account
a company's level of local activity when setting or recommending prices. This requirement was
subsequently transformed into the "Factor f" Scheme under which, in Phase 1 introduced in November
1990, firms meeting the following performance requirements qualify for higher notional prices:

- an export/import ratio of at least 0.5, to be achieved within three years;

R&D expenditure of a minimum of 3 per cent of turnover; and

- real growth in exports andR&D spending of 33 per cent over the following three years.

Alternatively, under an import replacement approach, a company could offer to substantially increase
its domestic activities if these were deemed to be internationally competitive and likely to lead to
significant net benefits to Australia. This latter assessment was to be made by the Pharmaceuticals
Benefits Pricing Authority.

513. The notional price increase, i.e. themaximum amount payable by the Goverment to a company
under "Factor f", is limited to one-quarter of the proposed increase in its Australian value added.
If price increases are sought for R&D, the limits are one-quarter of the growth in gross research
expenditure or, if lower, one-half of the growth in after-tax expenditure. The notional price increase
(the actual level of payment) is based on the Authority's assessment of the benefits to Australia, subject
to a "Factor f" price not exceeding the average rice level in the EC.

514. A study by the Bureau of Industry Economics suggests that "Factor f" has encouraged a
significant amount of additional industrial activity in Australia. Costs of some $A 173 million to
Government, at most, are estimated to have generated an additional $A 533 million in value added
on exports, $A 211 million in value added on domestic sales and $A 117 million in R&D between
1988 and 1993. Some 420 new jobs are attributed to the scheme and an additional 300 have reputedly
been saved. Each of these jobs would thus have cost Government $A 240,000, based on the most
favourable assumption that none would have been created in the absence of "Factor f".

515. In March 1992, the Government announced an extension of the scheme, originally due to expire
at end-1993, until 30 June 1999. Phase 2 is subject to modified criteria, which do not directly include
export-related targets. Under Phase 2 of the Scheme, participants are expected to:

- increase their domestic value added by 50 per cent over a three or five-year period;

- maintain R&D spending at a rate of 3 per cent of turnover over the remaining life of
the scheme;347 or

- meet a range of qualitative criteria to be considered by the Pharmaceuticals Benefits
Pricing Authority. Relevant factors include: new active ingredient production in
Australia; new investment in production plant, facilities or equipment; expenditure
on new research and development projects; commitment to "best manufacturing
practice' through measures such as benchmarking, quality programs and workplace

347Compliance with the first two criteria does not automatically qualify a producer for 'Factor f price increases.
In addition, the Pharmaceuticals Benefits Pricing Authority makes approval dependent on the international
competitiveness of the proposed activity and the net benefits accruing to Australia.
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reform; new production for exports and domestic sale; and establishment of Australia
as a centre of operations in the Asia/Pacific region.

516. No legal remedies are available to rejected applicants. Successful participants in Phase 1 of
the Scheme are not required to meet the new criteria, but may negotiate new performance levels with
the Pharmaceuticals Benefits Pricing Authority; two Phase 1 participants remain committed to their
original targets.

517. The Government has funded Phase 2 ofthe Scheme with $A 820 million for the period 1992-93
to 1997-98, an estimated increase, in real terms, of more than 100 per cent over Phase 1.348The
pharmaceuticals sector is the only major segment of Australia's manufacturing industry expected to
benefit from a significant increase in overall financial assistance over the coming years, and to run
counter to the general policy objectives ofscaling-down assistance for individual industries and trimming
government spending.

(d) Product approval for pharmaceuticals and therapeutic products

518. All pharmaceuticals and therapeutic devices destined for production, supply or export must
as a rule be included in the Australian Register for Therapeutic Goods. "Registrable products" are
subject to comprehensive prior evaluation and approval, while "listable products" need to comply with
less stringent requirements concerning, for example, labelling, advertising and the manufacturing process.
The Register currently contains some 6,000 registered and 11,900 listed non-prescription medicines
and some 3,800 prescription medicines for human use. Some 1,600 drugs and devices are listed and
certified for export; they are not subject to Australian labelling standards and most advertising
regulations. Export certificates, sometimes required by importing countries, can only be issued for
products included in the Register for Therapeutic Goods.

519. Australia's approval system for new medicines would appear to be more onerous and time-
consuming than in most other industrial countries, with an adverse impact on local activities. The
Bureau of Industry Economics faulted the Australian system for putting a total emphasis on consumer
protection in terms of product safety, while not paying any attention to the timely availability of new
therapeutic goods.349 For example, it was estimated that, during the period 1970 to 1983, the average
approval period in Australia was at least 12 months longer than in France, Germany, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom, and the United States.

520. An expert study, the "Baume Report" published in 1991, made 164 recommendations to improve
the evaluation system.' The recommendations were accepted by the Government. Their main thrust
was on bringing standardization, evaluation and certification in line with international practice and
ensuring the timely availability of new drugs, in particular in serious cases where no satisfactory
alternatives exist. Further, in the context of accepting the Baume recommendations, Australia is
committed to refraining from developing national standards, except for uniquely Australian products,
and to abolishing any existing standard not endorsed by the EC by 1 July 1993.

341Budget Statements 1992-93, Budget Paper No. 1.

3Bureau of Industry Economics (1991).

3J>Baume (1991).
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521. At present, the authorities receive some 80 applications for approval per annum, which, under
the standard evaluation procedure, are processed within 210 days, plus an additional 45 days for post-
evaluation requirements.A5' An accelerated procedure of 175 days is provided for drugs already approved
in two 'acceptable countries" on condition that the formulation dosage and indications are identical
and that two independent evaluation reports are available. In accordance with the 1991 Baume study,
the Minister has selected five "acceptable countries": Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United
Kingdom and the United States. By mid-1993, one application had been evaluated under the accelerated
procedure.

522. According to the authorities, there are no differences inthe evaluation requirements for domestic
and imported products. Drugs are subject to uniform standards throughout Australia; and no additional
obligations pertainto thepharmaceuticals sector, such as under the Industry Development Arrangements
for certain telecommunication equipment categories (Chapter V(4)(vii)(d)).

523. Australia is one of the 14 current participants in the Scheme for the Mutual Recognition of
Evaluation Reports on Pharmaceutical Products (the PER system); it also has bilateral agreements
with the regulatory authorities in Canada, New Zealand and Sweden for information exchange on
therapeutic goods.352 Australia participates in the WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of
Pharmaceutical Products moving in International Commerce.353

(v) Iron and steel (Table AV. 1, ISIC 371)

524. Australia's steel market is dominated by a single private firm, Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd
(BHP), which meets about 80 per cent of total domestic demand. The remainder comes from two,
privately-owned, smaller Australian companies, with a combined market share of 7 per cent, and from
suppliers abroad. In 1992, Australiansteelproductionwas intheorderof6.5 million tonnes andexports
were close to 2.5 million tonnes, worth close to $A 1.2 billion, imports were some 700,000 tonnes
or less than $A 400 million.

525. BHP's production interests range from coal and iron ore to pipes, tubes and ships. Having
cheap access to basic inputs, BHP's three integrated steel mills have long fared better than many of
their counterparts abroad. However, following a severe sectoral downturn in the early 1980s, the
Commonwealth Government supported the sector with a five-year assistance programme based on

35'Approval procedures for new medicines, generics and appliances are governed by the Therapeutic Goods
Act 1989 and related Regulations. Applications are evaluated by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA),
which issues a recommendation to be considered by the Australian Drug Evaluation Committee, the Therapeutic
Devices Evaluation Committee or the Traditional Medicines Evaluation Committee. The TGA operates on a
50 per cent cost-recovery bases, sourced from annual charges and evaluation fees.

35'IPER members may request each other to make available evaluation reports on any registered drug. These
reports include an assessment of scientific data and documentation submitted by the applicant for registration.
There is, however, no obligation on other PER members to accept these evaluations.

353The Scheme is intended to prevent counterfeits and unsafe or sub-standard products from being traded
internationally. It allows an importing country to verif; whether a specific product has been cleared for sale
in Australia and whether the production plant has been inspected at suitable intervals to ensure that it conforms
to the WHO recommendation concerning Good Manufacturing Practices. In addition, the importing country
may request copies of product information and labelling used in Australia.
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subsidies; the programme was terminated at end-1988.354 The authorities have indicated, in the context
of this review, that there have since been no policy initiatives specific to the sector.

526. Observers have attributed BHP's strong recovery - by 1986 it was again among the world's
most profitable steel producers - mainly to a surge in domestic demand and a weakening ofthe Australian
dollar rather than to the Government's steel assistance plan.355 The company increased its productivity,
in terms of tonnes produced per employee, from less than 200 in the early 1980s to over 500 at present,
which is about the average for developed countries; Japanese and Korean producers are estimated
to achieve levels of about 700 tonnes per employee.

527. Exports are important to BHP's profitability.356 Close to 40 per cent ofBHP's steel production
is sold abroad, mainly in North Asia, accounting for close to half of BHP's steel exports in 1992-93,
South East Asia with about one-quarter, and America with less than 20 percent. According to Australian
estimates, BIHP holds close to 0.37 per cent of the total U.S. steel market and 1.29 per cent of the
U.S. corrosion-resistant sheet steel market.

528. Australia, along with some 20 countries, restrained its steel supplies to the United States under
two successive arrangements, from 1984 to March 1992. Following expiry of the second arrangement,
BHP and other exporters faced anti-dumping complaints by the U.S. industry.357 In June 1993, the
U.S. Department ofCommerce imposed a final anti-dumping duty of24.96 per cent on BHP's deliveries
ofcorrosion resistant products to the U.S. market and, in July, the U.S. International Trade Commission
found that Australian shipments had caused material injury. This action prompted the Australian
Government to request consultations under the GATT Anti-Dumping Code with a view to verifying
whether the U.S. authorities had complied with all relevant Code provisions, including the use of best
information available and establishing a causal link between injury and dumped imports.

529. All Australian steel tariffs are subject to the general tariff reduction programme. At present,
import tariffs escalate from zero on primary products, to 5 per cent on sheets, bars, rods and angles,
and to 10 per cent on alloys, pipes and tubes.358 BHP's takeover of New Zealand Steel prompted
accelerated tariff cuts for certain flat steel products, four years ahead of schedule, with a view to
offsetting any adverse effects on competition (Chapter IV(4)(i)(a)). At end-June 1993, certain Australian
imports of iron pipe fittings from the Republic ofKorea and Chinese Taipei were subject to anti-dumping
duties at rates of up to 48 per cent; the measures have since expired, according to the authorities.

354See also GATT (1990). Between 1979 and 1983, Australia's steel production contracted from over 8 million
to some 5.5 million tonnes.

355Caplin and Galligan (1992).

356The company remained in profit throughout the last recession; for the year ended 21 May 1993, its profits
were $A 323 million.

357GATT (1993a and 1994).

358Imports from developing countries qualify for a preferential margin of 5 per cent under the Australian
System of Tariff Preferences.
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(vi) Metal products and machinery (Table AV. 1, ISIC 381-383)

530. In 1992, Australia imported metal products and machinery worth $A 12.5 billion. These imports
were subject to tariffs from zero to 32.5 per cent on engines for use in motor vehicles. Overall, tariffs
are higher on metal products, averaging 12.6 per cent in mid-1993, than on imports of electrical and
non-electrical machinery, were rates average 11.6and 7.8 per cent, respectively. Imports ofagricultural
machinery and equipment not produced domestically qualify for duty-free entry under concessional
tariffs, rather than the regular rates of up to 15 per cent. The only current anti-dumping action in the
sector is on agricultural ground-engaging tools from Brazil, which are subject to an anti-dumping duty
of up to 71 per cent.

531. The tariff reduction programme is due to reduce tariff escalation on metal products; in 1993,
a tariff average of 6 per cent at the semi-processed stage compared with 12.7 on final products.

532. Departing from its general focus on industry-wide, rather than on sector-specific support
initiatives, the AustralianGovernment has launched various programmes to support production, promote
innovation or enhance exports in specified segments of the machinery sector. The programmes are
the Machine Tools and Robots Bounties; the Advanced Manufacturing Technology Development
Program; and, operative until 30 June 1993, the Metal-based Engineering Program.

533. Under the Bounty (Machine Tools and Robots) Act 1985, production subsidies are offered
to producers of machine tools, robots, and equipment for processing advanced materials such as
engineering ceramics, polymers and composites. The 1993-94 subsidy rates, as a percentage of in-house
value added, are 16 per cent for advanced machines and 14 per cent for standard machinery. The
subsidy rates are being reduced progressively, in parallel with the tariff reduction programme, to a
common rate of 5 per cent by mid-1996. The bounty scheme, originally due to expire on 30 June 1991,
was extended until mid-1997.

534. The Advanced Manufacturing Technology Development Program (AMTDP), announced in
the March 1991 Industry Statement, is designed to promote research, development, testing and
demonstration of innovative products and services for manufacturing industries. Leading edge customers
are encouraged to cooperate more closely with local suppliers and research organizations. The grants
offered may cover up to 50 per cent of eligible project costs. Total funding for the program for the
period 1991-92 to 1995-96 is $A 20 million, with disbursements until 1998-99.

535. The Metal-based Engineering Program (MBEP), running from July 1989 to June 1993, was
designed to encourage firms to internationalize their operations, improve export capability and adopt
new technologies. Target areas of support were advanced manufacturing technologies, tooling, new
materials, and new technologies in agricultural equipment.359 Public funding for MBEP totalled
$A 14.6 million, of which 89 per cent was for enhancing exports.

536. Export enhancement and assistance services were made available through AUSTRADE and
the National Industry Extension Service (NIES); the Department of Industry, Technology and Regional

359See GATT (1990). The programme covered fabricated metal products, including cutlery, hand tools, gas
and water fittings, and metal furniture; transport equipment other than vehicles; electrical appliances and
equipment; and industrial machinery and equipment.
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Development focused on the promotion of key technologies.360 Assistance through AUSTRADE, for
example, for market studies, was on a cost-sharing basis, while the technology element relied on direct
assistance for awareness-raising projects and other activities designed to promote diffusion of new
technologies and to encourage product modification; quality improvement projects were offered through
the NIES. According to the authorities, the MBEP programme did not entail export performance targets
or requirements; rather, it provided support for studies and activities that could enhance a firm's export
capabilities and performance.361

(vii) Communications and information technologies (Table AV. 1, ISIC 383)

537. Access conditions to Australia's telecommunications sector have changed significantly over
recent years. Long-entrenched supply monopolies for services and certain equipment categories have
been abolished, all offset obligations have been eliminated and tariff barriers have come down in the
context of the general reduction programme.362

538. On account ofthe "strategic" importance ofcertain market segments, industrial policy initiatives
continue to play a significant rôle. Foreign producers wishing to enter the Australian market are in
general advised to seek alliances with domestic equipment manufacturers. In certain areas of premises
equipment, products are only cleared for interconnection to the network if the supplier has entered
into Industry Development Arrangements which specify local content, export, and research and
development targets.

539. Australia imported radios, television sets and sound recorders worth $A 930 million in 1992
and imports of telecommunications equipment and parts exceeded $A 1.26 billion. In early 1993, radios,
television sets and communications equipment were subject to an average import tariff of 10.8 per cent
(Table AV. 1). The effective rate of assistance on radios, televisions and audio equipment in 1992-93
was 13 per cent (Table AV.3).

(a) The regulatory environment

540. Under the Telecommunications Act 1991, the Minister for Transport and Communications
is empowered to licence general and public mobile telecommunications operators. The general carriers,
currently Telstra Corporation (previously AOTC) and Optus, have the exclusive rights to install and
maintain physical lines, cables and other links between distinct places and to act as the first supplier
of satellite services (whose resale is permitted).363 The carriers are free to use any technology and

360According to the authorities, the granting of assistance through the National Industry Extension Service
(Chapter IV(3)(ii))was made at the state government/agency level; the criteria were left to the individual offices
and there was no requirement to ensure uniformity across the States. If a company applied for assistance through
AUSTRADE, it was for the latter to judge eligibility, based on its own criteria.

361See also Bureau of Industry Economics (1993).

362A study by the Bureau of Industry Economics indicates, however, continued wide scope for efficiency
enhancing reforms inthe sector. Labour productivity of services providers is estimated at 34 per cent, and capital
productivity at 66 per cent, ofthe levels prevailing inthe leading OECD country, Switzerland (Bureau of Industry
Economics, 1992b).

363However, subject to authorization, individual businesses or persons may install cabling between properties
not more than 500 metres apart; in 1991-92, 54 authorizations were granted.
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subcontract to any other company. Thus, unlike regulatory provisions inmany other countries, Australia
does not constrain the carriers' or any competitor's right to offer specified categories of
telecommunications services, but rather the right to set up and operate basic facilities. The current
licensing system for services' providers is designed to ensure compliance with essential technical
requirements, including interoperability and quality.

541. The authorities have permitted a temporary duopoly arrangement, Telstra/Optus, to enable
the companies, especially Optus, to build viable, competitive positions. The duopoly is scheduled to
be terminated in 1997; after that date, the market may be opened to additional carriers, although no
plans or arrangements to this effect have yet been drawn.

542. Mobile services are presently offered in Australia by three licensed carriers, Telstra, Optus
and, as of 1 October 1993, Vodafone. The three companies are free to compete in any other market
segment, although Vodafone may not operate as a general carrier.

543. The Australian Telecommunications Authority (AUSTEL), a Commonwealth statutory body,
was set up in 1989 as the competent industry regulator. It administers policy towards the sector, based
on directions received from the Minister for Transport and Communications, and is required to ensure
that new entrants in the market have a reasonable opportunity to compete. AUSTEL's powers include
the enforcement of licence conditions imposed by the Minister; arbitrating disputes between carriers
concerning access and interconnection; setting technical regulations for terminal equipment; and
administrating pricing arrangements and a Universal Service Levy (Chapter V(4)(vii)(b)).364AUSTEL
has a close working relationship with the Trade Practices Commission (Chapter IV(4)(i)); its Chairman
is an associate member of the Commission, whose Chairman, in turn, is an associate member of
AUSTEL.365

544. Reflecting the general thrust of telecommunication reforms, which relied on financial rather
than on structural separation, the carriers are obliged under the Telecommunications Act to comply
with detailed accounting and cost allocation requirements developed by AUSTEL. These extend to
any manufacturing activity, including AOTC's interests in the customer premise equipment sector via
Telecom Technologies.366Other regulatory safeguards are designed to prevent the exploitation of
dominant positions through, for example, the withdrawal of basic carriage services to the detriment
of users and other suppliers or through discriminatory, non-cost-related pricing practices and cross-
subsidization with other activities. On several occasions, AUSTEL has issued directions requiring
Telstra to change pricing and/or accounting practices, for example not to subsidize internally loss making
services, such as electronic data interchange and telemarketing, by revenues generated elsewhere, and
to financially separate the activities concerned.367 Both general carriers, Telstra and Optus, are required,

364In this context, AUSTEL can apply to courts for an injunction, declaration or penalties of up to
$A 10 million.

365Matters considered to be handled more conveniently or effectively by the Trade Practices Commission
or the Ombudsman may be transferred to them. The Commonwealth Ombudsman is mainly concerned with
consumer complaints about administrative practices.

366Telecom Technologies, majority owned by Telstra, designs and develops small business systems; production
is by subcontracted companies.

367Australian Telecommunications Authority (1992).
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as a condition of their licence, to allow residential customers to make untimed local calls, but timed
calls may be offered as an option.

545. A recent government advisory programme focused on developing regulatory safeguards against
the perceived risk of Australia "unilaterally pursuing an open liberal telecommunications régime".
In this context, a Telecommunications International Code of Practice was developed to address misuse
ofmarket power by international operators and prevent them from taking unfair advantage of Australian
carriers or service providers. Further, the terms of a Ministerial Direction to AUSTEL were specified,
concerning the resale ofinternational capacity leased from foreign carriers. According to the authorities,
the licensing conditions developed by AUSTEL on the basis of the Direction provide for an open resale
régime while enabling AUSTEL to deal with misuse of market power.368

(b) The carriers

546. Telstra is one of Australia's largest Government Business Enterprises. It resulted from the
merger, in February 1992, of the government-owned domestic and international network operators,
Telecom and the Overseas Telecommunications Corporation.369 Telstra is incorporated under, and
subject to all requirements of, Australia's Corporation Law. The Minister for Transport and
Communications acts as theGovernment's shareholder representative at Telstra and exercises thepowers
conferred on the Government as the only shareholder. Under the AOTC Act 1991, the Minister is
authorized to direct the company to exercise its powers "as appears to the Minister to be necessary
in the public interest" and to determine price control arrangements.

547. By ministerial determination, Telstra is to act as "universal service carrier". Accordingly,
it is obliged to make standard telephone services and payphones "reasonably accessible" to all Australian
inhabitants on an equitable basis, wherever they reside or carry on business.370 Other carriers are to
share in the ensuing costs. A Universai Service Levy Trust Fund has been set up with a view to
enhancing transparency of the allocation system.

548. Telstra is subject to price caps, intended to ensure that the efficiency benefits ensuing from
a more liberal environment are passed on to consumers without detailed regulatory intervention. Under
a general cap, complemented by subsidiary ceilings, the company is obliged to reduce the real price
of a basket of main services by 5.5 per cent per annum between mid-1992 and mid-1995.371 The caps
may also limit Telstra's ability to cross-subsidize between areas of low competition and highly contested
activities.

368Department of Transport and Communications (1992).

369In this context, the Australian Government decided to convert $A 2 billion of Commonwealth loans into
equity over the next years.

3700f the people living in rural and remote areas, 93 per cent are equipped with telephones, as compared
with 95 per cent nationwide. The Australian Government operates specific support programmes on social policy
grounds to enable, for example, pensioners and welfare beneficiaries to have their own telephones.

3711n the three preceding years to mid-1992 prices, on a cumulative basis, for a basket of domestic services
fell by 13 per cent and those for international services by some 25 per cent (Australian Telecommunications
Authority (1992)). In mostcomparisons ofvarious baskets ofbusiness and private telephone and communications
services, carried out in late 1989, costs in Australia ranged below the OECD average (OECD, 1992a).
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549. Optus Communications emerged from the privatization of the formerly government-owned
satellite operator AUSSAT.372It is a 51 per cent Australian-owned company; current government
policy requires that this level be maintained in the foreseeable future. Vodafone, currently 95 per cent
foreign-owned, is to ensure by 1 July 1993, as a condition of licence, that foreign interests held less
than 50 per cent of its Australian total issued shares.

550. Current policy discussions focus on the ballot of telecommunication customers to choose between
Telstra and Optus for the pre-selection of networks; modalities to determine Telstra's loss of market
dominance and, implicitly, some of Optus' special introductory rights; and the introduction of open
competition, in 1997, for the provision of facilities.

(c) Standardization, testing and type approval

551. Under Australia's Telecommunications Act, the standardization and type approval process for
telecommunications is committed to ensuring network and user protection, interoperability ofequipment
and cabling, compliance with international standards for interfacing, and end-to-end quality of the services
rendered. The relevant regulations are set by AUSTEL, which is also mandated issue type approvals.373
Commercial laboratories (test houses), assessed and accredited by AUSTEL, are to carry out the
conformity tests for customer equipment and customer cabling.

552. Australia is among a minority of OECD countries to accept self-certification, i.e. in-house
testing of products by the suppliers.374 Between mid-1989 and mid-1992, eight ofthe 26 accreditations
granted by AUSTEL, were on the basis of self-certification. Australia also accepts type approvals
carried out by testing bodies abroad. At present, nine Australian and 24 laboratories from five other
countries are recognized by AUSTEL.375 They are accredited against specific AUSTEL standards and
audited on a regular basis.376

553. According to an OECD survey reflecting the situation in 1988, the average cost of
telecommunication type approval in Australia is among the lowest in the OECD area.377Current charges
for issuing or changing permits vary between $A 500 for multi-line equipment of more than 50 lines
and $A 100 for other equipment. The authorities have estimated that the average period for testing
terminal equipment under AUSTEL's technical regulations is some 8 to 10 weeks; type approval can

372Optus paid $A 800 million for AUSSAT and the opportunity to operate as a second carrier.

373According to the Australian Government, AUSTEL's guiding principles for developing and reviewing
standards include: assessment whether a particular standard is necessary and, if so, whether it is essential that
the standard be mandatory (determined by AUSTEL) or voluntary (under the auspices of Standards Australia;
Chapter IV(2)(x)); alignment, where possible, of Australian with recognized international standards concerning
the interfacing of customer equipment or cabling to a network; and inclusion in AUSTEL's standards, where
possible, the relevant test methods to verify compliance.

374The other countries are Austria, Canada, Israel, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States
(OECD, 1992a).

375The countries are Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States.

376The National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA), Australia's national authority on testing standards
for laboratories, assists AUSTEL in the accreditation process.

377US$2,714 in Australia compared with an OECD average of US$4,893 (OECD, 1992a).
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be obtained within an additional 18 days. In a survey among suppliers, carried out in 1988, the average
period for gaining approval was put at 111 days, slightly below the OECD average.378 However, as
discussed directly below, type approval can depend not only on technical criteria but also on additional
industry policy considerations.

(d) Policy initiatives affecting the equipment market

554. The Australian Government seeks to ensure that the general carriers, in their equipment
purchases, "take into due consideration" Australian suppliers whenever this is deemed to be in their
own commercial or strategic interest. All carriers are required under their license conditions to submit
an industry development plan, outlining various industry development commitments, and report annually
on implementation. According to the authorities, while there is no requirement on the Government
to approve the plans, it monitors the carriers' progress against the commitments. Telstra and Optus
have been informed that, for the purposes of their plans, they can recognize and treat New Zealand
products as if these were of Australian origin.

555. Telstra released its plan in early 1992, stating its "strong preference to source from Australian
firms". The Corporation is committed to assisting its suppliers in complying with Australia's industry
development policies and to concluding long-term sourcing agreements for products with predictable
and significant demand. Telstra also undertook to place the majority of its equipment purchases, of
about $A 10 billion over five years, with local suppliersand not to buy abroad without first considering
suitably qualified Australian firms; Telstra also aims to focus its purchasing on products and services
that meet suitable international standards and to contribute to the development of such standards.379
Over 1.5 per cent of its Telstra's sales revenues are destined for research and development.

556. In 1991-92, Telstra purchased goods and services worth $A 4.5 billion. Domestic content
was in the order of 70 to 75 per cent for switching and transmission equipment and 98 per cent for
cable equipment. Overall, about 70 per cent of the value of Telstra's equipment purchases were of
Australian origin.

557. In the context of its takeover ofAUSSAT and winning the right to be the second general carrier,
Optus undertook to invest $A 2 billion over six years in a competing Australia-wide carrier network
and to ensure an Australia-content of at least 70 per cent. It is further committed to investing specified
amounts in research and development in Australia, of $A 100 million from 1992 to 1997 and
$A 300 million from 1997 to 2002; carrying out an education and training programme; and assisting
its strategic suppliers in facilitating exports. In this context, the Optus Industry Development Plan
"forecasts" overseas earnings generated by Optus and its suppliers ofover $A 350 million for the period
1992 to 1997 and $A 650 million for the following five years.380 The language used in this context
points to a higher level of commitment regarding the buy-Australia and R&D targets, than in the case
of Telstra.

378OECD (1992a).

379"The AOTC Plan for Growth of Australia's Telecommunications Supply and Information Industries" (1992).

380Optus has concluded "strategic supplieragreements" with Digital Equipment (operational support systems),
Fujitsu Australia (transmission equipment), Leighton Contractors (construction, cabling etc.), Nokia (radio systems),
and NorTel Australia (switching systems). Each ofthe strategic suppliers has a contractual commitment vis-à-vis
Optus to achieve specified levels of Australian content, research and development, and exports. ("The Optus
Plan for the Development of the Australian Telecommunications Industry", 1992.)
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558. According to the authorities, specific industry undertakings have also been agreed with Vodafone
as part of the process leading to the granting of its licence. As in the case of Optus, the undertakings
have been incorporated in the company's industry development plan. The carriers have volunteered
to give the undertakings, say the authorities, in recognition of the commercial benefits resulting from
long-term relationships with internationally competitive domestic firms.

559. Sales to Telstra and Optus are considered as sales to the Australian Government for purposes
of the Partnerships for Development (PfD) Program (Chapter IV(2)(ix) and IV(3)(iii)). Participants
in the programme undertake - on a best endeavours basis, according to the authorities - to intensify
their R&D and export activities in information technologies and telecommunications. By mid-1993,
30 transnational companies had signed PfD agreements and established links to more than 200 Australian
producers.381 While, in 1987, current participants exported goods worth $A 190 million and spent
$A 63 million on R&D, they had expanded their activities to $A 460 million and $A 180 million,
respectively, by 1990. Commitments have been made to achieve similar increases by 1995.

560. In order to obtain AUSTEL's approval for interconnection to the network, suppliers ofspecified
categories of premises equipment are required to subscribe to Industry Development Arrangements
(IDAs) and accept certain export, local content and R&D targets (Chapter IV(2)(x)). In each financial
year, suppliers under IDAs need to achieve a minimum aggregate number of points reflecting their
performance against these targets. Guidelines issued by the Department of Industry, Technology and
Regional Development provide that AUSTEL "may" withdraw a firm's endorsement, after consultations
with the firm and other interested parties, if the level of imports suggests that it is unable to meet its
obligations. The permits for connecting a firm's equipment to the network may then be altered or
cancelled. There have been no such cases to date.

561. Companies that have entered into a Partnership for Development or a Fixed-Term Arrangement
(Chapter IV((3)(ii)) may apply for an exemption from the IDA points scheme. In this case, the targets
agreed under either of the two initiatives become mandatory; compliance is monitored by the Department
of Industry, Technology and Regional Development. The IDAs do not address any questions related
to standardization, installation or maintenance. Like the Partnerships for Development Program, they
are considered by the Australian authorities as transition mechanisms designed to assist the
telecommunication sectors evolution to a more open environment.

562. For the period July 1992 to June 1993, the 30 companies currently endorsed under IDAs reported
a turnover in the customer equipment segment of close to $A 452 million;382 exports were $A 81 million
compared with imports of $A 230 million, $A 23 million was spent on R&D, and the domestic content
of Australian production, of some $A 100 million, was 22 per cent.

563. Producers of information technologies may also qualify for participation in, and/or assistance
under, the following schemes and programmes (Chapter IV(3)(ii) and (4)(ii)(c)):

381The international participants are ACER, Alcatel, Amdahl, Apple, Bull HN, Canon, Cincom, Compaq,
Digital Equipment, Ericsson, GEC Plessey, Fuji, Fujitsu, Ingres, Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi, IBM, ICL, Microsoft,
NEC, Nokia, NorTel, OKI, Oracle, Pyramid, Siemens Nixdorf, Storage, Sun, Tandem, Unisys and Wang.

382"Endorsed suppliers" currently under IDAs are Alcatel, AT&T, Australian Communications Technologies,
British Telecom, Datapoint, Ericsson, Exicom, Fobeca, Fujitsu, GEC Plessey, Honeywell, IPL Datron, J&R
Communications, Melita, MHG Plastic, Mitsubishi, Motorola, NEC, NorTel, Philips, Siemens, STS Australia,
Sun, Telecom Technologies, TelePacific, Telephone Systems, Trade Wind Communications, Uniden, Voca
Communications, and Voxson.
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(i) Fixed-Term Arrangements Program: business alliances;

(ii) Bounties (Computers) Act 1984: production subsidies;

(iii) National Industry Extension Service: business promotion;

(iv) Vendor Qualification Scheme: promotion of quality certification;

(v) National Procurement Development Program: product development;

(vi) GIRD Scheme: discretionary grants for industrial R&D;

(vii) 150 per cent tax concession for research and development;

(viii) Generic Technology Grants: promotion of "strategic" technologies;

(ix) Information Industries Education and Training Foundation: improving skills;383 and

(x) National Teaching Company Scheme: employment of graduates.

(viii) Transport equipment (Table AV. 1, ISIC 384)

(a) Motor vehicles

564. Considered a mainstay of industrial expansion in Australia, production of passenger motor
vehicles (PMV) has had a long tradition of government support. Effective rates of assistance to the
motor vehicles industry rank among the highest in the manufacturing sector, together with textiles,
clothing and footwear. Under the present plans, the effective rate of assistance for motor vehicles
is to be reduced from its 1993-94 level of42 per cent, equal to almost 4 times the rate for manufacturing
as a whole, to 18 per cent by 2000, which will then be just below 4 times the rate for manufacturing
(Table AV.3 and Chart V. 10).

565. The Australian PMV industry is made up of four producers, Toyota, Ford, General
Motors/Holden and Mitsubishi, and some 500 component suppliers.384Car designs are based mainly
on developments in Europe, Japan and the United States. Production runs are relatively short and
productivity levels are low by international standards. It has been estimated that output per employee,
of 5.8 units a year in 1991, is no more than half of that achieved in the United States in 1991 and one-
third of that in Japan in 1988.385

383The Foundation, introduced in 1989, is to address skills shortages in the industry, for example, through
increasing tertiary places for students of computer and information sciences and facilitating immigration of persons
with professional experience in information technologies.

384In1991, 26,600 persons were employed in Australian car production, including bodies, trailers and caravans,
and 18,300 in the component sector; employment fell to 24,000 and 17,200, respectively, in 1992. Victoria
represents over half of total employment in the sector.

385Automotive Industry Authority (1992). The estimates refer to passenger motor vehicles and commercial
vehicles; see also Table AV.5.
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566. Some 50 per cent of the new cars sold are fleet purchases. Domestic production focuses on

large and, to a lesser extent, small and medium cars; in 1991, slightly less than one-third of the 393,000
new passenger cars sold were large cars. By contrast, the lower and the upper ends of the market - micro
and luxury cars - are almost exclusively in the hands of foreign producers. Overall, the import share
exceeded 30 per cent in the early 1990s, almost twice as much as in 1987 (in unit terms). In 1992,
imports of passenger motor cars and car parts worth $A 4 billion compared with exports of some
$A 800 million.

567. The Government's March 1991 Industry Statement emphasizes the objective of developing
an automotive industry that is "viable and internationally competitive, providing higher quality vehicles
at lower real prices to consumers". The current programme towards the PMV sector contains tariff
reductions, from 35 per cent in 1992 to 15 per cent in 2000, and a modified export incentive scheme.386
Other support elements have been retained, including a tariffof 15 per cent on replacement components
and, in particular, a basic duty-free import entitlement for large-volume producers at a rate of 15 per cent
of production value. Table V.6 provides an overview of current policies and measures affecting the
PMV industry.

Table V.6
Measures and programmes affecting the passenger motor vehicle (PMV) sector, 1993

Trade measures

a Passenger motor vehicles and original equipment.
b Applicabletoproducers registeredunderthePassengerMotorVehicleManufacturing Plan(Toyota, Ford, General Motors/Holden,

Mitsubishi and - until its withdrawal in late 1992 - Nissan). The production volume arrangement is due to expire in 1996.
c Previous allowances for export credits without value-added test are phased out by 1 January 1995.

d The rate on other vehicles, e.g. four-wheel-drive vehicles, is 21 per cent.
e On all vehicles, including four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Source: GATT Secretariat.

568. Until 17 August 1993,adifferential sales tax arrangement provided for a tax rate of 15 per cent
on passenger motor vehicles priced at less than $A 32,486 as compared with 30 per cent on the wholesale
price of more expensive cars. This resulted in a sharp tax surge, of $A 4,873, at the threshold price.

386The tariffs on commercial and off-road vehicles are due to fall from 15 per cent in 1992 to 5 per cent
in 1996.

Tariffs' 32.5 per cent (to be reduced to 15 per cent by 1 January 2000). An additional $A 12,000
per unit is levied on high-volume imports of second-hand vehicles.

Duty-free import entitlement/ 15 per cent of production value, subject to a minimum production volume of 30,000 units
Minimum volume requirement' per year, Below that level, eligibility falls progressively to zero (20,000 units and less).

Imports from New Zealand and the Forum Islands are counted as local content.

Export Facilitation Scheme' Duty-free import entitlements at. a rate of 32.5 per cent of the exported automotive value
added, to be phased down to 15 per cent by 2000. For car manufacturers, this is additional
to the duty-free import entitlement. Since 1January 1993, the Scheme has not been
applicable to exports to New Zealand.

Internalpolicies

Sales tax Base rate: 16 per cent'
Luxury tax on the wholesale value exceeding $A 32,486: 45 per cent'

Labour adjustment andtraining Support for retrenched employees: $A 40 million over the period 1991-2000
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A new tax arrangement, designed to avoid such a surge, is based on a general rate of 16 per cent on
the wholesale value of all passenger vehicles up to the threshold of $A 32,486. Higher priced cars
attract the luxury tax, set at 45 per cent, only on the difference between the threshold and the actual
value.

569. Although significantly reducing the tax burden on cars priced in the vicinity of the threshold
price, the new arrangement may result in additional government revenue, resulting from the higher
base rate of 16 per cent and from additional tax proceeds realized on expensive cars. For example,
with the new arrangement, the sales tax on passenger cars with a wholesale price of $A 150,000 increases
from $A 45,000 to $A 58,080. As noted above, this market segment is entirely supplied by imports.

570. Apparently with a view to closing a gap in border protection, Australia introduced a specific
tariff on high volume imports of used passenger cars in July 1992.387 The tariff, set at
$A 12,000 per unit, is due in addition to the regular ad valorem tariff. This was reportedly in response
to industry concerns that a glut of second-hand vehicles from Japan could further impair domestic
production at a time when it had already come under pressure from the tariff cuts.388Used engines
are not subject to any additional duties or charges. Import restrictions on used tyres were considered
by the Government in 1992, particularly for environmental reasons, but no decision was taken.389

571. According to the authorities, apart from the measures shown in Table V.6, there are at present
no other Commonwealth initiatives affecting production and trade in the motor vehicles sector, nor
are there any agreements with foreign Govermnents or industries restraining the level of imports into
Australia. Trade in the sector is free of surveillance, monitoring or forecasting arrangements. Since
the phasing out of a Motor Vehicle and Component Development Grants Scheme, in 1989, the only
financial support available to the industry is through non-specific programmes such as the 25 per cent
tax concession on research and development (Chapter IV(4)(ii)(c)).

572. Under the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989, both used and new vehicles are subject to the
same safety requirements, as set out in Australian Design Rules (Chapter IV(2)(x)). Some relaxation
may be granted for personal imports. While manufacturers and importers supplying more than
25 vehicles of a model a year are provided with a 'blanket' import authority, any lower volume importer
needs to obtain an individual authorization.390

(b) Shipbuilding

573. In the 1970s, Australia's shipyards, highly subsidized and beset by industrial unrest, produced
large steel vessels for a shrinking world market. The shipyards have since shifted their production
to high-speed aluminium passenger and car ferries with innovative design and technology. Contrary
to their counterparts in many other developed countries, the yards have apparently learned to survive

387The tax affects importers supplying over 25 vehicles per annum.

388Industry Commission (1992a).

389New replacement tyres as well as used tires for cars continue to bear a 10 per cent tariff.

390Tourists may import their vehicles on the basis of the international carnet de passage".
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with, and adjust to, levels of assistance no higher than the average for manufacturing as a whole.391
In 1993-94, the ERA was 9 per cent for ships, but 23 per cent for boats (Table AV.3).

574. Assistance to the sector is granted via declining production subsidies and import tariffs. The
shipbuilding bounty is currently set at 9 per cent, down from 15 per cent in 1989; it is to be reduced
5 per cent by mid-1996. Tariffs on imports currently vary between 12 per cent on smaller entities
and zero on vessels of more than 150 gross construction tonnes. All tariffs in the sector are subject
to the general reductions and are thus scheduled to come down to 5 per cent, at most, by mid-1996.
Imports of components used in the construction, modification or repair ofvessels in excess of 150 gross
construction tonnes enter duty-free under concessional tariffs. Total imports in the sector amounted
to some US$107 million in 1992.

575. According to the authorities, apart from tariffs and bounties, there are no Commonwealth support
measures specific to shipbuilding. Nor is the Government aware of any initiatives by the States or
Territories.

(c) Aircraft

576. Australia does not manufacture large civil aircraft. Production and trade interests in the sector,
which employs some 3,000 persons, focus on aircraft parts and components. All sectoral imports, to
a value of $A 1.94 billion in 1992, enter duty-free. Exports of aircraft, equipment and parts amounted
to $A 508 million in 1992.

577. In international trade in aircraft, Australia seeks to ensure "fair competition" for domestically
produced aircraft parts and components. Australia has not acceded to the GATT Code on Trade in
Civil Aircraft, which it considers to focus mainly on border measures, rather than on internal support,
and to impose less stringent subsidy disciplines than the General Agreement. While, at the time of
the Code negotiations, Australia had operated import licences on large civil aircraft, linked to the then
two-airline-policy, as well as civil offset arrangements, trade has since been liberalized and the offsets
abolished. Reflecting assistance granted at the upper end of the production chain, effective rates of
assistance in the sector are negative (Table AV.3).

578. After the abolition of its civil offsets policy in 1991-92, the Australian Government sought
to negotiate "strategic agreements", in the form of Memoranda of Understanding, with overseas
companies. The agreements are intended to provide domestic producers access "to risk-sharing work
on a free and fair competitive basis".392The overseas signatory is expected to use the same criteria
for selecting Australian producers for participation in long-term commercial projects as it applies to
non-Australiancandidates. The six current MOUs in the aircraft sector are scheduled to last for 10 years
and are subject to regular review, usually annually.393

579. According to the authorities, the issues discussed within the context of the "strategic agreements",
vary from company to company. They often include the performance of contracted Australian firms,

391In 1991, Australian yards completed 17 merchant ships with 21,396 gross tonnage.

392Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (1991).

393MOUs exist with United Technologies, signed in March 1991; Boeing (April 1991): Airbus Industries
(May 1991); Rolls-Royce Aircraft Engines (June 1991); General Electric (July 1991) and SNECMA (September
1991).
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Trade Policy Review Mechanism

any problems that have arisen, and prospects for future business. Possible further topics are the overseas
companies' perspective on international trends, the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft, the companies'
forward plans, and any alliances they are developing elsewhere in the world.

580. Australia's National Space Program is designed to encourage greater involvement v, Australian
firms in space research and in the development of internationally competitive industries based on space
technologies. Support is provided on a selective basis; proposals are assessed by the Australian Space
Board.394Grant payments over the period 1989-90 to 1991-92 varied between $A 4.4 and 5.7 million.
The Australian Government recently announced the replacement of the Board by an Australian Space
Council, which is mandated to develop and implement an integrated Space Program over the next five
years.

394The selection process is based on criteria such as Board priorities; the potential economic, social and industry
benefits to Australia; technical feasibility; a commercialization plan; and the need for funds.
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VI. TRADE DISPUTES AND CONSULTATIONS

581. Australia usually addresses trade problems through diplomatic channels or missions abroad.395
If informal contacts fail to produce a mutually acceptable solution, the authorities considerGATT dispute
settlement provisions as the principal means of seeking redress. More than 70 per cent of Australia's
merchandise trade ispurelym.f. n. basedand, thus, not subjectto any alternative remedies under bilateral
or regional arrangements.

582. Since its initial Trade Policy Review, Australia has invoked neither the dispute settlement
provisions under Article XXIII of the General Agreement nor those of the Tokyo Round Agreements.
It has, however, requested consultations under GATT Article XXII and under the Tokyo Round Subsidies
and Anti-Dumping Codes. Four actions by Australia have in turn led trading partners to seek
consultation, conciliation or dispute settlement under the Subsidies or Anti-Dumping Codes.

(1) Cases under the General Agreement (Table VI. 1)

583. In April 1991, Australia requested consultations with Japan under Article XXII of the GATT
on remaining Japanese restrictions on certain agricultural imports.396Australia, along with a number
of other contracting parties, has called for full implementation of the recommendations of a panel that
had found, on a complaint by the United States, that Japanese restrictions on 12 agricultural items were
not in conformity with Japan's obligations under the GATT.397Japan has notified the GATT Council
of measures to implement the panel's recommendations on a number of agricultural products and indicated
that it would consider action with respect to the remaining items in the light of the results of the Uruguay
Round.398 Despite several rounds of consultations between Australia and Japan, as well as other
concerned parties, a mutually satisfactory resolution has not yet been achieved.

584. Australia remains involved in two cases under Article XXIII of the GATT, both of which are
in the implementation stage of panel recommendations:399

- restrictions on imports of beef by the Republic of Korea, with the panel set up in
May 1988 and its report. adopted in November 1989; and

- U.S. import restrictions on sugar, with the panel established in September 1988 and
the report of the panel adopted in June 1989.

395See also the overview of trade barriers and remedial actions given in Table AII. 1.

396GATT document DS25/2, 11 April 1991.

397GATTdocuments L/6253, 18 November 1987. The panel report was adopted by the GATT Council in
February 1988.

398GATT documents L/6370, 8 July 1988; L/6389, 12 September 1988; L)7087, 24 September 1992; and
C/M/251, 26 August 1991.

399A third case raised since January 1988, concerning import restrictions by Japan on beef, was terminated
through a bilateral settlement. Complaints by Australia, New Zealand and the United States were withdrawn
in July 1983 following agreement on market-opening measures by Japan (GATT documents L/6333 and Add. 1,
22 April 1980 and 7 July 1988, respectively; C/M/220, 8 June 1988; and GATT (1990)).
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Table VI..1
Consultations and dispute settlement under the General Agreement and the Tokyo Round Agreements involving Australia
January 1988 - October 1993

Raised by Action taken Currentsituation
against (as of October 1993)

I. CASES UNDER GATT ARTICLES XXII AND XXIII

1. Restrictions on imports of beef

Restrictions on imports of beef

3. Restrictions on imports of sugar

4. Restrictions on certain agricultural imports8

Australia/

Japan

Australia/
Korea

Panel established
(May 1988)

Panel repot adopted
(Nov. 1989)

Australia/ Panel report adopted
United States (June 1989)

Australia/

Japan
Request for consultations
under Article XXII. 1
(April 1991)

Complaint withdrawn in the
light of a bilateral
settlement (July 1988).

Implementation stage

Implementation stage

Consultation stage

Il. CASES UNDER THE TOKYO ROUND AGREEMENTS

(a) Agreement on Interpretation and Applicationof
Articles VI. XVI and XXIII of the General Agreement
(Subsidies and Countervailing Measures Code)

1. Export subsidies (photographic film)b

2. Countervailing duties on glacé cherries

from France and Italy

3. EC exports of glacé cherries

EC/
Australia

EC/
Australia

Australia/
EC

Request for conciliation
(April 1990)

Panel established
(November 1992)

Request for consultations
(April 1993)

No further pursuit

Complaint withdrawn
(October 1993)

No further pursuit

(b) Agreement on Implementation Article VI

of the General Agreement (Anti-Dumping Code)

1. Anti-dumping duties on power transformers

2. Anti-dumping investigation on imports of

frozen pork

3. Dumping determination and provisional
measures on certain carbon steel products

Finland/
Australia

Canada/

Australia

Committee agreed to

establish Panel
(September 1990)

Request for consultations
(September 1992)c

Australia/ Request for consultations
United States (July 1993)

No further pursuit
(Panel not constituted)

No further pursuit

Consultation stage

a The case relatestothe implementationofthe recommendationsofa panel report, adopted inFebruary 1988. The panelwas established
on a complaint by the United States concerning Japanese import restrictions on certain agricultural products.

b The subsidy payments ceased on 31 December 1992.
c Consultations were also requested under the Subsidies Code.

Source; GATT Secretariat.

585. The panel examining Korea's restrictions on beef imports recommended that the measures be
eliminated, or otherwise brought into conformity with the GATT; and that Korea consult with Australia
and other concerned contracting parties to work out a timetable for the removal of import restrictions
on beef, which had been justified since 1967 by Korea on balance-of-payments grounds.400 In July

400GATT document L/6504, 24 May 1989. New Zealand and the United States were also involved in the
dispute. Korea disinvoked the GATT's balance-of-payments provisions with effect frorn 1 January 1990,
undertaking in this context to eliminate, or otherwise bring into GATT conformity, all its restrictions maintained
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1990 and July 1993, Korea informed the GATT Council of bilateral agreements reached with Australia
and other parties concerned, on the annual enlargement of its beef import quota for the following years.401
The agreements are to be implemented on an m.f.n. basis.

586. In the second case, regarding U.S. measures on sugar imports, the panel recommended that
the United States either terminate the restrictions or bring them into conformity with U.S. obligations
under the General Agreement.402Iin response, the United States replaced import quotas for sugar with
a tariff quota system, with effect from October 1990.403 Australia held the view, in GATT Council
meetings, that both the panel reports on U.S. restrictions on sugar and Korea's restrictions on beef
represented unfinished business.404

(2) Cases under the Tokyo Round Agreements (Table VI. 1)

(i) Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI. XVI and XXIIIof the General
Agreement (the Subsidies Code)

587. Over the past four years, Australia has been involved in two cases raised by the
European Communities (EC) under the Subsidies Code, and in one instance requested consultations
with the EC on alleged export subsidies. In addition, an Australian anti-dumping/countervailing action
on Canadian frozen pork was addressed under both the Subsidies and the Anti-Dumping Codes.405

588. In March 1990, the EC requested consultations regarding the extension of subsidies under the
Australian Bounty (Photographic Film) Act 1989.406In April 1990, a mutually satisfactory solution
not having been found, the EC requested conciliation under Article 17 of the Code. The matter has
not been pursued beyond that stage. The Australian bounty scheme expired at end-1992
(Chapter IV(4)(ii)(c)).

589. After consultations and conciliation under the Subsidies Code had failed to produce a mutually
satisfactory solution, a panel was established, in November 1992, to examine a countervailing duty

for balance-of-payments purposes by 1 July 1997 (GATT documents BOP/R/183 and Add. 1, 4 July 1989 and
27 October 1989, respectively).

401GATT documents L/6697, 9 July 1990, and L/7270, 19 July 1993.

402GATT document L/6514, 9 June 1989.

403GATT document L/6742, 12 October 1990.

404GATT document C/M/262, 8 April 1993.

405GATT document SCM/M/62, 23 December 1992. See Chapter VI(2)(ii).

406GATT documents SCM/101, 23 April 1990; SCM/103, 13 June 1990; SCM/M/46, 5 June 1990; and
SCM/M/47, 27 July 1990.
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action by Australia on imports of glacé cherries from France and Italy.407 In October 1993, the EC
withdrew its complaint.408

590. In April 1993, Australia requested consultations under the Subsidies Code with the EC regarding
EC export subsidies on glacé cherries.409Australia has not pursued the case further.

(ii) Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement (the Anti-Dumping Code)

591. Since its last Trade Policy Review, Australia has been party to three cases raised under the Anti-
Dumping Code, twice with respect to its own imposition of duties, on imports from Canada and Finland,
respectively, and once with regard to U.S. measures on Australian products.

592. In October 1990, the Anti-Dumping Committee agreed to establish a panel to examine a complaint
by Finland regarding anti-dumping duties on Australia's imports of power transformers.410 Finland
called into question Australia's application of the definition of "like product", noting that the transformers
had been built according to the customer's specification. The panel has not been constituted and the
case has not been pursued.

593. Canada requested consultations under the Code, in September 1992, regarding an Australian
anti-dumping/countervailing investigation on imports of Canadian frozen pork.411 Canada took issue
with the Australian application of the term "domestic industry" in this context. However, the preliminary
investigation by the Australian Customs Service, confirmed in late 1992 by the Anti-Dumping Authority
(Annex IV. 1), resulted in a finding of no injury and, thus, in Australia taking no action. Subsequently,
Canada has not raised the issue.

594. In July 1993, Australia requested consultations regarding a final determination of dumping by
the U.S. Department of Commerce and the imposition of provisional duties on imports of certain
corrosion resistant carbon steel products.412 Australia maintains that the United States failed to make
adequate use of "best information available", as provided for under the Code, and to establish sufficient
evidence of the causal link between allegedly dumped imports and material injury.

(3) Dispute Settlement in Other Fora

595. Article 22(2) of the Australia New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement
(ANZCERTA) provides a basis for consultations on issues not adequately dealt with under other

407The duties had been imposed in application of the Australian Customs Amendment Act 1991 (GATT
documents SCM/147, 23April 1992; SCM/150, 10July 1992; SCM/152, 13 November 1992; andSCM/158,
14 January 1993).

408GATT document SCM/178, 28 October 1993.

409GATT documents SCM/166, 21 April 1993, and SCM/M/65, 31 August 1993.

410GATT documents ADP/42, 14 April 1989; ADP/49, 14 September 1990; ADP/49/Add. 1, 12 October
1990; ADP/M/26, 29 June 1989; and ADP/M/29, 19 October 1990.

411GATT document ADP/M/39, 22 January 1993.

412GATT document ADP/104, 23 July 1993.
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provisions of the agreement (Chapter II(4)(i)(a)). The Article requires signatories to enter promptly
into consultations should one party, for example, consider that obligations under the agreement are
not being met or benefits are being denied.413 However, these provisions have not been invoked to
date.

596. Article 13 of the Agreement on Trade and Commercial Relations between Australia and Papua
New Guinea (PATCRA) contains consultation provisions regarding the settlement of trade frictions
between the parties. Similar provisions are incorporated in Australia's preferential arrangements with
Canada and the Forum Island countries (Chapter II(4)(i)(b)).

413Article 22(2) stipulates that the Member States shall, at the written request of either, promptly enter into
consultations with a view te seeking an equitable and mutually satisfactory solution if the Member State which
requested the consultations considers that:

(a) an obligation under this Agreement has not, been or is not being fulfilled;
(b) a benefit conferred upon it by this Agreement is being denied;
(c) the achievement of any objective of this Agreement is being or may be frustrated; or
(d) a case of difficulty has arisen or may arise."
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Table Al.1
Principal sources of Australian imports, 1980-92
(Per cent)

1900~~~~~~l 19$ 1990 1991 1992
World 100 100 100 ' 00 100
United States 21.8 21.7 24.6 24.5 23.1
Japan 17.0 23.1 18.4 17.2 17.6
United Kingdom 9.3 7.1 7.0 6.3 6.3
Germany* 6.0 6.8 6.5 6.1 5.7
New Zealand 3.4 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.2

China 1.2 1.2 2.7 3.5 4.0
Chinese Taipei 2.7 3.4 3.5 3.7 3.6
France 1.7 2.0 2.8 3.2 2.7
Republic of Korea 1.0 1.5 2.3 2.5 2.6
Singapore 3.0 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.6

Italy 2.5 3.1 2.9 2.6 2.3
Indonesia 1.9 0.7 1.0 1.8 2.2
Sweden 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.8
Netherlands 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.7
Malaysia 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.7

Canada 2.7 2.0 2.1 1.7 1.6
Hong Kong 2.2 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.4

0.3
4.8
1.0

Thailand
Saudi Arabia
Switzerland

United Arab Emirates
Belgium-Luxembourg
Finland
Denmark
India

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.6

0.5
1.7
1.1

0.5
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5

0.9
1.4
1.4

0.9
0.9
0.6
0.5
0.5

1.1
1.5
1.2

1.3
1.2
1.2

0.8
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.6

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6

Memorandum:

Asia and Oceania
East Asia
South Asia

Europe
EC12*
EFTA
Central and Eastern Europe

America
MiddIe East
Africa

35.7
14.4
18.0
27.0
22.7
3.9
0.4

25.3
9.5
0.9

41.5
13.5
23.9
26.9
22.5
4.0
0.3

24.9
4.2
0.7

39.8
16.3
19.2
27.7
22.7
4.5
0.3

27.9
3.1
0.4

41.4
18.9
18.1
25.9
21.4
4.0
0.3

27.4
2.7
0.3

43.4
20.7
18.5
26.0
21.2
4.5
0.2

25.8
2.7
0.4

* Including the territory of the former German Democratic Republic.

Note: EFTA: Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Central and eastern Europe: (former) USSR,
Albania, Bulgaria former) Czech and Slovak Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania. Asia and Oceania: New Zealand, East
Asia and South Asia,East Asia: Cambodia, China, Fiji, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Kiribati, Korea, Laos, Macau, Malaysia,
Papua/New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Is., Thailand, Tonga, Vanuatu, Vietnam and W.Samoa. South Asia:
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, India and Japan. Middle East: Bahrain, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, UAR, Yemen, and Yemen DR. America: USA, Canada,
all Latin American and Caribbean countries, inc. Cuba.

Source: UNSO Comirade Data Base, SITC Rev. 1.
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Table AI.2
Principal destinationsfor Australian exports, 1980-92
(Per cent)

Country/region 10'95 1990 1992
World 100 100 100 i00 100

Japan 25.2 26.0 26.8 28.6 26.6
United States 9.9 8.0 11.9 10.6 9.2
Republic of Korea 2.2 3.9 5.8 6.5 6.3
New Zealand 4.5 3.6 4.7 4.6 4.9
Chinese Taipei 1.8 3.0 3.6 4.4 4.6

United Kingdom 4.2 3.0 3.3 3.1 4.0
China 3.6 3.9 2.8 3.1 3.6
Indonesia 1.7 1.1 2.8 2.9 3.2
Singapore 2.3 2.5 3.0 3.2 3.2
Hong Kong 1.4 1.5 2.1 2.5 3.1

Malaysia 2.2 1.6 2.2 2.0 2.1
Germany* 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.0 2.0
Italy 2.0 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.9
France 1.8 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.8
Canada 2.0 0.8 1.7 1.6 1.7

Thailand 0.7 0.5 1.2 1.4 1.7
Netherlands 1.2 1.2 2.3 1.9 1.6
India 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.6
Papua New Guinea 2.1 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5
Belgium-Luxembourg 1.0 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.3

Philippines 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0
Switzerland 0.1 0.1 0.7 1.1 0.6
United Arab Emirates 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.6
Saudi Arabia 1.3 1.9 0.6 0.6 0.6
Egypt 2.1 1.7 0.9 0.5 0.6

Memorandum:

Asia & Oceania 51.4 52.9 60.2 64.5 65.1
East Asia 20.2 21.0 26.8 29.3 31.3
South Asia 26.7 28.3 28.7 30.6 28.8

Europe 19.9 17.3 16.9 15.7 15.6
EC12* 13.2 12.7 13.8 12.4 13.5
EFTA 0.7 0.5 1.2 1.6 1.4
Central and Eastern Europe 5.8 3.5 1.4 1.2 0.3

America 13.0 9.7 14.7 13.2 12.1
Middle East 5.7 5.7 4.0 2.7 2.5
Africa 3.2 2.5 1.6 1.3 1.6

* Including the territory of the former German Democratic Republic.

Note: See Table AI. 1.

Source: UNSO Comtrade Data Base, SITC Rev.1.
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TableAI.3
Intensityof intra-industry trade with the world, 1980, 1985 and 1992
(Per cent)

T.S. Description No. of
Code. SITClines198019" 1985 1992

Allcategories 25 18.03 18.98 31.63

Raw hides and skins, leather and furskins
Rubber
Wood and cork
Pulp, paper and paperboard
Textiles and clothing
Mincral products and fertilizcrs
Precious stones and precious metals

Ores and metals
Coal, petroleum, natural gas
Chemicals
Non-electrical machinery
Electrical machines and apparatus
Transport equipment
Prof, scient. & contr. instr., photo app., clocks & watches
Footwear and travel goods

Photographic and cinematographic supplies
Furniture
Musical instr., sound recording or reproduction apparatus

Toys
Works of art and collectors pieces
Firearms, ammunition, other armoured vehicles

Office and stationery supplies
Manufactured articles not elsewhere specified

Foodstuffs
Grains
Animals and products thereof
Oil seeds, fats and oils and their products
Cut flowers, plants, vegetable materials

Beverages and spirits

Dairy products
Fish, shellfish and products

Tobacco
Other agricultural products of animal origin

Other agricultural products of vegetable origin

18
10
22
23
64
53
11
87
17
57
36
16
26
14
3
3
1

5
3
2
3
2
Il
47
8
19
30
6
6
5
4
4
3
6

12.59 22.55
9.33 7.08
12.62 11.87
21.80 15.13
8.04 7.57

20.90 13.30
24.23 28.94
19.37 14.02
15.07 29.65
23.94 19.68
24.55 16.26
20.84 12.12
28.22 13.64
33.45 18.80
6.49 4.99

59.13 73.89
18.99 13.31
10.84 3.29
12.71 12.74
30.44 24.28
43.80 40.32
47.83 24.74
41.86 73.56
10.48 27.13
0.26 0.75
2.17 5.73
10.60 15.47
32.41 46.90
28.61 27.08
25.59 28.45
26.74 3;200
25.14 22.29
54.45 86.85
55.36 47.59

a GATT Tariff Study categories.

Note: Intra-industry trade measures the extent to which trade occurs within, as against between, industries. If all traded goods in a
sector are either only exported or only imported, the level of intra-industry trade for that sector is zero- if exports equal imports.
it is 100 per cent (see GATT, 1992c).

Source: GATT Secretariatcalculations using the formula developed by Grubel and Lloyd (4-digitSITC, Rev. 1 data from UNSO Comtrade
database).

01

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

1 1

12
13
14
15
16
17
I8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

30.83
19.76
14.48
28.39
10.34
27.50
57.61
21.85
35.42
35.42
32.05
29.31
22.86
21.46
7.71

66.22
22.26
16.41
14.04
35.99
30,19
10.60
62.85
40.49
0.37
3.78
13.88
55.58
32.63
26.09
48.94
26.07
59.02
34.42
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Table AII.1
Obstracts to Australia's export in 1993, as compiled by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Imedb»d Main productsaffected Remedial action
1. The European Communities'

Common Agricultural Policy
Grains. beef, sugar. sheepmeat, dairy
products, horticultural products

Uruguay Round; bilateral
representations

2. Pressure in the European Communities
(EC) to abrogate the Andriessen

assurances (that traditional Australian
beef markets in Asia will not be

affected by EC subsidized exports)

Beef High level representations to the EC

Commission and EC member States:
consultations with the United States,
Japan, New Zealand and Australian
industry groups

3. The United States' Export
Enhancement Program

Grains, beef, sugar, dairy products Uruguay Round, bilateral discussions

4. Subsidies/protection in Germany,
United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal,
Japan and India

6. Dislocation of the Soviet Union and
East-European economies

7. Subsidies and restrictions

5. Tariffs in the EC, Thailand, the United
States, Republic of Korea and Japan

Coal Uruguay Round; bilateral
representations

Aluminium ingot and aluminium
products; beef and horticultural
products: processed foods

Wool, wheat

Steel

Uruguay Round: bilateral

representations

Proposed visits; proposed provision of
national interest credit insurance
facility to the Soviet Union; assistance
to Eastern Europe on the introduction
of market structures,
Government/industry agricultural study
mission to Eastern Europe

Uruguay Round; bilateral
consultations/negotiations

8. Japan's restrictions

9. Republic of Korea's restrictions

Wheat, beef, barley, rice, dairy
products, fruit and others

Meat, dairy products, fruit, vegetables,

rice and others

Uruguay Round; bilateral discussions
following GATT Panel Report; Beef
Agreement closely monitored

Uruguay Round; intensified

ministerial/official contacts; regular
discussions and representations

(quarantine issues); bilateral
agreement and follow-up action on

beef; technical exchanges on standards
and quarantine regulations

10. Economic measures in China Wool Bilateral representations; offer of

short-term export credit facilities

11. Inadequate protection of intellectual
property rights

12. Tariffs in the United States, Japan and
Indonesia

13. Japan's practice with respect to freight
insurance on Australia-Japan trade.

Copyright piracy, for example:
especially in Thailand, Chinese Taipei,
Papua New Guinea and Fiji Islands

Non-processed food products (dairy,
meat); steel; automotive industry;
non-ferrous metals

Freight insurance

Uruguay Round; ongoing bilateral
negotiations of agreements with
Singapore and possibly Indonesia

Uruguay Round: bilateral discussions

Bilateral trade talks

Table AII.1 (cont'd)
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Impediment Mainproductsaffected Remedialaction
14. Marketing problems and lossof market

in China and Japan
Education services Industry Commission (IC) report on

experts of education services

15. Marketing problems in Gulf States Live sheep, especially to Saudi Arabia Bilateral representations; negotiations
on health/quarantine Memoranda of
Understanding with States other than
Saudi Arabia; action by the Australian
Meat and Livestock Corporation to
address customer concerns

16. Restrictions on U.S. business visas Travel Intensive bilateral discussions

17. European Free Trade Association
(EPTA) agricultural support
programmes

Agricultural products Uruguay Round: ad hoc bilateral
representations

Range of products of export interest to
Austraila

19. Concessional export credit finance and

mixed credit competition

20. Measures limiting foreign equity

participation in Asian countries

21. Increased competition in Papua New

Guinea (PNG)

Various exports for development

projects

Financial and other services, for

example, insurance and

telecommunications in Thailand and

Indonesia

Rice and others, for example, U.S.

subsidized rice

Support for Australian industry through

certain export financing packages,

OECD export credit negotiations:,

credits outside the aid programme

Uniguay Round; bilateral

representations

Bilateral representations, including

efforts to broaden scope of PATCRA;

Department of Foreign Affairs and

Trade's trade strategy paper on PNG.

monitoring situation (threat of U.S.

rice exports)

22. Export franchising requirements

imposed on subsidiaries in Australia of

foreign companies

Various exports IC report on this issue

23. U.S./Canada Free-Trade Agreement

(NAFTA?)

24. Import barriers on environmental

grounds

25. Chinese Taipei restrictions

26. Pressures by competing countries on

importers to discriminate in their

favour

27. Inspection and quarantine legislation,

including phytosanitary restrictions and

labelling re-quirements

Canned fruit, the potential loss of an

Australian market

Various exports

Agricultural products

Various exports, especially beef

Various exports

Uruguay Round: bilateral

representations

Monitoring of developments e.g. in

OECD and UN; participation in

international negotiations

Follow up recent informal third

country talks

Uruguay Round; monitoring

developments and making

representations as necessary

Urugury Round; bilateral

representations

Source: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

18. Tariffs Uruguay Round
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Table AIII.1
Foreign inward direct investment by country of origin, 1984-92
($A million)

1984-85 1985-1 1986-87 1J-88 u , 19990 1990- 1991-92 ]

United States -16 882 1,450 1,649 2,010 2.232 1,933 2,280

Japan 210 1,133 640 2,090 3,103 2,404 2,245 743
United Kingdom 1,610 618 1,002 1,224 1,672 641 677 998

Other EC countries 476 517 56 -215 1,383 244 17 610

Switzerland hl 107 141 155 326 192 308 -73

Other OECD countries 300 646 428 1,311 621 189 1,397 304

ASEAN 17 -530 708 -610 319 -122 -56 598

Other countries -35 120 -299 2,461 2,621 -7 86 561

International capital markets 0 toi 0 ,., ... 0 0 0

Unallocated -6 113 616 ... ... 1,356 1,580 1,180

Total 2,615 3,606 4,743 8,056 12,055 7,129 8,187 7,201

. . Not available.

Source Government of Australia.
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Table AIII.2
Australian direct investment abroad by country of destination, 1984-92
($A million)

194-8 15- 19S I 17-8 1988-8 159*9.0 190-91 1991-1]

United States 923 1,677 1,148 751 ... 724 357 1.328

New Zealand 228 21 1.021 1,588 555 1,547 211 -611

United Kingdom 468 359 133 4,577 865 1,568 1,933 -434

Other OECD countries 15 20 1,171 1,091 5,080 146 252 161

ASEAN *37 -215 170 -72 482 476 -107 182

Papua New Guinea 57 133 22 379 139 218 93 23

Other countries 93 438 852 1,947 -884 -495 -3,888 1.093

Unallocated -4 326 99.0. 387 -1,429 21 -434

Total 1"743 2,759 4,616 10,261 6,624 2,755 -1,128 742

Not available.

Source: Government of Australia.
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Table AIII.3
Net foreign inward direct investment in Australia by industry, 1994-92
($A million)

1964 198S 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
11 * s s45 -86 -8s 4- 49 -9g -91 - i

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

Mining

Coal, oil and gas

Other mining
Service to mining

Manufacturing

Food,beverages and tobscco

Textiles

Clothing and footwear
Wood products and furniture

Paper products and publishing

Chemicals, petroleum and coal products

Non-metallic mineral products

Basic metal products

Fabricated metal products

Transport equipment

Other machinery and equipment

Miscellaneous manufacturing

Services

Electricity, gas and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and storage

Finance, property and business services

Public administration and defence

Other

Unallocated

Total

4

-421

-552

129

1

560

222

19

4

18

44

-155
7

74

-2

92

195

43

2,473
o
2

780
-7

1,670
O

12

14

26

-13

-181

57

112

1,033
363

27

7

57

40

202

21

-124

8

-92

434

90

2,559
O

-31

939
78

1,930
o

68

-425

Sl

109

785

-443

-231

1,340
57

28
3

17

110

372

-239

144

17

878

-175

126

3,242
o

261

910

38

1,955
O

8

69

-15

2,295

1,704 2,9:
51 9i

496

298

117

308

18

318

150

75

4,522

n
105

57

25

3,780

62 186 461

1,635 1,012 -82

... ... ...

35 1,316 2,859

66 79 2,544
37 78 -14

... 32 0

21 2 ...

78 176 -101

D3 318 316

26 -296 -84

,,, 75..75

48 31 241

064 -166 401

32 32 -10

35 957 270

23 4,615 4,949

O
24 -77 7

17 1,030 -205

19 100 -144

19 2,998 4,826

o o o

44

3:

84

7,4:

1,5

4,9

... ... . ......9. ...

... ... 339 ... 197

2,616 3,606 4,742 8,056 12,055 7,129 8,187 7,201

.. . Not available.

Source- Government of Australia.

-94

877

578
-8

7

-1

459

8

-15

53
-67

104

144

143

851

94

3,229
0
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Table AIII.4
Net Australian direct investment abroad by industry, 1984-92
($A million)

1984 18S 1986 1987 1988 1989 1M90 19p1
-85 46 47 48 49 -90 -91 -92

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting -8 4 -31 .. ,.. 0

Mining 106 1,148 493 1,595 892 142 10 691

Coal, oil and gas 5 -49 1 ... ." ... ... ...

Other mining 102 302 118 ,., ...
Service to mining -1 895 373 ... . ..

Manufacturing 1,121 26 730 1,345 1,263 -48 -1,086 1,484

Food, beverages and tobacco 6 44 165 1,585 -209 -239 45 637

Textiles () O O ... 0 0 - O

Clothing and footwear 3 31 222 -8 ... ... ...

Wood products and furniture -6 O -2 0

Paper products and publishing 145 133 -507 345 781 -204 -1,179 493

Chemicals, petroleum and coal products -114 -205 70 2 -117 55 76 65

Non-metallic mineral products 28 86 186 . 186 -135 -34 338

Basic metal products 1,063 -39 229 109 159 160 *55 -137

Fabricated metal products 5 -70 77 ... -97 109 ... 3

Transport equipment 4 1 9 .4 ... -5 ...

Other machinery and equipment 17 -il 196 -58 :92 161 -74 232

Miscellaneous manufacturing 30 56 85 -33 83 76 43 -55

Services 523 1,581 3,424 7,321 4,469 2,661 -52 -1,433

Electricity, gas and water -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O

Construction 9 -16 11 8 135 52 ... 19

Wholesale and retail trade 71 -32 61 150 911 -59R 237 91

Transport and storage 128 142 138 180 382 123 -213 -214

Finance, property and business services 736 1,047 2,366 6,683 3,086 2,818 176 -1,536

Other 46 -34 696 .. . ... ... ...

Unallocated -465 474 152 66 15 77 26 -29

Total 1,743 2,759 4,616 10,261 6,624 2,755 -1,128 742

.. Not available.

Source: Government of Australia.
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Table AIII.5
Stock of inward foreign direct investment by industry, 1984-92

1984' 1983 1986 198 1988 1.98 1990 1991 i

-85 -8 ~~~~~~~ ~~-8-86 -87 -88 -89 -90 -91 -92 j
Agriculture, forestry, fishing & hunting

Mining

Coal.oil and gas

Other mining

Service to mining

Manufacturing

Food, beverages and tobacco

Textiles

Clothing and footwear

Wood products and furniture

Paper products and publishing

Chemicals, petroleum & coal products

Non-metallic mineral products

Basic metal products

Fabricated metal products

Transport equipment

Other machinery and equipment

Miscellaneous manufacturing

Services

Electricity, gas and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and storage

Finance, property & business services

Public administration and defence

Other

Unallocated

Total

459 381
5,990 5,740

2,524 2,001

2,142 2,525

1,324 1,213

11,108 12,366

1,848 1.993

185 182

75 74

129 161

296 723

1,937 2,230

390 300

2,009 2,235

Id,59 259

1,217 1,063

2,330 2,677

436 467

19,230 21,948

1 O

510 322

9,405 10.042

265 374

8,361 10,354

O O

605 ..

84 208
36,788 40,435

492 436 1,118

10,158 10,589 12,43.3

20,200 24,232

. 4,892

95

75 50

..1 1,786

4,399 5,018

.. 732

3,003

373

1,881

2,529

2,199

34,250

O

808

12,531

19,543

O

114

65,475

397

2,020

2,530

3,369

45,359

14,743

718

26,685
O

1,377
83,142

16,221
2,775

379

9 1

139

1,41'7

3,295

227

2,204

340

1,376

2,212

3,765

27,091

628

11,563

5334

13,689

O

221

53,962

14,363 12,887

26,866 28,722

5,953 8,481

368 333

96 121

.. 53

1,746 1,439

5,099 4,983
945 513

3,009 3,183

520 643

2,079 2,114

2,267 2,329

.. 4,526

51,182 56,744

O

582 733

15,242 15,429

878

30,573 36,487

O O

1,310
14,194

30.456

8,405

333

2,329
5,21

443

3,231

624

2,536

2,372

58,437

850

15,818

1,006

37,852

o

... ... ~ 711

92,411 98,353 104,397

. Nut available.

Note: Inconsistencies between the stock data prescribed in Tables AIII.5 and AIII.6 and the investment flows recorded in the
preceding Tables result, inter alia, froni changes in exchange rates and valuation of existing stocks.

Source: Government of Austratlia.
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Table AlII.6
Stock of Australian direct investment abroad by industry, 1984-92
($A million)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
[5 -86 487 488 -8B -90 -91 -92

Agriculture, forestry, fishing & hunting

Mining

Coal, oil and gas

Other mining

Service to mining

Manufacturing
Fond, beverages and tobacco

Textiles

Clothing and footwear

Wood products and furniture

Paper products and publishing
Chemicals, petroleum & coal products

Non-metallic mineral products

Basic metal products

Fabricated metal products

Transport equipment

Other machinery and equipment

Miscellaneous manufacturing

Services

Electricity, gas and water

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade

Transport and storage

Finance, property & business services

Other

Unallocated
Total

74

1,325

53

726

546

3,836
42

2

12

1,095
232

253

1,786
173

22

170

49

4,535
14

160

674

576

3,259
117

-265

44

3,117

66

863

2,188

3,011
77

O

43

-1

1,050

128
397

996

43

3

181

93

6,845
O

260

633

724

4,769

49

410

60

4,287 5,801

2,1

3,5

4,851

293

o
216

-4

1,694

229

546

1,042

139

17

510

169

11,037
O

632

788

880

7,354

... ..4 5. . ...

6,290 5,547 5,537 b,7()5

... ... .....

... ...

... ...

105 10,401

i3 1,4(4
... ...

.....

517 5,154
29 398

57

1,175
129

20

537

147

17,262
o

1,062
806

13,915

31
18

590

188

20,61 1

O

674

2,127
1,270

15,220

10,912

1,528

5,223

422

1,300
132

20

681

23,526

598

1,532
1,333

17,308

514 200 830 2033...

S14 200 830 2,033

11,154 13,925
978 1,567

4,463 5,941

870 678

1,858 2,391

1,30f 1,403

20

7 9

770 1,016

357 328

22,192 22,067
o o

587 970

2,194 2,457

1,278 824

17,598 17,464

65 134
9,771 13,018 20,180 30,988 37,302 39,985 38,883 42,697

Not available,

Note: See Table AIII.5.

Source: Government of Australia.
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Table AIV.1
Tariff escalation and tariff rangesin Australia, March 1993

Importtariffs Imports

No.ISIC Product/processing stage Range Standard (l992)
No. Average Standarddeviation (US$ million)

1 Agriculture, forestry and fishing
- raw materials 0.9 0-15 3.2 401.1

2 Mining and quarrying
- raw materials 1.1 0-10 3.2 1,682.1

3 Manufacturing
- 1st stage of processing 1.7 0-23 4.9 600.8
- semi-processed 10.3 0.51 11.3 7,579.7
-fully processed 12.3 0-47 12.5 27,925.2

311 Food products
- 1st stage of processing (.2 0-15 1.9 202.5
- semi-processed 0.6 0-15 2.5 92.5
- fully processed 4.8 0.15 5.5 792.2

312 Food manufacturing
1st stage of processing 1.0 0-10 3.1 79.0

-semi-processed 6.7 0-10 4.1 4.7
- fully processed 3.3 0.10 4.5 234.2

313 Beverages
- fully processed 8.2 0-15 6.6 23.8

314 Tobacco manufactures
- fully processed 0.0 0 0.0 0.1

321 Textiles
- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 35.6
-semi-processed 25.1 0-51 10.3 1,121.9
- fully processed 27.5 0-47 17.6 683.7

322 Clothing
- fully processed 35.0 0-47 18.3 354.0

323 Leather products
- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 - * 0.0
- semi-processed 9.5 0-15 6.7 89.1
- fully processed 13.9 0-47 8.1 178.0

324 Footwear
- fully processed 22.3 0-37 15.9 239.9

331 Wood products
- 1st stage of processing 2.0 0-5 2.7 0.6
- semi-processed 7.9 0-15 5.0 430.8
-fully processed 7.1 0-15 4.7 116.6

332 Furniture except metal
- fully processed 12.5 0-23 6.9 210.6

Table AIV.1 (cont'd)
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ISIC Import tariffs Imports
Product/processing stage Range Standard (1992)

No. deviation (US$ million)

1 Agriculture, forestry and fishing
341 Paper products

- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 ().0 112.3
-semi-processed 9,5 ()-15 6.1 803.8
-fully processed 11.6 0-15 6.0 146.1

342 Printing
- fully processed 8.5 0.15 7.4 657.5

351 Industrial chemicals
- st stage of processing 6.9 0-23 8.4 118.7
- semi-processed 4.4 0-15 5.9 2,657.8

fully processed 8.2 0-15 6.1 99.2

352 Other chemicals
- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 13,2
- semi-processed 1.7 0-10 3.8 391.7
- fully processed 7.2 0-15 6.3 1,779.3

353 Petroleum refineries
-1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 3.0

- semi-processed 3.0 0-15 6.7 74.1
- fully processed 0.0 0 0.0 654.4

354 Petroleum and coal products
- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 3.2
- semi-processed 7.1 0-15 5.7 9.7
- fully processed 10.0 10 0.0 1.5

355 Rubber products
-1st stage of processing 10.0 10 0.0 0.6
- semi-processed 13.9 0-15 3,7 73.4
- fully processed 16.8 0-47 12.4 590.3

356 Plastic products
- fully processed 15.0 15 0.0 381.5

361 Pottery and china
- fully processed 12.5 10-15 2.6 122.9

362 Glass and products
- semi-processed 7.2 0-10 4.6 36.8
- fully processed 9.2 0-15 5.9 185.6

369 Non-metallic mineral products
- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 2.7
- semi-processed 2.9 0-10 4.7 37.2
- fully processed 9.4 0-15 3.4 316.9

371 Iron and steel products
- 1st stage of processing 1.1 0-10 3.3 0.9
- semi-processed 6.7 0-10 3.2 576.1

Table AIV.1 (cont'd)
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ISIC Import tariffs Imports
No. Product/processing stage Average Range Standard (1992)

(%) deviation (US$ million)

1 Agriculture, forestry and fishing
372 Non-ferrous metal

- 1st stage of processing 0.0 0 0.0 3.9
- semi-processed 3.0 0-15 4.9 1,150.0
- filly processed 0.0 0 - - 12.9

381 Metal products
- semi-processed 6.0 0-15 8.2 5.1
- fully processed 12.7 0-15 4.6 987.0

382 Non-electrical machinery, inc. computers
- semi-processed 7.5 0-15 10.6 0.1
- fully processed 7.8 0-32.5 6,7 7,128.0

383 Electrical machinery
fully processed 11.6 0-29 6.0 4,254.1

384 Transport equipment
- fully processed 11.0 0-32.5 9.1 4,774.4

385 Professional and scientific equipment
- fully processed 4.9 0-15 6.7 1,873.9

390 Other manufactured products
- 1st stage of processing 1.0 0-15 3.9 24.6
- semi-processed 11.7 0-15 6.1 24.8
- fully processed 10.1 0-37 7.3 1,126.8

Source: GATT Secretariat estimates.

- - -- ---
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Table AIV.2
Imports by tariff rate, 1992/93
(Per cent)

Rate/From Developing European Japan United Canada All
countries Communities States imports

Duty free 65.2 65.7 57,8 78.6 72.6 68.6

of which: concessional' 13.7 21.5 31.6 21.5 13.9 20.0

(a) at ad valorem rates:

less than 10 21.7 7.4 3, 6.2 12.8 10,5

10 to 15 2.3 18.7 26.2 1 1.8 6.6 12.8

15 to 20 0.9 2.4 3.7 U.9 5.0 1.9

20 to 25 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.7 0,4

25 to 30 1.2 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 0,5

30 to 50 3,7 3,7 7.5 0.3 0.2 3.8

50 and above 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.5

Total ad valorem 33.0 33.0 42.4 20.7 25.3 30.3

(b) other 1.7 1.3 0,0 0.8 2.0 1.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0

a Imports entering under by-Iaw and tariff concessions.
b Subject to excise duty.

Source: Industry Commission.
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Table AIV.3
Statutory Marketing Authorition/lMarketing Bourds (MBs) in Queensland, 1990

Authority Compul Price Collection Standard Product Transport, Product
sory setting of levies/ setting trade storage, process Other

acquisition fees etc. ing

Alberton Tableland
Maize MB*

Barley MB*

yes yes

yes yes yes yes

Bread Industry
Authority

Brisbane Market Trust

yes'

yes yes PPR, EPR,
PM, MI

yes VP, PPR,
EPR, PM,

MI
yes

yes yes LIC. LPM,
MI

yes yes yes yes PPR
PM

Central Qld Egg MB yes yes yes yes yes yes EPR, LICc,
PM, MI

Central Qld Grain
Sorghum MB*

Central Sugar Cane
Prices Board

Chicken Meat Industry
Committee

Committee of
Direction of Fruit
Marketing

Council of Agriculture

yes yes

yes yes

yesd yes yes yes yese

Egg MB

(Sunny Queen)

Hen Quota Committee

yes yes. yes.

yes

yes yes VP, EPR,
LIC PM,

MI

LIC. CP

Livestock and Meat
Authority*

yes yes yesf yes yes PM

LICMilk Pasteurization
Tribunal

Navy Bean MB

Peanut MB

yesyes

yes

yes yes yes yesg PPR EPR

PM MI:

yes yes yes yes yesa VP, PPR,

EPR, PM,
MI

Table AIV.3 (cont.'d)

Cannery Board
(Golden Circle)

yes yes PPR, EPR,
PM, MI

LIC
CP

yes PM
MI

PM
MI
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Functions

Authority Compul- Price Collection Standard Product Transport, Product
sory setting of levies/ setting trade storage, process. Other,

acquisition fees etc. ing

Qld Dairy Industry yes yes yes LIC, CP,
Authority PM, MI

Qld Fish Management yes yes LIC
Authority PM

Qld Grain Handling yes yes
Authority*

Rice yes yes yes yes yesg PPR, EPR,
MB PM, MI

Rice Quota Committee LIC
CP

State Wheat Board* yes yes yes VP, LIC,
PMh, MI

Sugar Board*i yes yes yes yes VP, PPR,
EPR, LIC,

PM

Tobacco Leaf MB yes yesk yes yesk yes VP, PPR,
PM, MI

Tobacco Quota LIC, CPk
Committee

Wheat Varieties yes yes Ml
Advisory committee

Note: * Authority with major changes pending.
a VP = vest produce PPR= pool producer returns

EPR = equalise producer returns LIC = license producers, buyers, sellers
CP = control production levels PM = market promotion, research
MI = market information

b The Authority sets a minimum wholesale and a maximum retail price.
c Subject to exemptions.
d Powers not used to date.
e Can direct the marketing of a!! produce marketed in Queensland as well as of Queensland produce traded inter-

State.
f Animal by-products only.
g In associated cooperatives.
h All marketing activities are performed by the Australian Wheat Board under a joint venture agreement.
i See also Table IV.
k Power conferred on the Australian Marketing Advisory Committee.

Source: Industry Commission (1991b).
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Table AV.1
Trade measures applied in Australia, by ISIC category, 1993
(US$ million and per cent)

Import tariffs 1993
ISIC Products Dispersion Imports Mensures affecting

Code Simple 1992 production and trade
average Range Std. (US$M)

Total
1

111

Agriculture, forestryy and fishing

Agriculture and livestock production

121 Forestry

122
130

2

210
220
230

Logging

Fish and shellfish, live, fresh or frozen

- Ocean and coastal fishing

- Fishing n.e.c.

Mining and quarrying

Coal mining

Crude petroleum and natural gas production

Metal ore mining

- Iron ore mining

- Non-ferrous ore mining

290 Stone quarrying and other mineral mining

- Stone quarrying, clay and sand pits

- Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining

- Salt mining

- Mining and quarrying n.e.s.

3 Manufacturing

311 Food products

- Slaughtering, preparing and preserving meat

- Dairy products

- Canning and preserving of fruits and

vegetables

- Canning, preserving & processing of fish &

similar foods

- Manuf. of vegetable & animal oils/fats

- Grain mill products

- Manufacture of bakery products

- Sugar factories and refineries

- Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery

312 Other food products and animal feeds

- Other food products

- Prepared animal feeds

10.4 0-51 11.9 38,188.9
0.9 0-15 3.2 401.1
1.1 0-15 3.5 344.1 State trading, import and

export controls, import
prohibitions (phytosanitary)

1.2 0-15 3.8 15.0 Import controls (phyto-
sanitary), export controls

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

1.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.6
2.0
0.0
0.0
1.8

11.1

3,3
1.1

1.3

7.3

0

0

0

0

0-10

0

0

0

0

0

0-10

0-10

0

0

0-10

0-51
0-15
0-10

0-15

0-15

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

3.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.7
4.1
0.0

3.9

12.1
5.1
3.1
4.0
5.3

0.2
41.8

34.3
7.5

1,682.1
0.6

1,392.9
99.1.
51.6
47.5
189.4

29.2
52.6
1.1

106.6

36,105.8
1,087.2

37,9
44.3

286.1

Import controls

(phytosanitary)

Export approval, royalties

Export controls

Export controls

Phytosanitary controls

Tariff quotas

Anti-dumping and

countervailing actions

0.2 0-10 1.3 316.8

3.0
2.0
6.7
2.5
8.8
2.8
3.2
0.0

0-10

0-15

0-10

0-10

0-15

0-10

0-10

0

4.6
4.5
3.5
5.0
7.4
4.3
4.4
0.0

159.3
21.4
88.4
1.0

132.0
318.0
277.9
40.1

Excise taxes

Table AV.1 (cont'd)
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Import tariffs 1993
ISIC Products Dispersion imports Measures affecting
Code Simple 1992 productionandtrade

average Range Std. (US$ M)

313 Beverages

- Distilling, rectifying and blending spirits

- Manufacture of wines

- Manufacture of malt liquors

- Soft drinks and mineral waters

314 Tobacco products

321 Textiles

322
323

324
331

- Spinning, weaving and finishing textiles

- Made-up textile goods, exc. wearing
apparel

- Knitting mills

- Carpets and rugs

- Cordage, rope and twine

- Textile n.e.s.

Clothing (except knitted or crocheted)

Leather and leather products

- Tanning and leather finishing

- Fur dressing and dying

- Leather products, exc. footwear & clothing

Leather footwear

Wood products, except furniture

- Sawmills, planing and other wood mills

- Wooden and cane containers and cane ware

- Wood and cork products n.e.s.

332 Wooden furniture

341 Paper and paper products

- Pulp, paper and paperboard

- Containers, boxes of paper & paperboard

- Pulp, paper and paperboard n.e.s.

342 Printing and publishing
351 Industrial chemicals

- Basic industrial chemicals (exc. fertilisers)

- Fertilisers and pesticides

- Synthetic resins, plastic materials and

man-made fibres (except glass)

352 Chemicals products and pharmaceuticals
- Paints, varnishes and lacquers

- Drugs and medicines

- Soaps, cleaning preparations, perfumes

- Other chemicals n.e.s.

8.2
6.7

12.1
5.0

0-15
0-10

0-15

0-15

6.6
5.8

5.7
8.7

23.8

1.9
12.9
0.4

Excise taxes

5.0 0-10 5.8 8.6 Local content schemes/tax
concessions

0.0 0 0.0 0.1 Excise taxes, local content
schemes/import
concessions, specific duties

24.9 0-51 14.5 1,841.3 Export incentive schemes,

bounties, high shares of

concessional imports

22.7 0-47
22.4 0-47

38.9
17.7
18.1
15.6
35.0
11.5
8.8

13.6

13.3
22.3
7.2

8.1
2.5
7.0
12.5

8.8
6.9

11.3
13.1
8.5
4.7

2.9
2.3
11.9

0-51

0-32
0-23
0-34
0-47
0-47
0-15
10-23
0-47
0-37
0-15

0-15

0.10

0-15
0-23

0-15

0-15
0-15
0-15

0-15

0-23

12.1
13.8

14.7
13.9
9.8

10.8
18.3
7.8
7.6
5.4
8.2
15.9
5.0

4.7
4.6
4.9
6.9

6.6
6.5
6.9
4.6
7.4
6.2

0-15 4.7
0-15 5.5
0-23 5.8

5.9 0-15 6.3
12.6 10-15 2.6
0.2 0-10 1.5

13.7 0-15 3.2
7.1 0-15 5.6

1,047.0
200.1

374.5
83.9

20.7
115.1
354.0
267.1
85.6
9.9

171.5
239.9
548.0

457.2
17.0
73.8

210.6

1,062.2
520.9
25.6

515.7
657.5

2,875.7

Export incentive schemes

Export incentive schemes

Export incentive schemes

Import controls

(phytosanitary)

Import controls
(phytosanitary)

Bounties

Anti-dumping, production
and trade controls (health
reasons)

1,608.9
283.2
983.6

2,184.2
66.2

1,047.9

244.4
825.7

Export incentives, price
controls

Anti-dumping

Table AV.1 (cont'd)
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lmport tariff 1993

lSIC Products ImportsCode Dispersion Measures affecting
Simple 1992
average Range Std. (US$ M) production and trade

Dev.

353 Petroleum refineries

354 Petroleum and coal products

355 Rubber products

- Tyre and tube industries

- Rubber products n.e.s.

356 Plastic products

361 Pottery, china and eathenware

362 Glass and glass products

369 Other non-metallic mineral products

- Structural clay products

- Cement, lime and plaster

- Non-metal mineral products n.e.s.

371 Iron and steel products

372 Non-ferrous basic metals

381 Metal products

- Cutlery, hand tools and hardware

- Metal furnitures and fixtures

- Structural metal products

- Fabricated metal products, except
machinery and equipment n.e.s.

382 Machinery
- Engines and turbines

- Agricultural machinery and equipment

- Metal and wood working machinery

- Special industrial machinery and equipment

- Office, computing & accounting machinery

- Non-electrical machinery and equipment

383 Electrical machinery

- Electrical motors and apparatus

Radio, television and communications

- Electrical appliances and housewares

- Electrical apparatus n.e.s.

384 Transport equipment
- Ship building and repairing

- Railroad equipment

- Motor vehicles

- Motorcycles and bicycles

- Aircraft manufacture

- Other transport equipment

385 Professional and scientific equipment

- Professional and scientific, measuring
and controlling equipment n.e.s.

- Photographic and optical goods
- Watches and clocks

0.9
5.0
15.8
10.7
17.2
15.0
12.5
8.7
8.1
7.6
2.5
9.0
6.5
2.9
12.6
12.7
12.0
13.8
12.3

7.8
8.4
9.2
6.5

5.4
2.6
11.1

11.6
11.6
10.8

15.5
11.7
11.0
7.3
14.4
14.1

3.9
0.0
6.0
4.9
6.3

0-15

0-15

0-47
0-15

0-47
15

10-15
0-15

0-15

0-10

0-10

0-15
0-10

0-15
0-15
0-15
0-15

10-15
0-15

0-32.5

0-32.5

0-15

0-15
0-15
0-15

0-15

0-29
0-15
0-15

15-29
0-15
0-32.5

0-15
0-15
0-32.5

0-15
0

0-15
0-15

0-15

3.6
5.5

10.6
5.1
11.3
0.0
2.6

5.6

4.5
4.4
4.6
4.0
3.4
4.8
4.8
5.2
6.3
2.2
4.8

6.7
10.0
5.5
6.9
6.2
4.7
5.5

6.0
5.9
6.6

2.7
5.1

9.1
7.5
3.1
9.0

6.5
0.0
8.2
6.7
7.0

731.5
14.5

664.2
354.5
309.7
381.5
122.9
222.4
356.8
209.9

6.8
140.0
577.0

1,166.8
992.1
374.0
53.5
111.6
453.1

7,128.0
152.9
114.1
517.0

1,513.7
2,722.0
2,108.4

4,254.1
678.5

2,623.4

262.1

690.2
4,774.4

107.2
39.7

2,873.5

Excise taxes

Anti-dumping

Anti-dumping

Anti-dumping

Bounties, procurement
incentives, export
incentives

Procurement incentives,
export incentives,
restrictive type approval

Bounties

Export incentives, split

sales taxes, specific duties

(second-hand cars), anti-

dumping
161.8

1,566.4
25.8

1,873.9
1,231.9

4.5 0-15 6.4 493.4
2.0 0-15 5.0 148.5

Table AV.1 (cont'd)
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Import tariffs 1993
ISIC Products Dispersion Imports Measures affecting
Code Simple average Range Std. 1992 production and trade

390 Other manufactures 9.5 0-37 7.5 1,176.3
- Jewellery and related articles 8.3 0-15 7.7 118.2
- Musical instruments 2.0 0-10 3.9 56.8
- Sporting goods 14.4 0-37 8.3 202.7
- Other manufacturing n.e.s. 9.9 0-15 6.8 798.6

a According to the authorities, the measures have expired.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics and estimates by the GATT Secretariat.
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Table AV.2
Average effective rates of assistance for agriculture, 1987-88 to 1991-92

Description Previous series Current series
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1990-91 1991-92

Total agriculture 11 8 8 13 15 13
Horticulture 10 11 8 7 7 7
Apples and pears 3 0 2 1 -4 -4
Dried vine fruits 56 59 39 57 61 80
Wine grapes 39 47 34 34 31 29
Citrusb 20 22 10 9 9 6
Deciduous canning fruits 9 8 8 4 3 -2
Bananas 2 1 1 1 0 0
Tobacco 68 110 91 36 61 40
Vegetables -2 -2 -1 -1 0 0

Extensive cropping 3 0 3 7 7 3
Wheat 3 0 3 11 11 4
Barley 2 0 0 1 1 2
Oats 2 -I 0 2 2 2
Maize 0 -1 1 1 1 2
Sorghum 1 -I 1 2 2 2
Oilseeds 3 3 9 3 2 2

Extensive irrigation and high rainfall crops 19 12 10 8 10 8
Sugarc 32 21 16 27 27 21
Cottond 6 6 6 0 -5 -3
Ricee 50 10 8 14 15 11

Extensive grazing 5 5 3 12 14 9
Beef 8 10 5 3 4 4
Wool 3 2 1 22 26 17
Sheepmeat 3 5 6 9 10 5

Intensive livestock 59 28 32 36 45 47
Pigs 4 -3 3 2 2 4
Poultry 6 3 9 1 1 6
Eggs' 22 ... 22 34 58 23
Milk production 171 54 59 71 55 73
Manufacturing milk 149 50 38 47 44 33
Fresh milk >200 60 105 123 129 >200

a Average rates weighted by the unassisted value-added of each activity.
b Assistance estimates since 1988-89 are based on revised methodology. It is assumed that the developing country tariff on frozen

orange juice establishes a floor for all citrus production.
c The embargo on sugar imports ceased in June 1989. The estimates since 1989-90 are based on a revised methodology. The

price distortion was calculated by comparing the average domestic unit returns with a constructed export parity price.
d The domestic marketing arrangements for cotton ceased in June 1989.
e Estimates based on price comparisons between domestic and export prices for medium- and long-grain rice. The 1991-92 estimates

exclude assistance associated with Queensland production.
f Estimates for 1987-88 relied on a comparison of wholesale prices and New South Wales average export prices. Following the

deregulation of the New South Wales egg market, the necessary data were no longer available and estimates were not reported
for 1988-89. Estimates since 1989-90 are based on the difference between the weighted average deregulated farmgate price and
the average price received by farmers in the States maintaining regulation.

g In 1987-88 and 1988-89, the producer transfers were estimated for each State by multiplying the difference between the State
fresh milk price and a notional deregulated price, by fresh milk sales in the State. For New South Wales, Queensland and South
Australia, the deregulated price was assumed to be the Victorian manufacturing milk price, plus freight from Victoria to the respective
State. For Western Australia and Tasmania, the deregulated price was equated with the local manufacturing milk price, plus
winter incentive payments. Estimates since 1989-90 are based on a revised methodology. The producer transfer was estimated
by multiplying the difference between the fresh milk price and the local manufacturing milk price, plus an allowance of 20 per
cent of the average Australian manufacturing milk price to represent the cost of assurance of out-of-season supply.

Source: Industry Commission.
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Table AV.3
Average effective rates of assistance for manufacturing industries, 1989-90 to 2000
(Per cent, for sectors classified according to the Australian Standard Industrial Classification)

1983-84 1989-90 seriesc
ASIC Description series
codeb 1989 1990 19891990 19911992 199319941995 1996 2000

-90, -91 ,-90, 91 -92 -93 -94 -95 -96 -97
21-34 Total manufacturing 16 15 15 15 14 12 11 9 8 6 5

21 Food, beverages and tobaccd
211 Meat products
2115 Meat (exc. smallgoods or poultry)
2116 Poultry
2117 Bacon, ham and smalIgoods n.e.c.

212 Milk products
2121 Liquid milk and creamd
2122 Butterd
2123 Cheesed
2124 Ice cream and frozen confectionsd
2125 Milk products n.e.c.

213 Fruit and vegetable productsd
2131 Fruit productd
2132 Vegetable productd

-4 -4 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 1
-3 -3 -3 -5 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2
2 2 14 23 23 23 21 20 17 15 8
-2 -2 4 7 7 7 6 6 5 4 2

-10 -10 -2 -3 -I -2 -1 0 0 0 -1
-3 -4 10 8 12 12 12 13 12 10 5

8
8
7

8 14 14 14 14 12 11
9 21 19 18 16 14 12
8 11 11 12 12 11 10

9

9

7
7
7

7
7
7

214 Margarine and oils and fats,
n.e.c.

12 13 15 15 15 16 15 13 12 9 9

215 Flour mill and cereal food
products

2151 Flour mill productsd
2152 Starch, gluten and starch sugars

3 3 5 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 11 8 8 7 6 6

0 0 0 0
6 5 5 5

216 Bread, cakes and biscuits'
2161 Breadd
2162 Cakes and pastriesd
2163 Biscuitsd

0 -I 1 0 -1 -i 0 0
-2 -2 0 0 -1 -1 0 0
-4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -3 -3 -2
8 5 9 6 2 3 4 4

217 Other food products

2171 Raw sugar )def
2176 Food products n.e.c. )

2173 Confectionary and cocoa products'

2174 Processed seafood

2175 Prepared animal and bird foods"

7

6

7

6

4 4 4 4 3
1 2 2 2 1

22 21 22 19 19 17 14 11
1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

-3 -3 -4 -3 -3 -3 -2 -2

2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2

8 4
3 3

-2 -1

5

3

-1

218 Beverages and maltd

2185 Soft drinks, cordials and syrups"
2186 Beere
2187 Maltde
2189 Alcoholic beverages, n.e.c.

2188 Wine and brandyd

219 Tobacco productd

7
9

6 4 4
8 10 7

4
8

4 3 3 3
8 8 8 7

-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2 -2

2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
11 9

22 19 21 20 18 18 14 13

-4 -4 4

2

5
2
5

-2 -1 -1

2 1 1

11 8 8

7 7 8 8 7 6 5 5

Table AV.3 (cont'd)

3 3
2 2
-1 -1

1 1
13 13

4 4
1 1
0 0
8 8
8 8

4
1

8

4
1
0

8

3
1
o

8

3
1
o

7

3
1
0

6

2
1

5

2
1

5

0 1
0 0
-2 -1
5 6

1
0
-1

6
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1983-84 1989-90 seriesc
ASIC Description series

codeb 1989 1990 19891990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 2000

23
234

Textiles
Textile fibres, yarns and woven
fabrics

2341 Cotton ginning
2342 Wool scouring and top making
2343 Man-made fibres and yarns
2344 Man-made fibre broadwoven

fabrics
2345 Cotton yarns & broadwoven fabrics
2346 Worsted yarns and broadwoven

fabrics
2347 Woollen yarns and broadwoven

fabrics
2348 Narrow woven & elastic textiles
2349 Textile finishing

235 Other textile products
2351 Household textiles
2352 Textile floor coverings
2353 Felt and felt products
2354 Canvas and associated products,

n.e.c.
2355 Rope, cordage and twine
2356 Textile products, n.e.c.

24 Clothing and Footwear
244 Knitting mills
2441 Hosiery
2442 Cardigans and pullovers
2443 Knitted goods, n.e.c.

245 Clothing
2451 Men's trousers and shorts; work

clothing
2452 Men's suits and coat; waterproof

clothing
2453 Women's outwear, n.e.c.
2454 Foundation garments
2455 Underwear and infants clothing,

n.e.c.
2456 Headgear and clothing, n.e.c.

246 Footwear

72 68 53 51 46 41
86 79 59 56 49 42

0 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2
- - 2 2 2 3

62 57 103 100 97 86
183 166 180 160 120 106

100 95 85 76 70 61
41 38 45 42 38 38

39 38 25 24 25 24

53 53 48 49 48 43
168 152 82 91 78 56

50 50 46 44 44 39
122 139 52 60 61 44
151 142 94 89 88 80
27 26 18 18 18 18
14 17 18 20 24 22

26 26 38 39 38 34
15 15 22 20 18 16

173 176 113 113 92 73
171 164 144 140 119 101
149 135 100 98 93 80
244 237 198 191 152 139
149 147 158 153 127 101

164 171 105 106 84 66
180 201 129 137 106 79

160 140 107 88 71 60

172 187 96 98 79 65
181 187 127 130 110 80
242 238 158 154 117 84

44 47 60 63 53 46

224 231 111 116 91 67

37 33 27
317 33 24

-1 -1 -1

7 8 8
04 45 5
90 81 66

53 47 35
34 30 20

20 16 9 9 5

42 39 35
52 47 43

37 34 31
43 40 37
75 72 66
15 13 9
21 20 18

33 30 27
14 12 10

65 60 56
92 86 80
74 68 63
118 110 102
95 90 84

59 54 50
76 70 66

57 52 48

57 52 49
65 59 55
69 63 60

43 39 36

60 54 50
Table AV.3 (cont'd)

25 17
23 15

-1 -1

8 8
3 3

62 37

33 22
19 14

32 21
40 28

28 19
35 26
63 40
6 6
15 11

24 15
7 7

52 34
76 49
59 40
98 64
81 51

47 33
62 43

45 31

45 31
Si 34
56 38

34 23

46 24
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1989-90 series'
ASIC series

1989 1990 190 1990 1991 I992 1993 1994 1995 l996 2000
-90 -91 -90 -91 -92 -93 -94 -95 -96 -97

25 Wood. wood products and
furniture

253 Wood and wood products
2531 Log 11nlwmillint
2532 keuwn and dressed timber
241 Veneers andmaunfactired boards
21 4 WéJen doogm
1e1t woodenstructural l rittingt and

,jmtnety n.ec.
21W6 Wooden containers
2417 I1.lwoox wontkhipî
2<1* AWcdproducts n.e.c.

2.4 Furniture andmattresses
254 !M1ÇnftM9 <etCepI mbbr)
,.-41 Fimdure <except theet meul)

*4 paper, paper products, printing
and publishing

263 Paper and paper products
2111 PuNig paper and papertbcart
2632 Paper bags (inc. eîx:ile bags)
'f!! *AJ ibtteboartl containers
26>4 Co'oeugaied flbrtbard containers

h!t hl pw'uctl. n.e.c.

164 Ptliud tialslimUd 1nduIrk.e
.MS41 PUNWtht
2642 Prtning nd publishing
"641 Paper 11tionery
6.U Prntinng ind bookhinding

264! Pnmninj inde servkces n.,.c.

t5 13 15 14 12 10 9 7 6 4 4

Il in Io 9 8 8 7 6 6
4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
15 14 16 I5 14 13 12 1 1 10
23 23 31 29 27 25 20 17 13
15 13 17 16 14 13 12 10 9
14 13 8 7 7 6 6 5 5

8 R 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
0 o -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1
19 17 I6 15 14 12 1 ! 10 9

23 20 26 22 19 15 12 9
-3 -2 o I 1 1 I 1
29 24 30 26 22 1 7 13 1 1

8
9
9

4
4
7
9
6
4

-1

7

4
2
5

4
4
7
9
6
4

-1

7

4
1

9 7 9 7 7 7 6 S 4 2 2

22 18 19 16 16 16 13 il 8 S 5
17 15 Il 1 l 1 1 11 9 8 6 4 4
24 19 26 20 20 20 16 13 10 6 6
30 24 25 20 20 20 16 13 10 6 6
26 19 26 21 20 21 16 13 il 6 6
25 21 27 22 22 22 17 14 il 6 6

S 4 6 S 5 S 4 3 3 2 2
o - -i -1 -1 -1 -1 O o O o
t) O) o o 0 o o O 0

23 1 23 19 18 18 15 12 10 6 6
10 8 13 il 10 9 8 6 5 4 3
-3 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0

17 Chemical, petroleum and cool
products

275 M&W chemicals
t711 (Chemical<eniliuri
27<2 l,~dîInu s1l rtaes'
'V<! .*;>|yîhcîuc retsnî and Rubber
2:t4 Ctttnbc IMutfiIl chemicals n.e.c.'
21(1 lnorgiaw inJdisrial cliemicals

t, ts<.

274 Other chemicalproducts
:761 Amumnutxon. explosives and

I7W` Paints
tCe Pharmaumeukal and vete!inr,

products
27b4 Peiticides
2765 Soap andi other detergents
l7m, *'osmtucis and toilet preparations
2767 Inks
76* (Chemical products. n.e.c.

Il 10 8 8 7 7 6 D 4 3 3

17 16 il 10 10 10 8 7 5
2 2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1

O o o o o O o
30 27 32 29 29 29 24 20 16
8 7 4 4 4 3 3 3 2
19 17 7 6 5 4 4 4 3

14 13 12 12 12 12 10
15 14 10 10 10 1O 9

8
8

7
7

20 21 22 22 22 23 18 15 12
2 2 -1 -1 -I -1 0 0 o

46 43 20 18 18 1s 15 12 10
18 18 17 17 17 17 14 12 10
18 16 19 18 18 18 14 12 10
22 20 20
22 20 18 18 17 17 14 12 10

Table AV.3(cont'd)

4
-1

o
10
2
3

4
-1
o
10
2
3

4
5

4
5

7 7
O O

6
6
6

6
6
6

7 7
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1983-84 1989-90series
ASIC Description series

1989 1990 198919901991 1992 1993-90 -91 -90 -91 -92 -93 -94 -95 -96 -97
277 Petroleum refining

278 Petroleum & coal products n.e.c. 33 29 23 20 15 15 13 12 10

28 Non-metallic mineral products

285 Glass and glass products

3 3 4 4

4 3 5 4

3 3 3 3 2 2 2

4 4 4 3 3 3 3

286 Clay products and refractories

2861 Clay bricks
2862 Refractories

2863 Ceramic tiles and pipes

2864 Ceramic goods n.e.c.

287 Cement ,nd concrete products

2871 Cement
2872 Ready-mixed concrete'

2873 Cement, concrete pipes & culverts'

2874 Concrete products n.e.c.

288 Other non-metallic mineral
products

2881 Plaster products and expanded
minerals'

2882 Stone products'

2883 Glass wool and mineral wool

products

2884 Non-metallic mineral products
n.e.c.

29 Basic metal products
294 Basic iron and steel

2941 Iron and steel basic products
2942 Iron casting
2943 Steel casting
2944 Iron and steel forging

2945 Steel pipes and tubes

5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2
-1 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 13 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
12 11 9 9 9 8 8 7 6
21 19 22 21 19 17 14 12 10

0

0
0 1 1 1

0 0 0

1 1 1
0

0

1

5

7

0
-1 -1 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2 -2 -2 -1

4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2
1 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 I

00

5

7

0

0

-1

2

11 10 14 12 1l 10 9 8 7 5 5

15 13 15 14 13 12 11 9 8 6 6

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 7 7
13 12 20 17 14 14 12 10 8 5 5

5 6 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

8 8 9 8 8 6 6 5 5 4 4
il il 18 18 17 13 12 il il 9 9

8 8 17 17 17 12 11 11 11 10 10
21 19 19 18 16 16 13 12 10 7 7
26 25 28 26 25 23 18 15 12 8 8
32 31 20 19 18 17 14 12 10 6 6
16 15 21 18 16 18 15 13 10 5 5

295 Basic non-ferrous metals

2951 Copper smelting, refining'
2952 Silver, lead, zinc smelting, refining

2953 Alumina
2954 Aluminium smelting
2955 Nickel smelting, refining'
2956 Non-ferrous metals n.e.c. smelting,

refining

2957 Secondar, recovery and alloying of

non-ferrous metals n.e.c.e

296 Non-ferrons metal basic products

2961 Aluminium rolling, drawing,

extruding

2962 Non-ferrous metals n.e.c. rolling,

drawing, extruding

2963 Non-ferrous metal casting

-4 -4 -1 0

2 2
o o o o

-8 -7 -2 -1

-2 -1 0 0

1 1 O O

3 2

o o o o o o

2 2 2 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 O O

-l -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

O O O 0 O O

o o o o o o

2 2 -16 -15 -14 -16 -16 -16 -16 -15

38 35 38 36 33 31 27 24 20 14
46 42 60 56 51 47 42 36 31 22

36 36 17 16 16 16 14 13 il 8

14 13 28 26 25 23 18 15 12 7

0

-1

0

-15

14
22

8

7

Table AV.3 (cont'd)
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1983-84 1989-90 seriec

codeb 1989 1990 1989 1990 19911992 1993 1994 1995 19962000
-90 -91 -90 -91 -92 -93 -94 -95-96-97

31 Fabricated metal products
314 Structural metal products
3141 Fabricated structural steel
3142 Architectural aluminium products
3143 Architectural metal products n.e.c.

315 Sheet metal products
3151 Metal containers
3152 Sheet meta. furniture
3153 Sheet metal products n.e.c.

316 Other fabricated metal products
3161 Cutlery and hand tools n.e.c.
3162 Springs and wire products
3163 Nuts, bolts, screws and rivets
3164 Metal coating and finishing
3165 Non-ferrous steam, gas and water

fittings
3166 Boiler and plate work
3167 Metal blinds and awnings
3168 Fabricaied metal products n.e.c.

18 17 19 18 16
13 12 12 J l 10
8 8 8 7 6

23 21 20 19 18
19 17 14 14 12

20 19 24 22 20
16 14 25 24 22
32 26 32 27 23
21 20 22 21 19

22 20 22 21 19
20 18 23 22 20
16 15 18 17 15
28 25 26 23 21
20 18 22 21 20
25 23 26 24 22

24 23 32 30 28
24 23 20 20 20
21 20 21 20 18

32 Transport equipment

323 Motor vehicles and parts
3231 Motor vehicles
3232 Motor vehicle bodies, trailers,

caravans

3233 Motor vehicle instruments and

electrical equipment n.e.c.

3234 Motor vehicle parts n.e.c.

324 Other transport equipment

3241 Ships
3242 Boats
3243 Railway rolling stock and

locomotives

3244 Aircraft
3245 Transport equipment n.e.c.

33

334
Other machinery and equipment
Photographic, profe-ssional and

scientificequipment
3341 Photographic and optical goods
3342 Photographic film processing
3343 Measuring, professional and

scientific equipment n.e.c.

35 33 37 34 31
65 60 52 48 45
119 113 59 55 51
29 25 25 22 20

53 49 48 45 43

43 40 45 42 39

14 13 10 9 7
20 19 17 16 13
26 24 35 33 30
18 17 16 16 14

2 2 -4 -4 -3
29 24 32 23 21

17 15 19 18 16
3 4 17 17 15

12 17 19 22 21
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2

7 6 9 9 9

29
41
47
16

26

38
42
13

24

35

38

10

21
31
34
8

19
28
29
4

13

19

18

4

39 38 36 34 33 22

36 35 33 32 31 22

7
12
27
14

5

9

23

1 l

5

8

20

9

4
6
17
8

2

4

12

5

2

3

12

5

-3 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1

20 17 15 13 9 9

14 12 10 8 6 6
14 Il 10 8 7 7

15
-2

8

10

-1

6

9

5

8
-1

5

6

-1

4

6

4
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12
8
5

13
10

10
7
5
10
9

8
5
4
7
7

4
3
3
3
5

4
3
3
4
s

15
10
6
18
Il

20
22
21
19

18
19
14
18
19
20

27
19
17

15
17
16
15

14
15
il
14
15
15

21
15
14

12
14
13
12

12
12
9
12
13
13

17
12
il1

9

10
9

9
10
7
9
10
10

14
9
9

5
6
5
4

6
6
4
6
6
6

9
5
6

a
6
5
4

6
6
4
6
6
6

9
6
6
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-90-91-92-93 -94-95-96 -97
2000

Appliances & electrical equip.
Radios, TVs, audio equipment
Electronic equipment n.e.c.
Fridges & household appliances
Water heating systems
Electric & telephone cable & wire
Batteries
Elec. mach. & equipment n.e.c.

24 21 21 19 17 15 12
20 19 17 17 13 13 11
26 23 23 20 19 17 14
27 24 25 23 19 17 13
34 32 45 41 37 34 27
20 18 7 6 4 3 3
61 53 37 32 27 22 19
18 16 18 17 15 14 12

336 Industrial machinery & equip.

3361 Agricultural machinery

3362 Construction machinery

3363 Materials handling equipment
3364 Wood & metal working machinery

3365 Pumps and compressors

3366 Commercial space heating and
cooling equipment

3367 Dies, saw blades and machine tool

accessories

3368 Food processing machinery

3369 Industrial mach. &equipment n.e.c.

34 Miscellaneous manufacturing
345 Leather and leather products

3451 Leather tanning and fur dressing

3452 Leather & leather substitute goods

346 Rubber products

3461 Rubber tyres, tubes, belts, hose

and sheets

3462 Rubber products n.e.c.

12

O

17
26
Il

17
31

10

-1

15
23

15
27

17 16
4 3
9 9

33 29
Il 11

14 13
34 31

14 13
3 3

8 8
25 23
10 9
11 10
26 24

il
3
7

18
8
9
19

9

3

6

15

7
8

15

7

3

5

6

7

12

2
4
6
S

5

7

5

3

4

6

5

5

7

16 16 19 19 18 16 13 11 9 5 5

16 14 17 16 14 14 12 11 9 6 6
9 8 18 16 14 13 10 9 7 5 5

22
27
26
30

20
27
26
30

20 19

39 39
46 47
24 24

18 17

38 35
46 42
22 21

14

30
36
19

12

27

33
17

10

23

28

15

7
18
20
13

7
17

20
10

30 26 22 20 17 14 13 12 11 9 9
28 24 22 19 17 15 13 12 12 10 10

32 29 23 21 18 14 il 10 8 6 6

347 Plastic and related products
3471 Flexible packaging and abrasive

papers
3472 Rigid plastic sheeting )ef
3473 Hard surface floor covering n.e.c.)

3474 Plastic products n.e.c.

348 Other manufacturing

3481 Ophthalmic articles
3482 Jewellery and silverware

3483 Brooms and brushes

3484 Signs and advertising displays
3485 Sporting equipment
3486 Writing and marketing equipment

3487 Manufacturing n.e.c.

18

20
17
18

18 17 17 17 13 11 9 6
18 17 17 17 13 11 9 6

6
6

14 13 10 9 9 9 7 6 5 3 3
17 16 19 17 17 17 13 11 9 6 6

25
15
50
27
21
31
18

15

23
13
45
24
20
27
17
14

24 22
19 16
28 27
34 31
28 26
32 30
13 12
5 4

20 18
16 16
24 23
28 25
23 21
27 24
Il 11

4 3

15

13
20
20
17
21

9
3

13

Il

18
17
14
18
7

il

9

16
14

15
6
2

7
6

13
9
7

4

I

8
6
13
9
7

Il

4
2

a Assistance to an activity, net of the effects of tariffs and certain other forms of government intervention which alter the prices
of material inputs used by the industry. All rates have been rounded to whole numbers.

b Industry subdivision, group and class from the Australian Standard Industrial Classification (ASIC) 1983-84 Edition.

c Estimates for 1992-93 to 2000 reflect 1991-92 prices.

d Estimates for 1991-92 to 2000 reflect the Commission's projection of assistance to agricultural commodities.

e Assistance estimates were not calculated separately because 1989-90 production data is confidential.

f Assistance estimates were not calculated separately because 1983-84 production data is confidential.

Source: Industry Commission.

ASIC Description
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Table AV.4
Initiatives to encourage food processing

Commonwealth Initiatives

I. Agri-Food Industries Growth Strategy
The principal Commonwealth programme encouraging food processing was announced in July 1992. It is aimed at

developing linkages between the rural and processing sectors, with an emphasis on value-adding activities and processing of high-
quality rural produce. The Strategy is voluntary and industry-based, with low levels of assistance to food processing. The main
administrative body, the Agri-Food Council, comprises representatives from industry, farmers, unions and research, and is
chaired by the Federal Ministers for Industry, Technology and Regional Development and for Primary Industries and Energy.
Programmes in support of the Agri-Food Strategy:
(i) Clean Food Export Programme

The programme is aimed at promoting the ability to produce wholesome fresh and processed food from a clean
environment. The initial focus is on the Asian market, with a pilot promotion programme in Taiwan. Commonwealth
funding of $A 5 million is conditional on matching industry contributions. If the pilot initiative is successful a wider,
predominantly industry-funded campaign is anticipated.

(ii) Food Industry Language and Literacy Programme
The programme supports English language training to facilitate workplace reform, and has funding of $A 3.75 million.

(iii) Food Industry Networking Programme
The programme is intended to encourage the formation of networks among small and medium-sized food processing
firms in an effort to overcome diseconomies of scale in exporting; funding is $A 0.8 million.

(iv) Food industry Benchmarking Programme
It intends to assist food processing firms in benchmarking their operations against international best practice; funding is
$A 0.5 million.

(v) Non-Funded Food Industry Programmes

A Processed Food Market Access Committee addresses market access difficulties faced by processed food exporters
through negotiations with relevant Governments. The Agri-Food Council is currently reviewing regulatory impediments
to exports, seeking to improve linkages between different stages in the food value-adding chain, and developing
innovation strategy for the industry. A Memorandum of Understanding provides an umbrella for workplace reform and
training initiatives within the industry. A guideline has been developed for more effective use by the industry of the
150% R&D Tax Concession.

Il. Rural Marketing and Business Programmes
A package of rural business and marketing programmes is designed to assist rural and related industries to enhance

international competitiveness and take advantage of market opportunities. The programmes contribute to improving marketing
and business skills and developing networks and knowledge for new and emerging exporters. The existing and new programmes
form part of the integrated Rural Marketing and Business Service.

(i) World Best Practice Incentive Scheme
The Scheme aims to encourage, at all levels of the production chain, the use as benchmarks of practices regarded as the
world's most competitive.

(ii) Marketing Skills Programme

It is designed to develop export marketing skills to enable businesses and producer groups to develop and implement
export marketing strategies.

(iii) Rural Industries Business Extension Service

The Service is intended to advance international competitiveness in agriculture and related industries by improving access
to professional business and marketing support services.
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Commonwealth initives
(iv) Innovative Agricultural Marketing Programme

The programme provides developments finance to commercialize and market innovative rural-based products. processes
and marketing systems that have the capability to generate exports and/or import replacement sales; it is administered
jointly with AUSTRADE.

(v) Business Advice for Rural Areas

The facility provides rural community groups with funds to employ a business facilitator. Its objectives are: to expand,
diversify, and/or stabilize local income opportunities by assisting local entrepreneurial capacity, fostering business talent
and ideas, and improving individual and rural economic diversification.

(vi) Rural Enterprise Network Program
The Program is designed to encourage small rural businesses to form networks to achieve common outcomes, such as
accessing export markets that are beyond the reach of individual companies.

(vii) Rural Development Incentive Scheme

It assists rural business communities in actions to improve the competitiveness of rural, related businesses and industries
(e.g. plans to overcome obstacles inhibiting the establishment or expansion of viable enterprises).

To facilitate access to these programmes the Department of Primary Industries and Energy is developing a 'one-stop
service" approach to project applications and approvals. It will be overseen by a single Agri-Business Board with a majority of
private sector representatives.

III. National Industry Extension Service (NIES)

NIES is administered by the Department of Industry, Technology and Regional Development in conjunction with State
Government Agencies. It provides advice, services and support to help manufacturing and service industries identify and
implement strategies to become internationally competitive; and links enterprises to a network of government and private service
organizations.

Initiatives at State level

Several State Governments have initiatives aimed at encouraging the development of food processing industries. Broadly
similar to the Commonwealth's Agri-Food Strategy, the initiatives are being directed towards the removal of impediments to
exports and promoting better linkages within the value-adding chain.

The Victorian Government, for example, has established a Food Industry Advisory Committee, chaired by the Premier, to
address these issues, and is increasing support to the industry through the National Industry Extension Service network services.
The Queensland Government is implementing a Queensland Food Industry Strategy which includes an initiative to facilitate
improved networks and linkages within the industry.

Other state programmes and services include:
Agsell (New South Wales), which provides primary producers and processors with marketing information, advice and contacts.
The objective is to facilitate exports of, arid encourage investment in, the value-adding of agricultural-based products and
foodstuffs, specifically targeting Asian markets. Agsell acts as a link between the private sector and the NSW Department of
Agriculture.
Ministerial Export Marketing Unit (Western Australia), to assist business in export activities. Key services include
consultations with prospective new and established exporters; identification of new market opportunities and development of
strategies to overcome impediments to exports; and coordination with existing government agencies in the export field.
Agwest Development (Western Australia) offers wide expertise in production, processing and marketing to assist agri-business
projects.
Agricultural Development and Marketing Programme (South Australia) monitors and provides information on changing
international market and trade conditions; advises on new market opportunities; on ways of developing new products for export
and shipping; and on processing and packaging requirements for overseas markets.
Queensland Export Development Scheme (Queensland) aims to encourage companies to adopt sound strategic marketing
techniques and enhance their export potential. Queensland complements assistance available from AUSTRADE, the National
Industry Extension Service and other business support schemes.

Source: Government of Australia


